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This dissertation investigates the internal constructions of Mandarin nominal 

phrases with a special attention on bare nouns and nominal phrases involving 

numerals and classifiers (full-fledged DP’s). I argue that three distinct syntactic 

structures are needed in order to accommodate three different kinds of nominal 

interpretations in Mandarin, namely concept-denoting, object-denoting that can be 

singular or plural, and object-denoting that must be singular or plural. Two aspects of 

the nominal domain are highlighted in this study: plurality and modification.  

In exploring plurality, I examine the following questions: (1) Why are object- 

denoting bare nouns ambiguous in terms of the number information; (2) How is 

number information expressed linguistically in full-fledged DP’s; and (3) How do the 

abstract number features under the Number functional projection interact with other 

projections within the nominal domain? In addition to the plurality system in common 

nouns, this study also investigates the relationship between the syntactic construction 

and the semantic interpretations of plural pronouns. I argue that plural pronouns in 
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Mandarin are syntactically complex and semantically compositional. 

Within the modification system, I examine the possessive constructions and 

pre-nominal adjectival modifiers. I argue that possessive phrases in Mandarin are of 

semantic type <e, t>. Moreover, I demonstrate that both possessor phrases and 

adjectival phrases can appear in the pre-N and pre-D positions and provide discussion 

as to how they interact with other functional projections within the nominal domain. 

In this study, the relationship between syntactic positions of possessor phrases and 

adjective phrases and their corresponding semantic interpretations is also examined.  

Furthermore, I investigate two seemingly related adjectival constructions, the 

so-called de-modification and de-less modification. I argue that de-less modifiers are 

not phrasal. They are subwords in the sense of Embick and Noyer (2001). I suggest 

that de-less elements and nouns form morphosyntactic words, which function as sub-

concept terms. Hence, they are not allowed to move out of the N head and appear in 

the pre-D position. In contrast, de-modifiers are phrasal and are allowed to appear in 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1. Goals 

Human languages are enormously complex. However, children as young as 4 

or 5 years can already master the language(s) they encounter. It has been 

hypothesized that this kind of capacity is generated by a finite set of principles 

universal to all languages and has drawn many researchers to investigate what these 

principles are as well as to what degree linguistic structures stem from them. 

Exploring the fundamental components of human languages and comparing the 

similarities and differences found in these components from various languages can 

assist us to better understand these principles. My goal is to contribute a study of the 

syntactic construction of nominal phrases with a special focus on Mandarin Chinese.  

The internal structure of nominal phrases is an intricate domain, which has 

received much attention (e.g., Abney 1987, Tang 1990, Ritter 1991, Szabolcsi 1994, 

and many others). In this study, I concentrate on the syntactic properties of nominal 

phrases and hope to contribute to the literature, which has focused largely on non-

classifier languages,1 by adding information from a classifier language, Mandarin 

Chinese. Two aspects of the nominal domain are highlighted in this study: plurality 

and modification. Knowledge of the number system is one important cognitive 

capacity that human beings possess, and how human beings express number 

information linguistically is an important question. I explore plurality in Mandarin 

adding a syntactic perspective to a considerable semantic literature on this topic (e.g., 

Link 1983, Landman 1989, 1996, Chierchia 1998a, Ionin and Matushansky 2004, 

among many others). 

Investigating the phenomena surrounding the elements denoting plurality and 

modification can help us understand the abstract functional projections that play an 

                                                 
1 See Cheng and Sybesma (1999), Tang (1990), Li (2003a) for some discussion on Mandarin nominal 
phrases. 
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important role in building up nominal structures. For example, in English a nominal 

phrase that begins with a numeral can appear in subject position as in (1a), while its 

Mandarin counterpart cannot as shown in (2a). Mandarin Chinese requires an overt 

element preceding the numeral if appearing in subject position as in (2b).  

(1) a. [Three students] are in the classroom. 

b. [Those three students] are in the classroom. 

(2) a. *[san    ge   xuesheng]  zai      jiaoshi     li 

      three  CL   student       at    classroom   in   (CL = classifier) 

b. [na   san    ge   xuesheng]  zai      jiaoshi      li 

    that  three  CL   student      at    classroom   in 

    ‘Those three students are in the classroom.’ 

The grammatical contrast among the sentences in (1) and (2) boils down to the 

different properties of the functional projection above the numeral in these two 

languages. English allows the head of this projection to be phonologically null when 

it is in the subject position, whereas Mandarin Chinese does not. Other questions that 

arise when examining a nominal phrase like the one in (2a) include: why does 

Mandarin require the classifier ge between the numeral and the noun? What is the 

function of classifiers? And what kind of relationship do classifiers have with other 

projections within the nominal domain? These are questions that will be addressed in 

this study.   

2. Dialect under Study 

Since this is a dissertation about the syntax of nominal phrases in Mandarin 

Chinese, it is useful to clarify from the very beginning what “Mandarin Chinese” 

refers to in this study. In the literature, the term “Mandarin Chinese” (also known as 

“Mandarin” or “Chinese”) is often used as a cover term for many different dialects of 

this language. Originally, Mandarin Chinese referred to the dialect of northern China, 

which was used by public officials in the capital city of Beijing prior to the early 20th 

century.  It evolved into the so-called standard Chinese in modern times. Nowadays it 
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is the official language of Taiwan and China. In this study, I use the term “Mandarin” 

for “Mandarin Chinese.” 

It is well-known in the literature that dialects of Mandarin vary from each 

other greatly in several aspects, and wide variation in usage is often noted (e.g., Chao 

1968, Li and Thompson 1989). However, the degree of variation can still be striking 

even when one is aware of the existence of dialectal variation. This study, which 

provides information about the syntax of Mandarin nominal phrases, is based mainly 

on data from the Mandarin spoken in Taiwan, and most of the informants who I 

consulted are from Taiwan. Throughout this study, whenever there is a dialectal 

variation found between the dialect I study and the dialect(s) reported in the literature, 

I will point it out specifically. For ease of discussion, the data in this dissertation are 

presented in a Romanization system, called Pinyin (lit. spelling sound), which was 

first introduced in China in 1950’s and has been widely adopted by researchers of 

Chinese linguistics.  

3. Syntactic and Semantic Assumptions 

The syntactic framework that I have adopted in this study is an early version 

of the Minimalist Program, a perspective that has emerged from the work of Noam 

Chomsky (1998, 1999, 2001). In this dissertation, I account for a broad range of 

phenomena by using a rather austere set of syntactic operations included in Merge. 

Syntactic structures are hierarchical in nature; larger structures are built up 

from smaller structures, which, themselves, are composed from atomic items. The 

operation that is responsible for building larger constituents out of smaller ones is 

Merge. The operation Merge takes two elements, α  and 
β
, and creates a new one 

consisting of the two as in (3): 

(3)              γ  = { α  , 
β
} 

 

     α               
β
 

If the operation Merge combines two separate objects, α  and 
β
, and asymmetrically 

projects one of them, it is called External Merge as in (4), in which {α , 
β
} is 
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identified by α  (its label); a label is always a head.  

(4)              γ  = {label (α  ),{ α  , 
β
}} 

 

     α               
β
 

When α  and 
β
 are merged and α  is projected, α  becomes the label of the complex 

grouping (e.g., α ’). The other object is often said to be the complement of the head. In 

a traditional term, this kind of structure is called a head-complement structure. The 

object that is the sister of this α ’ projection is called a specifier. Even though we can 

build up a syntactic structure without labeling the syntactic categories of the nodes in 

the structure or referring to the terms such as head, complement, and specifier as 

suggested in Chomsky (1995), I find it easier to discuss the structures and 

relationships among lexical items when nodes are labeled. Hence, in this work, I will 

continue labeling the nodes and using the terms such as head, complement, and 

specifier. 

Furthermore, if the operation Merge combines two objects, α  and 
β
, and one is 

part of the other, this kind of Merge is called Internal Merge as demonstrated in (5).  

(5)              γ  = {label (
β
),{ α  , 

β
}} 

 

     α               
β
 

 

                       … <α >… 

The operation of Internal Merge is also known as Move. Move takes one of the 

elements of a structure which is formed by application of External Merge in the 

earlier derivation into another position in the tree.2 

In addition to External Merge and Internal Merge that integrate arguments into 

the tree, there is another kind of Merge that inserts a phrasal object (e.g., adjunct δ ) 

                                                 
2 Chomsky (1998, 1999) defines the operation Move as the combination of Agree + Pied Piping + 
(External) Merge. In this study, Agree does not seem to be at work. Based on the data in this study, the 
operation Move is mainly triggered by strong features or for morphological reasons. 
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into another phrasal object (e.g., γ ) at its outermost level. This operation is called 

Pair-Merge as in (6).  

(6)              γ  = < δ , γ > 

 

     δ               γ  

Pair-Merge “expands” one of the old phrasal levels without changing the syntactic 

category of the old one, whereas Internal Merge and External Merge “expand” 

structures by creating a new syntactic category on top of the old one. In this study, I 

will use the term Merge for External Merge, Move for Internal Merge, and Adjoin for 

Pair-Merge. The application of the syntactic operations Merge, Move, and Adjoin can 

be applied recursively. Thus, a structure built from these operations is highly 

derivational.  

Syntactic structures may contain both lexical and functional categories. 

Lexical items are composed of a bundle of morphosyntactic features (‘features’ for 

short), which refer to properties of words that the syntax is sensitive to. As for 

functional categories, I adopt the idea that functional categories associate with 

abstract features that have different values and provide positions in the structure for 

lexical categories.  

In this dissertation, the semantic representations are presented informally. I 

adopt an extensional semantics with two basic types: type e, for expressions that refer 

to entities; and type t, for expressions that refer to truth-conditions. The remaining 

types are constructed from these two basic types. Sometimes informal semantic 

representations are added to syntactic structures in order to make the meaning of 

certain structures more transparent and to assist readers and non-native speakers of 

Mandarin to better understand the meaning of a nominal phrase. 
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4. Overview of the Chapters 

This dissertation focuses on two aspects of the nominal domain: plurality and 

modification. Before I can begin any discussion related to these two aspects, the basic 

nominal structures need to be introduced. In Chapter 2, I first present the syntactic 

structures of Mandarin nominal phrases that I propose and articulate the motivations 

behind each suggested projection in the structures. I argue that we need three distinct 

syntactic structures in order to accommodate three different kinds of nominal 

interpretations in Mandarin. The proposed structures are given in (7-10). The first 

structure is for a bare noun that is concept-denoting, the second one is for a bare noun 

that is object-denoting, and the third one is for an object-denoting DP involving the 

classifier and number projections.   

(7) Concept-Denoting Bare Nouns 

a. [NP gou]  juezhong     le 

          dog    extinct      ASP 

   ‘Dogs are extinct.’ (Rong Yang 2001, p.20, ex. (12a)) (ASP: aspect marker). 

b.             NP 

 

                N 

               gou 

              ‘dog’ 
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(8) Object-Denoting Bare Nouns 

a.  wo   kanjian  [DP gou]   le 

      I        see           dog   ASP 

    Reading 1: ‘I saw some dog(s).’ 

    Reading 2: ‘I saw the dog(s).’ (R. Yang 2001, p.20, ex. (12a)). 

b.              DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0                 nP                                                   
           [+def]   
                            n                 NP 
   

               N                n                         
                 gou                      <N> 
                ‘dog’    
 
(9) Full-fledged DP’s 

a. wo    zuotian   mai     le    [DP na     san   ben    shu]  

     I    yesterday  buy  ASP       that   three  CL   book 

   ‘I bought those three books yesterday.’ 

b.              DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0               NumP                                                   
              na 
            ‘that’   NumeralP            Num’ 
                          san  

                    ‘three’   Num0            CLP                  
                                     [+SG]                      
                                                  CL0                 nP  
                                                  ben                
                                                                 n               NP 
 
                                                       N                n 
                                                     shu                      <N> 
                                                   ‘book’       

I argue that bare nouns in Mandarin can be interpreted as concept-denoting or object-

denoting because they are structurally ambiguous as shown in (7a, 8a). Moreover, the 
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bare noun in (8) can be construed as singular or plural due to the projection of little n. 

The head n takes as its argument a noun which is entity-denoting (of type e) and the 

resulting nP is property-denoting (of type <e, t>) in the sense of Chierchia (1998). 

Further, I suggest that the function of the CL projection is to pick out the singularities 

from a set denoted by nP, and the numerals take singularities as input and return 

pluralities when the numeral value is greater than 1. Finally, the D head is the source 

of the [+ definite] features. Empirical data suggest that the [+def] feature in Mandarin 

is strong, which I will represent as [+def*], and needs to be overtly instantiated on a 

lexical item. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to a study of the number system in the nominal domain 

in Mandarin, in which I explore three strategies of expressing plurality, i.e. through 

numerals (10), via reduplicated classifiers (11), and by the plural functional element 

xie (12): 

(10) Method 1: through numerals  

 na   liang  *(zhang)   zhi 

that    two       CL      paper 

 ‘those two pieces of paper’ 

(11) Method 2: through reduplicated classifiers 

 yi    zhang   zhang     zhi 

one    CL       CL      paper 

‘the pieces of paper (with an emphasis on the individual pieces)’ 

Not: ‘one piece of paper’ 

(12) Method 3: using the plural functional element xie 

 [na   xie  chezhan]    hen   yuan                    

 that   PL   station      very    far 

‘Those stations are very far.’ 

In this Chapter, I also demonstrate the restrictions on the co-occurrence of these 

methods and investigate why these co-occurrence restrictions emerge. I elaborate how 

number features under the Num head interact with other functional projections in the 
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nominal domain and propose the Number Marking Principle to account for the way 

Mandarin marks its plural information. 

Chapter 4 focuses on morphological plurals with special attention to the suffix 

-men. The goals of this chapter are twofold: to examine the nature of the suffix -men 

and to investigate the relationship between syntactic constructions and semantic 

interpretations of three specific kinds of constituents, namely [N-men], [pronoun-

men], and [proper name-men]. In this chapter, I show how various readings due to the 

presence of -men (c.f. Table 1) can be understood if we take into account where 

elements (i.e. common nouns, proper names, and pronouns) are merged in syntax 

with respect to the syntactic position of -men.  

Table 1  
Pronouns Proper Names [+human] Common 

Nouns 
 wo    
‘I’ 

 Lisi   
‘Lisi’ 

xuesheng    
‘student(s)’ 

wo-men  
‘we’ 

Lisi-men  
‘Lisi and his associates’ or  
‘people who are like Lisi’  

xuesheng-men 
‘the students’ 

 
I also demonstrate that the plural pronoun construction in Mandarin is not only 

semantically complex (which supports Vassilieva and Larson’s (2001) proposal) but 

also syntactically complex. 

Chapter 5 examines the interaction between possessor phrases and other 

projections within the nominal domain. I explore the possible syntactic positions for 

possessor phrases and investigate the semantic distinction between two nominal 

phrases in which the only difference is where the possessor phrase appears as in (13-

14): 
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(13) Leftmost edge of a DP (“high” attachment) 

Zhangsan       de     [san    jian  maoxianyi] 

Zhangsan   DEPoss   three   CL    sweater  

‘lit. Zhangsan’s three sweaters with no presupposition that Zhangsan has 

exactly 3 sweaters’ (DEPoss = possessive marker) 

(14) Immediately before the noun (“low” attachment) 

 san     jian  [Zhangsan       de     [maoxianyi]] 

 three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater  

‘lit. three Zhangsan’s sweaters’ 

This chapter also explores the semantic distinction between the Mandarin example in 

(13) and its apparent English counterpart in (15), which has a presupposition that 

Zhangsan has exactly 3 sweaters. 

(15) Zhangsan’s three sweaters 

I argue that the semantic distinction between (13) and (15) lies in the nature of 

definiteness in English and Mandarin.  

Chapter 6 is devoted to the study of modification in Mandarin with emphasis 

on syntactic constructions involving adjectives. Adjectives, like possessor phrases (cf. 

(13-14), can occur between CL and the noun as in (16) or before the D head as in 

(17a).  

(16) Pre-N Modification 

a. [DP  na     yi   ben  [AdjP  xin      de]       shu] 

          that  one   CL          new   DEMod   book 

     ‘that new book’ (DEMod = nominal modifier marker) 

b. [DP  na     yi   ben  [        xin]               shu]                             (without de � �) 

          that  one   CL          new               book 

     ‘that new book’ 
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(17) Pre-D Modification 

a. [AdjP  xin     de]     [DP  na     yi   ben   shu] 

            new   DEMod       that   one   CL  book 

     ‘(lit.) new that book’ 

b. *[      xin]              [DP  na     yi    ben   shu]                               

             new                    that   one   CL  book 

In this chapter, I investigate a number of questions that emerge from the data in (16-

17): Why does (16b) allow de to be absent, but not (17b)? What kind of syntactic 

category is xin ‘new’ in (16b)? Is xin ‘new’ without the morpheme de in (16b) still an 

AdjP? If not, what is its syntactic category? Moreover, is there any semantic 

difference between (16a) and (16b) in Mandarin since both examples receive the 

same English reading? Based on empirical data, I argue that xin ‘new’ in (16b) 

without the marker de is not phrasal but xin de ‘new’ in (16a) is. I show that xin ‘new’ 

in (16b) is a subword (SWd) in the sense of Embick and Noyer (2001). Hence, it 

cannot move out of its morphosyntactic word (MWd) domain and appears in a pre-D 

position as in (16b). I argue that xin ‘new’ and shu ‘book’ in (16b) must form a MWd. 

In (16b) they do not and consequently the noun phrase is ungrammatical.   
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Chapter 2 

The Syntax of Mandarin Nominal Phrases 

 

1. Introduction 

The goals of this chapter are two-fold:  to present the syntax of Mandarin 

nominal phrases that I will follow in this dissertation and to articulate the motivation 

behind each projection.  

I suggest that we need three distinct syntactic structures in order to 

accommodate three different kinds of nominal interpretations in Mandarin. First, we 

need a structure for concept-denoting bare nouns as in (1a) .1 The noun phrase in (1a) 

is an example of concept-denoting bare nouns; its structure, represented in (1b), is 

also “bare”. 

(1) Concept-Denoting Bare Nouns 

a. [NP gou]  juezhong     le 

          dog    extinct      ASP 

   ‘Dogs are extinct.’ (R. Yang 2001, p.20, ex. (12a)) (ASP: aspect marker). 

b.              NP 

 

                 N 

                gou 

               ‘dog’ 

Second, we need a structure for object-denoting bare nouns as in (2a), which is 

semantically ambiguous for number, i.e. it can receive a singular or plural 

interpretation. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 The term “bare noun” is used to refer to common nouns that look bare morphologically.  
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(2) Object-Denoting Bare Nouns 

a.  wo   kanjian  [DP gou]   le 

      I        see           dog   ASP 

    Reading 1: ‘I saw some dog(s).’ 

    Reading 2: ‘I saw the dog(s).’ (R. Yang 2001, p.20, ex. (12a)). 

b.              DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0                 nP                                                   
           [+def]   
                            n                 NP 
   

               N                n                         
                 gou                      <N> 
                ‘dog’                                               
  
I argue that the object-denoting bare noun in (2a) has the syntactic structure in (2b), 

which is a DP.2 This kind of object-denoting nouns is morphologically bare but not 

syntactically.3  

Third, we need a structure that can accommodate object-denoting nouns that 

are not morphologically bare as in (3a). I will call this kind of noun “full-fledged 

DP’s” in order to distinguish them from object-denoting bare nouns. The DP in (3a) 

has a more complex structure than the one in (2a) as shown in (3b). The structure in 

(3b) involves two additional projections, namely Classifier (CL) and Number (Num). 

 

 

                                                 
2 The DP in (2a) can be definite or indefinite depending on the discourse context. In later discussion, I 
show that empirical evidence suggests that in Mandarin, a definite DP requires its D head to be filled 
by an overt lexical item or a functional element. In contrast, an indefinite DP does not have this 
requirement. The structure in (2b) illustrates the syntactic skeleton of an object-denoting bare noun; 
hence, some internal movement such as the n-to-D movement for the definite reading has been left out.   
 
3 If we consider the syntactic structure in (1b) bare, then the one in (2b) should be considered as not-
bare.  
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(3) Full-fledged DP’s 

a. wo    zuotian   mai     le    [DP na     san   ben    shu]  

     I    yesterday  buy  ASP       that   three  CL   book 

   ‘I bought those three books yesterday.’ 

b.              DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0               NumP                                                   
              na 
            ‘that’   NumeralP            Num’ 
                          san  

                    ‘three’   Num0            CLP                  
                                     [+SG]                      
                                                  CL0                 nP  
                                                  ben                
                                                                 n               NP 
 
                                                       N                n 
                                                     shu                      <N> 
                                                   ‘book’       

The justification for each projection in the structure is presented below. In §2, 

I discuss a number of semantic interpretations of bare nouns in Mandarin and show 

how the two structures proposed in (1b) and (2b) can capture these interpretations. 

Sections 3-5 are devoted to the projections above nP in (3b). In §3, I focus on the 

Classifier (CL) and Measure Word (MW) projections. I first provide background 

information on classifiers and measure words; I then illustrate the functions they 

perform in the nominal domain. In §4, I concentrate on the properties of the 

functional projection NumberP (NumP) and examine the syntactic position of 

numerals. §5 explores the nature of the D head. Finally, I discuss in §6 a number of 

language-specific tests that are frequently applied in this study to help reveal the 

nature of a nominal phrase. §7 concludes this chapter. 
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2. Bare Nouns 

The semantics of bare nouns in English has received great attention since 

Carlson (1977), while attention to the semantics of bare nouns in Mandarin is mainly 

due to the insightful works by Krifka (1995) and Chierchia (1998a, 1998b). Since one 

of the goals of this dissertation is to propose syntactic structures that closely represent 

their semantic interpretations, I begin this section with an overview of the semantic 

interpretations of Mandarin bare nouns. I then outline the proposals from Chierchia 

(1998b) for bare nouns across languages and from Krikfa (1995) for Mandarin bare 

nouns. Further, number in object-denoting bare nouns in Mandarin is usually 

unspecified (cf. (2a)). Hence, this is a fact that the syntactic structure of object-

denoting bare nouns needs to capture. While discussing this issue, I review how 

Rullmann and You (2003) capture this characteristic of Mandarin bare nouns.  

2.1 Bare Nouns in Mandarin 

In Mandarin bare nouns without determiners can occur freely as arguments as 

in (4).  

(4) a. Subject position 

    [haibao]  hen   keai 

        seal     very  cute 

    Reading 1: Seals are very cute. 

    Reading 2: The seal(s) is/are very cute. 

b. Object position 

     wo  [shu]   yijing   kan    wan      le 

       I   book  already  read  finish  ASP 

    ‘I have finished reading a book/books/the book/the books.’ 

Depending on the discourse context, the bare noun shu ‘book’ in (4b) can be 

interpreted as definite singular, definite plural, indefinite singular, or indefinite plural. 

The bare noun in (4a) gives a generic reading (Reading 1) or a definite one that can 

be singular or plural (Reading 2). The reason that haibao ‘seal’ in (4a) does not have 

an indefinite reading is due to the syntactic position of the bare noun: it is in the 
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subject position. This is a purely language-specific factor, which I will illustrate 

further in §6. 

R. Yang (2001) compares Mandarin bare nouns with English kind-denoting 

nouns, namely English bare plurals and English definite singulars, and tries to find 

out whether the properties of Mandarin bare nouns are closer to those of English bare 

plurals (since both do not co-occur with any overt determiners) as in (5) or to those of 

English definite singulars (as both do not show number marking on nouns) as in (6).  

(5) a. Seals are widespread. 

b. Pandas are rare. 

(6) a. The panda is extinct. 

b. The seal is intelligent. 

She applies 10 diagnostic tests of kind-denoting terms from Carlson (1977) to these 

three kind-denoting terms and shows that Mandarin bare nouns pattern with English 

bare plurals, not with English definite singulars, in almost all semantic characteristics 

(R. Yang 2001, p. 21). R. Yang’s finding of the close relationship between Mandarin 

bare nouns and English bare plurals helps shape the structure I propose for Mandarin 

object-denoting bare nouns. Detailed discussion is provided in §2.5.    

Until this point, we observed three salient characteristics associated with 

Mandarin bare nouns. They are kind-denoting, their number information is vague, and 

their syntactic positions affect their [+definite] status. In §2.2, I review Chierchia’s 

(1998b) proposal for bare nouns across languages. In §2.3, I briefly review Krifka’s 

view of Mandarin kind nouns, and in §2.4, I discuss Rullmann and You’s (2003) work 

regarding the encoding of the number information in Mandarin bare nouns. 

2.2 Chierchia’s (1998b) Reference to Kinds across Languages  

Carlson (1977) and Chierchia (1998b) argued that bare arguments in English 

unambiguously refer to kinds, which are entities, of type e, i.e. an argumental type.4 

                                                 
4 This proposal has been challenged by another proposal in which English bare plurals are ambiguous 
between kind-denoting nouns and weak indefinites (e.g., Diesing 1992, Longobardi 1994, 1996). 
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Chierchia suggests that any natural kind will have a corresponding property (of type 

<e, t>), i.e. the property of belonging to that kind, and that there are functions that can 

take kinds to their corresponding properties and vice versa.5 Chierchia introduces two 

operations, the ‘down’ operation� and the ‘up’ operation 
˘ , to perform these two 

functions. The ‘down’ operation� takes us from properties to kinds, while the ‘up’ 

operation 
˘

takes us from kinds to properties. To illustrate how these functions work, 

Chierchia provides the following examples (pp.348-349): 

(7) a. If DOG is the property of being a dog, then  

    � DOG is the corresponding kind.  

b. If d is the dog-kind, which can be identified with the totality of dogs in our  

    world, then 
˘
d is the property DOG of being a dog. 

What (7) demonstrates is that the ‘down’-operator nominalizes predicative common 

nouns and the ‘up’-operator predicativizes kind-denoting nouns.  

Chierchia suggests that kinds should be modeled as individual concepts: 

functions from worlds or situations into pluralities. He argues that not all individual 

concepts are going to be kinds. For instance, the individual concept associated with 

Gennaro Chierchia would not qualify as a kind. Only those that generally have a 

plurality of instances and identify classes of objects will qualify as kinds. That is what 

the diagram on the right-hand side of (8) demonstrates, i.e. {a, b, c}w. He further 

argues that if x has the property of being an instance of the kind k, x can be either 

singular or plural. In other words, the property corresponding to a kind comes out as 

being plural. This idea is presented in the left-hand side of his diagram in (8) 

(Chierchia 1998, p.352, ex. (18)): 

 

 

                                                 
5 Natural kinds are broadly defined in Chierchia’s proposal. They include not only biological kinds or 
well-established ones in the present context but also artifacts (e.g., tables and cars) or complex things 
like smart students and spots of ink (Chierchia 1998b, p.348). Chierchia’s definition of natural kinds is 
similar to Krifka’s (1995) idea of concepts.  
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(8)          PROPERTIES: <e, t>                                 INDIVIDUALS: e 

             

                        {a, b, c}                               �  
              {a, b}   {b, c}   {a, c}                                             {a, b, c}w    

                          a, b, c                 w                     
˘
 

 

This diagram also illustrates how we can apply the “down” operator to derive a kind 

from its corresponding Property and how we can employ the “up” operator to derive 

Property from its corresponding kind.  

Furthermore, Chierchia suggests that when nouns function as restrictors of 

quantifiers or occur in predicate positions, they are predicates (pred), denoting 

properties. On the other hand, when they are kind-denoting, they must be arguments 

(arg), names of kinds. He then takes [+ arg] and [+ pred] as features constraining the 

way in which nouns and their phrasal projections are mapped into their interpretations. 

For example, if a language is NP [+argument, -predicate], members of nouns and their 

projections in that language can be mapped into arguments but cannot be mapped into 

predicates. As a consequence, nouns in an NP [+argument, -predicate] language 

uniformly denotes kinds. Chierchia further argues that all nouns in an NP [+argument, 

-predicate] language behave like mass nouns and that a cluster of certain properties 

follow: (i) plural marking found in many western languages is absent; (ii) numerals 

cannot combine directly with nouns; hence this kind of language generally has a 

numeral classifier system; (iii) definite and indefinite articles tend to be absent. These 

phenomena are indeed found in Mandarin nominal domain. Hence, Mandarin falls 

into Chierchia’s NP [+argument, -predicate] language type. 

Now that we have a brief outline of kinds and their corresponding properties 

in Chierchia’s work, let’s turn to Krifka’s view of Mandarin bare nouns.  
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2.3 Krifka’s (1995) View of Mandarin Bare Nouns  

Krifka (1995) suggests that a bare common noun like xiong ‘bear’ names the 

kind Ursus, which serves as the basis for the rest of the derivation. In his work, he 

uses an operator R (which functions like the “up”-operator in Chierchia’s (1998b) 

work) to derive the predicative use of a bare noun. When applying to a kind-term, R 

gives us the property of being a specimen or a subspecies. For example, [N xiong], 

Ursus � [NP xiong], 
λ
i

λ
x.Ri (x, Ursus) (i is a possible world). The property 

λ
i

λ
x.Ri (x, 

Ursus) applies to single bears or collections consisting of bears (i.e. Properties in (8)).  

Based on the proposal that Mandarin bare nouns are names of kinds, Krifka 

points out a problem concerning how an adnominal modifier like a relative clause 

combines with a kind-denoting noun as in the following: 

(9)  na   wei  [[RC chuan  lan      yifu      de]    xiansheng] 

that   CL         wear  blue  clothes  SUB   gentlemen 

 ‘that gentlemen, who is wearing blue clothes’ (SUB = subordinating particle) 

This construction - a classifier followed by a modified noun - is common, 

grammatical, and productive. The following examples are from R. Yang (2001, pp. 

81-82): 

(10) a. yi   jian  [RC Yuehan   zai-zao   de]  fangzi 

  one   CL          John     be-build  DE   house 

   ‘a house John is building’ 

b. liang   ge  [RC Mali   gang    jiao     guo   de]  xuesheng 

     two   CL       Mary  recent  teach  ASP  DE     student 

   ‘two students Mary taught recently’ 

Krifka assumes that all the bare nouns in Mandarin are kind-denoting nouns and 

object-denoting nouns are derived only by applying classifier phrases. Under his 

assumption, one would have to assume that not only the bare noun xiansheng 

‘gentleman’ is a kind-denoting noun but that the modified noun ‘gentleman wearing 

blue clothes’ is also kind-denoting. However, this assumption is problematic from a 

compositional point of view. The question that arises is how a relative clause, a 
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modifier of type <e, t>, combines with a kind which is of type e. Combining a type <e, 

t> modifier and a type e noun directly gives us bad result.  

To solve the type problem, Krifka (1995) himself provides a possible solution 

in his work. He introduces a new type of entity, concepts, which, like kinds, are also 

abstract entities related to real objects. Kinds are a subset of concepts. As a result, 

concepts are more general than kinds. Krifka suggests that concepts, unlike kinds, do 

not require any well established background knowledge on the part of the speaker and 

the listeners. One can keep creating new concepts but not new kinds because kinds 

are names associated with restricted ontologies that require a common ground among 

speakers and listeners. 

I present an example from Krifka (1995), lao xiong [old bear] ‘old bear(s)’ in 

Mandarin, to illustrate how he handles the combination of a concept-denoting noun 

and a modifier.6 According to Krifka, lao xiong ‘old bear(s)’ is a concept that a 

classifier phrase can be applied to, and the adjective lao ‘old’ is a concept modifier 

not a kind modifier. That is, when lao ‘old’ applies to xiong ‘bear,’ it says that when 

compared to other objects in the concept Ursus, the object x (which is an instance of 

the concept Ursus) is old for the concept Ursus in world i. For concreteness, I repeat 

Krifka’s definition of the interpretation of lao ‘old’ in (11). 

(11) [lao ‘old’] = 
λ
y. σσσσ( 

λ
i 

λ
x [old.for i(x, y) & RT i(x, y)]) 

(The object x is old for the concept y in world i and x is an instance of the 

concept y.) 

Krifka assumes an intensional semantics with a set of possible worlds I and a universe 

A. In (11), R stands for the realization relation that connects objects to concepts, and 

T the sub-concept relation. The adjective old describes the relationship between the 

object of a concept and other objects in the concept. The operator σσσσ, which functions 

like the ‘down’-operator in Chierchia’s work, turns a property of objects (in this case, 

                                                 
6 I agree with Krika that lao xiong ‘old bear’ denotes a concept. However, in Chapter 6, I will show 
that there is evidence to show that lao ‘old’ and xiong ‘bear’ form a Morphosyntactic Word in the sense 
of Embick and Noyer (2001, to appear) and that lao itself is not a phrasal modifier.   
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the property of being old) into a concept (old bear). Now a classifier phrase can apply 

to this concept. The σσσσ operator functions as the uniqueness operator. I repeat Krifka’s 

definition of the operator σσσσ in (12):  

(12) σσσσ (P) = ιy∀i∀x [RT i(x, y) � Pi(x)] 

(If P is a property of objects, then σ (P) refers to the unique concept (of type e) 

which has as its realization the objects in the extension of P.) 

In Krifka’s proposal, object-denoting nouns are derived only by applying a classifier 

phrase. In other words, a classifier always takes a type e element as its complement. 

Hence, a modified noun such as lao xiong ‘old bear’ is a type e element, not an 

object-denoting noun (of type <e, t>), and is compatible with a classifier as in (13).  

(13)  san     zhi   lao  xiong 

three   CL   old   bear 

 ‘three old bears’ 

Up to this point, we have been discussing one of the main characteristics of 

bare nouns in Mandarin, namely that they are kind-denoting. In §2.4, I switch the 

focus to the other characteristic discussed in §2.1: object-denoting nouns express 

underspecified number. Before I introduce my own proposal, I discuss a proposal by 

Rullmann and You (2003) in which they argue that Mandarin bare nouns have 

General Number. 

2.4 Rullmann and You’s (2003) View of Number in Mandarin Bare Nouns 

Following Corbett (2000), Rullmann and You (2003) suggest that bare nouns 

in Mandarin have General Number, i.e. they are unspecified for number. Rullmann 

and You assume that a bare noun in Mandarin denotes sets containing both atomic 

and non-atomic entities and that a corresponding kind term can be derived from that 

by applying Chierchia’s (1998b) “down” operator. They argue that a bare noun in 

Mandarin (with General Number) is not ambiguous between a singular and a plural 

reading. Rather, a bare noun is actually unspecified for number as the word child in 

English is unspecified for gender.  
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Furthermore, Rullmann and You consider Properties (cf. (8)) to be basic and 

kind-terms to be derived in Mandarin, whereas for Krifka, kind-terms are basic. One 

might wonder whether there is an argument for choosing one way or the other. Roeper 

(to appear) argues that there is clear and strong evidence in children’s grammar that 

children exhibit kind-expressions such as “raisin” in “eat raisin” before “the hat.” 

Roeper suggests that Kind (=N, e.g., “want cookie”), Predicate (=NP, e.g., “Joshua 

home”), and Proper Name/deixis (=DP, e.g., Johnny, that) are Default projections and 

form a hierarchical order, which is (by hypothesis) fixed in UG.7 He further argues 

that the path of the emerging of children’s noun phrases is from N to NP to DP, i.e. 

Kind to Predicate to Specific DP. What the acquisition data reveal can be taken as a 

support for the argument of choosing kind/concept-terms to be basic.  

In §2.5, I discuss the syntactic structures I propose for Mandarin bare nouns 

and show how they can capture the characteristics associated with bare nouns we 

have discussed.  

2.5 The Syntactic Structures of Mandarin Bare Nouns  

In this sub-section, I propose syntactic structures that represent the 

characteristics of the Mandarin bare noun that we observed in §2.1. I suggest that 

Mandarin bare common nouns should be represented in two distinct syntactic 

structures based on their concept- or object-interpretations. Following Krifka (1995), 

in the structures I propose for Mandarin bare nouns, I take concepts to be primitive. 

The reason that I choose concepts instead of kinds is mainly because the former are 

more general than the latter.8 

                                                 
7 Default projections are projections from nodes that are universal in a hierarchical relation and are 
contained in Minimal Default Grammar (MDG), which refers to the Initial State projected from UG 
(Roeper to appear).  
 
8 Even though I agree with Krifka’s idea that the notion concepts should be taken to be primitive, the 
data that we are going to see in Chapter 6, which involve bare nouns and adjective-like elements, do 
not support Krifka’s suggestion that concepts do not require any well established background 
knowledge on the part of the speaker and the listeners (cf. §2.3). New concepts can be created, but 
certain background knowledge between the speaker and the listeners is sometimes required. 
Throughout this dissertation, in general, I will call nouns generated under the N head as “concept-
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I propose that when bare nouns function as arguments and denote concepts, 

they have the structure in (1b), repeated here as (14b): 

(14) Concept-Denoting Bare Nouns 

a. [NP gou]  juezhong     le 

          dog    extinct      ASP 

   ‘Dogs are extinct.’ (R. Yang 2001, p.20, ex. (12a)). 

b.              NP 

 

                 N 

                gou 

               ‘dog’ 

The syntactic representation in (14b) is straightforward; a concept noun head projects 

a concept noun phrase. Since concepts are semantically of type e, they can appear in 

argument positions (cf. (14a)). I present the syntactic structure in (14b) along with its 

semantic types in (15):9 

(15)                 NP: e 

 

                 N: e 

Further, I suggest that when a bare noun occurs in an object-level predicate 

and does not denote a concept, the structure of this bare noun is more complicated 

than the one in (14b). The proposed structure for an object-denoting bare noun is 

presented in (16b).  

 

                                                                                                                                           
denoting nouns” for ease of discussion.  
 
9 Notice that the NP in (15) is of type e, while NP is of type <e, t> (predicate) in Roeper’s proposal. 
One similarity between Roeper’s proposal and the current proposal is that kinds/concepts are taken to 
be basic. On the other hand, there is a difference between these two proposals. That is, there is no little 
n projection in Roeper’s structure. While agreeing with Roeper about the idea of taking kinds/concepts 
to be basic, I do not adopt his structure.   
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(16) Object-Denoting Bare Nouns 

a.  wo   kanjian  [DP gou]   le 

      I        see           dog   ASP 

    Reading 1: ‘I saw some dog(s).’ 

    Reading 2: ‘I saw the dog(s).’ (R. Yang 2001, p.20, ex. (12a)). 

b.              DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0                 nP                                                   
           [+def]   
                            n                NP 
   

               N                n                         
                 gou                      <N>10 
                ‘dog’                                               
  
In (16b), the noun gou ‘dog’ still starts as a concept-denoting noun at the N head. The 

little n, which functions as the “up” operator in the sense of Chierchia (1998b), 

merges with NP. It triggers the N head to move and adjoin to the little n head.11 As a 

result, nP denotes the corresponding Property of the concept noun gou ‘dog’. The 

“up” operator at the n head merely changes the type of its argument; the information 

associated with the argument remains unchanged.  

Integrating Chierchia’s “up” operator into the proposed structure can capture 

two of the facts that we observed about bare nouns. One is that they can be object-

denoting, and the other is that the number of object-denoting nouns is unspecified. 

Recall that Mandarin bare nouns like the one in (16a) can be singular or plural. If we 

adopt the structure proposed in (16b), the fact that Mandarin bare nouns can be 

                                                 
10 This notation, <N>, that I adopt from Adger (2003) indicates that N “used” to be present at that 
position but it has “physically” moved out of that position.  
 
11 I argue that this movement, from N to n, is purely syntactic; semantically, without movement, we 
should be able to derive the same result. Later in Chapters 3 and 4, we will see that when there are 
overt lexical items occupying the little n position, elements generated at the N head appear preceding 
these lexical items. For reason of uniformity, I assume that even when there is not lexical item at the 
little n head, there is still an N-to-n movement.  
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interpreted as singular or plural falls out straightforwardly. The nP in (16b) denotes 

Property of the concept term gou ‘dog’. Recall that the diagram in (8) shows that 

Property contains both atomic and non-atomic entities. In other words, Property 

contains both singularities and pluralities. Based on the discourse context, either a 

singular or a plural reading will be picked out. That is why without any discourse 

context, the number information of object-denoting bare nouns is vague.  

Furthermore, comparing the structure in (16b) to the one in (14b), the fact that 

Mandarin bare nouns can be concept-denoting or object-denoting is transparent. 

Morphologically, the noun in (14a) and the one in (16a) have exactly the same form. 

However, they have distinct syntactic structures. In other words, this is a case of 

structural ambiguity. That is why two different readings (concept-denoting vs. object-

denoting) emerge from the same form.  

In the following, I present a syntactic structure of an object-denoting bare 

noun along with the semantic types of its internal parts to summarize the points that I 

have made until this point. In (17), nouns generated at the N head are of type e, and 

nP are predicates of type <e, t>. Note that N-to-n movement is head movement, and it 

is the projection of N that enters into semantic computation, not the one adjoins to the 

little n head.   

(17) Object-Denoting Bare Nouns 

a.                   DP 

 

               D0           nP: <e, t> 

        

                n: <e, <e, t>    NP: e                          

                                               

               N            n       <N: e> 

As indicated in (17), the semantic type of this nP is <e, t>, which can combine 

with most adjectives or relative clauses through predicate modification. I present this 

derivation in (18).   
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(18) Object-Denoting Bare Nouns with Modifiers 

             DP       

 

       D0     AdjP/RC ∧ nP: <e, t> 

 

         AdjP/RC     nP: <e, t> 

         

         <e, t>     n: <e, <e, t>> NP: e 

                          

                                 N            n    <N: e> 

Examples of the derivation of AdjP/RC with nP are as follows:  

(19) a. wo  xihuang  [[AdjP baise     de]     haibao] 

      I      like                white  DEAdj     seal 

    Reading 1: ‘I like white seal(s).’ 

    Reading 2: ‘I like the white seal(s).’ 

b. wo  xihuang   [[RC  ni    gei   wo     de]      shu] 

      I       like              you  give   I    DERC     book 

    Reading 1: ‘I like a book(s) that you gave me.’ 

    Reading 2: ‘I like the book(s) that you gave me.’ 

Krifka assumes that relative clauses and adjectives combine directly with 

concept-denoting nouns, as the syntactic rule in (20a) shows. I present his rule in the 

tree diagram in (20b). 

(20) a. Krifka’s syntactic structure: N � AP N (p. 404) 

b.             N (concept) 

              

           AdjP/RC           N (concept)                          

In order to avoid a type mismatch between a concept of type e and modifiers of type 

<e, t>, Krifka first employs an operator R that functions like the “up” operator in 
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Chierchia’s (1998b) work to turn a concept noun into a predicate. After combining a 

predicate and a modifier, another operator σσσσ which functions like the ‘down’-operator 

comes in and turns a property of objects into a (new) concept noun. Krifka’s proposal 

can be one way of dealing with how a bare noun combines with a modifier in 

Mandarin. The syntax he assumes is simpler than the one proposed in this study; 

however, he has to complicate the semantics in order to allow the combination of bare 

nouns and modifiers. 

As mentioned above, the combination of a bare noun and a RC/AdjP is very 

common in Mandarin. Perhaps the semantic process is not as complicated as what 

Krifka suggests. If we alter Krifka’s syntax for the combination of modifiers and bare 

nouns and assume the syntactic structure proposed in (16b), we not only can simplify 

the semantic derivation that Krifka suggests but we can also accommodate the fact 

that the number of object-denoting bare nouns is vague.  

Up to this point, there remains one more part of the structures in (16b) that 

needs to be justified, i.e. the projection of D and its semantic type. Recall that one of 

the properties of an NP[+argument, -predicate] language discussed above is the 

absence of overt definite/indefinite articles. I suggest that there is a D projection in an 

object-denoting bare noun or modified noun (as those in (19)) and that this null D is 

where [+ def] features are encoded. I assume that this D head is of type <<e, t> e>, 

which takes a predicate as its argument and returns an entity. As mentioned above, an 

object-denoting bare noun/modified noun can have a definite or indefinite reading 

based on the syntactic position that it occurs in; so, I do not want to assume that this 

<<e, t> e> type is restricted to the definite determiner only. Based on the 

interpretation, the D head of a bare noun might have a Choice Function (CF) or 

Chierchia’s “down” operator. Both have the same semantic type, namely <<e, t> e>. 

More discussion regarding this D head will be given in §5.  

To summarize, in this section, I have proposed two syntactic structures for 

Mandarin bare nouns based on their (non-)concept interpretations. The proposed 
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structures are entirely motivated by their semantic interpretations. Hence, different 

meanings are related to different syntactic structures.  

Before I continue the discussion about the functional projections above nP, I 

would like to address how the proposed structures reflect the observations made by 

Chierchia about Mandarin bare nouns and the proposal made by Rullmann and You 

regarding the number of bare nouns. Recall that Chierchia suggests that all nouns in 

an NP[+argument, -predicate] language share a cluster of characteristics: (i) plural 

marking found in many western languages is absent; (ii) numerals cannot combine 

directly with nouns; consequently, this kind of language generally has a numeral 

classifier system; (iii) definite and indefinite articles tend to be absent. I argue that the 

first and second properties are directly related to the denotation of nP. 

I have suggested that nP’s in Mandarin are bare nouns that denote the 

properties of their corresponding concept terms. Let me first repeat Chierchia’s 

diagram in (8) here as (21) for further discussion: 

(21)          PROPERTIES: <e, t>                                  INDIVIDUALS: e 

             

                        {a, b, c}                               �  
              {a, b}   {b, c}   {a, c}                                             {a, b, c}w    

                          a, b, c                 w                     
˘
 

 

As shown in (21), a Property set contains both singular and plural entities. Therefore, 

it makes sense that they cannot be marked as either singular or plural (though 

exceptions might exist). That is why plural marking found in many western languages 

is absent in Mandarin. Furthermore, since the denotation of a Mandarin bare noun 

contains both singular and plural entities, and numerals combine with singular entities 

only (Ionin and Matushansky 2004, and others), numerals are not directly compatible 

with bare nouns. They need help from classifiers whose function is to extract 

singularities from the set denoted by an nP. That is why languages like Mandarin 
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generally have a numeral classifier system.  

Now we can also make sense of why Mandarin bare nouns have General 

Number as Rullmann and You suggest. If we have the understanding of what nP 

denotes, we can see why both singular and plural readings are possible for object-

denoting bare nouns. Without discourse context, the number of an object-denoting 

bare noun is not specified as either exclusively singular or exclusively plural because 

neither is sufficient to cover the possible readings.  

I delay the discussion of the third property that Chierchia observes, the 

absence of definite and indefinite articles in NP[+argument, -predicate] languages, 

until §5 where I focus on the nature of the D head. In the following sections, I focus 

on the functional projections between nP and D. I begin with the functional projection 

immediately above nP, namely CLP.  

3. ClassifierP (CLP) vs. MeasureP (MP) 

In Mandarin, classifiers (CL) and measure words (MW) generally occur with 

numerals, demonstratives, and a few quantifiers such as mei ‘every’ and xuduo 

‘many.’ Whenever there is a numeral in the nominal domain, a classifier or a measure 

word is required. That is why classifiers/measure words in Mandarin are often called 

by a cover term: numeral classifiers. Languages that have this characteristic are often 

called “classifier languages.” Failing to provide a CL or MW after a numeral will lead 

to an ungrammatical noun phrase. In this section, I focus on the similarities and 

differences of CL’s and MW’s and discuss their functions in the nominal domain. I 

begin with CL’s.  

3.1 Classifiers 

Classifiers in Mandarin, like other function words, belong to a closed class 

and do not contain lexical meaning; their role is primarily grammatical. Every 

classifier can go with some particular noun; some nouns can occur with different 

classifiers (see Table 1 and footnotes 14-16). The relationship between nouns and 

classifiers is usually not one to one. In most cases, the choice of classifier is related to 

the speech setting, formal or casual. In formal settings, speakers tend to avoid using 
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general classifiers such as ge or zhi. In addition, when a new noun is created to 

accommodate a new or foreign object, the classifier(s) that is compatible with this 

new term has to be decided as well. Unlike new nominal phrases which can be easily 

added into the lexicon, the classifier(s) that can go with the new term is picked from 

the existing set. For example, the compatible classifiers for diannau ‘computer’ are 

bu or tai, which are often used for machines or vehicles. This shows that classifiers 

form a closed class like prepositions or determiners. To a non-native speaker of 

Mandarin, learning how to use classifiers correctly is one of the most difficult tasks 

and requires much memorization.12 It is similar to the situation when one tries to learn 

the preposition system of a foreign language; there seem to be some rules to follow, 

but there are always exceptions. 

Erbaugh (1986) argues that Mandarin classifier use is “variable”; that is the 

same speaker may alternate among several CL’s, sometimes in a single sentence, 

without any evident meaning or stylistic contrast such as yi zhi yang [one CL goat] vs. 

yi tou yang [one CL goat]. However, CL’s and nouns have to be “compatible” with 

each other.13 For example, swapping the classifiers in (22) will turn grammatical 

phrases ungrammatical as shown in (23). There is no English counterpart of the 

classifiers in (22-23); therefore, I use CL to gloss these elements.  

                                                 
12 Even for Mandarin children, acquiring classifiers and measure words appears to happen at a later 
stage of language development, compared to other grammatical categories. In a language acquisition 
study (H. Yang, m.s.), I found that a Mandarin child had mastered complicated grammatical markings 
such as the aspect marker le, the negation markers bu and mei, and the optional occurrence of the 
copula at the age of 2 years and 3 months, but he still could not employ classifiers and measure words 
correctly. For example, he used the classifier tai, which is a classifier for vehicles, instead of tiao for 
railroads. After being corrected by his mother, when he pointed to the toy railroads a few minutes later, 
he used another wrong classifier (liang which is another possible classifier for vehicles) for railroads 
and still did not use the correct one tiao. Even though the CL’s that the child used were not the 
“proper” ones, the syntactic structure of [Numeral + CL + N] already existed in his grammar. 
 
Based on a quantitative analysis of transcribed Mandarin, Erbaugh (1986) notes that the children in her 
study were almost as reliable as the adults in using classifiers wherever one was required.  She reports 
that there are only 6 omissions of obligatory CL’s in the 44,158 utterances made in the 64 hours of 
transcription. 
 
13 I use the term “compatible” as a general term because I do not have evidence to show whether it is 
CL’s that select their following nouns or the other way around.  
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(22) a. san     ben    shu 

   three    CL    book 

   ‘three books’ 

b. liang   zhang  zhuozhi 

     two      CL        table 

   ‘two tables’ 

c. yi     zhi    gou 

   one    CL   dog 

   ‘one dog’ 

(23) a. * san    zhi   shu 

     three   CL  book 

b. * liang    ben    zhuozhi 

        two      CL      table 

c. * yi   zhang    gou 

      one    CL      dog 

In the following table, I present some examples of classifiers along with nouns that 

are compatible with them.14 

                                                 
14 T’sou (1976) reports that there are about 75 classifiers (Type I in his term) in Mandarin. He applies 
two features [+ entity] and [+ exactness] to what I call classifiers and measure words and divides them 
into 4 distinct types. Type I classifiers have [+ entity, + exactness] features such as those in Table 1.  
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Table 1 

Classifiers 
(CL) 

Description Nouns that appear with the 
classifier 

ge ge is one of the most widely used 
classifiers in modern Mandarin. It is 
commonly used in informal speech and 
writing to replace more specific ones.   

1. yi   ge  men15  
   one CL door  
   ‘one door’ 
2. san   ge  qiu16 
   three CL ball  
   ‘three balls’ 

zhi zhi is often used for birds, dogs, 
boats, …etc. Like ge, zhi has been 
generalized and can be used with nouns 
that do not share any common features 
such as the shape of the objects. 

1. yi   zhi   gou 
   one  CL  dog 
   ‘one dog’ 
2. liang   zhi  chuan17 
     two    CL   boat 
   ‘two boats’ 

ben ben is used for books or book-like 
objects such as magazines and photo 
albums. 

1. wu  ben  shu 
   five  CL  book 
   ‘five books’ 
2. san   ben  xiangbu 
   three  CL   album 
   ‘three albums’ 

tiao tiao is generally used for objects which 
have a long, thin, branchlike shape such 
as ropes, fish, and necklaces.  

1. san   tiao  yu 
   three  CL  fish 
   ‘three fish’ 
2.  si    tiao xianglian 
   four  CL   necklace 
   ‘four necklaces’ 

liang liang is used for vehicles like cars, 
trucks, motorcycles, and bicycles. 

1. yi  liang che 
   one  CL   car 
   ‘one car’ 
2. san  liang  kache 
   three  CL    truck 
  ‘three trucks’ 

zhang18 zhang is mostly used for objects like 1. san zhang    zhi 

                                                 
15 The proper classifier for men ‘door’ is shan, as in yi shan men ‘one CL door’ = ‘one door’ 
 
16 The proper classifier for qiu ‘ball’ can be li or ke , as in san li qiu or san ke qiu ‘three CL ball’ = 
‘three balls’ 
 
17 The proper classifier for chuan ‘boat’ can be either sau or tiao, as in liang sau chuan or liang tiao 
chuan ‘two CL boat’ = ‘two boats’ 
18 Cheng and Sybesma (1999) treat zhang in san zhang zhi ‘three CL paper’ as a measure word and the 
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paper, but it can also used for furniture 
such as chairs, beds, tables, and desks.  

   three  CL    paper 
   ‘three pieces of paper’ 
2. yi  zhang  chuang 
   one   CL     bed 
   ‘one bed’ 

 

3.2 Measure Words 

Measure words differ from classifiers in the following respect: classifiers pick 

out units in the noun; measure words define a unit of measure. Another major 

difference between CL’s and MW’s is that, in contrast to CL’s, MW’s have lexical 

content and seem to form an open class. For instance, elements like box, table, and 

basket that are generally used as nouns can function as MW’s as in (24a, b, c). When 

they are used as common nouns, they require CL’s to occur between numerals and 

nouns as in (24a’, b’, and c’): 

 

 

 

 

(24) a. yi     xiang        shu                   a’    yi    ge    xiang-zi 

  one  box (MW)  book                       one  CL       box 

                                                                                                                                           
one in san zhang chuang ‘three CL bed’ as a classifier because of the possibility of combining zhang 
with adjective da ‘big’ as in (i): 
 

(i) yi    da     zhang      zhi 
  one  big  CL-sheet  paper 
‘one large sheet of paper’ 
 

However, the possibility of combining with an adjective is not really a reliable test. For example, one 
of the classic examples of classifiers, tiao, which is generally used for long, thin, branch-like objects, 
can be combined with adjective chang ‘long’ as shown in (ii): 
 

(ii) yi   chang  tiao  xianglian 
     one  long    CL   necklace 
     ‘one long necklace’ 
 

Further, unlike wan ‘bowl’ or ping ‘bottle,’ which denotes a clear unit of measure for the following 
nouns, it is not clear whether zhang achieves this function.  
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   ‘one box of books’                           ‘a/one box’ 

b. yi       zhuo        keren               b’    san    ge   zhuo-zi 

  one  table (MW)  guest                      three  CL    table 

   ‘one table of guests’                         ‘three tables’ 

c. san         lan              juzi           c’    liang    ge    lan-zi 

  three  basket (MW)  orange                 two   CL   basket 

   ‘three baskets of oranges’                 ‘two baskets’ 

This second syllable of the nouns in (24a’, b’, and c’), -zi, is obligatory in the dialect I 

study. –zi is found in a large number of nouns when they occur as independent words. 

These nouns do not form a semantic class or a certain category of words; hence, 

speakers of Mandarin have to memorize them individually (Li and Thompson 1989). 

When nouns followed by –zi are used as MW’s, -zi cannot be present. The examples 

in (25 a, b, and c) are ungrammatical because of the presence of –zi on MW’s. In 

contrast, nouns with –zi are grammatical in (25a’, b’, and c’). 

(25) a. *yi     xiang-zi      shu                 a’    yi    ge    xiang-zi 

  one     box (MW)  book                       one  CL      box 

   ‘one box of books’                           ‘a/one box’ 

b. *yi       zhuo-zi    keren               b’    san    ge   zhuo-zi 

    one  table (MW)  guest                      three  CL   table 

   ‘one table of guests’                         ‘three tables’ 

c. *san         lan-zi           juzi          c’   liang    ge    lan-zi 

    three   basket (MW)  orange               two    CL   basket 

   ‘three baskets of oranges’                 ‘two baskets’ 

The presence of –zi in nouns and the absence of –zi in MW’s seem to indicate that 

nouns and MW’s belong to two different syntactic categories even though MW’s look 

like nouns and seem to be an open class.  

 

Another difference between MW’s and CL’s is that the former can be suffixed 
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by –dewhile the latter cannot.19 As shown in (26-29), if de intervenes between 

classifiers and nouns, the phrases are ungrammatical (cf. 26-27). On the other hand, it 

is perfectly fine to have de between MW’s and nouns (cf. 28-29).  

(26) a. yi  ben   shu 

  one  CL  book 

   ‘one book’ 

b. yi   ben  (*de)  shu 

  one   CL    DE   book 

   ‘one book’ 

(27) a. yi  tiao yu 

  one CL fish 

   ‘one fish’ 

b. yi   tiao (*de)  yu 

  one   CL    DE  fish 

   ‘one fish’ 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
19 The presence of –de between a MW and a noun gives an additional reading, Reading 2 (the so-called 
“Amount Reading,” as indicated in (i) (Sybesma 1992).  
 
 (i) wo  jintian  yiao   ba  [zhe   san     xiang        de]  shu       ji     chu   qu 
                     I    today   will   BA  this  three box(MW)  DE   book  send   out   go 
                   Reading 1: I will send out these three boxes of books today. 
                   Reading 2: Today I will send out these books that can fit in about three boxes. 
 
I distinguish a structure with –de and without –de. The one without –de will be discussed in §3.5. The 
one with –de functions as a nominal modifier and has a similar structure as [baise de] ‘white’ that I will 
discuss in Chapter 6. I will put off the discussion of the adjectival modification structure at this 
moment because the focus here is to demonstrate the different syntactic behaviors between CL’s and 
MW’s. Even though we have a handle on both structures, there remains an unexpected question: How 
and why does Reading 1 that is usually associated with the structure without –de emerge? I am not in a 
position to answer this question and will leave it for future research.  
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(28) a. yi     xiang      shu 

  one  box (MW)  book 

   ‘one box of books’ 

b. yi     xiang        (de)    shu 

  one  box (MW)    DE   book 

   ‘one box of books’ 

(29) a. yi       zhuo        keren 

  one  table (MW)  guest 

   ‘one table of guests’ 

b. yi       zhuo          (de)    keren 

  one  table (MW)     DE    guest 

   ‘one table of guests’ 

MW’s and CL’s are in complementary distribution. They never co-occur in the 

same nominal phrase as in (30).  

(30) a. *yi     ben      xiang      shu 

  one       CL  box (MW)  book    

b. *yi     xiang         ben     shu 

    one  box (MW)    CL    book    

Further, two distinct CL’s or MW’s cannot co-occur in the same nominal phrase, as 

shown in (31). This seems to suggest that there is only one functional position for a 

CL or a MW in the nominal domain. 

(31) a. *yi   zhi   tiao  yu 

    one  CL   CL   fish 

b. *yi     xiang              dai          shu 

    one  box (MW)    bag(MW)    book 

Interestingly, two identical CL’s or MW’s can appear in the same nominal phrase as in 

(32-33).  
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(32)  a.  yi    ben    shu 

    one    CL    book    

    ‘one book’  

b. yi     ben    ben     shu 

   one    CL     CL     book    

   ‘the books with an emphasis on the individual books’ 

(33) a.  san      xiang          shu 

    three  box (MW)    book 

    ‘three boxes of books’ 

b. yi       xiang         xiang           shu 

    one  box (MW)  box (MW)    book 

    ‘the boxes of books with an emphasis on the individual boxes’ 

Note that the meaning of a nominal phrase involving two identical CL’s or MW’s is 

distinct from the one containing only one CL or MW. As shown in (32b, 33b), the 

readings of nominal phrases with reduplicated CL’s or MW’s are always plural. On 

the other hand, the number of these nominal phrases with only one CL or MW 

depends on the numeral in the phrase. The nominal phrase in (32a) is singular because 

the numeral is yi ‘one’, while the one in (33a) is plural because of san ‘three.’  

In Chapter 3 where I discuss plurality and classifiers, I will show that the 

instance of two identical CL’s or MW’s in one nominal phrase is in fact due to the 

realization of a specific plural feature on CL’s or MW’s. The occurrence of 

reduplicated CL’s or MW’s does not mean that there are two CL/MW projections. 

Further discussion is provided in Chapter 3. 

In §3.1-3.2, I briefly described the properties of CL’s and MW’s. In the 

following sub-sections, I discuss their functions in the nominal domain.   
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3.3 The Function of Classifiers 

I suggest that the function of classifiers is to extract atoms from the set that an 

nP denotes, so that numerals are compatible with the nominal structure. I follow Ionin 

and Matushansky’s (2004) proposal that numerals only combine with singular 

individuals (atoms). They argue that the lexical complement of a cardinal has to be 

semantically singular and that a nominal phrase like three books is semantically plural. 

I extend this part of their proposal to Mandarin numerals, which can explain why 

numerals in Mandarin cannot combine directly with bare nouns. Recall that nP in 

Mandarin denote a set of singularities and pluralities as in (34). 

(34)          PROPERTY: <e, t>                               

             

                        {a, b, c}                     Pluralities            

              {a, b}   {b, c}   {a, c}                                              

                          a, b, c                 w     Singularities                 

 

Clearly, the set in (34) is not a set of singularities. Hence, numerals in Mandarin can 

never combine with bare nouns directly. Notably, as long as a CL is present between a 

numeral and a noun, the combination becomes possible. We can think, in an informal 

sense, that the function of CL’s is to “extract” the atoms from a set containing 

singularities and pluralities before a numeral merges into the tree. The presence of the 

functional projection, CLP, headed by CL, makes common nouns compatible with 

numerals.   

Now if we build up the structure on top of an nP, we derive the structure of 

CLP. In (35a), I show the denotation of the projection CLP, i.e. it denotes a set of 

singularities. In (35b), I present a structure along with what the internal projections 

refer to.  
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(35) a. ||CLP|| = {a, b, c….}  
 
b.                  CLP: {a, b, c….} 

 

                      CL             nP: {a, b, c, {a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}, {a, b, c},…} 

  

                             n                    NP: e (concept-denoting)           

 

                      N           n            <N> 

 

3.4 Another View of the Function of Classifiers 

Another possible way of thinking of the function of CL’s is that CL’s create 

the atoms directly from the concept terms and that little n does not project. Moreover, 

pluralities are built from the atoms through the combination of numerals. For 

illustration, I provide below a structure involving a classifier in (36).  

(36)                                     {a, b, c} 
                                      
                                                                                   
                   {a, b}        {a, c}         {b, c}         
 
 
                       *                *                *       
                  bear a         bear b         bear c ….           ([CL bear]) 
 

 

The diagram in (36) illustrates the semantic representation of an example like zhi 

xiong [CL bear], in which the classifier, zhi, picks out the individual units from the 

concept xiong. This alternative proposal is in essence what Krifka assumes. Under his 

proposal, we have to deal with the question of how adnominal modifiers like 

adjectives and relative clauses combine with concept-denoting nouns as mentioned in 

§2. Even though we have a solution in hand to handle this question, proposed by 

Krikfa (1995), this solution puts most of the burden on the semantics. On the other 

hand, the proposed structure in this study is parallel to the semantic operations that 
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are responsible for deriving an object interpretation. So, it is preferable for this study, 

which examines the plurality and modification systems from a syntactic point of view. 

Because of the projection of nP, we can explain why depending on the context 

an object-denoting noun can be interpreted as either singular or plural. If we assumed 

the alternative proposal that little n does not project and that CL’s combine with kind 

terms directly, we would not be able to account for the vague number of an object-

denoting bare noun. Even though the alternative proposal can ultimately give the 

same semantics that the proposed structure does, the latter is more transparent in 

terms of syntax and semantics mapping. Hence, I will continue following the 

proposed structure in this study. 

Before introducing the Number projection on top of CLP, I would like to 

discuss the other group of elements that compete with CL’s for the same position in 

syntax. They are MW’s.  

3.5 The Function of Measure Words 

Now let us examine the function of MW’s. Take the nominal phrase in (37) as 

an example: 

(37)  yi     xiang         shu 

one  box (MW)  book 

‘one box of books’ 

What is counted in (37) is how many boxes of books, not how many books. In other 

words, we are interested in the number of boxes containing books, not the number of 

books in each box. If we assign to MW’s the function of CL’s, i.e. picking out the 

atoms from a given set containing singularities and pluralities, we obtain an incorrect 

reading. For example, in (37) shu ‘book’ denotes a set containing individual atoms 

and pluralities as illustrated in (38):   
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(38)                                     a + b + c 
                                      
                                                                                       Plurality 
                    a + b          a + c            b + c         
 
 
                       *                *                *       
                   book a        book b      book c ….               Singularities 

 

When a MW comes in and picks out atomic individuals, what we have are individual 

books. Then when a numeral merges into the structure, what a numeral counts is 

books not boxes. We are not deriving the correct reading. This suggests that a MW 

does not have the same function as a CL.  

The function of a MW is to provide a unit base that we can use to measure a 

(complex) object. Take xiang ‘box’ in (37) for illustration. xiang functions as a 

measure unit. When it combines with nP shu ‘book’, it creates individual units which 

contain book(s). The measure phrase in (37) can be demonstrated in (39): 

(39) a. ||MP|| = {x, y, z,…}  
 
b.                  MP: {box of book(s), box of book(s), box of book(s),…} 

                                               x                       y                           z 

                    MW            nP: {book a, book b, book c, {books a, b}, {books b, c},…} 

                   xiang 

                  ‘box’     n                  NP           

                               

                                                     N 

                                                    shu ‘book’ 

As shown in (39b), the MP denotes individual units, x, y, z…, each of which is a box 

of book(s). The denotation of MP is a set of atoms, so numerals are compatible with 

the denotation of MP in (39b).  
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In this section, we saw that CL’s and MW’s that are often put under the same 

category do share certain similarities. For example, both denote singularities/atomic 

individuals and usually occur between numerals and (modified) nouns. However, they 

also differ from each other in terms of how the atomic individuals they denote are 

formed. This is mainly a semantic distinction. CL’s create atomic individuals by 

extracting singularities from a set denoted by nP, while MW’s themselves function as 

atomic units that are applied to measure out a complex object denoted by nP in units 

defined by the MW. In this study, I put aside the semantic difference between CL’s 

and MW’s and focus on their syntactic behavior. As discussed in §3.2, CL’s and 

MW’s are in complementary distribution (cf. (30)). I take this as evidence that these 

two kinds of grammatical elements occur in the same syntactic environment.  

   In the following section I focus on the other functional projections above 

CLP/MP, namely NumberP and NumeralP. 

4. NumberP (NumP) and NumeralP 

In this section, I focus on two related projections in the nominal domains, 

NumberP (NumP) and NumeralP. The former is projected based on abstract number 

features, while the latter is based on numerals. In §4.1, I explore the nature of those 

abstract features and examine how they interact with other functional projections in 

the nominal domain. In §4.2, I focus on the syntactic position of NumeralP and 

investigate where in the structure NumeralP merges.  

4.1 NumberP (NumP) 

Following Ritter (1991), I propose a functional projection, NumberP, which is 

dominated by DP and is the locus of number within the DP. What is realized under the 

Number head are abstract number values such as [+Plural] ([+PL]) and 

[+Singularities] ([+SG]). Here I want to make a distinction between [+singularities] 

and [+singular]. The former refers to a set of atomic individuals. The latter refers to 

one single entity. These two features are distinct and should be treated differently. For 

example, the DP [san [CLP ben shu]] [three CL book] ‘three books’ is plural, while [yi 

[CLP ben shu]] [one CL book] ‘one/a book’ is singular because it refers to one referent 
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only. However, the CLP in both DP’s denotes singularities because of the classifier. 

Greenberg (1966) suggests that for the nominal category of number, when 

there is a distinction between singular and plural, the singular usually has unmarked 

status and is found as a zero expression. On the other hand, the plural usually has 

marked status and is marked morphologically. Following his observation, I assume 

that [+PL] in Mandarin is the marked category, which needs to be instantiated 

morphologically and that [+SG] is the unmarked one with no morphological 

requirement.    

I suggest that the function of a [+PL] Num head is to pick out the pluralities 

from the set that nP denotes. From a different point of view, we can think of the 

interpretation of the [+PL] Num head as a function that takes what an nP denotes as 

input, excluding all the atoms in that set. This idea is similar to what Rullmann and 

You (2003) assume for the English plural morpheme. This kind of structure would 

look like the one in (40) in which the [+PL] Num head merges with nP. 

(40)                   NumberP: {{a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}, {a, b, c},…} 

 

                 Number0        nP: {a, b, c, {a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}, {a, b, c},…} 

                   [+PL] 

Even though the structure in (40) is reasonable, some data seem to point to another 

structure.  

In Mandarin, a functional morpheme xie may be realized when the [+PL] 

number value is not realized on any lexical item. To most of my informants and the 

speakers of the dialects that Iljic (1994, 2001) reports, the examples in (41) are 

acceptable.  
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(41) a. zhe   xie    (ge)   xuesheng 

    this   PL     CL   student 

    ‘these students’ 

b. zhe   xie    (ge)      ren 

    this   PL     CL    person 

    ‘these people’ 

Notice that there are no numerals in the examples, but the classifier ge is optionally 

present. This classifier ge does not contribute to the semantic information; it is 

semantically vacuous. The examples in (41) suggest that a [+PL] Num head merges 

with a CLP. However, this classifier is semantically vacuous, and most of the time it 

is phonologically null.20  

 What about a Num head with a [+SG] number value? And what is its function 

in the structure? I suggest that a [+SG] Num head is mainly motivated by syntactic 

reasons. It is there to project a specifier position for numerals to occur, and it is there 

to “check” whether the element in the specifier position (i.e. numerals) and the one in 

the CL/MW position match the requirement of singularities. Until this point, we have 

seen that a [+PL] Num head can co-occur with a CL (cf. (41)) and that a [+SG] Num 

head can merge with either a CLP or a MP. Therefore, I propose the following 

structure to accommodate the data we have discussed so far: 

(42)                    NumP 

 

                                      Num’ 

 

                             Num0         CLP/MP 

                     [+SG]/[+PL] 

Let me summarize what we have observed in this structure: (i) when the CL/MW 

head performs its regular semantic function, I assume that the interpretation of the 

                                                 
20 In Chapter 3, I will discuss in detail examples like those in (41). 
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[+SG] Num head is semantically vacuous, (ii) when the [+PL] is at work, then the 

CL/MW head is semantically vacuous. Therefore, for the sake of uniformity, I follow 

the structure proposed in (42) in this study.     

4.2 NumeralP 

Now let’s turn our attention to numerals. I argue that numerals are 

syntactically phrasal because they can be replaced by a question phrase, as in (43): 

(43)  ni     you       [ji             ben     shu]? 

you  have  how many    CL    book    

‘How many books do you have?’  

When the numeral value gets higher, e.g., 130, it can be read as one hundred and 

thirty. Numerals are coordinated as in (44a). When numerals are coordinated, no 

classifier is allowed to appear between the numeral and the coordinator as in (44b).  

(44) a. [yi       bai       you   san     shi]   ben  shu 

    one  hundred  and   three   ten    CL  book 

   ‘one hundred and thirty books’ 

b. *yi      bai       ben    you   san     shi   ben   shu 

     one  hundred  CL    and   three   ten   CL   book 

The data in (43-44) suggest that numerals in Mandarin are phrasal. The questions that 

arise are where a NumeralP occurs in the syntax of a nominal phrase and what 

semantic interpretation a numeral has. Like Ionin and Matushansky (2004), I assume 

that numerals have the semantic type of modifiers, type <<e, t>, <e, t>> and apply to 

an argument denoting a set of individuals. As for the syntactic position of a NumeralP 

in the nominal domain, there are several possible ways of integrating it into the 

nominal hierarchy we have so far. These possible ways seem to go into two general 

directions. Direction A: a numeral and a CL/MW form a complex head (e.g., Tang 

1990, Krikfa 1995, R. Yang 2001), and Direction B: a numeral heads its own 

projection. I begin my discussion with Direction B.  

Even when we assume that a numeral heads its own projection, we can still 

have the choice of merging the projection with an XP projection (Direction B1) or 
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merging it at a specifier position (Direction B2). When a numeral phrase merges with 

an XP projection, the structure looks like the one in (45). 21    

(45)                  NumeralP 

 

                Numeral0        XP 

As for the syntactic category of this XP, in principle, it could be CLP or NumP since 

the [+SG] Num head does not affect the semantic interpretation of a numeral. 

Similarly, when a NumeralP merges at a specifier position, it can merge either at 

[Spec, NumP] or [Spec, CLP]. When it merges at [Spec, NumP], the Num head is 

[+SG], illustrated in (46).  

(46)                    NumP 

 

                NumeralP      Num’ 

 

                             Num0         CLP 

                             [+SG] 

The restriction on having a [+SG] Num head when a NumeralP merges at [Spec, 

NumP] is crucial because in Mandarin numerals greater than 1 can never co-occur 

with plural elements realized under the [+PL] Num head such as xie or reduplicated 

classifiers/measure words. If we merge NumeralP in [Spec, NumP], the presence of 

the [+SG] Num head licensees the specifier position for the numeral to occur in. In 

other words, the [+SG] Num head is projected for a syntactic reason. Even though the 

[+SG] Num head is semantically vacuous, it seems to be there to “check” whether the 

element in the specifier position (i.e. numerals) and the one in the CL/MW position 

match the requirement of imposing singularities. 

One generalization about numerals and classifiers is that whenever there is a 

numeral, there is a classifier. If we merge a NumeralP with CL’ as in (47), this 

                                                 
21 Here I focus on the relevant part of the nominal structure and omit the D projection at this moment. 
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structure, a possible structure under Direction B2, reflects the close syntactic 

relationship between numerals and classifiers:  

(47)                      CLP 

 

                NumeralP       CL’ 

 

                               CL0     

If one adopts the potential structure in (47), any further projection above CLP such as 

[+PL] or [+SG] NumP would not affect the presence of NumeralP because numerals 

merge in the [Spec, CLP] position and are within the domain of CLP. Based on 

semantic compositionality, as long as numerals are compatible with CL’s; CLP will be 

well-formed. However, this structure has one disadvantage. If the numeral is greater 

than one, the interpretation of the CLP is semantically plural. Then it seems unusual 

to add a [+SG] Num head on top of a CLP though a [+PL] Num head would be 

compatible.22 Instead, I suggest that the structure in (46) represents the semantic 

interpretation of each level more coherently and is the optimal structure under 

Direction B2. 

Now let’s compare the structure in (46), merging NumeralP at [Spec, NumP], 

with the one in (45), merging NumeralP with an XP projection, from Direction B1. 

Everything being equal, the one in (46) is syntactically more concise than the one in 

(45). The nominal hierarchy in (46) is: NumP > CLP > nP > NP. The one in (45) is: 

NumeralP > NumP > CLP > nP > NP or NumP > NumeralP > CLP > nP > NP. If these 

three structures encode the same information, the simplier structure is preferable. 

Therefore, I suggest that the structure in (46) is the most optimal one among all the 

possibilities in Direction B.  
                                                 
22 One might wonder why we would need a separate Num head in (47). The reason is that we need a 
functional head to host the plural morpheme xie. As we have seen in (41), it is possible to have both xie 
and CL in the same nominal phrase. Thus, we need two separate functional heads. We do not want to 
propose a Num head that only hosts a [+PL] feature but not a [+SG] one. For the sake of uniformity, it 
is reasonable to assume that both features can appear on the Num head. It is mainly this possibility that 
makes the structure in (47) run into a potential problem.  
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What about Direction A  in which the Numeral head and the CL head form 

one complex head (e.g., Tang 1990, Krikfa 1995, R. Yang 2001)? (48) is Tang’s 

structure, (49) Krifka’s, and (50) R. Yang’s.    

(48) Tang (1990): 

                                        CL’ 

 

                                         Cl           NP 

 

                                Num       Cla   

 

(49) Krikfa (1995):  

                                         NP 

 

                                       MP            N 

 

                            Numeral0     M0                                               (MP = measure phrase)  

 

(50) R. Yang (2001): 

                      DP 

 

                      SPEC        D’ 

                      ‘that’ 

                    ‘every’    D          NP     

 

                  Num-CL 

These three structures express the idea that a numeral and a classifier form a complex 

head. They differ on the labeling of this complex head.  

The alternatives under Direction A are semantically compatible with the 

favorable one under Direction B (cf. (46)). However, from a syntactic point of view, 
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the structure in (46) is more feasible than the candidates in Direction A (48-50). The 

reasons are as follows: First, an adjective-like element can occur between the numeral 

and classifier as in (51).  

(51) a. yi   da  ben   shu 

  one  big  CL  book 

   ‘one big book’ 

b. yi   da   tiao   yu 

  one  big   CL  fish 

   ‘one big fish’ 

c. yi    xiao   zhang   zhi 

   one  small   CL     paper 

   ‘one small piece of paper’ 

If the Numeral head and the CL/MW head form a complex head and are treated as a 

unit, it is hard to explain how intervening elements appear within the complex head. 

No matter whether the adjective in (51) is a head element or a phrasal one, if the 

Numeral and the CL form a complex head, modification or morphological derivation 

should happen outside the complex head as in (52). 

(52) a. *[[Adj [Num-CL]] N] 

b. *[[xiao [yi-zhang]] zhi] 

       small  one-CL    paper 

Moreover, as discussed earlier, when the numeral value is high, e.g., 130, it 

can be read as one hundred and thirty as in (53a). Note the presence of a coordinator 

in (53a). (53b) is ungrammatical because of the presence of the classifier ben after yi 

bai ‘one hundred’. This example suggests that the coordination is numeral internal (in 

NumeralP).  
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(53) a. [yi       bai      you   san     shi]   ben  shu 

    one hundred  and   three   ten     CL  book 

   ‘one hundred and thirty books’ 

b. *yi     bai      ben    you   san     shi   ben  shu 

    one hundred  CL     and  three   ten   CL   book 

The examples in (51-53) all suggest that the proposal in which a Numeral head and a 

CL head are treated as a complex head is not an optimal one and raises several 

empirical questions. 

To sum up, in this dissertation study, I will adopt the structure in (46) in which 

a NumeralP merges in the [Spec, NumP] position when the Num head is [+SG]. 

Although other alternatives discussed above are all semantically compatible, there are 

syntactic advantages if we choose the structure presented in (46).  

5. DP’s 

In this section, I focus on the nature of the D head and discuss the abstract 

features, [+ definite] features, realized under this functional head. Before I begin the 

discussion about the D head, I recap the possible nominal structures in Mandarin 

discussed in previous sections. The structure I propose in (54a) is the one for concept-

denoting nouns, and the one in (54b) is for object-denoting bare nouns.   

(54) Bare Nouns 

a. Concept-denoting nouns: [NP N] 

b. Object-denoting nouns: [DP ∅ [nP [n N
˘
 [NP <N>]]] ] 

    (with an obligatory N-to-n movement) 

Both kinds of bare nouns are of type e and can be used as arguments, but their 

interpretations differ. Furthermore, the nominal hierarchy presented in (55) is for a 

full-fledged noun phrase in Mandarin.  

(55) Full-fledged DP 

D > Num > CL/MW > n > N 
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5.1 [+definite] Features 

Having introduced the functional projections between nP and D, I now turn to 

a detailed discussion of D. I assume that the D head is where [+definite] occurs. The 

data presented in this section suggest that [+definite] in Mandarin is a strong feature 

which I represent as [+definite*] ([+def*]). Whenever a D head carries a [+def*] 

feature, it triggers movement of a lexical element into D, the position that instantiates 

the feature, if the position is not already occupied by a grammatical morpheme such 

as a demonstrative. In contrast, [-def] is not a strong feature and does not trigger 

movement to D. The consequence is that a [+def*] D head is always lexically filled, 

while a [-def] D head is always lexically empty. With the overt morphological 

instantiation strategy, Mandarin is able to distinguish the [+def*] D head from the [-

def] one. 

In what follows, I demonstrate that the nature of the D head suggested here is 

theoretically well-grounded and is supported by the syntactic distribution of 

(in)definite nominal phrases. I begin with a brief discussion of their syntactic 

distribution.   

5.2 The Syntactic Distribution of Definite and Indefinite Nominal Phrases 

It has been noted in the Chinese literature that indefinite nominal phrases 

cannot occur in the sentential subject position (e.g., Huang 1982, Li and Thompson 

1989, Tang 1990, Li 1998). This property is better demonstrated with a noun phrase 

such as three books than a bare noun phrase like book(s) in Mandarin because the 

difference between [DP [-def] [nP N
˘
 [NP <N>]]] and [DP [+def*] N [nP 

˘
 <N> [NP 

<N>]]] is not morphologically transparent (though it is clear syntactically). For this 

reason, I use nominal phrases like those three books and three books throughout for 

illustration.  

A nominal phrase like na san ben shu ‘those three books’ is definite and is 

allowed in the sentential subject position as shown in (56a) and in the topic position 

as in (56b), but a phrase like san ben shu ‘three books’, which is indefinite, is not 
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allowed to appear in any of the positions specified in (56) as demonstrated in (57).   

(56) a. Sentential Subject Position 

   [na    san    ben   shu]   shi   wo  de 

   that  three   CL   book  BE    I    DEPoss 

   ‘Those three books are mine.’ (DEPoss = possessive marker) 

b. Topic Position 

   [na    san    ben   shu],    wo   yijing     kan   wan       le 

   that  three   CL   book     I    already   read  finish  ASP 

   ‘Those three books, I have finished.’ 

(57) a. Sentential Subject Position 

   *[san    ben   shu]    shi   wo  de 

     three   CL   book   BE    I    DEPoss 

     ‘Three books are mine.’ 

b. Topic Position 

   *[san    ben   shu],   wo   yijing     kan   wan       le 

     three   CL   book     I    already   read  finish  ASP 

     ‘three books, I have finished.’ 

Except for the positions discussed in (56-57), the indefinite noun phrase san ben shu 

‘three books’ can occur in the post-copular position, in the existential construction, or 

in the object position. The example in (58) demonstrates the occurrence of an 

indefinite noun phrase in the existential construction, (59) in a direct object position, 

and (60) in the object position of a prepositional phrase.  

(58)  Existential Construction 

you    [san    ben   shu]   zai   zhuo shang 

have   three   CL   book   at    table   top 

 ‘There are three books on the table.’ 
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(59) Direct Object Position 

wo  yao    mai  [san    ben   shu]    

  I   want  buy   three   CL   book    

 ‘I want to buy three books.’ 

(60) Object Position of a Prepositional Phrase  

Lisi   zuo   zai  [san    ben   shu]   shang 

Lisi    sit     at   three   CL   book    top    

 ‘Lisi sits on three books.’ 

The syntactic distribution of an indefinite noun phrase is obvious: it cannot occur in 

the sentential subject position (and beyond) but elsewhere. The question is why this is 

the case. In §5.3, I argue that this is related to the restriction on empty determiners. 

5.3 The Restriction on Empty Determiners 

I suggest that Mandarin is a language that imposes overt morphology on 

definiteness in order to distinguish indefiniteness from definiteness. The [+def*] 

feature needs to be lexically instantiated, while the [-def] feature does not. This means 

that an indefinite nominal phrase can have an empty D head. Languages like English 

and Italian have a different strategy of marking definiteness from indefiniteness. In 

general, different lexical items are used such as the vs. a in English and il  vs. un in 

Italian. Mandarin does not have an overt indefinite determiner like a in English or un 

in Italian.  

There has been lots of work concerning the restrictions on null determiners in 

the literature, such as Contreras (1986), Longobardi (1994), and Borer (2005). Here I 

report one more from Mandarin. I argue that the restriction on the syntactic 

distribution of indefinite nouns is in fact a restriction on the distribution of null 

determiners. I state the restriction in (61): 

(61) Restriction on the Distribution of Null D in Mandarin  

A nominal phrase with a [-definite] D (null) head in Mandarin needs to merge 

with an overt lexical head and linearize to the right of the lexical head. 

This restriction would predict that an indefinite nominal phrase can only occur in the 
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following configuration: 

(62)                       XP 

 

                        X0          DP 

                    [overt]     [-def] 

As demonstrated in in (62), the [-def] DP merges with an overt lexical item and 

linearizes to the right of the head. The job of Merge is to combine two lexical objects 

and to project one of them; it does not place any special requirements on the linear 

order of the two elements. When Merge combines a head element (e.g., an overt 

lexical head X) and its complement (e.g., [-def] DP); it does not distinguish between 

the following two head-complement structures: 

(63)                       XP                                        

 

                        X0           DP 

                     [overt]     [-def] 

 

(64)                        XP                                        

 

                       DP           X0 

                     [-def]      [overt]      

 

If the structure in (62) is the desired linear order in order to account for the facts we 

observe in the data, we need to impose some ordering restriction on the structures that 

Merge builds (i.e. (63-64)). Consequently, we need Linearization to impose a 

particular ordering. In (61), I state that a [-def] D (null) head in Mandarin needs to 

merge with an overt lexical head and linearize to the right of the lexical head. The 

second part of the requirement, linearizing to the right of an overt lexical head, will 
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eliminate the possible structure in (64) built up from Merge.23  

Based on the restriction in (61), let’s go back to examine the examples in (57-

60) and see to what extent this restriction applies. In (57), the indefinite noun phrase, 

san ben shu ‘three books’, appears in the sentential subject position (57a) and the 

topic position (57b). Both sentences are ungrammatical. Neither of the positions is 

linearized to the right of a lexical head. Thus, the restriction stated in (61) and the 

configuration in (62) predict that these two syntactic environments are not possible 

for indefinite noun phrases. The prediction is borne out, as indicated by the 

ungrammaticality of (57a and b). Additionally, the positions where the indefinite noun 

phrase, san ben shu ‘three books’, occurs in (58-60) are all linearized to the right of a 

lexical head. We would expect these syntactic positions to be possible for indefinite 

nouns in Mandarin. In (58), the indefinite noun is linearized to the right of the verb 

you ‘have’ in the existential construction. In (59), the indefinite noun in a direct object 

position is to the right of the verb mai ‘buy. Finally, in (60), the indefinite noun is in 

the object position of a prepositional phrase and is to the right of the preposition zai 

‘at’. Therefore, they are all possible syntactic positions for indefinite nouns. 

To summarize, I assumed that in Mandarin the feature [+definite] is located in 

the functional head D. I argued that the definite feature is strong and needs to be 

morphologically instantiated either on a functional morpheme generated under D or 

                                                 
23 One might wonder whether the linearization requirement in (61) is necessary since Mandarin is 
typologically a VO language that suggests that in general when a head merges with its complement, the 
complement is to the right of the head. However, some data in the language do not seem to point to the 
same direction. For example, in yes-no questions, the question marker appears to the right of the 
sentence. If we take the marker as the [+Q] C head, then its complement TP merges to the left of the 
head. The sentence in (i) is a declarative sentence, while the sentence in (ii) is the yes-no question 
version of (ii): 
 
 (i) A-Ju   xihuan   mao. 
     A-Ju      like      cat 
     ‘A-Ju likes cats.’ 
 (ii) [[A-Ju   xihuan   mao]  ma]? 
          A-Ju      like      cat     Q 
       ‘Does A-Ju likes cats?’ 
 
Because of the data as in (ii), I suggest that the linearization requirement is necessary.  
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on some lexical item that undergoes movement into the D head. I further argued that a 

[-definite] D head is a null head that needs to be linearize to the right of a lexical head. 

Hence, an indefinite nominal phrase cannot occur in a sentential subject position or a 

topic position.  

In §1-5 of this chapter, I discussed the syntactic structures I propose for 

nominal phrases and justified each projection in the structures. Before I move on to 

Chapter 3, I would like to mention in §6 three tests that I apply often throughout this 

dissertation that will help us to examine the (in)definiteness and number of nouns 

when these are not transparent.    

6. Common Tests for (In)Definiteness and Contextual Plurality  

The first two tests are commonly used in the Chinese literature to test whether 

a nominal phrase is definite or indefinite. In fact, we have seen them in §5.2. The 

third test is designed for distinguishing contextual (pragmatic) plurality from 

syntactic plurality. 

6.1 Sentential Subject Position 

The first test is to use a specific syntactic position, sentential subject position, 

to test whether a nominal phrase is definite. This test is frequently seen in the 

literature (e.g., Huang 1982, Li and Thompson 1989, Tang 1990, Li 1998). If, 

everything being equal, nominal A can occur at a subject position, while nominal B 

cannot, then nominal A is definite and nominal B indefinite. I repeat the previous 

examples here to demonstrate the contrast between definite and indefinite noun 

phrases with respect to a specific syntactic position. Clearly, the nominal phrase in 

(65) is definite, while the one in (66) is indefinite. 

(65) Sentential Subject Position 

[na    san    ben   shu]   shi   wo  de 

that  three   CL   book  BE    I    DEPoss 

 ‘Those three books are mine.’  
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(66) Sentential Subject Position 

*[san    ben   shu]    shi   wo  de 

  three   CL   book   BE    I    DEPoss 

 ‘Three books are mine.’ 

6.2 Compatibility with the Existential Construction 

The second test is also used to check whether a nominal phrase is definite or 

indefinite. It consists of placing a nominal phrase inside an existential construction. If 

the nominal phrase is compatible with the existential construction, then it is 

considered indefinite because it does not trigger the Definiteness Effect (DE). In 

contrast, if it is not compatible with the existential construction, then it is definite. 

Existential sentences in Mandarin begin with the verb you ‘have.’ Examples are given 

in (67).  

(67) a.*you  [na    san    ben   shu]   zai   zhuo shang 

     have that  three   CL   book   at   table   top 

   ‘*There are those three books on the table.’  

b. you     [san    ben   shu]  zai   zhuo shang 

    have   three   CL   book   at   table   top 

   ‘There are three books on the table.’ 

The nominal phrase in (67a) is definite and is not compatible with the existential 

construction, whereas the nominal phrase in (67b) is indefinite and is compatible with 

existential construction.  

If a nominal phrase passes the subject position test but fails the existential 

construction test, then this phrase is definite. On the other hand, if it fails the first test 

and is compatible with the existential construction, then it is clearly indefinite.   

6.3 A Test for Contextual Plurality 

In this dissertation, it is important to distinguish between plurality derived 

from the context and plurality obtained from the Number functional head within the 

DP. Since the interpretation of the former depends on the context, it often leads to a 

mismatch between the number interpretation of the DP when it stands by itself and 
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the derived contextual interpretation. For example, when the DP in (68) stands by 

itself, it is interpreted as ‘a/one glass of wine’. Pragmatically, the example in (68) 

conveys an implicit understanding that more than one glass of wine might be 

consumed. This pragmatic reading emerges because in general, the semantic 

interpretation of a numeral x is > x.  

(68) wo-men   jingwan    qu      he     [DP  yi    bei    (jiu)] 

 I-MEN     tonight     go    drink        one   CL   wine 

 ‘Lets go have a drink tonight.’ 

Unless otherwise noted, throughout this study, I only discuss plural information 

expressed in the syntax and do not consider plurality as a consequence of pragmatics, 

i.e. contextual plurality. Hence, I provide a test to distinguish contextual plurality 

from syntactic plurality. Adding the word only into a sentence does the job. For 

instance, when zhi ‘only’ occurs in (68), the possible reading of consuming more than 

one glass of wine disappears as shown in (69): 

(69) wo-men   jingwan     zhi    qu      he        le   [DP  yi    bei    (jiu)] 

 I-MEN     tonight    only   go    drink   ASP       one   CL   wine 

 ‘We only drank a glass of wine tonight.’ 

7. Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the syntactic structures of various nominal phrases that 

I apply throughout this dissertation. I articulated the assumptions and motivations 

behind each projection I suggested. In addition to the proposed structures, I also 

presented and discussed the nature of three common tests that are used to test for 

(in)definiteness or contextual/syntactic plurality of a nominal phrase in this study.   
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Chapter 3 

The Nominal Number System in Mandarin DP’s 

 

1. Introduction  

This chapter is devoted to the study of the number system in the nominal 

domain in Mandarin. Compared to the nominal number system in English, the most 

prominent feature in the Mandarin system is the requirement of a classifier (CL) or a 

measure word (MW) between a numeral and a noun. In this chapter, I show how 

nominal number is expressed in the syntax and how grammatical number features 

under the Number (Num) head interact with other functional projections such as CL.  

The structure of this chapter is as follows: I first introduce three methods of 

expressing the plural in the nominal domain and show that there are restrictions on 

the co-occurrence of these strategies. In §3, I provide a detailed discussion of the 

nature of the abstract number features under the Number head and show how they 

interact with other functional projections and lexical items in the domain. In this 

section, I propose a Number Marking Principle to account for the way Mandarin 

marks the plural and discuss why the observed co-occurrence restrictions emerge. In 

§4, I present cross-linguistic data from Persian and Hungarian to demonstrate that, 

like Mandarin, the presence of numerals restricts other plural marking. §5 shows how 

the proposed analysis handles some puzzling data that involves the plural suffix –men 

and double marking of plural information. §6 concludes this chapter.   

2. Background Information 

In this section, background information about the syntactic relationship 

between numerals, CL’s/MW’s, and nouns is provided. I then demonstrate three ways 

of expressing the plural in Mandarin and show the co-occurrence restrictions among 

these strategies.  
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2.1 Numerals, Classifiers/Measure Words, and Nouns 

The syntactic distribution of numerals within the nominal domain can go in, at 

least, two general directions. In one direction, languages can combine numerals 

directly with nouns such as English (e.g., three seals). Languages that fall in the other 

direction require a classifier (CL) or a measure word (MW) to be present between a 

numeral and a noun as in Mandarin (e.g., san zhi haibao [three CL  seal] ‘three seals’.  

When a numeral directly combines with a noun, the noun is either number 

marked (singular/plural), as in English and Spanish, or not, as in Hungarian and 

Persian.1,2 One might expect nouns to behave similarly in classifier languages when 

numerals appear in DP’s. However, typological studies show that it is rare to have a 

singular/plural distinction on nouns when nouns occur with numerals and CL’s/MW’s. 

Nichols (1992) surveys 174 languages among which 21 languages are classifier 

languages and points out that, among these 21 languages, only 6 languages show 

number opposition (singular/plural) in nouns somewhere in their grammar, but in 5 

out of these 6 languages the number distinction is neutralized in nouns when they 

combine with numerals and classifiers.3  Two generalizations emerge. The first 

generalization is that nouns after classifiers are number neutral in a morphosyntactic 

sense. The second generalization is that classifier languages do not have number 

                                                 
1 In both English and Spanish, there are some exceptions in which nouns do not show singular/plural 
distinction as in (i-ii). However, these have to be taken as special cases because the majority of nouns 
have to inflect the number information (plural/singular). 
 

(i) English 
a. these sheep/*sheeps 
b. those money/*moneys 

(ii)  Spanish (examples are from Butt 2000) 
a. la crisis ‘crisis’ vs. las crisis ‘crises’ 
b. el fax ‘fax’ vs. los fax ‘faxes’ 

 
2 Hungarian and Persian data will be provided in §4. 
 
3 These 6 languages are Acehnese (South and Southest Asia), Chamorro (Oceania), Nasioi (Oceania), 
Gitksan (Western North America), Yurok (Western North America), Yagua (South America). The only 
language that does not show number neutralization in nouns is Yagua.  
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agreement within the nominal domain. Perhaps the second generalization is enough to 

represent the observations here. If nouns are systematically number neutral, it means 

that nouns do not participate in number agreement.4 Further, if nouns in classifier 

languages are usually number neutral, it suggests that classifier languages do not have 

number agreement within the nominal domain. Notice that the contrapositive of this 

conditional claim does not hold: That a language does not have number agreement 

does not entail that it is a classifier language. For example, languages like Lakhota, 

Mangarayi, and Nootka do not have overt number marking on nouns, and they do not 

have numeral classifiers, either (Nichols 1992).        

Languages like English show number agreement in the nominal domain as in 

(1). In (1a), both the demonstrative that and the noun book are in their singular forms, 

while in (1b-c) they are morphologically marked as plural, those and books 

respectively. The example in (1d) demonstrates that number-mismatch in the nominal 

domain leads to ungrammaticality.   

(1) a. [That book] is very expensive.                                 

b. [Those books] are very expensive.                           

 c. [Those three books] are very expensive.          

d. *those book                                                     

In contrast to English, Mandarin, being a classifier language, does not have number 

agreement. When plural information is expressed in the nominal domain, it is 

generally marked only once such as on the plural morpheme xie or on some lexical 

items. Numerals and plural-like demonstratives are in complementary distribution. 5 

                                                 
4 Regarding the property of being number neutral, I have provided discussion in Chapter 2 and have 
suggested that the phenomenon is related to the denotation of nP. The set that nP denotes contains both 
singularities and pluralities. It cannot be marked either singular or plural morphologically. Please see 
§2 in Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion of the nature of bare nouns in Mandarin.  
 
5 Later I show that a plural-like demonstrative such as na-xie [that-XIE] ‘those’ in fact consists of two 
parts, a demonstrative that expresses no number information and a plural functional morpheme realized 
under the Number head. I provide empirical evidence to show that these two elements are not realized 
under the same functional node in syntax.    
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In other words, the Mandarin counterpart of (1c) is not possible. 

In the following sub-section, I provide examples to demonstrate how 

Mandarin expresses plurality. 

2.2 Strategies of Expressing Plurality 

Three productive ways of expressing plurality in Mandarin are discussed 

below. The first method is by using numerals with CL’s or MW’s6.  

(2) Method 1: using numerals  

a. san        *(xiang)       shu 

   three      MW(box)    book    

  ‘three boxes of books’ 

b. na   liang  *(zhang)   zhi 

   that    two       CL      paper 

  ‘those two pieces of paper’ 

When plural number is expressed using numerals, a classifier or a measure word is 

required between the noun and the numeral as shown in (2). The omission of the 

measure word or the classifier leads to ungrammaticality.  

The second way of expressing plurality is via reduplicated classifiers.  

                                                 
6 The presence of some quantifiers such as ji  ‘several’ also requires the presence of a CL or a MW as in 
(i).  
 (i)     ji    *(ben)  shu 
                  several    CL  book 
                   ‘several books’ 
 
In this study, I focus on the combination of numerals and CL’s/MW’s and will leave the discussion of 
quantifiers for future. 
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(3) Method 2: via reduplicated classifiers7 

a. yi    zhang   zhang     zhi 

   one    CL       CL      paper 

   ‘the pieces of paper (with an emphasis on the individual pieces)’ 

   Not: ‘one piece of paper’ 

b. jintian  zaoshang  wo  kandao   ta    ba  [yi    zhang  zhang    zhi]   fangdao     

     today   morning    I      see      s/he  BA one    CL      CL      paper      put   

      shubao     li 

   school bag  in 

   ‘This morning I saw him/her put the (individual) pieces of paper into his/her   

    school bag.’ 

In (3), the CL zhang is reduplicated. Note that even though the word yi ‘one’ occurs in 

                                                 
7 Here I distinguish the structure [CL CL N] from the structure [yi CL CL N]. The second structure 
does not require the use of dou ‘all’ as shown in (3b). However, when the first structure is used, dou 
‘all’ is required in the same clause as in (i) (Lisa Cheng, p.c.).  

 
(i) zai  wo-men   zheli,  [ge  ge   xuesheng] *(dou)   hen      tinghua 

             at    I-MEN    here    CL  CL   student         all    very    behaving 
            ‘Every student is behaving well here.’ 
 
In addition, I differentiate the structure [yi CL CL N] from the structure [yi CL CL de N]. For example, 
the noun in the former can be modified by a relative clause, while the one in the latter cannot as in (ii-
iii).  
 

(ii) a. [yi CL CL N] 
              b. jintian  zaoshang  wo  kandao   ta    ba  [yi   shuang  shuang  [Rel  wo  cong     helan      dai     
                   today   morning    I      see      s/he  BA one   CL         CL               I     from  Holland bring   

           hui      lai     de]   xie]   fangdao   jiazi  shang 
           back  come  DE  shoe      put       shelf    top    
           ‘This morning I saw him/her put the individual pairs of shoes that I brought back from  
            Holland onto the shelf.’ 
(iii) a. [yi CL CL de N] 
       b.* jintian  zaoshang  wo  kandao   ta    ba  [yi  shuang  shuang  de  [Rel  wo  cong     helan       

                     today    morning    I      see      s/he  BA one    CL      CL      DE         I     from  Holland    
                    dai    hui       lai     de]   xie]   fangdao   jiazi  shang 
                  bring  back   come  DE  shoe      put       shelf    top        

 
Based on the data in (ii-iii), I assume that these two structures are derived differently in the syntax. In 
this chapter, I only focus on the structure [yi CL CL N] and do not discuss the structure [CL CL N] or 
[yi CL CL de N]. I leave them for future research.             
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the example in (3), this DP does not mean ‘one piece of paper,’ but ‘the individual 

pieces of paper.’ More discussion of the interpretation of reduplicated classifiers will 

be provided in §3.6. 

The third way of expressing plurality is with the functional element xie. Recall 

that a bare noun can be singular or plural depending on the context as shown in (4).   

(4) Bare nouns 

a. [chezhan]    hen    yuan                   

      station      very    far 

    ‘The station(s) is/are very far.’ 

b. N: � singular interpretation 

         � plural interpretation 

However, when a demonstrative combines with a bare noun, the number information 

is clearly indicated as in (5a).8  

 

 

 

                                                 
8 Iljic (1994) suggests that demonstratives like zhe ‘this’ and na ‘that’ are intrinsically neutral in terms 
of number. His idea is that like bare nouns the number of a demonstrative is determined by the context. 
For a DP which is composed of a demonstrative and a noun, as in (i), the number information is made 
clear by the second sentence.   
 

(i) ni    [zhe    xin]  dei   cheng   yixia.  Liang feng  dou   chaozhong     le. 
      you   this  letter  must weigh   once       two    CL    all    overweight   LE 
      ‘lit. Your these letters need to be weighed. Both are overweight’ 
      (Lu et al. 1986: 175, cited in Iljic 1994, p.98, ex. (18)). 

 
I depart from Iljic’s suggestion above and argue that demonstratives in Mandarin do not carry any 
number information. In addition, what can be determined by the context is the information expressed 
by the whole DP, not the demonstrative itself. The example in (i) is an instance of contextual plurality 
because when [zhe xin] ‘this letter’ co-occurs with only, the DP in (ii) can only refer to a single letter, 
and the emerging contextual plurality disappears. (cf. §6.3 in Chapter 2). 
 
 (ii) Lisi    hua    le     san   ge  xiaoshi   zhi    xie      le [DP  zhe  xin]    yao   gei  ta  nupengyou. 
       Lisi spend ASP  three CL   hour    only  write ASP      this letter  want   to   he  girlfriend 
       ‘Lisi spent three hours and wrote only this letter for his girlfriend.’ 
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(5) Method 3: through the functional element xie 

 a. [na    chezhan]   hen   yuan                    

    that     station      very    far 

   ‘That station is very far.’ / Not: ‘Those stations are very far.’ 

    (from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese 2004) 

b. [na   xie    chezhan]   hen   yuan 

    that  PL     station     very    far 

    ‘Those stations are very far.’ / Not: ‘That station is very far.’ 

c. [Dem           N]: singular interpretation 

    [Dem  XIE  N]: plural interpretation 

The interpretation of (5a) is singular; it refers to one particular station that is far. In 

general, in order to count objects that nouns refer to, both numerals and classifiers or 

measure words are required. The combination of a demonstrative and a bare noun 

without a classifier or measure word as in (5a) is only possible when the DP picks out 

a single object of the entities denoted by the noun.9 Further, when xie appears after 

the demonstrative in (5b), the bracketed nominal phrase can only be interpreted as 

multiple stations. It is clear that xie contributes the plural reading. 

The occurrence of a demonstrative and xie within the same DP is often taken 

as an instance of “plural demonstratives.” In §3.2, I show that demonstratives do not 

carry number information and that xie is a functional free morpheme realized under 

the Num head.  

 

 

                                                 
9 In an on-line discussion for the Association of Linguistic Typology (11/6/1998), David Gil suggests 
that it is important to distinguish between obligatory and optional usages of a classifier in a given 
context, and among the optional usages, it is essential to take into account the usages of various 
frequencies. He points out that in Bangkok Thai, the obligatory occurrence of classifiers is often 
violated in the conversation between the McDonalds’s staff. When the staff working at the cashier 
shouts an order, 3 Big Macs, to the guy in the kitchen, the classifier after the numeral is missing. In 
Mandarin, a classifier is only optional when the referred object is singular such as na (ge) chezhan 
[that CL station] ‘that station.’ When a DP is plural such as san ben shu [three CL book] ‘three books,’ 
the presence of the CL ben is obligatory.  
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In Mandarin, there are restrictions on the co-occurrence of the methods just 

discussed here, which are illustrated in §2.3.  

2.3 Co-occurrence Restrictions 

In contexts where a numeral greater than 1 is used (6a), the morpheme xie 

cannot appear as shown in (6b).  

(6) Restriction A: *[Dem XIE Num CL N] (*Method 1 + Method 3)  

a.  na     san     ben    shu 

    that   three   CL    book   

   ‘those three books’   

b. *na   xie     san     ben    shu 

     that  PL    three   CL   book 

c. � [Dem         Num CL N] 

    *  [Dem XIE  Num CL N] 

The example in (6b) shows that numerals (> 1) and xie cannot co-occur. Applying a 

numeral in a DP is the first strategy, while utilizing the morpheme xie is the third. The 

ungrammaticality of (6b) indicates that Methods 1 and 3 cannot apply within the 

same DP.  

Another restriction is demonstrated in (7b), which shows that a numeral (>1) 

is not compatible with reduplicated classifiers. In other words, only yi ‘one’ can co-

occur with reduplicated classifiers. This is a co-occurrence restriction on Methods 1 

and 2. 

(7) Restriction B: *[Numeral (>1) CL CL N] (*Method 1 + Method 2) 

a.   yi    zhang  zhang     zhi 

    one    CL       CL      paper 

    ‘the pieces of paper (with an emphasis on the individual pieces)’  

b. *san    zhang  zhang     zhi 

     three    CL       CL      paper 

c. � [ yi ‘one’           CL CL N]: plural/*singular interpretation 

    *  [Numeral (>1)  CL CL N] 
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Furthermore, like numerals greater than 1, xie is also not compatible with 

reduplicated classifiers as shown in (8b), which demonstrates a co-occurrence 

restriction on Methods 2 and 3. 

(8) Restriction C: *[Dem XIE  CL CL N] (*Method 2 + Method 3) 

a. shi   shei    ba  [zhe   yi   zhang  zhang     zhi]  reng  zai  dishang  de? 

    BE  who   BA  this  one   CL       CL      paper  toss   at   ground   DE 

    ‘Who is the person who tossed the (individual) pieces of papers on the  

       ground?’ 

b. *shi   shei    ba  [zhe   xie  yi   zhang  zhang     zhi]  reng  zai  dishang  de? 

      BE  who   BA   this   PL one   CL       CL      paper  toss   at   ground   DE 

c. *shi   shei    ba  [zhe   yi   xie   zhang  zhang     zhi]  reng  zai  dishang  de? 

      BE  who   BA   this  one  PL    CL       CL      paper  toss   at   ground   DE 

d. � [Dem yi              CL CL N]: plural/*singular interpretation 

    *  [Dem PL yi  CL CL N] 

    *  [Dem yi PL  CL CL N] 

Moreover, whether xie occurs before (8b) or after yi (8c) does not effect the 

ungrammaticality. More discussion of the element xie will be provided in §3.2.  

The puzzle here is what constrains the co-occurrence of these three methods 

of expressing plurality. Is it due to syntactic constraints or semantic incompatibility 

among the elements? 

2.4 Proposal  

To solve this puzzle, a better understanding of the properties of the abstract 

number features under the Number (Num) head is needed. I suggest that there is only 

one Number head projection and that only one number feature can be specified in the 

Number head in each DP domain. Realizing two distinct number features at the same 

Num head leads to ungrammaticality.  

Based on the assumption discussed in §4.1 in Chapter 2 that the plural features 

under the Num head are a marked category, I suggest that when the number feature 

under the Num head is [+PL] in Mandarin, it needs to be realized either on an overt 
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lexical item or on an independent functional-morpheme.10 In contrast, if the number 

feature is the [+SG] feature, being an unmarked category, it needs not be overtly 

realized. I call this requirement of overtly realizing a plural feature the Number 

Marking Principle, which is independently motivated by Greenberg’s (1966) 

observation on the nominal category of number.11 

In the following section, I provide a detailed discussion of my proposal and 

show how it accounts for the data discussed in §2.2-2.3.  

3. Analysis 

In the previous section, I mentioned a marking requirement on plural features 

in Mandarin DP’s. I state this obligation in (9): 

(9) Number Marking Principle:  

A plural Num head must be morphologically realized.  

In this section, I show how the proposed principle accounts for the co-occurrence 

restrictions. Further, I argue that the grammatical element xie should be analyzed as a 

plural functional element. When it is realized, it is under the Num head, not the CL 

head. Moreover, I will show that in Mandarin there are two yi’s ‘one.’ One is a true 

numeral; the other is an optionally realized element which appears when there is an 

indeterminate number value under the Num head. Both yi’s make distinct semantic 

contributions though occupying the same syntactic position, [Spec, NumberP].  

                                                 
10 These are the two major strategies in the licensing of functional structure suggested by Borer (2005). 
Even though I follow Borer’s (2005) suggestion that these two ways of projecting functional structures 
are the two major strategies universally available, the architecture of the grammar I assume for 
Mandarin is slightly different from what she assumes. The main difference lies in the strategy which 
involves an independent functional morpheme. Borer assumes that functional morphemes assign a 
range to a functional head which is headed by an open value, while I assume that this strategy is a last 
resort for Mandarin by inserting the functional morpheme into a head position directly. For more 
discussion of Borer’s proposal, see Chapter 2 in Borer (2005).  
 
11 The idea of markedness can be traced back to Jakobson (1932), Trubetzkoy (1939), and other 
members of the Prague School (Vacek 1964). These linguists paid particular attention on the analysis 
of closed systems in phonology and morphology, in which the marked member of a contrasting pair is 
generally more complex in form than the unmarked one (Smith 1991, p. 15). This is the case we 
observed in the number system in Mandarin. The [+SG] Num head, the unmarked category, is 
indicated by zero morphology while the marked category, the [+PL], needs to be expressed on an overt 
element. 
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3.1 Restriction A 

The example in (10a) is an example of Restriction A, the co-occurrence 

restriction on simultaneously using numerals and applying functional morpheme xie. 

If we remove xie in (10a), we have a grammatical DP as in (10b). (10c) is the 

structure of (10b).  

(10) a. *na   xie    san    ben    shu                                                              

    that  PL    three  CL   book 

    ‘those three books’ 

b.  na    san   ben    shu                                                                   

    that  three  CL   book 

    ‘those three books’ 

        c.              DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0               NumP                                                   
              na 
            ‘that’   NumeralP         Num’ 
                          san  

                    ‘three’   Num0          CLP                  
                                    [+SG]                      
                                                  CL0                nP  
                                                  ben               
 
                                                                       shu 
                                                                     ‘book’       

In (10c), the feature under the Num head is [+SG], and the numeral san ‘three’ is 

realized at the [Spec, NumeralP]. If we go back to examine the example in (10a), we 

have to determine the characterization of xie. At this point, we need a better 

understanding of the syntactic category and the semantic interpretation of xie.   
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3.2 What is xie? 

The grammatical category of xie is controversial in the linguistics literature, 

and previous proposals concerning the nature of xie go in two general directions: one 

direction is to take xie as a plural CL (e.g., Norman 1988, Li and Thompson 1989, 

Cheng and Sybesma 1999), and the other is to consider xie as an element under Num0 

(e.g., Iljic 1994, 2001). In this sub-section, I first evaluate previous proposals. I then 

discuss the semantic interpretation of xie and argue that xie should be analyzed as a 

functional morpheme realized under the Num head.  

3.2.1 xie is NOT a Plural Classifier 

Li (2003a) argues that xie originates as a CL and is later reanalyzed as part of 

a demonstrative in D due to the frequent use of expressions like zhe/na-yi-xie 

‘this/that-one-XIE’ and the possibility of dropping yi ‘one’. It is not clear to me 

whether she is suggesting a diachronic change or a synchronic one. If the position of 

xie is the result of a diachronic change, xie is part of the D element now. If it is a 

synchronic change, then xie is base-generated in CL and undergoes movement to D. 

Li & Thompson (1989) and Cheng & Sybesma (1999) treat xie as an indefinite plural 

classifier; and Norman (1988) considers xie as a plural measure. I provide some 

empirical evidence showing that xie is not a plural CL because it does not have the 

most common properties of numeral classifiers: co-occurrence with certain head 

nouns and co-occurrence with numerals.  

Even a general CL like ge imposes certain restrictions on the head nouns that 

it can combine with as in (11). The # in (11) indicates that ge is not the proper 

classifier for nouns like gou ‘dog’ or zhi ‘paper.’12 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 This kind of error might occur in young children’s speech since knowing what classifier goes with 
what noun has to be acquired independently and appears to be a later stage of language development.   
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(11) a. # zhe    ge     gou                    

      this    CL    dog                         

      ‘this dog’         

b. # zhe   ge     zhi 

       this   CL  paper 

      ‘this piece of paper’ 

In contrast, the examples in (12a’ and b’) show that xie does not have such a 

restriction and can combine with gou ‘dog’ and zhi ‘paper.’  

(12) a. # zhe    ge     gou                    

      this    CL    dog                         

      ‘this dog’         

a’ zhe    xie      gou                    

    this    XIE    dog                         

      ‘these dogs’         

b. # zhe   ge     zhi 

       this   CL  paper 

      ‘this piece of paper’ 

b’ zhe   xie     zhi 

    this   XIE  paper 

    ‘these pieces of paper’ 

Furthermore, xie can combine with [+human] nouns like xuesheng ‘student’ in (13a’) 

or [-human] like zhi ‘paper’ in (13b’). 

(13) a.  zhe   ge   xuesheng 

     this  CL  student 

    ‘this student’ 

a’  zhe   xie   xuesheng 

     this  XIE    student 

    ‘these students’ 
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b. yi    zhang   zhi 

   one     CL    paper 

    ‘a/one piece of paper’ 

b’ yi    xie       zhi 

   one  XIE    paper 

    ‘some paper’ / Not: ‘one piece of paper’ 

At this point, it was shown that xie is one method of expressing the plural in a 

nominal phrase. The following question arises: if xie is a general classifier and 

expresses pluralities, why can’t it co-occur with numerals >1 as in (14b)? 

(14) a.  yi      xie     zhi 

    one   XIE   paper 

     ‘some paper’ / Not: ‘one piece of paper’ 

b. * liang     xie      zhi 

        two     XIE    paper 

Yet another piece of evidence to support the claim that xie does not appear at 

the CL head is from the co-occurrence of xie and a CL in a nominal phrase. Although 

xie generally does not co-occur with CL’s, it can, primarily with the classifier ge as in 

(15a, b) (Iljic 1994, 2001, Li 2003a, b).13  

(15) a.  zhe    xie    ge    xuesheng                                                                                     

     this   XIE  CL    student                                     

    ‘these students’  (Li 2003a, p.23)                                               
                                                 
13 This is frequently found in colloquial usage. Even though this usage is very common, it seems to be 
restricted to the classifier ge in the dialect I study.  However, examples like (i) and (ii), which involve 
CL’s other than ge, are acceptable to some speakers of Mandarin dialects in Beijing (Iljic 1994, p.112).  
 

 (i) */? zhe   xie     ben    shu 
           this  XIE     CL   book 
(ii) */? zhe   xie    jian   yifu 
           this   XIE   CL   clothes 
 

Iljic points out that (i) and (ii) cannot be considered standard usage and that the tolerance on this usage 
varies greatly among the native speakers he consulted. The status of this classifier, ge, and the 
restriction of the occurrence of other classifiers in this position are not clear. Further investigation is 
needed.   
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 b. you    xie    ge    ren    bu         hui       shuo    hua 

    have  XIE   CL  man  NEG can/know  speak  word 

    ‘There are some people who cannot speak (very well).’ (Iljic 1994, p.101)     

c. *zhe   wei     ge    xuesheng                                                                                    

      this   CL     CL    student                                               (two distinct CL’s � *)    

The example in (15c) shows that if we replace xie with a true CL, [CL CL], the DP is 

ungrammatical. Either wei or ge in (15c) can in principle occur as the CL of the noun 

‘student’ in Mandarin, but (15c) is not acceptable. This shows that a [CL CL] 

sequence is not possible in Mandarin and that xie cannot be a CL.14 

In this sub-section, I have demonstrated that xie does not place a co-

occurrence restriction on the following head noun and that it cannot co-occur with 

any numeral greater than one. I have also shown that xie can co-occur with the CL ge 

though the co-occurrence is limited. All these examples support the claim that xie is 

not a CL.  

3.2.2 Semantic Interpretation of xie 

If we remove the numeral and classifier in (10a), we have a grammatical DP 

as in (16a). (16b) is the semantic representation of (16a).15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 The structure in (15c) is different from the structure of reduplicated cases. More information 
concerning the structure of reduplicated CL’s is provided in §3.6. 
 
15  Here I omit the projection of CLP in (16b) for the convenience sake, and the function of 
demonstratives is discussed in Chapter 5.  
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(16) a.  na    xie    shu                                                          

   that   PL    book    

  ‘those books’ / Not: ‘that book’ 

b.              DP     

 

      na                  NumP: {{a,b}, {b, c}, {a, c}, {a, b, c},…} 

    ‘that’     

                 Num0                nP: {a, b, c, {a,b}, {b, c}, {a, c}, {a, b, c},…}       

                 [number: PL]                                                                    
                           xie                n0            NP          
                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                     N                n0                                                        
                               shu ‘book’              <N>           
                                                                 
The nominal phrase in (16a) is a plural expression and is used to refer to an 

identifiable set of books, and the number value of the DP in the set is indeterminate 

and greater than 1. If the referent is a single book, using (16a) is illicit as indicated by 

the * in front of the singular reading ‘that book.’  

(16’) is an equivalent expression of (16).  

(16’) na    yi   xie      shu                                                          

        that  one  PL    book 

        ‘those books’ 

An example like (16’) which involves a numeral-like element yi ‘one’ has made some 

people wonder if xie is a CL. I suggest that considering xie as a plural or indefinite 

CL (e.g., Li & Thompson 1989, Cheng & Sybesma 1999, Norman 1988 is not the 

right direction. The reasons are as follows: (i) the use of yi ‘one’ in (16’) does not 

result in a singular interpretation, i.e., the nominal phrase in (16’) does not mean ‘that 

book’ but ‘those books.’ I leave the discussion of the nature of yi in (16’) until §3.5. 

(ii) xie cannot co-occur with any numeral except yi ‘one.’ (iii) xie can co-occur with 

the CL ge. Therefore, I conclude that xie is not a CL and consequently it does not 

appear under the CL head.  
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3.2.3 xie as a Plural Element under Num0 

Based on the syntactic distribution of xie, I suggest that xie is best analyzed as 

a functional morpheme realized under Num0. If this suggestion is on the right track, 

we should be able to account for the grammaticality of (15a-c). (15a) is repeated here 

as (17a), and (17b) represents the structure of (17a). 16  

(17) a. zhe   xie    ge    xuesheng                                                      

   this  XIE   CL     student 

   ‘these students’  (Li 2003a, p.23)  

          b.                 DP 
 
                     D0              NumP 
                     zhe 
                    ‘this’     Num0          CLP 
                                 [+PL] 
                                   xie        CL0          nP 
                                                 ge             
                                                            xuesheng        
                                                            ‘student’  
 
In (17b), xie is realized under the Num head, while ge is realized under the CL head. 

                                                 
16 Iljic’s (1994) proposal for xie shares a number of similarities with the current proposal. He suggests 
that xie occurs in the same position as numerals and functions like a quantitative operation extracting a 
certain number of entities either from a class of abstract occurrences or from a definite set. His 
proposal and the suggested proposal in this study can both account for the fact that numerals and xie do 
not co-occur (Restriction A). In Iljic’s proposal, both numerals and xie occupy the same syntactic 
position; they are in complementary distribution. Therefore, they do not co-occur. In contrast, the 
current proposal argues that numerals only combine with singularities, while xie denotes an operator 
that extracts pluralities. Numerals and xie are semantically incompatible. Iljic’s proposal provides a 
syntactic account, while the current proposal provides a semantic one. 
 
The similarities and differences found between these two proposals are as follows: First, both 
proposals assume that xie extracts entities from a set. However, it is not clear to me what the domain 
that xie extracts entities from in Iljic’s proposal. In my proposal, xie extracts the plural entities from the 
set denoted by nP, which contains singularities and pluralities. Second, both proposals assume 
numerals and xie occur in the same domain, the Number domain. Under the current proposal, xie and 
numerals occur in the same domain, the Number domain, but occupy distinct syntactic positions. xie is 
realized in the head position, but numerals are in the specifier position. In contrast, Iljic assumes both 
xie and numerals occur in the same syntactic position. He does not specify whether that position is a 
head position or a specifier position. As discussed in §3.2 in Chapter 2, numerals are phrasal, and xie is 
not. So, it is not possible that these two elements can occupy the same kind of position. 
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The CL ge is compatible with the noun ‘student’, and this example is accepted in the 

dialect I study as well as the dialects that Iljic studies. xie and ge both head their own 

projections. They are not competing for the same position; that is why (15a, b) are 

grammatical, but (15c) is not. (15c) consists of two distinct CL’s, namely wei and ge. 

In the structure, we have only one CL projection, which cannot host two distinct CL’s 

at the same time. Hence, (15c) is not acceptable.  

As indicated in the structure, the number feature is plural and is overtly 

instantiated by xie. That is why the DP in (17a) receives a plural interpretation, not a 

singular one even with the presence of a numeral-like element yi ‘one.’ Without xie, 

the nominal phrase in (18) has only a singular reading.  

(18)  zhe    ge    xuesheng                                                      

this   CL     student 

‘this student’   

The examples in (17a) and (18) further support the claim that the locus of number is 

the Num head.  

The data presented above strongly supports the analysis that xie is a plural 

functional morpheme realized in Num0, not a plural CL. However, there remains one 

question concerning the presence of ge in examples like (17a). Although the co-

occurrence of ge and xie gives support to the idea that xie and CL’s do not occupy the 

same syntactic position, the presence of the general CL ge raises the issue as to how 

ge and xie compose semantically. As I have suggested in Chapter 2, CL’s extract 

singularities from the set denoted by nP, while xie, which instantiates [+PL], extracts 

pluralities. How do these two elements compose?  

I suggest below a possible way of making sense of the presence of ge after xie. 

When the Num head has the [+PL] feature, the CL head is semantically vacuous. If 

xie is inserted to instantiate the plural feature, then the CL ge can optionally appear in 

the CL head as a phonological place holder. The phenomenon of realizing 

semantically vacuous elements is also found in other domains. For example, English 

allows that, which is semantically vacuous in relative clauses, to be overt when the 
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relative phrase is covert as in (19b); and when the relative phrase is overt, the 

complementizer that cannot be pronounced (Doubly Filled Comp filter) as in (19a). 17 

(19) a. the girl [who (*that) I met yesterday] 

b. the girl [        (that)   I met yesterday]  

Like the CL ge in (17a), the complementizer that in (19b) is semantically vacuous, 

and its overt realization is optional. The presence of that indicates that the C head is 

projected, whereas the presence of ge indicates that the CL head is projected.  

Furthermore, based on the data we have seen, dialects of Mandarin vary in 

what can be realized when the CL head plays no role in the semantic composition. In 

the dialect I study, it is the general CL ge, which can be used as the semantically 

vacuous classifier and which can optionally co-occur with xie, whereas in the dialects 

that Iljic studies, other CL’s such as ben can also be used vacuously. Since CL’s have 

to be compatible with the nouns whenever they are present, we can predict that the 

dialect I study allows less cases of the combination of xie and CL than other dialects 

do. ge is a general CL, and it is not compatible with all the nouns as I have 

demonstrated in §3.2.1. However, the dialects that Iljic studies allow the general CL 

as well as other CL’s to be present in the CL head. Consequently, we expect to find 

more examples of [xie CL] in other dialects than in the dialect I study. This prediction 

seems to be borne out (cf. footnote 13).  

                                                 
17 Some languages like Hindi and Punjabi are not subject to this kind of constraint. Both the relative 
phrase and the complemntizer can be pronounced in the same clause as in (i) and (ii). 
 

(i) Hindi (Rajesh Bhatt, p.c.)  
       vo    laRkaa [jo    ki      Siggi-ko    pasand  kar-taa hai] 
     Dem     boy   Rel  that   Siggi-Acc     like      do-Hab  is 
     ‘the boy who likes siggi.’  

                    
(ii) Punjabi  (H. Yang 2001) 
          o      kuRii  [jo    ki    khadi       hegi ]  lumbi  hegi 
        Dem    girl    Rel  that  standing.f     is       tall.f     is 

                    ‘The girl who is standing is tall.’         
 

The examples in (i-ii) and (19) in the text show that semantically empty elements can be pronounced 
though the degree to which might be subject to other factors. 
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Based on what I have suggested, a nominal phrase like (20a) has the structure 

in (20b), in which the CL head is projected and is not occupied by any classifier.  

(20) a. zhe   xie    xuesheng                                                      

   this  XIE    student 

   ‘these students’  

          b.                 DP 
 
                     D0              NumP 
                     zhe 
                    ‘this’     Num0          CLP 
                                  [+PL] 
                                   xie        CL0          nP 
                                                 Ø             
                                                            xuesheng        
                                                            ‘student’  
 
We have seen other “classifierless” examples such as the one in (5a), repeated here as 

(21a). The interpretation of (21a) is singular. I suggest that it has the structure in (21b) 

in which the Numeral head is optionally occupied by yi ‘one’ and the CL head by the 

classifier ge.  

(21) a. [na   (yi)  (ge)   chezhan]   hen   yuan                    

    that  one   CL     station     very    far 

    ‘That station is very far.’ / Not: ‘Those stations are very far.’ 

b.             DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0               NumP                                                   
              na 
            ‘that’   NumeralP           Num’ 
                             

                                      Num0         CLP                  
                       Numeral0  [+SG]                      
                            (yi)                 CL0              nP  
                          ‘one’                (ge)            
 
                                                                   chezhan 
                                                                   ‘station’ 
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I assume that the CL ge in (21b) is not the same as the one in (17b). The one in (21b) 

behaves semantically like a typical CL, i.e., it picks out singularities from the set 

denoted by nP, while the one in (17b) is semantically vacuous. What I suggest here is 

that CLP is always projected in the nominal spine with the exception of the nominal 

structures of bare nouns (cf. Chapter 2). When the Num head is [+SG], the CL head 

contributes to the semantics. In contrast, if the Num head is [+PL], the CL head is 

semantically vacuous.   

There might be reasons why phonology chooses not to pronounce a certain 

lexical item (e.g., yi and ge in (21b)) or a certain abstract feature (e.g., [+SG] Num 

head). One reason might be that languages choose null vs. non-null to distinguish 

marked and unmarked categories. I have showed that the unmarked [+SG] feature has 

a zero expression and that the marked [+PL] feature is morphologically/ 

phonologically instantiated. I would like to extend this line of reasoning to account 

for the optionality of the numeral yi ‘one’ and classifier ge. I suggest that when the 

Num head has an unmarked category, [+SG], it can license a phonologically null 

numeral which expresses a singular value. That is why the numeral yi ‘one’ is often 

not pronounced in Mandarin as in (18), na ge xuesheng [that CL student] ‘that 

student’. If we extend this parallel between markedness and phonological realization 

even further, then it is not difficult to imagine that CL is allowed to be phonologically 

null when both the Num head and the numeral are null. I think that is why we never 

find cases in which the numeral is >1 (e.g. two) and the numeral or the CL is 

phonologically null. The above is an initial attempt at analyzing the data in (20a); 

further investigation is required.  

Having clarified the syntactic position and property of xie and having shown 

that it is possible to have a semantically vacuous classifier following xie, let’s  

account for the first co-occurrence restriction.  
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3.3 Account of Restriction A 

We are now in a good position to explain the ungrammaticality of (22).   

(22) *na    xie      san   ben    shu 

that   XIE    three  CL   book                                                             

The example in (22) can be ruled out for several reasons. First, the word order 

between xie and the numeral san ‘three’ is not expected. If the analysis that xie is 

realized under the [+PL] Num head is on the right track, we would expect to find xie 

realized after a numeral assuming that numerals (>1) and xie could co-occur in the 

same DP. In (22) xie appears before the numeral san ‘three.’ Therefore, (22) is 

ungrammatical due to the wrong word order.  

Second, in order to spell out xie and san ‘three’, we need two distinct number 

features, namely [+SG] and [+PL] as shown in (23).18 However, the functional head 

Num cannot host two distinct number values at the same time. Consequently, (22) is 

not well-formed, and the structure in (23) is not possible. 

(23) *              DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0               NumP                                                   
              na 
            ‘that’   NumeralP            Num’ 
                          san  

                    ‘three’   Num0          CLP                  
                                 *  [+SG]                      
                                     [+PL]     CL0               nP  
                                                  ben                
                                                                       shu 
                                                                     ‘book’       

In the following sub-sections, I proceed to discuss Restriction B and 

investigate the syntactic properties of yi ‘one’ found in the reduplicated classifier 

structure. 

                                                 
18 Recall that numerals occur in the specifier position projected by the [+SG] Num head, which 
“checks” whether CLP provides a set of singularities. 
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3.4 Restriction B 

The ungrammatical DP in (24b) is an example of Restriction B, the co-

occurrence restriction of Method 1 (using numerals) and Method 2 (utilizing 

reduplicated CL’s). 

(24) a.    yi   zhang   zhang     zhi 

    one    CL       CL      paper 

    ‘the pieces of paper (with an emphasis on the individual pieces)’  

b. *san    zhang  zhang     zhi 

     three    CL       CL      paper 

Note that the example in (24a) does not mean ‘one piece of paper’ but ‘the pieces of 

paper with an emphasis on the individual pieces.’ Since (24a) does not mean ‘one 

piece of paper’ and the numeral san ‘three’ and reduplicated classifiers are not 

compatible (24b), we know that the Num head in (24a, b) does not have [+SG] 

feature and that the yi in (24a) is not a true numeral.   

The questions that arise are: what kind of number feature does the Num head 

have in a DP like (24a)? What is this numeral-like yi in (24a)? And why are classifiers 

getting reduplicated? In the following sub-sections, I first examine the syntactic 

properties of the element yi in (24a), then I discuss the plural feature that causes the 

reduplication of classifiers. 

3.5 What is the yi ‘one’ in [yi  CL CL N]? 

Based on the empirical evidence I present here, I suggest that the yi ‘one’ that 

precedes reduplicated classifiers is not the ordinary numeral yi ‘one,’ but an 

Indeterminate Number Marker (INM).  

Unlike ordinary numerals which can freely occur in the [CL N] structure as in 

(25a), no numerals (>1) can co-occur with reduplicated CL’s as in (25b). 
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(25) a.  [yi / san]    zhang      zhi                                                  

   one / three     CL       paper 

    ‘one/three piece(s) of paper’ 

a’ ([�one / �three CL N]) 

b. [  yi / *san]  zhang    zhang     zhi 

     one / three     CL       CL      paper 

    ‘the individual pieces of paper’ / Not: ‘three pieces of paper’ 

b’ ([�one / *three CL CL N]) 

The yi in (26a) does not give a reading of ‘one’, and the DP in (26a) can occur in the 

subject position as in (26b), which is restricted to definite DP’s in Mandarin. In 

contrast, the yi in (27a) does give a reading of ‘one’, and the DP in (27a) cannot 

appear in the subject position as in (27b). Moreover, (26a) cannot occur in existential 

constructions as shown in (26c), while (27a) can as in (27c). Based on these 

grammatical contrasts, we know that the yi in (26a) differs from the one in (27a). The 

latter is a true numeral, while the former is not.  

(26) a.  yi      ge    ge      haizi 

    one    CL  CL    child 

    ‘the children’ (with an emphasis on individual children) 

b. [yi    ge   ge     haizi]  tizhi    shubao       shangxue     qu       

    one  CL  CL    child  carry  school bag  go to school  go 

    ‘The children carry  school bags to school.’ (�subject position) 

c. *you  [yi     ge   ge   haizi]   tizhi     shubao       shangxue     qu          

     have  one  CL  CL   child   carry  school bag  go to school  go 

   Not: ‘There are the children carrying  school bags to school.’                                                                      

   (*existential construction) 
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(27) a.  yi      ge     haizi 

    one    CL    child 

    ‘a/one child’  

b. *[yi    ge   haizi]  tizhi    shubao       shangxue     qu       

      one  CL  child   carry  school bag  go to school  go 

    ‘A child/One child carries a school bag to school.’ (*subject position) 

c. you  [yi   ge   haizi]  tizhi     shubao       shangxue     qu                              

   have one  CL  child  carry  school bag  go to school  go 

   ‘There is a/one child carrying a school bag to school.’  

   (�existential construction) 

In many languages, the morphological form of the numeral one is also found 

in the D domain. For example, in Dutch, een can be a numeral ‘one’ or an indefinite 

determiner ‘a’, same in French (Doetjes 1997). Further, it has been suggested that a 

and an in English are reduced forms of one (Perlmutter 1970). Even though one is 

often associated with an indefinite article, this kind of association does not seem to 

extend to Mandarin. In Mandarin, when yi is inside a plural DP, it can co-occur with a 

demonstrative as in (28).   

(28)   na      yi    xie    shu                                                          

that   one   PL    book 

‘those books’ / Not: ‘that book’ 

The nominal phrase in (28) is definite plural. If yi is a variant form of an indefinite 

article, then there will be two opposed features specified at the D head in (28), 

namely definite and indefinite features. These two contrasting features cannot be 

realized at the same head in the same DP. The English examples in (29) illustrate the 

same point. Therefore, the yi in (28) cannot be an indefinite article under the D.  

(29)  a. *the a book 

b. *a the book 

c. *that a book 

d. *a this book 
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In contrast to yi in (27a) and one in English, the yi in (26a, 28) is always found 

in a plural phrase such as yi dian ‘some, little’, yi bufen ‘a part, a portion’, and yi xie 

‘some.’ The presence of this yi is always optional. One property shared by these 

quantifiers is that they all express plurality, but an indeterminate number value. 

Corbett (2000, p.40) points out that the determinate numbers are basically the 

numerical ones, which are clearly defined across speakers. On the other hand, the 

understanding of the indeterminates varies across speakers and depends on occasions 

and referents as in (30). If Zhangsan is a rich, generous person who has lots of money 

but owns very few books, the amount of yi dian qian ‘one little money’ in (30a) might 

be a lot to an ordinary student and the amount of books mentioned in (30b) might not 

be too many.  

(30) a. Zhangsan    gei     le    wo  [DP (yi)    dian     qian]                                                          

    Zhangsan  give  ASP   I         one     little    money  

    ‘Zhangsan gave me a little money.’ 

b. Zhangsan    gei     le    wo  [DP  (yi)   bufen    de    shu]                                                          

     Zhangsan  give  ASP   I          one      part     DE   book  

    ‘Zhangsan gave me a portion of books.’ 

Moreover, yi is not compatible with true numerals that indicate determinate number 

value as in (31). 

(31) * Zhangsan    gei     le    wo  [DP  san     yi      bufen   de     shu]                                                         

   Zhangsan  give  ASP   I           three  one      part     DE   book  

    ‘Zhangsan gave me a portion of books. 

Based on the nature of yi found in yi dian ‘some, little’, yi bufen ‘a part, a 

portion’, and yi xie ‘some’, I suggest that the numeral-like yi in (28 and 30) is an 

Indeterminate Number Marker (INM)  which is licensed by a [+PL] Num head and is 

optionally realized in the [Spec, NumP] position as illustrated in (32).  
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(32) a. Licensing of Indeterminate Number Marker (INM)  yi 

   INM yi is licensed by a [+PL] Num feature in a Spec-Head configuration.    

          b.                DP 
 
                     D0              NumP 
                     
                               INM             Num’            
                                (yi) 
                                              Num0        nP 
          Licensing                   [+PL]       
          Configuration                                                 

In general, INM can be covert or overt. However, in the reduplicated classifier case it 

has to be overt because its overtness distinguishes (33) from (34). That is, the 

presence of the INM helps to avoid ambiguity.19  

                                                 
19  The nominal phrases in (33-34) are definite because they cannot appear in the existential 
construction as shown in (i) and (ii) respectively: 
 

(i) *you   [yi    zhang   zhang     zhi]   zai      di     shang 
      have INM    CL       CL      paper   at  ground    on 
(ii) *you  [zhang   zhang     zhi]   zai      di     shang 
       have     CL       CL      paper   at  ground    on 

 
According to one of the assumptions discussed in Chapter 2, if a nominal phrase is definite, its D head 
needs to be overtly realized on either demonstratives or other lexical items. It is reasonable to assume 
that the CL in (ii)/(34) has moved from the CL position to the D head. That is, the definite feature is 
overtly instantiated on the CL and is spelled out as [CL CL] as in (iii).  
 
 (iii) [ DP [+def*] zhangi  [NumP  ti  [CLP ti  [nP zhi]]]]  � ‘zhang-zhang zhi’ 
 
Then, what about the syntactic structure of (i)/(33)? I suggest that the CL in (i)/(33) undergoes the 
same movement that the CL in (ii)/(34) has as in (iv). 
 
 (iv) [DP [+def*] zhangi  [NumP  ti  [CLP ti  [nP zhi]]]]  � ‘zhang-zhang zhi’ 
 
The immediate question we encounter is about the syntactic position of the INM. Obviously, it cannot 
be in the [Spec, NumP] position because it will give us an incorrect word order as in (v). 
 
 (v) *[ DP [+def*] zhangi  [NumP yi  [Num ti  [CLP ti  [nP zhi]]]]  � ‘*zhang-zhang yi zhi’ 
 
According to the INM licensing condition proposed in (32), the INM is licensed by a [+PL] Num 
feature. I suggest that the INM in (i)/(33) is in fact licensed in the [Spec, DP] position due to the 
position of the [+PL] feature in this case as shown in (vi). As in (iii), the CL in (vi) moves from the CL 
head to the Num head and picks up the [+PL] feature, then it moves to the D. Thus, the [+PL] feature 
has been “carried” to the D head. As a result, the INM yi is licensed by this [+PL] Num feature in a 
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(33)    yi     zhang   zhang     zhi 

INM    CL       CL      paper 

‘the individual pieces of paper’ / Not: ‘one piece of paper’.  

(34)    zhang   zhang     zhi 

   CL       CL      paper 

‘every piece of paper’ 

As discussed in footnote 7, there is a distinct property between the structure [yi CL 

CL N] and the structure [CL CL N]. In order to disambiguate the differences between 

these two structures, INM is forced to be overtly realized in (33).  

The INM yi is independently motivated by its syntactic distribution and its 

semantic consideration. The INM yi agrees with the Num head with respect to number, 

indeterminate number value. However, unlike the elements in the Num head position, 

the INM does not add any additional number information to the nominal domain: 

because it is semantically vacuous. Its presence seems to just reflect the presence of 

the [+PL] Num head. The presence of this INM is optional. A possible explanation of 

this optionality is to stipulate that semantically vacuous elements can be 

phonologically null.20  

After stating the syntactic properties of INM, I discuss the feature that causes 

reduplication of classifiers in §3.6. 

                                                                                                                                           
Spec-Head configuration in order to avoid the ambiguity between (33) and (34).   
 
 (iv) [DP  yi [D [+def*][+PL] zhangi  [NumP  ti  [CLP ti  [nP zhi]]]]  � ‘yi zhang-zhang zhi’ 
 
In §3.6, I show that the plural feature under the Num head in (i)/(33) is more complicated than [+PL] 
though it can still license an INM.  
 
20 The optional realization of the INM is reminiscent to that of the classifier ge after xie as in (i):  
 

 (i) zhe   xie     ge   xuesheng 
      this  XIE   CL   student 
      ‘these students’       

 
Recall that the classifier ge in (i), like the INM yi, is also semantically vacuous, and its overt 
realization is optional.   
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3.6 Analysis of Restriction B 

Based on the interpretation in (33), I suggest that the Num head in (33) 

specifies a plural number value. The question that arises here is why in the 

reduplicated CL structure, CL’s are reduplicated and the functional morpheme xie is 

absent. I suggest that it is because the plural feature under the Num head is a special 

kind. The specific number value of the Num head of (33) and its definition are given 

in (35): 

(35) [number: pl, ind.*]:   

This is a strong feature. The number value is plural with an emphasis on the 

individuals in the domain, and the number of individuals has to be greater than a 

contextually salient large amount.  

Two important points related to the interpretation of the reduplicated CL structure are: 

(i) the emphasis on the individuals in the domain, (ii) the number of individuals is 

indeterminate, greater than a contextually salient large amount. The second point 

gives rise to the presence of the INM, yi. Compared to [number: pl], which is usually 

spelled out as xie, the feature in (35) is marked because of its specificity. According to 

Markedness theory (Jakobson 1932, Trubetzkoy 1939, Vacek 1964, Greenberg 1966, 

and among others), within a domain, the general element is unmarked, the more 

specific one is marked. When compared to [+SG], [+PL] is marked in the Number 

domain. However, when [number: pl] contrasts with [number: pl, ind.*], the latter is 

the marked one in the plural domain. Therefore, we expect [number: pl, ind.*] to be 

spelled out in a more complex morphological form.  

Until this point, we have seen evidence that suggests the CL head is always 

projected (except for bare nouns) though it can be phonologically null when the Num 

head is specified for [+PL]. I also propose that the number feature in (35) is strong, 

which triggers a c-commanded element to move into that position to instantiate the 

feature. Since the CL head is the closest projection head to the Num head, the element 

under the CL head moves into the Num head. When the feature under the Num head 

is sent to phonology, it is spelled out as a reduplicated form.  
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The choice of using [Dem xie N] ‘these/those N’s’ or [Dem yi CL CL N] 

‘these/those N’s’ to refer to plural objects depends on the specific communicative 

goal in a particular discourse. For example, when Lisi walked into a room and saw all 

of his shoes had been put into a big box, the most natural way of asking why these 

shoes are inside the box rather than on the shoe rack is (36a); (36b) would sound very 

odd. 

(36) a. shi   shei  ba  [zhe   xie    xie]  fang  zai  xiangzhi  li   de                                            

   BE   who BA  this   XIE  shoe  put    at      box       in  DE 

   ‘Who put these shoes inside the box?’ 

b. #shi   shei  ba  [zhe    yi    shuang shuang  xie]  fang  zai  xiangzhi  li   de                                           

      BE   who BA  this INM      CL         CL    shoe  put    at      box       in  DE 

     ‘Who put these INDIVIDUAL pairs of shoes inside the box?’ 

In another scenario, many pieces of paper are scattered on the floor. When Mary 

walks into the room, she can say (37a) to express her surprise. Of course (37b) is also 

acceptable. The difference between these two expressions is that the former stresses 

the scattering scene in the room while the latter does not.  

(37) a. shi   shei  ba  [zhe    yi     zhang zhang    zhi]     diu   zai  dishang   de                                           

    BE   who BA  this INM      CL      CL    paper  throw  at    ground  DE 

     ‘Who threw these INDIVIDUAL pieces of paper on the ground?’ 

b. shi   shei  ba  [zhe   xie      zhi]     diu    zai   dishang   de                                            

    BE   who BA  this  XIE    paper  throw  at    ground  DE 

     ‘Who threw these papers on the ground?’ 

If someone put a box of Xerox paper in a room and this box is still sealed, then one 

can question the presence of the paper by uttering (37b), but not (37a), even if it is a 

surprise to find a box of Xerox paper in the room.  

The answer to the question of why (38a) is out also follows from the current 

structure.  
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(38) a. *na    san    zhang -zhang     zhi                                                      

     that  three    CL       CL       paper 

b. *           DP                                                           

                                                                                                      
               D0             Numeral P                                                   
              na 
            ‘that’   Numeral0            NumP 
                          san  

                    ‘three’   Num0          CLP                  
                                     [+SG]                      
                               [pl, ind.*]   CL0                nP  
                                                 zhang             zhi 
                                                                     ‘paper’       

(38) is ungrammatical because two distinct number features compete for the same 

functional head, as shown in (38b), namely [number: +SG] and [number: pl, ind.*]. In 

order to spell out a numeral, we need the number feature [+SG]. On the other hand, 

we need [number: pl, ind.* ] to have reduplicated CL’s. Two distinct features cannot 

co-occur at the same functional head. Hence, (38a) is not well-formed. 

In the following sub-section, I discuss the last co-occurrence restriction, 

Restriction C. 

3.7 Account of Restriction C 

The examples in (39b-d) are examples of Restriction C, the co-occurrence 

restriction of Method 2 (utilizing reduplicated CL’s) and Method 3 (applying the 

plural functional morpheme). 

(39) a. zhe    yi     zhang  zhang   zhi                                             

    this  INM    CL       CL      paper 

    ‘these individual pieces of paper’ 

b. *zhe  xie     yi    zhang  zhang    zhi                                  

     this   PL   INM     CL       CL      paper 

c. * yi       xie    zhang  zhang    zhi                                  

     INM     PL     CL       CL      paper 
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d. * yi       zhang  zhang   xie      zhi                                  

     INM      CL       CL      PL     paper 

With the proposal developed above, (39b) can be ruled out for two reasons. First, it 

can be ruled out by word order. In (39b), xie surfaces to the left of the INM; this 

implies that xie has moved from the Num head to the D domain as demonstrated in 

(40b). However, since nothing triggers this movement, it is not a legitimate move. 

Furthermore, we can rule out (39b-d) for the same reason we used to rule out (38b): 

two distinct features appear under the same functional head, namely [number: pl] and 

[number: pl, ind.*], illustrated in (40c). 

(40) a. *zhe-xie    yi    zhang  zhang    zhi                                        

     this-PL   one     CL       CL      paper 

b.*[[ D zhe xiei] [NUMP yi [NUM ti  zhang-zhang [zhi]]]] 

 

              What triggers the movement? 

c. [NUM    [number: pl] and [number: pl, ind.*]] � * 

                     xie                 reduplicated CL’s 

In this section, I have given a syntactic account of the co-occurrence 

restrictions for the three plural strategies in Mandarin. I argued that xie should be 

analyzed as a plural functional morpheme realized under the Num head. I also argued 

that there are two yi’s in Mandarin and that they have distinct syntactic and semantic 

properties. In the following section, I discuss some puzzling instances of plural 

marking.   
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4. Some Puzzling Instances  

In this section, I present some ungrammatical examples in which the plural is 

otherwise properly marked (avoiding any co-occurrence restrictions). I present 

additional grammatical examples, in which it looks like the plural is marked twice. I 

demonstrate that some ungrammatical examples that seem to have plural information 

marked in the DP in fact fail to do so. I also show that the grammatical cases that 

seem to mark plural information in the syntax twice actually obey all the rules that we 

have discussed.  

The first example is provided in (41). 

(41) [xuesheng-men]    zai       chi   fan                                           

   student-MEN   PROG.   eat    rice 

‘The students are having meals.’ (PROG. = progressive marker) 

Unlike bare nouns, the number in (41) is specified; the noun phrase is definite plural. 

Furthermore, if the current proposal is on the right track, we should predict that a 

nominal phrase like (41) has its plural information marked properly in syntax. 

Compared to a bare noun like xuesheng ‘student’, which receives its number 

information from the context, plural number in (41) seems to come from –men. Then, 

it is puzzling why the example in (42) is ungrammatical, but the one in (43) 

grammatical. 

(42) *na     xuesheng-men                                                               

 that     student-MEN 

(43)  na     xie     xuesheng-men                                                 

that   XIE    student-MEN 

 ‘those students’ 

If the plural feature is properly marked in (41), then it should be equally well marked 

in (42), assuming the demonstrative na ‘that’ does not contribute any number 

information. In contrast, if the string xuesheng-men can be used to mark the plural in 

the DP, we expect it to do the same in (43). Then (43) should be ungrammatical 

because of the presence of xie and -men, doubly-marked the functional head. The 
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presence of xie, the last resort strategy, implies that the plural was not marked 

lexically under the Num head. Then it is puzzling why the string xuesheng-men marks 

the plural in (41) but not in (43).  

The obvious question we have now is how to account for the 

ungrammaticality of (42) and the grammaticality of (43). In order to account for these 

mysterious examples, we need to have a better understanding of the nature of –men, 

which we have not explored yet. In this section, I focus on how –men interacts with 

the number system in the syntax leaving out some details which will be covered in 

Chapter 4. Issues that I address in the next chapter include how –men combines with 

personal pronouns and proper names and what interpretations these combinations 

provide.  

4.1 What is –men? 

In this sub-section, I briefly discuss the nature of –men. I begin with the 

interpretation of [N-men]. A noun followed by -men is always interpreted as definite 

and plural, as has been noted in the literature (e.g., Iljic 1994, 2001, Cheng and 

Sybesma 1999, Li 2003b, Kurafuji 2004, among many others). [N-men] is considered 

definite, plural because it can occur in the sentential subject position (44a) but cannot 

appear in the existential construction (44b).  

(44) a. [xuesheng-men]  zai     jiaoshi       li 

      student-MEN     at    classroom   in 

    ‘The students are in the classroom.’   

b. *you  [xuesheng-men]  zai     jiaoshi       li 

     have    student-MEN     at    classroom   in  

In addition to being definite and plural, [N-men] has other properties such as 

incompatibility with numerals and CL/MW. The example in (45a) demonstrates the 

incompatibility between [N-men] and numerals, and the one in (45b) shows that even 

with the presence of a CL, [N-men] still cannot co-occur with numerals.  
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(45) a. *san   xuesheng-men 

    three    student-MEN 

b. *san    ge   xuesheng-men 

     three  CL   student-MEN 

Two questions arise: (i) What is the syntactic structure of [N-men]? (ii) Why can’t [N-

men] combine with a numeral and a classifier as in (45)?  

I propose that syntactically –men is a suffix realized under the little n head and 

semantically it has a similar function as the [+PL] Num head, picking out plural 

entities from the set denoted by little nP. That is, nP-men denotes a set of pluralities. In 

the example in (46b), I demonstrate the syntactic structure of [N-men].21   

(46) a. xuesheng-men 

     student-MEN     

    ‘the students’  

b.                               DP 

 
xuesheng-men         D0                  NumP 
                             [+def.] 
[[n-to-NUM]             
  -to-D mvt]                           Num0               nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
                    n-to-NUM mvt                     n0            NP 
                            
                                                          N          n0 
                                                 xuesheng     -men    <N> 
                                                   ‘student’        
 
The first step of movement is the obligatory N-to-n movement. Then the following 

movement, n-to-Num-to-D movement, is triggered by the [+def*] feature under the D 

head. On the way to D, the string xuesheng-men moves into the Num head and 

instantiates the [+PL] feature. Hence, this plural feature is overtly marked. Having 

this structure in mind, let’s go back and account for the puzzling examples, repeated 
                                                 
21 In (46b), I omit the vacuous projection, CLP. 
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in §4.2.   

4.2 Accounting for the Puzzling Examples 

I repeat the relevant examples here as (47-48), in which we expect (47) to be 

grammatical, because of the presence of –men, whereas we expect (48) to be 

ungrammatical because of the appearance of xie and –men.   

(47) *na     xuesheng-men                                                                

 that     student-MEN 

(48)  na     xie     xuesheng-men                                                 

that   XIE    student-MEN 

 ‘those students’ 

The example in (47) can be represented as in (49).   

(49) *                                DP 

 
                                D0                  NumP 
                             [+def.] 
                                 na  
                               ‘that’       Num0               nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
               No n-to-NUM mvt                    n0            NP 
                            
                                                          N          n0 
                                                 xuesheng     -men    <N> 

                                                   ‘student’    

As the structure in (49) illustrats, -men is realized in the little n head, and xuesheng 

‘student’ undergoes the usual N-to-n movement. The presence of a demonstrative 

occupies the D position, and the demonstrative instantiates the [+def*] feature. 

Because the [+def*] is instantiated, [+def*] does not trigger any movement from n. 

Since there is no n-to-NUM movement in (49), the plural feature under the Num head 

is not morphologically marked. At this point, one might wonder why we need to 

overtly realize this [+PL] feature if the nP in (49) already denotes plurality. I argue 

that the need to realize this [+PL] feature is purely syntactic. It is this requirement of 
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the Number Marking Principle that accounts for the grammaticality and the 

ungrammaticality of the examples in (47-48). Semantically, (47) is well-formed. 

However, it is syntactically ill-formed. The only reason this nominal phrase is out is 

because the plural feature under the Num head is not overtly realized on a lexical item 

or a functional element. This is an instance of violation of the Number Marking 

Principle proposed in this study.  

Compare (49) to (50), which represents the structure of (48). The only 

difference between these two structures is that there is a functional element xie under 

the Num head in (50). This structure is well-formed because the presence of xie under 

the Num head instantiates the [+PL] feature in Num in contrast with (49). 

Consequently, (48) is grammatical.  

(50)                                   DP 

 
                                D0                  NumP 
                             [+def.] 
                                 na  
                              ‘that’        Num0               nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
                                                 xie 
                                                                 n0            NP 
          No n-to-NUM mvt                   
                                                          N          n0 
                                                 xuesheng     -men    <N> 

                                                   ‘student’    

At this point, we are able to account for the ungrammaticality of (47) and the 

grammaticality of (48). What about the fact that [N-men] cannot co-occur with 

numerals and CL’s as in (51)? 

(51) a. *san   xuesheng-men 

    three    student-MEN 

b. *san    ge   xuesheng-men 

     three  CL   student-MEN 

I suggest that the ungrammaticality of (51a, b) is due to the semantic incompatibility 
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between CL’s and nP-men. Numerals require CL’s. So (51a) is ungrammatical because 

it lacks a CL. Recall that when a CL is active, it picks out singularities from the set 

denoted by an nP, which contains singularities and pluralities. As suggested in §4.1, 

nP-men denotes a set of pluralities. So, (51b) is ungrammatical.  

Another fact about –men is that it can only co-occur with [+human] nouns; 

more data is presented in Chapter 4. In §4.3, I outline how this property can be 

handled in the syntax.        

4.3 The Restriction on [+human] Nouns 

The restriction of –men on selecting a [+human] noun appears to be a 

semantic feature to which the syntax is sensitive. How can we implement this in the 

syntax? As suggested above, –men is realized in little n. We can implement this by 

specifying an un-interpretable human feature for –men in n, as in (52), which will be 

checked only if the n c-commands an appropriate nominal, illustrated in (53): 

(52) men  [-men: uhuman] 

(53)                  nP-men 

 

                -men          NP 

         [n, uhuman]       

                                   N [+human] 

  The ungrammaticality of the examples in (54) follows from the proposed un-

interpretable human feature on the n in (52). Both chezi ‘car’ and shu ‘book’ are [-

human] nouns; so, they are not compatible with the suffix –men.  

(54) a. *chezi-men 

        car-MEN 

b. *shu-men 

     book-MEN 

In this section, I have shown that some DP’s that look like they have 

redundant plural actually only mark the [+PL] feature under the Num head once. In 

contrast, some DP’s like (47) that seem to have the information marked once in fact 
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fail to overtly realize the plural feature in the syntax in the Num head. In the 

following section, I present cross-linguistic data from Hungarian and Persian and 

show how numerals influence plural marking in these two languages. 

5. Cross-linguistic Perspective: Hungarian and Persian22 

As in Mandarin, both Hungarian and Persian bare nouns can appear by 

themselves without any overt determiner as in (55a and 56a). One difference between 

Mandarin bare nouns and Hungarian and Persian bare nouns is that the interpretation 

of the bare noun in the latter can only be singular as in (55a) or (56a). 

(55) Hungarian 

a. találkozás 

  ‘a meeting’  (p.219)  

b.  a     találkozás 

    the    meeting      

  ‘the meeting’  (p.219) 

(56) Persian 

a. pesær 

   ‘a boy’  

b. yek  pesær 

    one   boy’ 

     ‘one boy’ 

Unlike Mandarin, Hungarian and Persian mark plurality on nouns. The plural marker 

in Hungarian is –k (57), and the one in Persian is –ha (58).  

                                                 
22 All the Hungarian data are taken from Szabolcsi (1994) unless otherwise noted, and all the Persian 
data are from Behrad Aghaei (p.c.). 
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(57) Hungarian  

a. kalap 

  ‘a hat’  (p.184) 

b. kalap-ok 

      hat-PL 

   ‘hats’  (p.184) 

(58) Persian  

a. pesær 

  ‘a boy’ 

b. pesær-ha       

    boy-PL     

   ‘boys’   

Additionally, when demonstratives and nouns co-occur, the plural marking is on the 

nouns as in (59b and 60b).23, 24 

(59) Hungarian 

a. ezen  könyv 

     this   book 

    ‘this book’   

b. ezen   könyv-ek 

    this    book-PL 

   ‘these books’ (Anikó Lipták p.c.) 

c. [Dem N       ]: singular interpretation 

    [Dem N-PL ]: plural interpretation 

                                                 
23 Demonstratives in Hungarian are as follows (p.184): (i) e, eme, ezen  ‘this’ 
                                                                                         (ii) ama, azon ‘that’ 
 
24 Szabolcsi (1994) points out that there is another construction for demonstratives, but it is restricted 
to the items ez ‘this (one)’ and az ‘that (one)’ only. I will not discuss these cases in this study. 
 
 (i)  ez-ek-r

ı
l        a        part-ok-ról 

     this-PL-from   the   shore-PL-from 
       ‘from these shores’   (p.185) 
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(60) Persian 

a.   ’in    pesær 

     this    boy 

      ‘this boy’   

b.  ’in    pesær-ha 

     this    boy-PL 

      ‘these boys’ 

c. [Dem N       ]: singular interpretation 

    [Dem N-PL ]: plural interpretation 

Notably, when a numeral (>1) is present, neither the noun nor the 

demonstrative is marked as plural. In (61a), the noun kalap ‘hat’ is marked as plural. 

When the numeral, hét ‘seven’ occurs in (61b), the plural marking on the noun, kalap, 

is absent. In (61c), there is a numeral greater than one, and the demonstrative ama 

‘that’ and the noun kalap ‘hat’ are not marked plural. This pattern is also observed in 

the Persian data in (62). 

(61) Hungarian 

a. [Kalap-ok-at]      csak        feketé-k-et         látt-am 

    hat-PL-ACC       only      black-PL-ACC     saw-I 

   ‘As for hats, I saw only black ones.’  ((12c), p.184) 

b. [Kalap-ot      het-et]         látt-am     feketé-t. 

    hat-ACC   seven-ACC      saw-I   black-ACC 

   ‘As for hats, I saw just seven that were black.’ ((12a), p.184) 

c. [ama    két     fekete   kalap] 

      that   ‘two’   black     hat 

    ‘those two black hats’  (p. 184) 

d. � [Dem       Num N      ]: plural interpretation 

    *  [Dem       Num N-PL] 

    *  [Dem-PL Num N-PL] 
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(62) Persian 

a.  ’an    pesær-ha 

    that    boy-PL 

    ‘those boys’ 

b.  du    pesær 

    two     boy 

    ‘two boys’ 

c. ’an     du    pesær 

    that   two     boy 

    ‘those two boys’ 

Based on the data presented here, the generalization seems to be as follows: 

when there is no overt numeral and the DP is plural, the marking is on the noun in 

Hungarian and Persian, while in Mandarin, it is through an independent functional 

morpheme (i.e. xie). When there is an overt numeral that indicates a number greater 

than one, then the plural marking is absent. In Tables 1 and 2, we see that the ways 

that Mandarin, Persian, and Hungarian mark the plurality conform to the two major 

universal strategies of licensing functional structures suggested by Borer (2005).   
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Table 1 

 [Dem N] 

 Singular Plural 

 [Dem N] [Dem-PL N] [Dem N-

PL] 

[Dem PL 

 N] 25 

[Dem-PL N-

PL]26 

English � * * * � 

Mandarin � * * � * 

Persian � * � * * 

Hungarian � * � * */? 

 

                                                 
25 The PL here refers to a functional morpheme under the Num head like xie in Mandarin. One might 
wonder how to differentiate the [Dem-PL N] column from the [Dem PL N] column. The distinction is 
as follows: if there is any element, except for agreement markers such as gender or case, that can 
intervene between Dem and PL, then it belongs to the [Dem PL N] column. na yi xie shu [that INM 
XIE book] ‘those books’ is an example.  
 
26 Readers might wonder whether noun phrases like (i) and (ii) are examples of this type. In section 4, I 
have provided a detailed discussion of these cases and have argued that in these cases the plural feature 
in the Num head is just marked once instantiated by xie. The suffix –men is not realized in the Num 
head, but a suffixal element realized under the n head. 
 
 (i) na   xie    haizi-men 
        that  PL   child-MEN 
     ‘those children’ 
 
 (ii) zhe    xie   xuesheng-men 
       this   XIE    student-MEN 
     ‘these students’ 
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Table 2 

 Plural  

 [Dem Num N] 

 [Dem Num N] [Dem-PL Num 

N] 

[Dem Num N-

PL] 

[Dem-PL Num 

N-PL] 

English * * * � 

Persian � * * * 

Hungarian � * * * 

 [Dem Num CL 

N] 

[Dem-PL Num 

CL N] 

[Dem Num CL 

N-PL] 

[Dem-PL Num 

CL N-PL] 

Mandarin � * * * 

 

Hungarian and Persian apply the strategy that involves the projection of an abstract 

head feature and requires movement of a head to overtly realize this feature as in (63) 

as well as in Table 1. 

(63) [ <PL> [NP N]] � [N PL  [NP N]] 

On the other hand, Mandarin utilizes both strategies: one that involves an 

independent functional morpheme as in (64); the other is the same strategy as in (63). 

The example is from reduplicated classifiers as in (65).  

(64) [   PL [NP  N]] � [PL [NP  N ]]                        

(65) [ <PL> [CL CL]] � [CL CL  [CL CL]] 

Additionally, the patterns in Table 1 show that if the plural marking in a DP 

appears only once, it will not appear on the demonstrative. No language in Table 1 

allows [Dem-PL N]. An example of this sort would look like the English example, 

these sheep, in which the plural marking is on the demonstrative not on the noun. 

This seems to suggest that the two major strategies suggested by Borer are on the 

right track and take priority over other strategies such as a pluralized D element. The 

observation here is based on a very small number of languages; so, at this point the 
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generalization is inconclusive. More intensive work on a wider range of languages 

will be able to confirm or disconfirm the hypotheses tentatively advanced here.  

The closest instance of marking plurality on D that I can find is when a 

language systematically marks plural on either edge of the nominal phrase. If this 

language is head-final in the nominal domain, then it would look like the plural 

information is marked on D elements not on the noun. Dogon, a Voltaic language 

spoken in Mali, is an example (Corbett 2000, p.135): 

(66) a. ε nε    mbe 

  goat   PL 

  ‘goats’ 

b. ε nε       gε    mbe 

   goat   DEF  PL 

  ‘the goats’ 

c.  ε nε   [wo  mi    ŋ             ob-i-∅    ]      gε    mbe 

    goat    3     1   OBJ  give-AOR-3.SG  DEF  PL 

   ‘the goats which he gave me’ 

As shown in (66b), the plural marking is next to the definite element. Even when 

there is a relative clause intervening between the definiteness marker and the noun, 

the plural marker mbe is found right after the definite marker. However, it is not clear 

whether the plural marker is on D or on the rightmost edge of the nominal phrase. 

In this section, I have briefly shown the similarities and differences of the 

plural marking systems in Persian and Hungarian and compared them to the system in 

Mandarin. In particular, in Tables 1 and 2, I have shown that the plural marking 

systems in Mandarin, Persian, and Hungarian pattern the same when a numeral (>1) 

is present in the DP. In the following section, I conclude this chapter. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this chapter I focused on the nominal number system in Mandarin DP’s. I 

first introduced three methods through which plural number is expressed. I then 

showed that there is a co-occurrence restriction on any two methods discussed. I 

demonstrated how these co-occurrence restrictions can be handled if we take into 

account the number features under the Number head. I showed that a Num head can 

only host a single number value at a time; that is why there is co-occurrence 

restriction observed in Mandarin DP’s. Finally, I argued that plural features, 

belonging to a marked category, need to be morphologically instantiated in Mandarin. 

In contrast, a singular feature that has an unmarked status has a zero expression in the 

syntax. 
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Chapter 4 

The Plural Marker – men 

 

1. Introduction 

Chapter 3 demonstrated how nominal number is closely related to the Number 

functional head and how abstract number features interact with other functional 

projections in the nominal domain. The goals of this chapter are two-fold. First, I 

examine the syntactic behaviour and semantic interpretation of the plural 

morpheme, –men. Second, I use this morpheme to probe into the relationship between 

the syntactic constructions and the semantic interpretations of various constituents 

containing -men.  

In the previous chapters, I showed that a bare noun like haizi ‘child/children’ 

can be interpreted as singular or plural. The example is repeated here in (1): 

(1) wo   kanjian  [DP haizi]   le 

 I        see            child   ASP 

Reading 1: ‘I saw a child/children.’ 

Reading 2: ‘I saw the child/children’ 

When the bare noun haizi ‘child/children’ appears with –men, the only possible 

reading is definite plural as demonstrated in (2): 

(2) wo   kanjian  [DP haizi-men]      le 

 I        see            child-MEN   ASP 

Only Reading: ‘I saw the children’ 

The DP in (2) is definite. It can occur in the subject position but not in the existential 

construction, as in (3-4) respectively: 

(3) xuesheng-men    lai      le 

 student-MEN   come  ASP 

‘The students have arrived.’  

(4) *you  [xuesheng-men]  zai     jiaoshi       li 

 have    student-MEN     at    classroom   in  
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Since it is possible for the bare noun, haizi ‘child/children,’ to have a definite plural 

reading as indicated in Reading 2 in (1), the appearance of -men is not obligatory for 

deriving a definite plural reading in the example in (2). A question arises as to what 

the semantic distinction is between the definite plural reading expressed by a bare 

noun (1) and the one expressed by a noun with –men (2). This question is addressed 

in §2.1.   

In contrast with the combination of –men and common nouns in (2), when 

forming plural personal pronouns, the occurrence of –men with pronouns is obligatory, 

illustrated in Table 1. 

 Table 1: Plural Pronoun Formation 

(5) a. wo  ‘I’ 

          Not: ‘we’ 

(6) a. ni ‘you (singular)’  

       Not: ‘you (plural)’ 

(7) a. ta ‘s/he’ 

        Not: ‘they’ 

         b. wo-men  

            ‘we’ 

            Not: ‘I’ 

         b. ni-men  

             ‘you (plural)’  

             Not: ‘you (singular)’ 

         b. ta-men  

            ‘they’  

            Not: ‘s/he’ 

 

In order to form a plural pronoun, the suffix –men is obligatory as in the (b) examples 

in (5-7). Unlike common nouns, a pronoun without the suffix –men can only be 

interpreted as singular, as in the (a) examples.1 In addition, a pronoun without –men 

                                                 
1 In Mandarin, a 3rd person singular pronoun can take a plural antecedent as in (i-ii). However, if the 
antecedent is [+animate], then the pronoun that refers to the antecedent has to be a plural pronoun as in 
(iii-iv) (examples (i-iv) are all from Niina Zhang with a slight modification of the gloss; (iii-iv) are 
from Xu 1999, cited in Zhang) 
 
 (i) na  xie   xin,  wo   yijing    ba     ta     shao      le 
           that  PL letter   I    already  BA  3.SG   burn    ASP 
                  ‘Those letters, I have already burned them.’  
 (ii) zhe  xie   shu, wo  yiqian  meitian  wanshang  dou    kan     ta 
                     this  PL  book  I    before   every    evening       all    read   3.SG 
                     ‘These books, I read them every evening in the past.’ 
 (iii)  na   xie    ren,    wo  xiang  tamen/* ta       yijing    zou     le       
                     that  PL   person    I    think    3.PL/3.SG     already   go  ASP 
                    ‘Those persons, I think they have already gone.’  
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cannot co-occur with quan ‘entire’ or dou ‘all’ (8a). On the other hand, a pronoun 

suffixed by –men can (8b).  

(8) a. *ta    (quan)  dou      lai      le. 

    s/he    entire    all     come  ASP 

b.   ta-men    (quan)   dou      lai      le. 

            s/he-MEN   entire     all     come   ASP 

              ‘They all have come.’ (ASP = aspectual marker) 

The contrast in (8) shows that [pronoun-men] has an unambiguous plural reading. A 

personal pronoun without –men, as in (8a), can only be interpreted as singular; in 

other words, it can only refer to one referent in the discourse. Hence, it is not 

compatible with quantificational operators like quan ‘entire, fully, completely’ and 

dou ‘all’, as in (8a). On the other hand, a personal pronoun suffixed by –men is plural; 

that is, it refers to a group of people consisting of more than one person. Therefore, it 

is compatible with quan and dou, as shown in (8b). 

In general, pronouns are realized in the D position, the highest head position 

within the DP domain, whereas common nouns in the N head, the lowest head 

position within the DP domain.2  There are several other functional projections 

                                                                                                                                           
 (iv) zhe  xie  xiaomao,  wo   yao   zhua   tamen/* ta        de     weiba   
                     this   PL   kittens       I    want  grasp  3.PL/3.SG     DEPoss    tail  
                   ‘These kittens, I want to grasp their tails.’        
 
Rullmann (2003) reports that in colloquial speech, some speakers allow singular quantifiers to bind 
plural pronouns, as in (v). However, when the antecedent is a proper name picking out one single 
referent, then the referential pronoun cannot be plural as in (vi). Those mismatch cases are interesting 
and puzzling. In this study, I will not try to account for them. 
 

(v) a. %Someone left their  coat on the table.  
      b. %Every student thinks they’re smart. 

 (vi)*Johni left theiri coat on the table.  
 
2 Except in special cases like (i) in which a personal pronoun is used as a common noun. 
 
 (i)  wo  zai   jinzi     li   kandao  [san    ge  wo] 
         I    at   mirror   in    see       three  CL   I 
      ‘I saw three I’s in the mirrors.’  
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between D and N such as n, CL, and Num. One might wonder where –men is realized 

in the structure since it can combine with two kinds of elements that generally occur 

at the two ends of the structure. I address this question in §3.  

In addition to personal pronouns and human nouns, -men can also co-occur 

with proper names as in (9) (e.g., Iljic 1994, 2001, Li 2003b).  

(9) wo    zhi   gen  [Zhangsan   -men]  shuohua 

  I     only  with  Zhangsan  MEN      talk 

Reading 1: I only talk to ‘Zhangsan and his associates.’  

Reading 2: I only talk to a certain group of people all with the same  

                  characteristics of someone called Zhangsan or all with the name  

                  Zhangsan’ 

The example in (9) has two distinct readings though both refer to a certain group of 

people. The difference between these two readings is that the first reading refers to 

only one unique referent Zhangsan in the group, and the second reading does not. The 

first reading, which is often called “associative plural reading’, is similar to the 

reading given by [personal pronoun-men] in the sense that a group of people is 

identified based on one specific referent. On the other hand, the second reading is 

used to refer to a group of people who share certain characteristics; it can be the same 

name they have or specific characteristics they share. This usage is relatively similar 

to the reading that [N-men] conveys. Take xuesheng-men ‘the students’ as an example. 

xuesheng-men is used to refer to a certain group of human beings who have the same 

identity or characteristic of being a student. The example in (9) raises a question as 

how these two distinct readings emerge from a single nominal phrase Zhangsan-men. 

This question is discussed in §3. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows: In §2, I review a discussion about 

the pragmatic aspect of –men by Iljic (2001). I then discuss a syntactic account of –

men from Li (2003b) and point out problems with her proposal. In §3, I explain my 

syntactic analyses in detail, which shed light on why [N-men] only receives a definite 

plural reading, what the syntactic construction and semantic interpretations of 
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pronouns are, and how two distinct readings emerge in the [proper name-men] 

constituent. I argue that there is only one –men in Mandarin though it can contribute 

two distinctive readings, as in (9). I suggest that the morpheme –men is realized at the 

little n head, whose function is to pick out a set of plural entities from a set denoted 

by nP. Furthermore, I suggest that we need to consider where elements (e.g., proper 

names) merge in syntax in order to account for the different readings related to –men. 

In addition, I demonstrate that Mandarin plural pronouns are syntactically complex 

and semantically compositional. In §4, I apply the proposed account to Li’s data and 

demonstrate how the current analysis of –men can better account for all the syntactic 

phenomena related to –men. §5 concludes this chapter. 

2. Literature Review 

In this section, I outline Iljic’s (2001) discussion about the pragmatic aspect 

of –men. I then review Li’s (2003b) syntactic account of the morpheme –men and 

raise some questions concerning her proposal.   

2.1 The Pragmatics of -men 

Ijlic (2001) observes that [N-men] differs from a bare noun in that the former 

always marks a subjective grouping, either relative to the speaker or to some 

character whose point of view the narrator provisionally adopts. For example, haizi-

men in (10a) can only be interpreted as the speaker’s children in this context, but not 

‘some children’ or ‘children in general’. In (10b), haizi is also plural due to the 

appearance of dou ‘all’. However, unlike haizi-men in (10a), haizi in (10b) does not 

have to refer to the speaker’s children though it is one of the possible readings, as 

indicated by parenthesized ( ) portion. The examples in (11) illustrate similar points.  

(10) a. haizi-men    dou  gongzuo    le 

   child  MEN   all     work      ASP 

   ‘The [my] children are all working now.’ (Iljic 2001: 26) 

b. haizi  dou  gongzuo     le 

   child    all     work      ASP 

   ‘The (my) children are all working now.’ 
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(11) a.  mama    dui   haizi-men    shuo:~ 

    mother    to     child-MEN   say 

    ‘mother said to [her] children:~” (Iljic 2001: 32) 

    (Prep. = preposition) 

b.  mama  dui    haizi    shuo:~ 

    mother   to     child     say 

    ‘mother said to (her) child/children:~” 

Iljic summarizes some properties of –men as follows:  First, nouns that co-occur 

with –men have to designate human beings.3 (12b and d) are ungrammatical because 

chezi ‘car’ and bi ‘pen’ do not have [+ human] feature. Hence, they are not 

compatible with –men. 

(12) [-human] Common nouns 

a. chezi ‘the/a car, (the) cars’  

b. *chezi-men 

c. bi ‘the/a pen, (the) pens’ 

d. *bi-men 

Second, [N-men] never receives a generic reading. It is always definite and refers to a 

situationally determined group of people, as in (13).  

(13) mama     dui    haizi-men    shuo:~ 

mother  Prep.  child-MEN   say 

‘mother said to [her] children:~” (=(11))                                   (Iljic 2001: 32) 

 

                                                 
3 Examples like (i) or (12b, d) are only possible in a dream or fairytale situation in which cars and pens 
are humanized (i.e. personification) as in (ii) (Hsu 2002, p. 43 (4-3) and (4-5)). In this study, I will not 
take cases like (ii) into account. 
 
 (i)  *huar-men 
                     flower-MEN 
                     ‘flowers’ 
 (ii)   huar-men     zai    tiaowu 
                     flower-MEN  ASP   dance 
                     ‘The flowers are dancing.’ 
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Third, [N-men] is not compatible with numerals as in (14a-b):  

(14) a. *mama     dui    san    ge   [haizi-men]   shuo:~ 

      mother  Prep.  three  CL  child-MEN   say 

b. *mama     dui    san   [haizi-men]   shuo:~ 

      mother  Prep.  three  child-MEN   say 

Fourth, [N-men] always implicitly or explicitly involves a second mention of 

previously posited referents in discourse. In other words, [N-men] is always definite 

and is not compatible with the existential construction as in (4), repeated here as (15).   

(15) *you  [xuesheng-men]  zai     jiaoshi       li 

 have    student-MEN     at    classroom   in  

Last, sometimes the presence of -men seems to contribute to the ‘affective’ or 

‘empathy’ effect as in (16). In (16), the speaker has an emotional relationship with 

what s/he describes; without –men, (16) sounds awkward. 

(16) Tianqi     zai     re,   ye       re-bu-guo      zhanshi-men   de    xin      qu. 

weather  again  hot  also  hot-NEG-pass  soldier-MEN  DE  heart    go 

 ‘However hot the weather may be, it cannot be hotter than the hearts of [our 

dear] soldiers.’ (XHC 1979: 422, cited in Iljic 2001, ex. (20)) 

Because of the possible contribution of this affective reading, [N-men] is more or less 

likely to be found in some types of texts such as children’s press and literature. Kaden 

(1964:113-114, cited in Iljic 2001) notices that [N-men] is absent from texts of 

marriage and labor law even though they deal exclusively with humans. 

In this sub-section, I have outlined Iljic’s observation of some major 

properties of –men and the semantic difference between N and [N-men]. In §2.2, I 

review Li’s (2003b) syntactic account.  
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2.2 Li’s (2003b) Proposal 

The nominal projection that Li assumes is as in (17b) (Li 2003b, ex. (11)): 

(17) a. san    ge   xuesheng 

   three  CL   student 

   ‘three students’ 

b.    DP 

 
D           NumP 
 
         Spec         Num’ 
          san 

    ‘three’    Num       CLP 
                     Pl 
                            CL          NP 
 
                            ge          xuesheng 

                                          ‘student’ 

Li suggests that the English plural morpheme –s and Mandarin –men are both base 

generated under the Num head and argues that the plural feature under the Num head 

needs to be realized (checked) in both languages. She assumes the same syntactic 

structure (shown in (17b)) for both English and Mandarin nominal expressions and 

argues that the only difference between these two languages lies in the realization of 

the CL projection. In English, the CL projection is always empty; as a result, it can be 

neglected and the structure can be simplified without CLP. In contrast, the classifier 

projection in Mandarin is projected most of time.4  

Li utilizes the structure in (17b) to account for the fact that in English, the 

plural morpheme –s is always realized on count nouns. Due to the absence of the CLP, 

the plural feature can be realized on the element generated under the N, and either 

lower or raise. On the other hand, the plural feature in Mandarin cannot be realized on 

the elements under N due to the intervention of the CL head projection (as per the 

                                                 
4  Li assumes that in cases like xuesheng-men [student-MEN] ‘the students’, a CLP is absent. 
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Head Movement Constraint). It has to be realized on the elements at D. Li claims that 

this is the reason why –men in Mandarin occurs with the elements in D such as 

pronouns and proper names.  

Furthermore, for Li, -men is a collective /plural morpheme under the Num 

head. It is a collective morpheme because when a proper name is suffixed by –men, it 

can denote a group of people in which the referent that the proper name refers to is 

used as an anchor. And, –men is a plural morpheme because it seems to exhibit some 

properties of a plural marker. In cases like [common noun-men] ‘the multiple X’s’, -

men behaves like the plural marker –s in English and expresses plurality. In §2.2.1, I 

state what Li takes as evidence for her proposal.  

2.2.1 Li’s Evidence for the Proposal 

Li argues that placing –men under the Num head can account for the 

ungrammaticality of the example in (18) (her example (3)), i.e. the incompatibility of 

numeral and [N-men]).  

(18) *san-ge    xuesheng-men 

 three-CL   student-MEN 

 ‘three student-men’ 

According to her account, (18) is ruled out because the presence of the CL projection 

blocks the N element, student, moving to D to be suffixed by –men. She further 

argues that the ungrammaticality of (18) should predict that –men can be suffixed on 

the D element, as in (19) (this example is from Iljic 1994): 

(19) XiaoQiang-men    shenme   shihou   lai 

XiaoQiang-MEN    what        time   come 

 ‘When are XiaoQiang and the others coming?’ 

Li provides the following examples (her (8)) to support her claim:5 

 

                                                 
5 The bracketing is mine for clearness. Based on my understanding, she assumes that the elements 
within the brackets form a DP.  
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(20) a. *wo  qing    [ san-ge     ta-men]   chifan 

        I   invite  three-CL  he-MEN     eat 

     ‘I invited three “thems” for a meal.’ 

b. wo  qing   [ta-men     san-ge    (haizi)]   chifan 

      I   invite he-MEN   three-CL  (child)     eat 

     ‘I invited them three-CL (children) for a meal.’ 

c. *wo  qing   [pengyou-men      san-ge    (ren) ]       chifan 

        I   invite   friend-MEN     three-CL  (person)       eat 

       ‘I invited them three-CL (children) for a meal.’ 

d. *wo  qing   [san-ge      pengyou-men ] chifan 

        I   invite   three-CL    friend-MEN      eat 

e. wo  qing    [XiaoQiang-men/Xiaozhang-men       san-ge    (ren) ]        

     I   invite    XiaoQiang-MEN/Principal-MEN     three-CL  (person)       

   chifan 

     eat 

   ‘I invited XiaoQiang/Principal and two others [in the group] for a meal.’ 

   Not: ‘I invited 3 principals/3 people all named /all with the characteristics 

           of XiaoQiang for a meal.’ 

f. *wo  qing     [san-ge     XiaoQiang-men/Xiaozhang-men]  chifan 

       I   invite    three-CL  XiaoQiang-MEN/Principal-MEN    eat  

    Not: ‘I invited XiaoQiang/Principal and two others [in the group] for a  

             meal.’ 

    Not: ‘I invited 3 principals/3 people all named /all with the characteristics  

             of XiaoQiang for a meal.’ 

She argues that the reason that (20a) is out, but (20b) is not, is because the pronoun ta 

‘he’ is base-generated under the D head and can be suffixed by the collective/plural 

morpheme generated under the Num head. In contrast, a common noun is usually 

generated under the N. When a CL is projected, N cannot move to D to be suffixed 

by –men. Thus (20c, d) are ungrammatical. When a proper name is used as a common 
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noun, it is expected to be ungrammatical when a classifier precedes [proper name-

men] as in (20f). As for (20e), Li reports that the reading in which XiaoQiang and 

Xiaozhang ‘principal’ are used as common nouns is missing.6 

2.2.2 Problems Concerning Li’s Proposal 

I have reviewed Li’s syntactic account of -men and have shown what she takes 

as evidence for her proposal. In the following sub-section, I point out some problems 

concerning her proposal.  

Li argues that the plural feature under the Num head needs to be realized and 

that –men, being a collective/plural morpheme, can realize this feature under the Num 

head. If we look at the structure she proposes as in (21), the immediate observation is 

that the plural feature is clearly not realized or checked.  

(21)         DP 
 

D           NumP 
 
         Spec         Num’ 
          san 

    ‘three’    Num       CLP 
                     Pl 
                            CL            NP 
 
                            ge          xuesheng                               (Li 2003b, ex. (11)) 

If the plural feature is realized on –men under the Num head, the DP looks like (22a) 

and is ungrammatical. (22b) is the structure of (22a). 

                                                 
6 The informants I consulted and myself do not share the grammatical judgment of (20e) that Li 
provides. To my informants, (20e) is completely out, and neither reading is possible. The only possible 
candidate that my informants allow to appear before [Numeral CL] is pronouns. I agree with Iljic 
(1994) that a pronoun followed by [Numeral CL] is a case of apposition. More discussion will be given 
in §4. 
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(22) a. *san    -men   ge   xuesheng 

     three  MEN  CL    student 

b. *  DP 

 
D           NumP 
 
         Spec         Num’ 
          san 

    ‘three’    Num       CLP 
                     Pl 
                 -men  CL            NP 
 
                            ge          xuesheng 

Based on the assumption that the plural feature under the Num head needs to be 

realized and the ungrammaticality of (22b), it is clear that the Num head in (21) and 

(22b) cannot have a plural feature when there is a numeral.7 Numerals and the [+PL] 

Num head are not compatible with each other, regardless of whether the [+PL] feature 

is realized as xie (as suggested in Chapter 3) or –men (as Li suggests). The 

ungrammatical example in (22) supports the assumption that when numerals appear 

in the structure, the number feature under the Num head is indeed [+SG], not [+PL] 

(see Chapter 2). 

 In Li’s proposal, when CL is not projected, N undergoes N-to-D movement.8 

Then the collective/plural morpheme –men can suffix to the N in the D head as in 

(23b): 

                                                 
7 I am not arguing against the assumption that the plural feature under the Num head needs to be 
realized. In fact, this is an essential assumption in my proposal. 
 
8 It is not clear to me whether Li assumes a head-to-head movement or not. Based on her argument 
that –men can only suffix to elements under the D head, my understanding is that the element under the 
N has to be at the D position first before any suffixation can happen, and N-to-D movement is the only 
process she mentions in the paper. Hence, I will assume a direct N-to-D movement operation in her 
account.  
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(23) a. xuesheng-men 

     student-MEN 

   ‘the students’ 

b.    DP 

 
  D         NumP 
  
                          Num’ 
          

                   Num        NP 
                     Pl 
                 -men         xuesheng   ‘student’ 
                                    
       Second step                        

     First step 

The question concerning this movement is why the Num head in (23b), which is 

occupied by an overt lexical item –men, does not block the movement of xuesheng 

‘student’ from N to D if a CL head Projection does (cf. §2.2, ex. (18)).  

Furthermore, how can we block this collective/plural morpheme from 

suffixing on [-human] nouns? It is a well-known restriction that –men can only 

combine with [+human] nouns, as the ill-formed examples in (24) demonstrate: 

(24) a. *chezi-men 

       car-MEN 

b. *gou-men 

      dog-MEN 

c. *shu-men 

     book-MEN 

If the noun xuesheng ‘student’ can undergo N-to-D movement and be suffixed by -

men, why can’t chezi ‘car’ and gou ‘dog’ do so?  

Recall that Li argues that if a CL projects, the noun under the N head cannot 

move to D due to the Head Movement Constraint. Hence, -men cannot suffix to N 

unless the CL projection is absent and the N has moved to the D head. According to 
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Li’s structure in (25b), the DP in (26a) and its structure in (26b) should be well-

formed under Li’s proposal.  

(25) a. san   ge    xuesheng 

  three  CL    student 

   ‘three students’ 

b.    DP 

 
D           NumP 
 
         Spec         Num’ 
          san 

    ‘three’    Num       CLP 
                     Pl 
                            CL            NP 
 
                            ge          xuesheng                                (Li 2003b, ex. (11)) 

(26) a. na    san      ge   xuesheng 

   that  three    CL    student 

   ‘those three students’ 

b.       DP 

 
    D          NumP 
   na 
 ‘that’    Spec        Num’ 
              san 

        ‘three’   Num        CLP 
                        Pl 
                                  CL            NP 
 
                                   ge       xuesheng 

                                              ‘student’ 

The difference between the DP in (25) from Li and the one in (26) is that the former is 

indefinite and the latter is definite. If the D head is occupied by a demonstrative and –

men only suffixes to a D element as Li suggests, then we will derive an 
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ungrammatical DP as in (27).9 

(27) a. *na-men     san      ge   xuesheng 

    that-MEN  three    CL    student 

b.*     DP 

 
    D          NumP 
na-men 
 ‘that’    Spec        Num’ 
              san 

        ‘three’   Num        CLP 
                        Pl 
                                  CL            NP 
 
                                   ge       xuesheng 

                                              ‘student’ 

Since there is no head projection between the Num head and the D head, we should 

expect this suffixation to be possible. However, this expectation is not borne out. 

Under Li’s account the surface string xuesheng-men ‘the students’ involves 

moving the N element xuesheng to the D head where the collective/plural element –

men then suffixes to the N. She argues that the use of –men is not available when the 

D head contains a demonstrative as in (28) (her example in (7)).  

(28) *zhe/na-ge       ren-men 

 this/that-CL   person-MEN 

 ‘this/that person and the others’ 

If her analysis is on the right track, then we would expect the DP in (29) to be ill-

formed due to the presence of the demonstrative na ‘that’ at the D head and –men on 

the noun haizi ‘child.’ However, this is not the case. The sentence in (29) is 

grammatical.  
                                                 
9 This is exactly how Li accounts for the grammatical example in (20b), repeated below as (i): 
 

(i) wo  qing   [ta-men     san-ge     (haizi)]   chifan 
      I   invite  he-MEN   three-CL  (child)      eat 
     ‘I invited them three-CL (children) for a meal.’ 
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(29)  yijing    shang     ke    le,    weishenme  [DP na    xie  haizi-men]   

already   attend  class ASP     why               that  XIE child-MEN 

hai  zai  waimian  wan 

still  at   outside    play 

 ‘The class has begun. Why are these children still playing outside?’ 

It is clear that the noun haizi ‘child’ in (29) is not at the D position because of the 

presence of the demonstrative. Based on Li’s proposal, we would predict that it is not 

possible for this noun to be suffixed by –men due to its position lower in the tree. 

However, the DP is (29) is well-formed. 

Due to the problems with Li’s proposal that I have discussed in this subs-

section, I will offer another syntactic account of –men, which can successfully 

account for the data that Li’s account fails to. I discuss this proposal in the following 

section.   

3. Analyses 

In this section, I first discuss my treatment of –men. I then examine how the 

syntactic structures and semantic interpretations of [N-men], [pronoun-men], and 

[proper name-men] are derived under the proposal I advance.  

3.1 The Syntax and Semantics of –men  

Based on the grammatical and ungrammatical data we have seen until this 

point, I suggest that syntactically –men is best analyzed as an element under the little 

n head and that semantically it performs the same function as a [+PL] Num head, 

picking out pluralities from the set denoted by nP. Further, since –men only combines 

with [+human] nouns, I consider –men to have an uninterpretable human feature, as 

in (30a), which will be checked only if the n c-commands an appropriate nominal 

phrase, illustrated in (30b): 
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(30) a. men  [-men: uhuman] 

b.              nP-men 

 

                   n              NP 

                -men       

           [uhuman]        N [+human] 

In addition, since the presence of –men in [N-men] serves special pragmatic functions, 

such as referring to a subjective grouping and explicitly or implicitly referring to the 

referents mentioned in the discourse (as observed in Iljic (2001)), I assume that 

whenever –men is present, the [+def*] feature is present in the D position.  

Before I begin a detailed discussion of how the proposed analysis can better 

account for the data in this chapter, I would like to clarify a few points related to the 

current proposal. First, I am not suggesting that there are different kinds of little n. In 

the structures I proposed (see Chapter 2)), there is only one kind of little n, whose 

function is to take a concept-denoting noun (i.e. Individual) and to give a predicative 

object (i.e. Property). When –men is realized, it serves an additional function vis-a-vis 

nP. -men pickings out the pluralities from the set denoted by nP. The little n and –men 

have distinct semantic functions and enter into the semantic derivation separately 

even though –men is syntactically realized at the n head. 

Second, I am not proposing different kinds of –men. In my account, there is 

only one –men, which is realized under the little n. I will show that we do not need 

different kinds of -men in order to account for the various readings contributed by –

men, such as “associative plural” reading (see Reading 1 in (9)) or regular plural 

reading (see Reading 2 in (9)). I do not wish to call –men an “associative” marker 

because that is not its only function.  

Furthermore, even though I have been calling –men a plural morpheme, I 

would like to point out the differences between the plural morpheme, xie, that we saw 

in Chapter 3 and -men. As discussed in the previous chapter, xie is a grammatical 

element and is inserted at the Num head to instantiate the plural feature if the feature 
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is not realized on any lexical item. In other words, the appearance of xie is a last 

resort strategy in the language to “save” the structure. On the contrary, the presence of 

-men is not a last resort strategy. When it is realized, it is realized in the little n 

position.  

After discussing the syntactic position and semantic function of –men, I will 

show how this proposal can be used to account for the various readings that emerge 

when –men combines with [+human] common nouns, pronouns, and proper names. I 

begin with the combination of common nouns and –men in §3.2. 

3.2 The Syntax and Semantics of [N-men] 

The fact that [N-men] is always definite and plural and cannot combine with 

numerals or classifiers has been noted in the literature (e.g., Iljic 1994, 2001, Cheng 

and Sybesma 1999, Li 2003b, Kurafuji 2004, Nakanishi and Tomioka 2004, among 

many others). This cluster of properties has made –men a very mysterious element, 

and many have made attempts to figure out the true identity of –men.10  

                                                 
10 Kurafuji (2004) tries to make sense of the nature of –men from a semantic point of view and to 
relate –men to the Japanese plural morpheme –tati. He argues that both –men and –tati function as 
definite markers and have the same syntactic distribution. Nakanishi and Tomioka (2004) object to 
Kurafuji’s proposal and argue that [N-tati] is not inherently definite. They cite Kurafuji’s (1999: 80) 
example to show that –tati is actually compatible with numerals, as in (ib). 
 

(i) a. Chinese 
         *san    ge   xuesheng-men 
          three  CL   student-MEN 
     b. Japanese 
         ??san-nin-no     gakusei-tati  
         three-CL-Gen  student-TATI    
         (Kurafuji 1999: 80, cited in Nakanishi and Tomioka 2004) 
 

They further show that [N-tati] can appear in the existential construction in Japanese as in (iib), while 
[N-men] cannot as in (iia). 
 

(ii) a. Chinese 
         *you    ren-men 
          have  man-MEN 
         ‘There are some people.’ (Iljic 1994: 94) 
      b. Japanese 
          Kooen-ni   Kodomo-tati -ga           ita 
          Park-Loc       child-TATI-Nom  existed 
          ‘There were children in the park.’  (Nakanishi & Tomioka 2004, ex. (17b)) 
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Based on the structure I suggested for a full-fledged DP (see Chapter 2) and 

the syntactic account of -men I propose in §3.1, a nominal phrase like xuesheng-men 

‘the students’ has a structure as in (31): 

(31) a. xuesheng-men 

     student-MEN     

    ‘the students’  

b.                               DP 

 
xuesheng-men         D0                  NumP 
                             [+def*] 
[[[ n-to-CL]-to-NUM]             
            -to-D mvt]                   Num0               nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
                         n-NUM mvt                     n0            NP 
                            
                                                          N          n0 
                                                 xuesheng     -men    <N> 
                                                   ‘student’        
  
In (31b), I illustrate the syntactic structure of [N-men]. The first step of movement is 

the obligatory N-to-n movement. This movement also satisfies the suffixal nature of –

men. Then the following movement, n-to-Num-to-D movement, is triggered by the 

[+def*] feature under the D head.11 On the way to D, the string xuesheng-men moves 

into the Num head and picks up the syntactic [+PL] feature. Hence, this plural feature 

is in a sense overtly marked. 

Now let’s see why the nominal phrase in (31a) is not compatible with 

numerals as shown in the examples in (32). 

                                                                                                                                           
 

In this study, I do not enter into the debate about the nature of the Japanese plural morpheme tati but 
focus on the Mandarin case, [N-men], whose syntactic distribution is not disputed. 
 
11 I omit the CL projection in this structure for ease of discussion but indicate it in the [[[n-to-CL]-to-
NUM]-to-D]. 
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(32) a. *san    xuesheng-men 

     three    student-MEN 

b. *san    ge   xuesheng-men 

     three  CL   student-MEN 

In (32a), a numeral directly combines with xuesheng-men ‘the students,’ and the 

nominal phrase is ungrammatical. One can account for the ungrammaticality by the 

absence of a classifier which is obligatory whenever there is a numeral. The nominal 

phrase in (32b) has a classifier right after the numeral but is still ungrammatical. In 

principle, a CL should be able to combine with an nP based on the nominal projection 

assumed in this study. However, the nominal phrase in (32b) is out.  

The reason that (32a, b) are ungrammatical is semantic, not syntactic. Recall 

that I suggested that nP-men denotes a set of plural entities. Therefore, it cannot 

combine with an element whose function is to take a set of singularities as arguments. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, I follow Ionin and Matushansky’s (2004) proposal that 

numerals take singularities as arguments. Hence, (32a) is ruled out due to a semantic 

mismatch; numerals require a set of singularities, but nP-men gives a set of pluralities. 

The ungrammaticality of (32b) is also ruled out for semantic reasons. Recall that 

classifiers pick out singularities from a set denoted by nP, which contains singularities 

and pluralities. The set denoted by the nP in (31b) has only pluralities due to the 

presence of –men (nP-men). If CL combines with nP-men, what CLP denotes will be an 

empty set. When the numeral san ‘three’ merges into the tree, it needs a set of 

singularities. However, CLP has an empty set, and the structure of (32b) is not 

legitimate.  

In this sub-section, I have demonstrated the syntactic structure of the 

combination of [+human] common nouns and –men. Based on the structure I 

proposed in Chapter 2, the nature of the functional projections in the structure, and 

the account of –men suggested in §3.1, we were able to account for the question as to 

why numerals cannot co-occur with [N-men]. In the following sub-section, I extend 

the proposal we have in hand to the syntactic structure of [pronoun-men].    
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3.3 The Syntax and Semantics of [pronoun-men] 

In this sub-section, I demonstrate how a plural personal pronoun in Mandarin 

is derived and show that the plural pronoun construction in Mandarin is not only 

semantically complex, which supports Vassilieva and Larson’s (2001) proposal based 

on Russian examples, but also syntactically complex.   

Recall the data in Table 1, repeated here as Table 2: 

Table 2: Plural Pronoun Formation 

(33) a. wo  ‘I’ 

          Not: ‘we’ 

(34) a. ni ‘you (singular)’  

       Not: ‘you (plural)’ 

(35) a. ta ‘s/he’ 

        Not: ‘they’ 

         b. wo-men  

            ‘we’ 

            Not: ‘I’ 

         b. ni-men  

             ‘you (plural)’  

             Not: ‘you (singular)’ 

         b. ta-men  

            ‘they’  

            Not: ‘s/he’ 

 

In order to derive a plural personal pronoun, the suffix –men is obligatory. Now the 

question is how we derive a pronoun like wo-men ‘we.’ Before we start the syntactic 

construction for wo-men ‘we,’ let us consider exactly what a plural pronoun means. 

For the sake of convenience, I use the English counterparts in the discussion here. 

The so-called first person plural pronoun does not mean multiple speakers. It refers 

deictically to a contextually specified group of people including the speaker and uses 

the speaker as an anchor. In the case of the second person plural, it includes the 

addressee but not the speaker. And the so-called third person plural pronoun refers 

deictically to a group excluding the speaker and the addressee(s) (Rullmann 2004). 

Personal pronouns are deictic and are generally assumed to be base-generated under 

D (Postal 1969). Here I assume that only singular personal pronouns are base-

generated under the D head, while the plural pronouns are the result of a syntactic 

derivation and semantic composition.  

A singular personal pronoun refers to a unique referent, speaker, addressee, or 

non-speaker and non-addressee referent, in the discourse. Hence, it is distinct from a 
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common noun. I assume that a singular personal pronoun is the realization of a 

feature bundle under the D domain. For example: 

(36) a. pronoun [+def*, speaker (1st), +SG]    � wo ‘I’ 

b. pronoun [+def*, addressee (2nd), +SG] � ni ‘you (singular)’ 

c. pronoun [+def*, non-speaker, non-addressee (3rd), +SG] � ta ‘s/he’ 

I present the structure of the pronoun in (36a) in (37) in which D has the features of 

[+def*, 1st] and the Num head [+SG]. Thus, wo ‘I’ is the spellout of a feature bundle, 

[+def*, 1st, +SG] in Mandarin.12     

(37)                  DP                    wo ‘I’ 

                                                           

               D               NumP  

        [+def*, 1st]      

                                 Num0  

                                [+ SG] 

Following Postal (1969), I assume that the person features are realized under D. In 

(37), there are two features under the D head, namely the definite feature and the 1st 

person feature. These two features have distinct semantic functions even though they 

occur in the same position in syntax. I suggest that person features are only used as 

anchors to identify groups. Since the group referred in (37) is a singleton set and the 

person feature is 1st person, it refers to the speaker only. The definite feature performs 

its regular function, picking out the unique group or entity depending on the occasion 

or context. Hence, (37) refers to the speaker in the context. 

Now let’s see how a plural pronoun such as wo-men ‘we’ is derived. Unlike a 

singular personal pronoun, a plural pronoun such as wo-men ‘we’ refers to a 

contextually specified group of people in which the speaker is the anchor of the group. 
                                                 
12 One might wonder what the difference is between the realization of na ‘that’ and wo ‘I’ since both 
elements seem to express deictic and definiteness. The main difference between these two elements is 
related to the features specified at D. To be spelled out as a personal pronoun, a person number 1st, 2nd, 
or 3rd needs to be specified. To be spelled out as a demonstrative, a [+demonstrative] ([+dem]) and [+ 
proximate] features have to be present. In this study, I use na ‘that’ to indicate the feature bundle of 
[+def*, +dem, -proximate], and zhe ‘this’ [+def*, +dem, +proximate]. 
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In order to capture the meaning of a group of people, I assume that N and n are both 

projected as shown in (38).   

(38)         wo-men             DP 

 
                                D0               NumP 
                         [+def*, 1st] 
[[  n-to- NUM]             
      -to-D mvt]                       Num0                nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
                   [n -to-Num] mvt                    n0            NP 
                                                               -men 
                                                         [n, uhuman] 
                                          N-to-n mvt                       N 
                                                                                [+human]                                                                                       

The [+human] N head undergoes an obligatory N-to-n movement, and the [+def] 

feature under the D head triggers n-to-Num-to-D movement. The plural feature under 

the Num head is then picked up by [N–men]. At PF, all the features, [[+human] N, -

men, [+PL], 1st, +def*] are spelled out as wo-men ‘we’ in Mandarin. According to the 

syntactic structure in (38), we see that it is the people in the group who are plural, not 

the speaker I. The 1st person feature, the speaker I, under the D head is only used as 

an anchor to identify the group. It neither appears in the nP domain nor moves into 

the Num head. Hence, it does not give the reading of multiple I’s. 

In (39), I provide a general semantic representation of (38). A crucial 

component in (39) is the bold-faced part in the derivation, which indicates that the 

speaker is a member of the set denoted by the NumberP. Further, the semantic 

derivation in (39) reflects that [+def] and 1st have distinct semantic functions and 

enter into the semantic derivation separately even though they occur in the same 

position in syntax (see (38)). 
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(39) ι 
λ
x. P(x) ∧ 1st ∈∈∈∈ x : e                   

                                         
    [+def*]     

λ
x. P(x) ∧ 1st ∈∈∈∈ x : <e, t>                       � 1st ∈∈∈∈ x indicates inclusion 

 
                  1st        NumP = 

λ
x. P(x): <e, t>  

                                            
                             
 

The idea that plural pronouns are semantically complex is not new. Vassilieva 

and Larson demonstrated this in their (2001) paper. They suggest that a plural 

pronoun is derived from the combination of a singular “core” (i.e. a singular pronoun) 

and an additional set whose lexical content is left unspecified as shown in (41) (their 

example (34)).  They describe the plural pronoun components in (40) (their example 

in (32)). The plus sign indicates an addition operator, and the delta sign indicates the 

unspecified set. 

(40) a. we          = I            + �  

b. you (pl) = you (sg) + �  

c. they       = he/she/it + �  

(41)  

                    X       YP 

 

                   We 

                  I + �  

Vassilieva and Larson support their proposal through some Russian examples like the 

one in (42), which has a reading that ‘I and Peter will go home.’ This reading is 

derived when the PrepositionalP is a complement of the pronoun head D, and the DP 

in the PP provides the unspecified individual(s) in the plural pronoun meaning as 

shown in (42b). 
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(42) Russian (Vassilieva and Larson 2001)13 

        a. [My     s           Petej]          pojd’om    domoj 

            we    with  Peter-INSTR     will-go     home 

           ‘I + Peter will go home.’  

        b.              DP                                               

                                                              

                 D              PP (comitative)                          

               MY                     

              I + �        P         DP 

                          

                             s         Petej 

 

The syntactic structure suggested for Mandarin Plural pronouns in (38) seems to 

correspond to Vassilieva and Larson’s proposal. Comparing the Mandarin examples 

to those in (40), the patterns seem to be identical, as shown in Table 3: 

Table 3 

Vassilieva and Larson’s Proposal Mandarin Cases 

a. we          = I            + �  a’ we          = I            - men 

b. you (pl) = you (sg) + �  b’ you (pl) = you (sg) - men 

c. they       = he/she/it + �  c’ they       = he/she/it - men 

 

However, there are two important points where Mandarin departs from 

Russian, and my account from Vassilieva and Larson’s (2001) proposal.  First, I do 

not assume an addition operation between a singular pronoun and the unspecified set 

in the Mandarin cases. The relationship between the core and the set is inclusional in 

Mandarin as indicated in (39). The other point concerns the number information of 

the unspecified set, indicated by the delta sign used in Vassilieva and Larson’s 
                                                 
13 The arrow in (42b) is only there to indicate that the DP in the PP provides the needed lexical content 
of the unspecified set under D. It should not be taken as the movement of Peter to D.  
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examples. In Vassilieva and Larson’s proposal, this unspecified set, � , can be just one 

single individual, or it can consist of plural ones. They show that the Russian Plural 

Pronoun Construction (PPC) is precisely the one in (42b). A PPC is the combination 

of a plural pronoun and a comitative phrase as in (43) (their example in (1)). 

(43) My   [ s         Petej ]        pojd’om    domoj 

??    with  Peter-INSTR   will-go      home 

a. ‘We+ Peter  will go home.’ 

b. ‘I    + Peter will go home.’ 

When the comitative phrase, [s Petej], is absent, my can only mean ‘we’ as in (44) 

(their example in (2)). 

(44) My   pojd’om    domoj 

we     will-go      home 

a. ‘We will go home.’ 

b. Not: ‘I will go home.’ 

Vassilieva and Larson suggest that the second reading in (43), ‘we two’ not ‘we + 

Peter,’ is precisely an instance of the structure in (42b). In (42b), the comitative (PP) 

is a complement of the pronoun under the D head, and the DP Petej completes the 

plural pronoun meaning by “filling in” the unspecified set, � . As a result, the reading 

‘we two’ emerges. It is important to note here that this unspecified set �  can be just 

one single individual, such as Peter. In other words, a plural pronoun denotes a group 

consisting of > two persons, and this is the correct interpretation. In the case of we, it 

can be just the speaker and another individual.  

In the Mandarin plural pronoun examples, there cannot be an additional 

operation between the pronoun feature under the D and the unspecified set. As 

discussed above, a singular personal pronoun in Mandarin is the spellout of all the 

features within the D domain, not just from D. Even if the features at D can spell out 

a singular personal pronoun, an additional operation will not provide us with an 

adequate result. As shown above, nP-men denotes a set of plural individuals (> 2). If 

we apply an additional operation to this unspecified set and a singular pronoun, then a 
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plural pronoun will always refer to a group of people which is at least three. The 

result will not be a correct one. nP-men picks out a group of plural individuals (> 2), 

and the pronoun feature, 1st, 2nd, or 3rd,  under the D head only performs an anchor 

function for identifying the group. Thus, we make sure that a plural pronoun refers to 

a group of people which is at least two, not at least three.  

The distinction between these two proposals in fact reflects the two ways of 

interpreting a plural pronoun like we. One can think we refers to ‘a speaker plus other 

individual or individuals’, as proposed by Vassilieva and Larson. On the other hand, 

we can mean ‘a group containing the speaker’. This meaning is reflected in the 

proposed structure here.   

In the next sub-section, I explore the syntactic structures and semantic 

interpretations of the combination of a proper name and –men.  

3.4 The Syntax and Semantics of [proper name-men] 

It has been noted that [proper name-men] has two possible interpretations (e.g., 

Iljic 1994, 2001, Li 2003b).  

(45) Proper Names 

Zhangsan   -men 

Zhangsan   MEN 

Reading 1: ‘Zhangsan and his associates,’  

Reading 2: ‘a certain group of people all with the same characteristics of  

                   someone called Zhangsan, or all with the name Zhangsan’ 

The first interpretation is similar to the interpretation we get in the pronoun case. In 

Reading 1 the proper name serves as an anchor to a contextually specific group. The 

individuals in the group are plural, but they are not the same people referred to by the 

proper name. The second reading uses [proper name-men] to refer to a group of 

people who have the same characteristics or the same name denoted by that proper 

name. In some sense, it refers to multiple X. Questions that arise are how these two 

readings arise and whether these two readings are represented by the same syntactic 

structure. I argue that the two readings in (45) are in fact represented by two distinct 
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syntactic structures, shown in (46-47), and that their identical surface word order is 

just an accident. I first demonstrate the structure of the first reading in (46).  

(46)                                   DP            Zhangsan-men          

                
                                  D0              NumP 
                              [+def*]    
                            Zhangsan 
                                                Num0                nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
                       n-to-D mvt                         n0             NP 
                                                               -men 
                                                           [n, uhuman] 
                                                                                   N 
                                                                                 [+human]        

In (46), the [+def*] feature and the proper name Zhangsan are both realized at 

the D head, and the proper name functions as an anchor to identify the group. As 

indicated in (46), there is an n-to-D movement. One might wonder how this 

movement happens since the [+def*] D head is occupied by an overt lexical item 

Zhangsan. As assumed in this study, if there is no overt lexical item at the D head and 

the D head has a [+def*] feature, then this definite feature will trigger other lexical 

items to move into that position to overtly instantiate this definite feature. In (46), an 

overt lexical item moves into the D position. However, this movement is not triggered 

by the [+def*] feature but by the suffixation requirement of the morpheme –men.  

The N head with an abstract [+human] feature undergoes the obligatory N-to-

n movement, but –men needs to attach to an overt lexical item. Hence, it moves up to 

a proper lexical item and attach. On the way to the proper name, Zhangsan, at the D 

head, -men picks up the plural feature at the Num head. Hence, this plural feature is 

instantiated.  

Until this point, we have seen two kinds of n-to-D movement. One is feature 

driven (triggered by a [+def*] feature), and the other is morphologically driven (due 

to the suffix nature of –men). When there is no feature or morphological requirement, 
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we should predict that there is no n-to-D movement. This prediction is borne out, as 

shown in (47a). Furthermore, if the D head has a [+def*] feature and is not realized, 

the structure is also not well-formed regardless of whether the plural feature under the 

Num head is overtly realized by xie, as in (47b).  

(47) a. *                            DP 

 
                                D0                  NumP 
                             [+def*.] 
                                 na  
                              ‘that’         Num0              nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
                   No n-NUM mvt                    n0             NP 
                            
                                                          N          n0 
                                                 xuesheng     -men    <N> 

                                                   ‘student’    

         b.*                             DP 

 
                                D0                  NumP 
                             [+def*] 
                                  
                                               Num0              nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
                                                 xie 
                                                                 n0             NP 
                            
                                                          N          n0 
                                                 xuesheng     -men    <N> 

                                                   ‘student’ 

 

The structure in (47a) is not well-formed because the plural feature at the Num head 

is not overtly realized. Notice that the n-to-D movement does not happen. The [+def*] 

feature is overtly realized on the demonstrative na ‘that’; hence, feature-drive 

movement is not forced. Furthermore, -men in (47a) is suffixed to an overt lexical 
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item xuesheng ‘student.’ Thus, the suffixation requirement of –men is satisfied, and 

the morphological force of movement is absent. As a result, -men stays in the little n 

position. The nominal phrase in (47a) is in fact semantically well-formed; its 

ungrammaticality is syntactic. 

In order to rescue the structure in (47a), the plural feature needs to be overtly 

instantiated. The appearance of the functional morpheme xie is a last resort, and the 

structure in (48) is grammatical.  

(48)                                   DP 

 
                                D0                  NumP 
                             [+def*.] 
                                 na  
                              ‘that’         Num0            nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
                                                 xie 
                                                                 n0            NP 
                No n-NUM mvt                   
                                                          N          n0 
                                                 xuesheng     -men    <N> 

                                                   ‘student’    

Another point that the structures in (47a, 48) demonstrate is that the plural feature 

under the Num head, unlike the [+def*], is a weak feature, meaning that it does not 

trigger movement. Had [+PL] been a strong feature, we would find the string na 

xuesheng-men [that student-MEN] to be possible in which xuesheng-men has moved 

from n-to-Num to instantiate the plural feature. However, this is not the case.  

The movement step of n-to-D in (46), repeated here as (49), is justified. The 

structure in (49) clearly represents the first reading of Zhangsan-men in (45), 

‘Zhangsan and his associates.’ 
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(49)                                   DP            Zhangsan-men          

                
                                  D0              NumP 
                              [+def*]    
                            Zhangsan 
                                                Num0                nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
                       n-to-D mvt                         n0             NP 
                                                               -men 
                                                           [n, uhuman] 
                                                                                   N 
                                                                                 [+human]        

The proper name in (49) is realized in the D position and functions as an anchor for 

identifying a group of people including Zhangsan. In other words, there is only one 

unique person called Zhangsan in the group. The plurality refers to the members of 

the group, including Zhangsan. This derivation is similar to the pronoun derivation in 

§3.3.  

Next, I explore the syntactic structure that renders the second reading in (45), 

‘a certain group of people all with the same characteristics of someone called 

Zhangsan, or all with the name Zhangsan.’ Unlike the first reading, the second 

reading does not pick out one unique referent. Hence, I suggest that the proper name 

Zhangsan in the second reading is not base-generated at the D head but at the N head, 

as in (50). 
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(50)                                    DP           Zhangsan-men 

 
                                  D0               NumP 
                               [+def*] 
              
                                               Num0                 nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
                                                                  n0            NP 
                                                               -men 
                                                         [n, uhuman] 
                                                                                   N 
                                                                                <Zhangsan> 

While Zhangsan moves up to D to support the [+def*] feature, it also moves into 

Num and picks up the plural feature. At PF, all the features together with the proper 

name generated under N and the suffix –men are spelled out as Zhangsan-men. This is 

a case similar to xuesheng-men ‘student-MEN’ or haizi-men ‘child-MEN,’ in which a 

group of people all share the same property (being a student, or being a kid) or all 

have the same name referred to by that proper name. 

Comparing the structures in (46) to (50), we see that they differ in where the 

proper name is merged in syntax. Even though (46) and (50) have the same surface 

string, they have distinct structures which lead to different semantic interpretations. 

One might wonder whether it is legitimate to merge a “proper name” at the N head. 

Consider the following scenario: It is the beginning of a new academic year in an 

elementary school. It happens that two students in teacher Zhang’s class are both 

called Wangxiaoming. After one week, teacher Zhang and teacher Wu are discussing 

the students in their classes. It is very natural that teacher Zhang says (51) to teacher 

Wu.   

(51) wo  ban   shang    jinnian    you [liang   ge    Wangxiaoming] 

  I   class     in      this year   have   two   CL   Wangxiaoming 

 ‘There are two Wangxiaomings in my class this year.’ 

Recall that a CL head merges with an nP. Hence, we know this proper name 
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Wangxiaoming cannot be at the D head. It has to begin in the N position in cases like 

(51). A similar case is found in English as well: 

(52) There are three John’s in my class this semester.  

The emergence of different semantic readings due to various syntactic 

positions where a proper name can be generated as we saw above is not limited to the 

DP domain. For instance, the root chair in English is generally treated as a noun as in 

(53), but it can also be used as a verb as in (54): 

(53) I have two chairs. 

(54) Hester will chair this section. 

It depends on where the root chair is merged in the syntactic structure and what other 

elements co-occur in the structure.  

In the following sub-section, I present further evidence to support the 

structures I proposed in (46) and (50).  

3.5 Further Evidence  

Recall that when a proper name is suffixed by –men, two distinct readings 

emerge. The previous example in (45) is repeated here as (55): 

(55) proper names 

Zhangsan  -men 

Zhangsan   MEN 

Reading 1: ‘Zhangsan and his associates,’  

Reading 2: ‘a certain group of people all with the same characteristics of  

                   someone called Zhangsan or all with the name Zhangsan’ 

If the structural explanation proposed here is on the right track, we should predict that 

the reading of the multiple X is not available in a nominal phrase in which a proper 

name cannot be merged low.  

In fact, such nominal constructions are common in languages like Mandarin, 

Cantonese, and Taiwanese. (56a) is an example from Mandarin, and (56b) is the 
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structure of the bracketed phrase in (56a).14  

(56) a. [Lisi ta-men]      hui       lai       le 

             Lisi  he-MEN  return   come  ASP 

         b.                  FP                  Lisi ta-men 

 

                      F0                 DP 

                    Lisi 
                                D0               NumP 
                         [+def*, 3rd] 
             
                                               Num0               nP 
                                          [number: pl]            
 
                                                                  n0            NP 
                                                               -men 
                                                         [n, uhuman] 
                                                                                   N 
                                                                                [+human]                                                                                      

 
Based on the word order we saw in (56a), the proper name Lisi appears to the left of 

the pronoun ta; hence, it cannot be merged low as shown in (56b).15 In order to derive 

the multiple X’s reading, a proper name has to be generated at the noun head as a 

common noun. The structural explanation proposed here for various readings related 

to -men receives support from the fact that the multiple X’s reading is indeed missing, 

as indicated in (57). The only reading for (56a) is ‘Lisi and his associates are back.’ 

(57) The only reading: ‘Lisi and his associates are back.’ 

Not possible reading: ‘A certain group of people all with the same  

                                     characteristics of someone called Lisi, or all with the 

                                     same name Lisi…’ 
                                                 
14 Thanks to Lisa Cheng (p.c.) for pointing out this fact in Cantonese to me.  
 
15 F0 is used merely to mark an extra functional projection higher than D, and should not be taken as a 
“Focus head.” I am not committed to the nature of this functional head here. 
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The example in (56a) is used in a context in which Lisi and his group are first 

introduced into the discourse. For example, Zhangsan and Laowu were talking 

upstairs. Suddenly, Lisi’s voice came up in the stairway; he was talking to someone. 

Zhangsan knew that Lisi had gone out with his friends and that they were planning on 

coming back for dinner. In this situation, Zhangsan can say (56a) to inform Laowu 

that Lisi and his group are back.  

The proper name in (56a) serves as the antecedent of the 3rd pronoun. If a 

referent has not been introduced in a discourse, it is infelicitous to use a pronoun to 

refer to that referent. In the scenario mentioned above, Lisi has not been mentioned in 

the discourse. Hence, it is awkward for Zhangsan to say (58) to Laowu.  

(58) # ta-men     hui       lai      le 

  he-MEN  return  come  ASP 

‘They are back’ 

If that happens, the most likely response that Laowu will have is “who?” In a 

different scenario, Zhangsan and Laowu were discussing Lisi and his group. When 

Lisi and his group returned, then it is very natural for Zhangsan to say (58) to Laowu.  

If this proper name is an antecedent of the third singular pronoun, then it 

explains why the pronoun following the proper name can only be 3rd person but not 

1st or 2nd person pronouns as indicated in the ungrammatical readings in (59). 

(59) a. [Lisi    wo-men]     hui       lai      le 

     Lisi      I-MEN    return  come  ASP 

    Not: ‘Lisi and his associates are back’ 

    OK: ‘Lisi, we are back.’ 

b. [Lisi      ni-men]     hui       lai      le 

     Lisi    you-MEN  return  come  ASP 

   Not: ‘Lisi and his associates are back’ 

   OK: ‘Lisi, you (pl) are back.’ 

The example in (59a) does not give the reading of ‘Lisi and his associates are back.’ It 

can only be used when the speaker is talking to Lisi. In this case, this pronoun does 
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not refer to the proper name. In (59b), Lisi is not the third person referent but an 

addressee; it functions as a vocative here. That is why the second person pronoun 

following the proper name is acceptable. One difference between the second person 

reading (59b) and the one in (56a) is that the former requires a pause after the proper 

name, while the latter does not.   

It is clear that, in (56), ta is base-generated under D, and Lisi has to occur in a 

position higher than D in order to bind the pronoun. That is why the multiple X’s 

reading is not available. In order to derive the multiple X’s reading, Lisi has to be 

generated under N.  

The English counterpart of (56a) is ungrammatical, as in (60): 

(60) *[John they] are back. 

That is, when John and they are treated as one constituent, the combination is not 

well-formed. If they are treated as two separate DP’s, then (60) becomes grammatical 

as in (61). 

(61) [John], [they] are back. 

Up to this point, the syntactic nature of the string [proper name [pronoun-men]] is not 

apparent and needs further elaboration. In the following sub-sections, I will discuss a 

number of the properties of the string [proper name [pronoun-men]] and will show 

that Lisi is a head element, not phrasal, realized in a functional position higher than D. 

3.5.1 [proper name [pronoun-men]] Is a Constituent 

So far we have only seen the Mandarin case, [proper name [pronoun-men]], 

appear in the subject position. Since Mandarin is a topic prominent language, one 

might wonder whether the proper name in [proper name [pronoun-men]] is a 

topicalized element from the low part of the sentence. In other words, this question 

concerns whether the proper name and [pronoun-men] form one constituent. In this 

sub-section, I will show that the proper name and [pronoun-men] in (56a) indeed form 

a constituent. 

In (62a), the whole string [proper name [pronoun-men]] occurs in the object 

position. Lisi cannot be topicalized. If Lisi is a topic as in (62b), we receive a 
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completely different reading. 

(62) a. wo  xihuan  [Lisi    ta-men] 

      I      like      Lisi  he-MEN   

    ‘I like Lisi and his associates.’ 

b. Lisi     wo  xihuan  [ta-men] 

    Lisi      I      like     he-MEN   

    Not: ‘I like Lisi and his associates.’ 

    OK: ‘Lisi, I like them (pointing to a group of people)’ 

The possible reading in (62b) is when Lisi is the addressee, and the speaker points to 

a group of people and tells Lisi that s/he likes those people. In contrast (62a) is used 

when there are different groups of people over there, and the speaker was asked 

which group of people s/he liked. Then the speaker can utter (62a).  

Furthermore, the string [proper name [pronoun-men]] can be coordinated with 

another string that has the same structure. The example in (63) from coordination 

supports the suggestion that [proper name [pronoun-men]] forms a constituent. 

(63) wo   ting   shuo  jingtian  wanshang  [Zhangsan ta-men]   he  [Lisi   ta-men]   

  I   listen   say     today      evening    Zhangsan he-MEN and  Lisi   he-MEN  

yao  zhai      jiaoshi    li   bianluen 

will   at   classroom   in    debate 

 ‘I heard that Zhangsan and his associates and Lisi and his associates are going 

to have a debate in the classroom tonight.’ 

In this sub-section, I have shown that [proper name [pronoun-men]] is one constituent. 

In the following sub-section, I explore another property of [proper name [pronoun-

men]] - its number information.  
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3.5.2 [proper name [pronoun-men]] Is Plural 

In [proper name [pronoun-men]], the proper name picks out a unique referent, 

while [plural pronoun-men] picks out plural referents. If [proper name [pronoun-men]] 

is one constituent, the number information should be either singular or plural. In this 

sub-section, I show that the [proper name [pronoun-men]] structure refers to multiple 

referents even though the proper name is singular.  

The grammatical contrast in (64) shows that this string, [proper name 

[pronoun-men]] is indeed plural. When the subject is Lisi ta-men, the possessive 

pronoun in the second clause has to be ta-men de ‘their’. On the other hand, if the 

antecedent subject is Lisi, the possessive pronoun can only be singular as in (64b). 

(64) a. [Lisi  ta-men]   hui    lai       le,   gankui   ba   [ta-men de] / *[ ta de]    riji    

     Lisi  he-MEN back come  ASP   hurry   BA       their             his/her  diary  

       shou    qi      lai. 

     collect   up  come 

    ‘Lisi and his associates are back, hurry put away their diaries.  

b. [Lisi  ]   hui    lai       le,   gankui   ba   *[ta-men de]  / [ta de]      riji    

     Lisi    back come  ASP   hurry   BA            their          his/her    diary 

     shou    qi      lai. 

     collect   up  come 

    ‘Lisi is back, hurry put away his diary/diaries. 

Furthermore, a predicate like meet requires its subject to be plural, as illustrated in 

(65). (65a) is ungrammatical because the subject of the predicate is a singular referent. 

In contrast, the subject in (65b) refers to plural referents, and it can be the subject of 

the predicate gather. 

(65) a. *you   [DP yi   ge   xuesheng] zhengtian    juji    zai     jiaoshi     li 

     have       one  CL   student     whole day  meet   at  classroom  in 

b. you   [DP san    ge   xuesheng] zhengtian    juji    zai     jiaoshi     li 

     have      three  CL   student     whole day  meet    at  classroom   in 

    ‘There are three students meeting in the classroom whole day.’ 
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I replace the DP’s in (65) with the constituents under test, as in (66).   

(66) a. [Lisi  ta-men]   zhengtian    juji   zai     jiaoshi     li 

    Lisi  he-MEN   whole day   meet   at  classroom  in 

   ‘Lisi and his associates gather in the classroom whole day.’ 

b. *[Lisi ] / * ta    zhengtian    juji      zai     jiaoshi     li 

       Lisi     s/he  whole day    meet    at   classroom   in 

(66a) is grammatical, while (66b) is not. This pair of examples shows that [Lisi ta-

men] is indeed plural. 

In this section I have shown that [proper name [pronoun-men]] refers to plural 

referents based on the facts that [proper name [pronoun-men]] co-refers with plural 

pronouns and can be the subject of the predicate meet. In the following section, I 

discuss whether the proper name in this string is a head element or a phrasal element. 

3.5.3 A Head or Phrasal Element 

Thus far, I have only presented examples in which a proper name preceding 

[pronoun-men] as in (67) and have assumed that this proper name is realized under a 

functional head. In this section, I provide evidence to support this assumption.  

(67) [Lisi  ta-men]   zhengtian    juji      zai     jiaoshi     li 

 Lisi  he-MEN   whole day  meet   at  classroom  in 

 ‘Lisi and his associates meet in the classroom whole day.’ 

If the position where Lisi is realized is not a head position, we should expect to find a 

phrasal element to occur in that position. In the following, I test this possibility by 

replacing the proper name with clearly phrasal elements, an indefinite DP, a definite 

DP, and a quantifier phrase. 

(68) Indefinite DP 

*you   [yi    ge   haizi  [ta-men]]  zhengtian    juji    zai     jiaoshi     li 

 have  one  CL  child  s/he-MEN   whole day  meet   at  classroom  in 

(69) Definite DP 

*[ na    ge   haizi  [ta-men]]    zhengtian   juji    zai     jiaoshi     li 

  that   CL  child  s/he-MEN   whole day  meet   at  classroom  in 
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(70) Quantifier DP 

*[ mei    ge   haizi  [ta-men]]    zhengtian  juji    zai     jiaoshi     li 

  every  CL  child  s/he-MEN   whole day  meet   at  classroom  in 

The examples in (68-70) are all ungrammatical. These data provide strong support for 

the assumption that the element precedes [pronoun-men] in the [X [pronoun-men]] 

structure is not phrasal.  

To summarize, in §3 I have suggested that –men is realized under the little n, 

and the reason that a [N-men] structure is not compatible with a classifier or numeral 

is semantic. Further, I have demonstrated the correlation between syntactic positions 

and semantic interpretations based on a series of [X-men] examples. I further 

demonstrated that plural pronouns in Mandarin are syntactically complex and 

semantically compositional. In the following section, I apply the proposed account 

of –men to Li’s (2003b) data and examine to what extent my proposal can better 

explain the grammaticality and ungrammaticality of the data she presents.  

4. Revisiting Li’s data 

In this section, I will apply the account advanced in this study to Li’s data. 

4.1 A Semantic Reason 

Li argues that (71) is ungrammatical due to the presence of the CL projection 

which blocks N from moving to D; therefore, N cannot be suffixed by –men at the D 

head.  

(71) *san-ge    xuesheng-men 

 three-CL   student-MEN 

 ‘three student-men’ 

However, Li’s account cannot be correct. I have shown that N does not have to move 

to the D head to be suffixed by –men, as the DP in (72) demonstrated. 
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(72) yijing    shang     ke    le,    weishenme  [DP na    xie  haizi-men]   

already   attend  class ASP     why               that  XIE child-MEN 

hai  zai  waimian  wan 

still  at   outside    play 

 ‘The class has begun. Why are these children still playing outside?’ 

The generalization here is that –men and numerals cannot co-occur within a DP. 

Based on the current proposal, (71) is ruled out by semantic reasons (cf. §3.2). I have 

argued that –men is an element under the little n and that its function is to pick out a 

set of plural entities from a set consisting of pluralities and singularities. Thus, nP-

men denotes a set of pluralities. On the other hand, the function of a classifier such as 

ge is to pick out atomic individuals from the set denoted by nP. However, the nP in 

(71) does not contain any singularities due to the presence of  

–men. The combination of CL and [N-men] will give us an empty set, which cannot 

satisfy the need of numerals. Thus, (71) is ungrammatical. The ungrammatical of (71) 

falls out from the semantic assumptions of CL, numerals, and -men as well as the 

syntactic structure I propose.  

Next I will examine the other data that Li used to support her claim. I repeat 

the examples here as (73): 

(73) a. *wo  qing    [ san-ge     ta-men]   chifan 

        I   invite  three-CL  he-MEN     eat 

     ‘I invited three “thems” for a meal.’ 

b. wo  qing   [ta-men     san-ge    (haizi)]   chifan 

      I   invite he-MEN   three-CL  (child)     eat 

     ‘I invited them three-CL (children) for a meal.’ 

c. *wo  qing   [pengyou-men      san-ge    (ren) ]       chifan 

        I   invite   friend-MEN     three-CL  (person)       eat 

       ‘I invited them three-CL (children) for a meal.’ 

d. *wo  qing   [san-ge      pengyou-men ] chifan 

        I   invite   three-CL    friend-MEN      eat 
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e. wo  qing    [XiaoQiang-men/Xiaozhang-men       san-ge    (ren) ]        

     I   invite    XiaoQiang-MEN/Principal-MEN     three-CL  (person)       

   chifan 

     eat 

     ‘I invited XiaoQiang/Principal and two others [in the group] for a meal.’ 

     Not: ‘I invited 3 principals/3 people all named /all with the characteristics  

              of XiaoQiang for a meal.’ 

f. *wo  qing     [san-ge     XiaoQiang-men/Xiaozhang-men]  chifan 

       I   invite    three-CL  XiaoQiang-MEN/Principal-MEN    eat  

   Not: ‘I invited XiaoQiang/Principal and two others [in the group] for a  

            meal.’ 

   Not: ‘I invited 3 principals/3 people all named /all with the characteristics  

            of XiaoQiang for a meal.’ 

The examples in (73a, d, and f) all involve the [Numeral CL N-men] structure. Hence, 

they can be ruled out by the same semantic incompatibility between [N-men] and 

CL’s discussed above. In other words, (73a, d, and f) are ungrammatical for semantic 

reasons. What about (73b, c, and e)?  The example in (73b) is grammatical, but it is 

not directly derived from the account proposed here. In §4.2, I show how I account 

for the grammaticality of this example. Then in §4.3, I discuss the grammaticality and 

ungrammaticality of (73c and e), as reported by Li. 

4.2 Appositive Structures 

In this sub-section, I provide evidence showing that the bracketed string in 

(73b) is not a single DP, but two. I argue that it is an appositive expression and should 

be represented as in (74). 

(74) wo  qing   [DP ta-men]   [DP san-ge     (haizi)]   chifan 

  I   invite       he-MEN       three-CL  (child)     eat 

 ‘lit.: I invited them three-CL (children) for a meal.’ 

First, if ta-men san-ge (haizi) [s/he-MEN three-CL child] is really a single DP, then –

men can move across a numeral and suffix to an element under the D as in (75a). In 
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that case, it is puzzling why *na-men san-ge (haizi) [that-MEN three-CL child] is 

ungrammatical, as in (75b).  

(75) a. [DP ta-men   [NUMP san  [NUM  _____  [CL ge  [NP (haizi)]  

        he-MEN           three                           CL       (child)  

                          
√

 

b. *[DP na-men   [NUMP san  [NUM  _____  [CL ge  [NP (haizi)]  

          that-MEN           three                           CL       (child)  

                                   * (why?) 

Second, the string [pronoun-men] in (74) can be followed by another string consisting 

of a demonstrative, as in (76). 

(76) wo  qing   [DP ta-men]   [DP na     san-ge    (haizi)]   chifan,  

  I   invite       he-MEN       that  three-CL  (child)      eat 

 bushi [DP ni-men]   [DP zhe liang ge] 

   not      you-MEN       this  two   CL 

 ‘lit.: I invited them, those three (children), for a meal, not you, these two    

(children).’ 

The possibility of having a demonstrative DP following the pronoun-men in (76) is a 

piece of strong evidence to support that [DP ta-men] [DP na san-ge (haizi)] are indeed 

two appositive DP’s.  

The question arises as to what the nature of the appositive in (74) is. Since 

there is no comma or pause between these two DP’s, one possible suggestion is that 

the appositive in (74) is an instance of “integrated appositives” (Huddleston and 

Pullum 2002: §14.3, Potts (to appear)). Some English examples of integrated 

appositives are taken from Huddleston and Pullum (2002: §14.3) as in (77). 

(77) a. She sang in [the opera ‘Carmen’]. 

b. It was founded in [the year 1850]. 

c. [The verb ‘use’] is transitive. 

Another kind of appositive is called “nominal appositive” (Potts (to appear)), which 

differs from integrated appositives in that the first DP (e.g., the opera in (77a)) and 
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the second DP (e.g., ‘Carmen’ in (77a)) are set apart from each other by comma 

intonation. Some nominal appositive examples from Potts (to appear) are in (78). In 

(78c), Ed is the first DP, and in trouble with the law once again is the second one. 

(78) a. The agency interviewed Chuck, a confirmed psychopath, just after his  

        release from prison. 

    b. Yewberry jelly, toxic in the extreme, will give you an awful  

        stomachache.  

    c. Ed, in trouble with the law once again, has altered his identity.  

In English, comma intonation plays an important role when it comes to the distinction 

between nominal appositives and integrated appositives as well as the distinction 

between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses. However, in Mandarin, this 

kind of intonation feature is absent in both appositives and relative clauses.16 In this 

study, the goal is to examine whether a string like (73b), [ta-men     san-ge (haizi)], is 

a single DP as Li claims or is an appositive expression, either nominal or integrated. I 

will apply some tests here to show that the string in (73b) is best analyzed as an 

appositive expression. 

The first test involves entailment, as suggested in Huddleston and Pullum 

(2002). If we take a sentence with an integrated appositive, such as sentence A in (79), 

and a sentence with only the second DP, such as sentence B in (79), then sentence A 

entails sentence B. The English examples are from Huddleston and Pullum (2002, p. 

447): 
                                                 
16 In the Chinese literature it has been claimed that the distinction between restrictive and non-
restrictive relative clauses is based on the position of a relative clause to the position of a QP (e.g., 
Chao 1968, Huang 1982).  A relative clause following [Dem numeral CL] is considered a non-
restrictive relative clause, while a relative clause preceding [Dem numeral CL] is a restrictive one.  
Examples are from Huang (1982). See Del Gobbo (2003) for a different suggestion. 
 
 (i) na   ben  [wo   zuotian      mai  de]  shu 
     that   CL    I    yesterday   buy  DE  book 
    ‘That book, which I bought yesterday.’ (non-restrictive relative clause) 
 (ii) [wo   zuotian     mai  de]  nei   ben    shu 
          I   yesterday   buy  DE  that   CL   book 
        ‘That book that I bought yesterday.’  (restrictive relative clause) 
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(79) Sentence A                                                  Sentence B 

a. She sang in [the opera ‘Carmen’].           a’. She sang in [‘Carmen’]. 

b. It was founded in [the year 1850].           b’. It was founded in [1850]. 

c. [The verb ‘use’] is transitive.                   c’. [‘use’] is transitive. 

Clearly, ‘She sang in [the opera ‘Carmen’]’ entails ‘She sang in [‘Carmen’],’ and 

‘[The verb ‘use’] is transitive’ entails ‘[‘use’] is transitive.’ Now let’s examine 

Mandarin cases.  

(80) a. wo  qing   [DP1 ta-men]  [DP2 san-ge    keaide   haizi]   chifan 

      I   invite        he-MEN       three-CL    cute    child     eat 

    ‘lit.: I invited them three cute children for a meal.’ 

b. wo  qing   [DP2 san-ge    keaide   haizi]   chifan 

      I   invite       three-CL    cute    child     eat 

    ‘I invited three cute children for a meal.’ 

(80a) entails (80b). Hence, we know DP1 and DP2 in (80) are appositives.  

The second test is applied in nominal appositives to demonstrate the distinct 

status between DP1 and DP2 when they occur in indirect quotation. The example in 

(81) is from Potts (to appear, p. 3): 

(81) Sheila says that Chuck, a confirmed psychopath, is fit to watch the kids. 

If Sheila said only “Chuck is fit to watch the kids”, (81) is considered a correct report 

of Sheila’s utterance. Sheila does not commit to the proposition that Chuck is a 

confirmed psychopath. Now let’s examine a counterpart example from Mandarin. 

(82) Lisi  shuo  [DP1 ta-men] [DP2 san-ge   keaide  haizi]  mintian  yiao  lai   

Lisi   say          he-MEN     three-CL   cute    child  tomorrow  will come   

chifan 

 eat 

‘Lisi says that they, three cute kids, are coming to have a meal tomorrow. 

Like the English example in (81), Lisi in (82) does not commit to the proposition that 

the people who are coming to have a meal tomorrow are three cute kids.         

The third test shows that the second DP is not deniable, as in (83). 
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(83) A: Lisi  shuo  ni    yiao  qing  [DP1 ta-men] [DP2 san-ge   keaide  haizi]   

     Lisi   say  you  will  invite       he-MEN      three-CL   cute    child     

     chifan 

      eat 

     A: ‘Lisi says that you are inviting them, three cute kids, for a meal.’ 

     B: meiyou     ah. 

             no     particle 

       B: ‘That’s not true.’ 

B denies that he is inviting the three kids for a meal. B does not deny the proposition 

that those three kids are cute. Here we can conclude that the DP’s in (73b) are in fact 

an appositive expression, not a single DP. More specifically, the second DP is the 

appositive. I am not committed to concluding whether the Mandarin examples shown 

here are integrated appositives or nominal appositives. What I have demonstrated is 

that these two DP’s do not form a single DP and that they are some kind of appositive. 

4.3 Continuing Discussion on Li’s Data 

The examples in (73c, e) are not acceptable to the informants I consulted. 

Below I repeat Li’s examples along with the judgments she reports: 

(84) a. *wo  qing   [pengyou-men      san-ge    (ren) ]       chifan 

        I   invite    friend-MEN      three-CL  (person)       eat 

      ‘I invited them three-CL (children) for a meal.’ 

b. wo  qing    [XiaoQiang-men/Xiaozhang-men        san-ge    (ren) ]        

      I   invite    XiaoQiang-MEN/Principal-MEN     three-CL  (person)  

    chifan 

       eat 

    ‘I invited XiaoQiang/Principal and two others [in the group] for a meal.’ 

    Not: ‘I invited 3 principals/3 people all named /all with the characteristics  

             of XiaoQiang for a meal.’ 

I have argued that the bracketed string in (73b), [[ta-men] [san ge haizi]] ‘them, three 

children’, is an appositive expression in §4.2. It is puzzling why (84a, b) are not 
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acceptable because those examples differ from each other only in the elements 

preceding the numeral phrase. The DP preceding the numeral phrase in (73b) is 

[pronoun-men], in (84a) it is [common noun-men], and in (84b) it is [proper name-

men]. The question arises as to why only [[pronoun-men] [numeral CL N]] is 

acceptable or can be an appositive. 

Since both (84a, b) are ungrammatical to my informants, it is not possible to 

apply the appositive tests employed in the previous sub-section. Hence, I do not have 

any evidence to show whether (84a, b) are appositives like the one in (83). Li (2003b) 

does not consider the examples in (84) to be appositives. Based on the judgments she 

provides, (84b) is grammatical, but (84a) is not. To Li, (84a) is ungrammatical 

because the noun pengyou ‘friend’ moves across the CL head to the D position 

where –men suffixes to the noun. However, it is puzzling to me (regardless of the 

ungrammaticality of the example) why there is another optional common noun, ren 

‘person’, after the CL in (84a). If pengyou ‘friend’ is generated at N, then there will 

be two common nouns, namely pengyou ‘friend’ and ren ‘person,’ at the same N head.  

On the other hand, Li reports that (84b) is grammatical because the proper 

name is base-generated at the D, and –men moves from the Num head to the D to 

suffix to a D element. Notice that –men can move across the numeral at the [spec, 

NumP] to the D head under Li’s proposal. Then it is puzzling why it is not possible in 

her other example, repeated here as (85a). Li does not impose any feature restriction 

between –men and D element. Hence, it is not clear why –men cannot suffix to the 

demonstrative na ‘that,’ as illustrated in (85b). 

(85) a. *na-men      san    ge  haizi 

    that-MEN  three  CL  child 

b. *[DP na-men   [NUMP san  [NUM  _____  [CL ge  [NP (haizi)]  

          that-MEN           three                           CL       (child)  

                                   * (why?) 
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According to my informants, both (84a, b) are ungrammatical. Under the 

proposal advanced here, if we treat the bracketed strings in (84) as one DP, then we 

can rule them out semantically: –men cannot co-occur with [Numeral CL] in one DP. 

Further, both examples can also be ruled out by the word order. In both examples, Li 

assumes that there is an optional noun ren ‘person’ after CL’s. According to the 

proposal suggested here, -men is realized at the little n head and has a suffixal 

property. Following the assumption here, all the nouns at the N head undergo the 

obligatory N-to-n movement. Then it is not clear why ren ‘person’ is left behind and –

men has moved across other head elements to the D position.  

If we treat the bracketed strings in (84) as appositives, i.e. [[DP1] [DP2]], as 

the example in (73b), then I have to explain why there is an asymmetry between 

[pronoun-men] on the one hand and [N-men] and [proper name-men] on the other. My 

suggestion is related to the fundamental discourse function of [N/proper name-men] 

and pronouns. As discussed in §2, the suffixation of –men to a common noun is by no 

means obligatory in generating a definite plural reading. Recall that when a bare noun 

in the sentential subject position co-occurs with dou, the reading it has is definite 

plural. Further, the function of [N-men] is always used to mark a situationally 

determined group of people, and the usage of [N-men] always implicitly or explicitly 

involves a second mention of previously posited referents in the discourse. If the 

speaker and addressee(s) all clearly recognize the referents, then the second DP [DP 

san-ge (haizi)/(ren)] ‘three-CL child/person’ following the [N-men] does not add any 

new information about the identified group, which is the main function of an 

appositive. Hence, the presence of the second DP functioning as an appositive is 

infelicitous. 

On the other hand, a pronoun, can be used in a deictic way to refer to new 

referents in the physical discourse context as in the example in (86).  
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(86) wo  qing   [DP ta-men]   [DP  san-ge    (haizi)]   chifan,  

  I   invite       he-MEN        three-CL  (child)     eat 

bushi [DP ni-men]   [DP liang ge] 

  not      you-MEN        two   CL 

‘lit.: I invited them, three (children), for a meal, not you two. (involving pointing 

to the referents)’ 

In contrast, [proper name-men] and [N-men] can never be used to refer to new 

referents. They are always used to mark a situationally determined group of people. It 

is this discourse difference between pronouns and [N-men]/[proper name-men] that 

allows a proper name to combine with a pronoun as in (87a), while it is not 

acceptable to combine a proper name with [N-men] as in (87b).  

(87) a. [Lisi  ta-men]   zhengtian    juji    zai     jiaoshi     li 

     Lisi  he-MEN   whole day  meet   at  classroom  in 

    ‘Lisi and his associates gather in the classroom whole day.’ 

 b. *[Lisi  xuesheng-men]   zhengtian  juji     zai     jiaoshi     li 

         Lisi    student-MEN   whole day  meet   at  classroom   in 

It is infelicitous to use a 3rd pronoun to refer to new referent(s) in the discourse. 

However, with the presence of the proper name functioning as the antecedent of the 

3rd pronoun ta ‘s/he’ in (87a), the use of the 3rd pronoun is acceptable because ta 

‘s/he’ is now referring to an “old” referent that has been introduced into the discourse 

by the proper name. This is a major difference between [pronoun-men] and [N-

men]/[proper name-men],  though both involve the suffix –men.  
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5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I explored the nature of the suffix –men in Mandarin. I argued 

that –men is neither the Mandarin counterpart of English plural number marker –s 

under the Num head nor an associative marker. I argued that –men is realized at the 

little n whose function is to pick out the plural entities from a set denoted by nP. 

Hence, an nP-men always denotes pluralities. That is why [N-men] can never co-occur 

with CL’s or Numerals within the same DP. Further, I have shown that various 

readings due to the interaction between –men and proper names can be understood if 

we take into account where proper names are merged in syntax. I have also 

demonstrated that plural pronoun construction in Mandarin is not only semantically 

compositional (which supports Vassilieva and Larson’s (2001) proposal) but also 

syntactically complex.  
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Chapter 5 

On the Syntax and Semantics of Mandarin Possessive Phrases  

 

1. Introduction 

This chapter is devoted to a study of possessive constructions in Mandarin 

with a special attention on possessive phrases (PossP) that have the following 

schematic form:  

(1) [PossP XP1 de XP2 ] 

I call XP2 possessee phrase, XP1 possessor phrase, de possessive marker (DEPoss), and 

the whole construction, [PossP XP1 de XP2], possessive phrase (PossP).1 One of the 

prominent features in Mandarin possessive constructions is that possessors (i.e. 

Zhangsan) can appear in various locations, as shown in (2-4): 

(2) Immediately before the noun (“low” attachment) 

 san     jian  [Zhangsan       de   [maoxianyi]] 

 three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater  

 ‘lit. three Zhangsan’s sweaters’ 

(3) Immediately before the numeral (“high” attachment) 

Zhangsan       de     [san    jian  maoxianyi] 

Zhangsan   DEPoss   three   CL    sweater  

‘lit. Zhangsan’s three sweaters’  

 

                                                 
1 Due to limited space, I will not discuss the syntax of possessive phrases in a predicate position, in 
which there is no possessee phrase, as in (i): 
 
 (i) Zhe  ben   shu   shi  [wo  de] 
       this   CL  book  BE    I    DEPoss 
                    ‘This book is mine (belongs to me).  
 
Furthermore, I assume that the possessive marker de in (i) has a different semantic type from the one in 
(1-4). The former does not take a noun phrase as its complement, while the latter always requires an 
overt noun phrase as its complement. More discussion is provided in §4.2.3. 
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(4) Immediately before the demonstrative (“high” attachment) 

[Zhangsan      de      [na    san    jian  maoxianyi]] 

 Zhangsan   DEPoss   that  three   CL    sweater  

 ‘lit. Zhangsan’s those three sweaters’ 

A possessor phrase can appear immediately before a noun (when there is no adjectival 

phrase preceding the noun) as in (2), before a numeral (3), or before a demonstrative 

(4). Occasionally, I refer to examples like the ones in (3-4), “high” attachment 

possessives, and use the term “low” attachment to refer to examples like the one in 

(2).  

Unlike Mandarin, English possessor phrases (i.e. John in (5a)) always occur at 

the leftmost edge of a DP when they appear without an of-phrase as in (5a, b). The 

nominal phrases in (5c, d) are ungrammatical due to the word order of the numerals 

and the possessor phrases. 

(5) a. John’s three sweaters 

b. Mary’s two cars 

c. *three John’s sweaters 

d. *two Mary’s cars 

The examples in (2-5) show that possessor phrases in Mandarin can appear in various 

positions in a nominal phrase, while English possessor phrases do not have such free 

mobility.  

Furthermore, the examples in (2-4) raise a number of questions that will be the 

center of discussion in this chapter. The first main question concerns the syntax of 

nominal phrases containing a possessor phrase and a possessee phrase. What are the 

possible positions for a possessor phrase occurring in the nominal domain based on 

the structures proposed in Chapter 2? Can a possessor phrase appear immediately 

before a CL? Moreover, what kind of position does the possessive marker, de, appear 

in? Probing these questions not only can help us better understand the syntax of 

Mandarin possessive nominal constructions but also can assist us in testing whether 

the proposed nominal structures in this study are on the right track.  
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It is obvious that (2) and (3) have different syntactic structures due to the 

different syntactic positions in which possessor phrases appear. How does the 

syntactic position of the possessor phrase contribute to the semantic distinction 

between (2) and (3)? Moreover, the example in (3) is given only a literate translation, 

“Zhangsan’s three sweaters.” Partee (p.c.) pointed out to me that this English 

translation carries a presupposition that Zhangsan has exactly three sweaters.2 

However, this is not the case in Mandarin. The Mandarin example in (3) does not 

imply or presuppose that Zhangsan has exactly three sweaters. What is the defining 

meaning of (3) and is there an English equivalent? Furthermore, the example in (4), in 

which the possessor phrase precedes a demonstrative, is also given only its literal 

translation. What does the sentence in (4) mean? Finally, the noticeable difference 

between (3) and (4) is the presence of the demonstrative. What is the semantic 

distinction between these two examples?  

The structure of this chapter is as follows: In §2, I provide further information 

about the possessive construction in (1). In §3, I focus on syntactic aspects of 

possessive constructions in Mandarin. I argue that a possessive marker de in [XP1 de 

XP2] heads its own projection and only combines with the syntactic categories of DP, 

nP, and their adjectival modified forms. Furthermore, possessor phrases, XP1, appear 

in the specifier position of the possessive de projection. §4 concentrates on semantic 

aspects of possessive constructions. I propose that the semantic type of a possessive 

marker in Mandarin is of type <<e, t>, <e, <e, t>>>. I also show that demonstratives 

in Mandarin are better analyzed as type <<e, t>, <<e, t,> e>> D elements, which 

supports Wolter’s (2003) proposal about English demonstratives. In §5, I document 

the syntactic constructions of a possessive phrase without the morpheme de. §6 

concludes this chapter.  

 

                                                 
2 I am grateful to Barbara Partee for brining to my attention the different interpretations of definiteness 
in the possessive constructions between English, Mandarin, and Russian and for much useful 
discussion we had in December 2004 and January 2005.  
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2. Background Information 

In this section, I present the syntactic distribution of a possessor phrase within 

the nominal domain and show examples in which the possessive marker de can be 

silent. 

2.1 The Basic Ingredients of a Possessive Phrase 

As mentioned in §1, a possessive phrase in Mandarin generally consists of 

three parts: a possessee phrase, a possessor phrase, and a possessive marker de, as in 

(6a, 7a). Moreover, (6b, c) and (7b, c) show that a possessee phrase, XP2, cannot 

precede a possessor phrase, XP1, regardless of the word order between XP1 and de. 

(6) a. [XP1 Lisi]   *(de)    [XP2 shu] 

          Lisi       DEPoss       book 

    ‘Lisi’s book(s)’ 

b. *[XP2 shu] [XP1 Lisi]    de     

            book        Lisi     DEPoss    

c. *[XP2 shu]    de    [XP1 Lisi]       

            book  DEPoss       Lisi 

(7) a. [XP1 zhe   jian  fangzi]  *(de)   [XP2  men] 

           this   CL  house       DEPoss       door 

    ‘this house’s door(s)’ 

b. *[XP2  men] [XP1 zhe  jian  fangzi]  de   

              door         this   CL  house   DEPoss    

c. *[XP2  men]    de   [XP1 zhe    jian  fangzi] 

              door    DEPoss     this   CL   house                  

Comparing the examples in (6-7) with their English counterparts, we find a similar 

pattern in which XP2 cannot precede XP1.
3 

                                                 
3 There is a possible environment where XP2 can precede XP1 in English. That is when XP1 occurs as 
the complement of a post-nominal of-PP as in (i). 
 

(i) a. I saw a seal of Gina’s.  
      b. I met a friend of Lillian’s. 
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(8) a. John’s book 

     XP1    XP2 

a’ *book John’s 

       XP2    XP1 

b. the table’s legs 

        XP1        XP2 

b’ * legs    the table’s  

        XP2           XP1        

In general, the possessive marker de cannot be covert. Without an overt de, the phrase 

is not comprehensible (e.g., 6a, 7a).4 In Mandarin, there are several homonyms of the 

element de found in possessive constructions. In the following, I introduce one that is 

often found in adjectives and relative clauses, which, like possessives, are frequently 

found within the nominal domain and are relevant to the discussion in Chapters 6 and 

7, as in (9-10):5 

                                                                                                                                           
 
Mandarin does not have this option; all the possessor phrases are pre-nominal within the nominal 
domain. In addition, the possibility of having XP2 as the argument of a post-nominal of-PP in English 
does not imply that the structure in (8), [XP1’s XP2], is derived from the structure in (i), [XP2 of XP1], 
or vice versa (e.g., Chomsky 1970, Jackendoff 1977, Rappaport 1983, Barker 1995). Smith (1964) 
provides a detailed transformational account and argues that a possessive structure like (8a) is derived 
from a possessive structure involving a post-nomianl of-phrase as in (i), and Kayne (1994) suggests the 
reverse derivation. However, there is clear evidence that not all possessives can be derived from 
another structure (e.g., Chomsky 1970, Jackendoff 1977, Rappaport 1983, Barker 1995). Since the 
post-nominal of structure is not available in Mandarin, I will not go into any detailed discussion here. 
 
4 There are some special cases where de can be silent. I will provide examples of this sort in §2.5 and 
discuss the environments where de can be silent in §5. 
 
5 There are in fact several other de’s existing in Mandarin. For example, the one in resultative sentences, 
as in (i), and the one always found at the end of a sentence, as in (ii). For those that I do not go into any 
discussion, I will simply gloss them as DE in the future examples. 
 
 (i) Zhangsan   ku-de       shoujuan      shu    le 
     Zhangsan   cry-DE  handkerchief   wet  LE 
     ‘Zhangsan cried the handkerchief wet.’   (Sybesma 1992, p.67) 
 (ii) wo   gaosu    ni   wo  bu   xiang   qu  de 
        I        tell    you   I    not   want   go  DE 
      ‘I told you that I didn’t want to go.’ 
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(9) Attributive Adjectives 

a.   keai     de      haibao 

     cute   DEMod     seal 

    ‘cute seal(s)’ 

b.   xin      de     che 

 new  DEMod   car 

            ‘new car(s)’ 

(10) Relative Clauses 

a.  wo  xihuan ____   de       shu 

      I       like            DEMod  book 

    ‘book(s) that I like’ 

b. ____ xihuan  shu      de      haizi 

            like    book  DEMod  child 

            ‘child(ren) who like(s) book(s)’ 

In this study, I make a distinction between the de in a PossP that I label as DEPoss and 

the one in (9-10) DEMod. I argue in the following section that de ‘DEPoss’ appears in 

the Poss head position and a possessor phrase merges in its specifier position. The 

syntactic construction involving de ‘DEMod’ is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. I 

suggest that de ‘DEMod’ appears in a functional head that first merges with nP or DP 

and then merges with a modifier phrase like AdjP or RC in its Specifier position.  

In the following sub-section, I explore the syntactic categories of a possessee 

phrase. The information about the nature of possessee phrases is important because it 

can help us determine where a possessor phrase can occur in possessive constructions.  

2.2 What can XP2 be in [XP1 de XP2]? 

In this section, I compare the possible form(s) of a possessee phrase in 

Mandarin to those in English. In English, possessee phrases can be bare 

singular/plural nouns, as in (11a), which can be modified by adjectives, as in (11b), or 

preceded by numerals, as in (11c), but possessee phrases cannot begin with 
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demonstratives or determiners, as in (11d, e).6 

(11) a. John’s [book/books] 

b. John’s [interesting book/books] 

c. John’s [two books] 

d. *John’s [that/this book] 

e. *John’s [the/a book] 

In Mandarin, a bare noun like maoxianyi ‘sweater’ can be a possessee phrase as in 

(12), but [CL [N]] cannot, as in (13).7   

(12) Bare Noun 

Zhangsan       de    [maoxianyi]  

Zhangsan   DEPoss    sweater    

‘Zhangsan’s sweater(s)’ 

(13) [CL [N]] 

* Zhangsan     de     [jian  maoxianyi]8 

   Zhangsan  DEPoss    CL    sweater 

Moreover, a possessee phrase can be headed by a numeral and classifier, [Numeral 

CL N], as in (14), or by a demonstrative, [Dem (Numeral) CL N], as in (15). 

 

 

                                                 
6 Excepting numeral one as in *John’s one book/*Mary’s one student. Even though one can say John’s 
one sweater, this nominal phrase gives the interpretation of ‘John’s only sweater.’ The reading I am 
interested in here is a pure quantificational reading without any special flavor; therefore, I consider this 
usage a special case and will not count it toward to a general/productive pattern in English.  
 
7 Recall that N in [CL N] in fact has a richer syntactic structure as discussed in Chapter 2. It involves 
an nP structure denoting a set of property (of type <e, t>). For ease of discussion, I will use N as a 
cover term for bare nouns and nouns following classifiers.  
 
8 Note that [CL  N] is a possible sequence when it appears in object position as in (i): 
 
 (i) you  [ben  shu]   zai   zhuo  shang 
     have   CL  book   at    table    top 
    ‘There is a/one book on the table.’ 
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(14) [Numeral CL N] 

Zhangsan       de     [yi / san    jian  maoxianyi] 

Zhangsan   DEPoss  one/three   CL    sweater  

‘Zhangsan’s one/three sweaters’ 

(15) [Dem (Numeral) CL N]  

a. Zhangsan       de     [na    jian  maoxianyi]  

    Zhangsan   DEPoss   that   CL    sweater 

    ‘lit. Zhangsan’s that sweater’   

b. Zhangsan      de      [na    san    jian  maoxianyi]  

    Zhangsan   DEPoss   that  three   CL    sweater  

   ‘lit. Zhangsan’s those three sweaters’ 

The examples in (15) show that, unlike English (cf. 11d), a possessee phrase can be a 

DP headed by a demonstrative in Mandarin. In table 1, I summarize the possible 

syntactic categories of a possessee phrase in English and Mandarin. 
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Table 1: What can a possessee phrase be in English and Mandarin?  

                (“high” attachment) 

Possessee Phrase English Mandarin 

Bare Noun (including N-s in English) � � 

[CL N] NA * 

[Numeral (= 1) N] *9 NA 

[Numeral (= 1) CL N] NA � 

[Numeral (>1) N] � NA 

[Numeral (>1) CL N] NA � 

[Dem N] * NA 

[Dem CL N] NA � 

[Dem Numeral N] * NA 

[Dem Numeral CL N] NA � 

 

Based on the examples presented above, a possessor phrase in Mandarin can precede 

a surface string of N, NumeralP, or DP but not CLP.10  

In the following sub-section, I explore the option of having a possessor phrase 

attach “low.” Since it is possible to combine a possessor phrase with a noun (see (12)), 

I want to test whether a possessor phrase can intervene between a CL and a noun in 

structures like CLP, NumeralP, and DP.  

 

                                                 
9 See Footnote 6.  
 
10 For ease of representation, I use the term ‘possessor phrase’ here loosely for the surface string of the 
Poss head, de, and the possessor phrase that appears in the [Spec, PossP] position. 
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2.3 When a Possessor Phrase Attaches “Low” 

In this sub-section, I explore the possibility of attaching a possessor phrase 

“low” in the nominal domain, i.e. the position immediately preceding the noun in 

surface strings of CLP, NumeralP, and DP. In addition, I will also examine other 

positions such as the position between CL and Num.  

As we have seen in the example in (12), a possessor phrase can precede a bare 

noun. Therefore, we expect a possessor phrase to be able to precede the noun sweater 

in (13-15). The expectation is borne out, as demonstrated in (16-19): 

(16) [CL N] 

you    [jian  [Zhangsan     de     [maoxianyi]]]   zai      jiaoshi     li 

have    CL   Zhangsan    DEPoss     sweater         at   classroom   in 

 ‘There is a/one sweater of Zhangsan’s in the classroom.’ 

(17) [Numeral CL N] 

 you   [san   jian  [Zhangsan      de      [maoxianyi]]]  zai   zhuo  shang 

 have  three  CL    Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater          at    table    top 

 ‘There are three sweaters of Zhangsan’s on the table.’  

(18) [Dem CL N]  

 [na   jian  [Zhangsan     de       [maoxianyi]]]   hen   piaoliang 

 that   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss      sweater         very    pretty 

‘That sweater of Zhangsan’s is very pretty.’ 

(19) [Dem Numeral CL N] 

[na    san    jian  [Zhangsan      de      [maoxianyi]]]  shi    meiguo    zhi     de 

that  three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss       sweater        BE   America  make  DE 

‘Those three sweaters of Zhangsan’s are made in the US.’ 

The possessive phrase in (16) is indefinite and needs to appear to the right of a lexical 

head (see the restriction on the distribution of null D in Mandarin proposed in §5.3 in 

Chapter 2). Moreover, when [CL [Possessor Phrase [N]]] in (16) stands by itself, it 
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sounds unacceptable. However, the string is fine when it occurs inside a sentence.11 I 

summarize the observation in Table 2. 

Table 2: Strings that Allow “Low” Attachment Possessives 

Possessive Phrase Mandarin 

[N] � 

[CL  [N]] � 

[Numeral CL [N]] � 

[Dem CL [N]] � 

[Dem Numeral CL [N]] � 

 

Recall that a possessor phrase can appear at the leftmost edge of a nominal 

phrase with an exception of [CL N] (see §2.2), and the data in this subsection has 

demonstrated that a possessor phrase can occur between N and CL. In order to obtain 

a complete picture of where a possessor phrase can appear within the nominal domain, 

in the following, I test whether a possessor phrase can appear in other syntactic 

positions between D and CL.12 According to the ungrammaticality of the examples in 

                                                 
11 The reason is that when the numeral is not overtly realized and there is no demonstrative, there is a 
phonological restriction on the environments where [CL N] can occur. See R. Yang 2001 Chapter 3 for 
a detailed discussion of the restrictions on the omission of the numeral yi ‘one.’ Also, see §5 in Chapter 
2 in this study for a discussion of the licensing conditions of a null D.  
 
12 The only possible elements that can appear between a CL and a Numeral are head-level elements in 
the CL head position, as in (i). da ‘big’ is considered as a head element because it does not have de 
marking (cf. (9-10)), as in (i), and it cannot be modified by adverb very, as shown in (ib). In contrast, a 
phrasal adjective like the one in (ii) can be modified by hen ‘very’ and is followed by the morpheme –
de.  
 
 (i) a. san     da   (*de)     tiao    yu         vs.       b. *san     hen    da   tiao    yu      
         three  big    DEMod   CL   fish                         three   very  big   CL   fish 
         ‘three big fish’ 
 (ii) zhe  shi    yi   ge   (hen)  [da    de]          wenti 
      this    is   one  CL  very   big  DEMod     problem 
     ‘This is a (very) big problem. 
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(20-22), the possibility is ruled out. 

(20) *[ Numeral [Possessor  de [CL N]]]: between a numeral and a classifier 

a. san    jian  maoxianyi 

   three   CL    sweater 

   ‘three sweaters’ 

b. *san  [Zhangsan       de    [jian  maoxianyi]] 

     three  Zhangsan   DEPoss   CL    sweater  

(21) *[Dem [Possessor de [CL N]]]: between a demonstrative and a classifier  

a. na    jian  maoxianyi 

   that   CL    sweater  

   ‘that sweater’ 

b. *na   [Zhangsan       de   [jian  maoxianyi]]  

     that   Zhangsan   DEPoss   CL    sweater 

(22) *[Dem [Possessor de [Numeral CL N]]]: between a Dem and a numeral 

a. na      san    jian  maoxianyi 

   that    three   CL    sweater  

    ‘those three sweaters’ 

b. * [na   [Zhangsan      de      [san    jian  maoxianyi] ]] 

      that    Zhangsan   DEPoss  three   CL    sweater 

The unacceptability of (20b, 21b) is expected because [CL N] can never be 

immediately preceded by a possessor phrase in Mandarin (see §2.2). However, the 

ungrammaticality of (22b) is not anticipated since a possessor phrase generally can 

precede a phrase headed by a numeral, as shown in (14). The example in (22b) 

suggests that a NumeralP, like CLP, is not a legitimate syntactic category for a 

possessee phrase (XP2). Recall the structure proposed in Chapter 2. An indefinite DP 

like san ben shu [three CL book] ‘three books’ that looks like a NumeralP/NumP is in 

fact a DP with an empty D head. Due to this empty D head that needs to be licensed 

in a certain configuration, a DP headed by a numeral cannot appear in the subject 

position in Mandarin. Therefore, we can conclude that XP2 can only be N (= nP) or 
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DP.  

In the following sub-section, I explore the possible forms of a possessor 

phrase, XP1. 

2.4 What can XP1 be in [XP1 de XP2]?   

In Mandarin, a possessor phrase can be a proper name, a bare noun, an 

indefinite DP, or a definite DP: 

(23)  Proper Names 

[Zhangsan]     de     [maoxianyi]   zai      jiaoshi     li 

 Zhangsan    DEPoss     sweater       at    classroom   in 

 ‘Zhangsan’s sweater(s) is/are in the classroom.’ 

(24) Bare Nouns 

[haibao]     de     [shengti]   hen    yuan 

    seal     DEPoss     body     very   round 

 ‘seals’ bodies are very round.’ 

(25) Indefinite DP’s 

 you   [san    ge    xuesheng]      de      [maoxianyi] zai   zhuo  shang 

 have  three  CL     student       DEPoss     sweater      at    table    top 

 ‘Three students’ sweaters are on the table.’  

(26) Definite DP’s 

 [na    ge  xuesheng]     de       [maoxianyi]   hen   piaoliang 

 that   CL   student      DEPoss      sweater      very    pretty 

‘That student’s sweater is very pretty.’ 
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Table 3: What can a possessor phrase be in Mandarin?  

Possessor Phrase Mandarin 

Proper Names � 

Bare Nouns � 

Indefinite DP’s � 

Definite DP’s � 

 

2.5 Semantic Distinction between “High” and “Low” 

As demonstrated in previous sub-sections, a possessor phrase can appear in 

different positions in the nominal domain in Mandarin. The question arises as to 

whether there are different interpretations between possessive phrases with a “high” 

possessor phrase and those with a “low” possessor phrase. Huang (1982) notes a 

semantic distinction between “high” and “low” possessive phrases; he points out that 

the example in (27a) behaves like a referential or specific nominal phrase and that 

(27b) behaves like an indefinite noun phrase. The following examples are from 

Huang (1982, pp.63-64), with a slight modification of the gloss: 

(27) a. [Zhangsan     de     [san    ben   shu]] 

     Zhangsan  DEPoss  three  CL   book 

    ‘Zhangsan’s three books.’  (“high” possessor phrase) 

b. san   ben   [Zhangsan    de       [shu]] 

   three  CL    Zhangsan  DEPoss   book 

    ‘three of Zhangsan’s books.’  (“low” possessor phrase) 

Huang’s observation is supported by the fact that (27a) can occur in the sentential 

subject position but not in the existential construction, as in (28), and that (27b) 

behaves the opposite from (27a), as illustrated in (29). The following examples are 

also from Huang (1982, p. 64), with a slight modification of the gloss, but the English 

translations are his: 
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(28) a.  [Zhangsan     de       san    ben   shu]     zai  zher 

       Zhangsan  DEPoss   three  CL   book    at   here 

      ‘Zhangsan’s three books are here.’ 

b. *you     [Zhangsan     de        san   ben   shu ]    zai  zher 

      have    Zhangsan  DEPoss   three  CL   book     at   here 

(29) a. *[san    ben   [Zhangsan      de     [shu]]]  zai  zher 

      three   CL     Zhangsan  DEPoss    book    at   here 

b. you    [san    ben   [Zhangsan   de       [shu ]]]  zai  zher 

    have   three   CL    Zhangsan  DEPoss   book     at   here 

    ‘There are three books here belonging to Zhangsan.’ 

Huang (1982) and Tang (1990) both note a meaning difference between (27a 

and b). The example in (27b) implies or presupposes that Zhangsan has more than 

three books, which Tang (1990) calls a “partitive reading”, while there is no such 

implication in (27a). It is important to note that while a semantic distinction can exist 

between (27a and b), it is sometimes difficult to detect. It is even argued that speakers 

often feel free to use either order without intending a difference in meaning.13 The 

fuzziness of intuition and the semantic distinction between (27a and b) are further 

discussed in §4. 

Up to this point, the data presented all involve the possessive marker de. In the 

following subsection, I explore possessive phrases in which the possessive marker de 

is silent.  

2.6 A Possessive Phrase without Overt DEPoss    

It has been noted in the literature that when the possessor noun is a personal 

pronoun and the possessee noun is a relational noun such as mother, father and aunt, 

then the pronunciation of DEPoss is optional (e.g., Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1989, 

Tang 1990). The generalization based on the previous observation is presented in (30): 
                                                 
13 The fuzziness of intuitions concerning the semantic or pragmatic differences due to different choices 
of word order is also found in nominal phrases involving relative clauses and adjectives which, like 
possessor phrases, can also attach “high” or “low” Huang (1982, p.68). 
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(30) Generalization of a silent de ‘DEPoss’  

de in [PossP XP1 de XP2] can be silent when XP1 is a pronoun and XP2 is 

relational noun.  

The examples in (31) (from Li and Thompson 1989, p. 115) demonstrate the 

possibility of not pronouncing de in a possessive phrase. (To be consistent, the gloss 

has been modified).  

(31) a. Zhangsan     xiang    [ta     (de)      mama] 

   Zhangsan   resemble s/he (DEPoss)  mother 

   ‘Zhangsan looks like his mother.’  

b. wo   bu  xihuan  [ni      (de)       meimei] 

     I     not    like    you  (DEPoss) younger sister 

   ‘I don’t like your younger sister(s).’  

In (32), I show that other relational nouns, like the kinship terms above, permit the 

possessive marker de not to be pronounced.  

(32) a. Zhangsan     xiang     [ta     (de)      laoshi] 

    Zhangsan   resemble s/he (DEPoss)  teacher 

   ‘Zhangsan looks like his teacher(s).’  

b. wo   bu  xihuan  [ni      (de)     xuesheng] 

     I     not    like    you  (DEPoss)   student 

   ‘I don’t like your student(s).’  

Furthermore, I provide an ungrammatical example in (33b) to show that when XP1 is 

a proper name, de cannot be silent. Additionally, I demonstrate in (34b) that if XP2 is 

not a relational noun, then de has to be pronounced. 

(33) a. wo    bu  xihuan  [[Zhangsan        de      [meimei]] 

     I      not    like      Zhangsan     DEPoss  younger sister 

    ‘I don’t like Zhangsan’s younger sister(s).’ 

b. *wo    bu  xihuan  [[Zhangsan    ______   [meimei]] 

       I      not    like       Zhangsan                  younger sister 

      ‘I don’t like Zhangsan’s younger sister(s).’ 
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(34) a. wo   bu  xihuan  [[ni       de        [shu]] 

     I     not    like     you     DEPoss   book 

   ‘I don’t like your book(s).’ 

b. *wo   bu   xihuan  [[ni    ____     [shu] 

        I     not    like      you                book 

    ‘I don’t like your book(s).’ 

Li and Thompson (1989) further show that there are some cases where the 

possessee noun is not a relational noun, but de ‘DEPoss’ can be silent as in (35) (ex. 

(82), p.116). 

(35) a.  wo  kan   guo   [[ni       de]    na   ben  shu] 

      I    read  EXP    you  DEPoss that  CL  book 

    ‘I have read that book of yours.’ 

b.  wo  kan   guo     [[ni    _____ ]  na   ben  shu] 

      I    read  EXP     you                that  CL  book 

    ‘I have read that book of yours.’    

Unlike the examples in (33), if we replace the pronoun in (35b) with a proper name as 

in (36b), the sentence is still grammatical without de. 

(36) a.  wo  kan   guo   [[Zhangsan      de]     na   ben shu] 

      I    read  EXP    Zhangsan    DEPoss  that  CL  book 

    ‘lit. I have read Zhangsan’s that book’ 

b.  wo  kan   guo   [[Zhangsan   ______] na   ben shu] 

      I    read  EXP     Zhangsan                that  CL  book 

    ‘lit. I have read Zhangsan’s that book’ 

Close examination shows that only when the demonstrative is present, can de in (35, 

36) be silent. The possessee phrase in (37) does not have a demonstrative, and a silent 

de is not licensed, as in (37b).  

(37) a.  wo  kan   guo   [Zhangsan      de      [san    ben shu]] 

      I    read  EXP   Zhangsan    DEPoss  three  CL  book 

    ‘I have read Zhangsan’s three books.’ 
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b. * wo  kan   guo   [Zhangsan   ______  [san    ben shu]] 

        I    read  EXP   Zhangsan                  three  CL  book 

The generalization in (30) needs to be revised in order to accommodate the 

data shown in (35-36). The revised generalization is indicated in (38). 

(38) de in [PossP XP1 de XP2] can be silent: 

(i) when XP1 is a pronoun and XP2 is a relational noun, or  

(ii) when XP2 is headed by a demonstrative.  

The data presented in this subsection show that the morpheme de in possessive 

phrases can be silent only under certain restrictions, as stated in (38). The restrictions 

are related to the syntactic category of the possessor phrase and the kind of head noun 

that a possessee phrase is. In Part I of Table 4, I summarize the possible combination 

of a proper name/a pronoun with N (= regular common nouns)/R. N. (= relational 

nouns). In Part II, I take the exact pattern in Part I and add an overt de in possessive 

phrases, and the result is like the one we saw in Table 1. 

Table 4:  (R.N = Relational Noun; N = not R.N.) 

Part I Mandarin 
 

Possessive Phrases Proper name Pronoun 

Possessor [N] * * 

Possessor [Bare R.N] * � 

Possessor [CL N] * * 

Possessor [CL R.N] * * 

Possessor [Numeral CL N] * * 

Possessor [Numeral CL R.N] * * 

Possessor [Dem CL N] � � 
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Possessor [Dem CL R.N] � � 

Possessor [Dem Numeral CL N] � � 

Possessor [Dem Numeral CL R.N] � � 

Part II   

Possessor DEPoss [N] � � 

Possessor DEPoss [R.N] � � 

Possessor DEPoss [CL N] * * 

Possessor DEPoss [CL R.N] * * 

Possessor DEPoss [Numeral CL N] � � 

Possessor DEPoss [Numeral CL R.N] � � 

Possessor DEPoss [Dem CL N] � � 

Possessor DEPoss [Dem CL R.N] � � 

Possessor DEPoss [Dem Numeral CL N] � � 

Possessor DEPoss [Dem Numeral CL R.N] � � 

 

After discussing background information about the syntactic components of a 

possessive phrase, the syntactic distribution of possessor phrases with and without the 

marker de, and the semantic distinction between nominal phrases with “high” 

possessor phrases and those with “low” possessor phrases, in the following section, I 

begin the investigation of the syntactic structures of possessive phrases with de.  
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3. The Syntax of [PossP XP1 de XP2] 

In this section, I propose a syntactic configuration that can accommodate 

possessives phrases containing “high” or “low” possessor phrases.  

3.1 The Syntactic Structure of [PossP XP1 de XP2] 

I argue that [PossP XP1 de XP2] in (39a) has the structure in (39b), in which XP2 

can only be DP or nP.14 In addition, I assume that PossP projects only when there is a 

Possessive head (Poss0). In other words, PossP is an optional functional projection. 

(39) a. [PossP XP1 de XP2] 

b.            PossP 

  

   XP1              Poss’ 

            

          Poss0                 XP2 

             de 

                           X 

The proposal is motivated by the ordering of a possessor phrase with other elements 

in the nominal domain – illustrated in §2, repeated in §3.1.1 – and certain 

coordination facts, illustrated in §3.1.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 In Mandarin, AdjP’s can surface between a possessor phrase and a noun, as in (i): 
 
 (i) san    jian   Lisi      de      baise       de     maoxianyi 
     three   CL   Lisi  DEPoss    white  DEMod     sweater 
      ‘three white sweaters of Lisi’s ’ 
 
Based on my proposal, maoxianyi ‘sweater(s)’ in (i) is an nP. I assume that the syntactic category of a 
modified noun like baise de maoxianyi ‘white sweater(s)’ is a kind of nP. More information about the 
syntactic category of a modified noun is provided in Chapter 6.  
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3.1.1 Word Order Fact 

Recall that a possessor phrase cannot intervene between a numeral and a CL 

(40b) or between a demonstrative and a numeral (41b): 

(40) *[ Numeral [Possessor  de [CL N]]]: between a numeral and a classifier 

a. san    jian  maoxianyi 

   three   CL    sweater 

   ‘three sweaters’ 

b. *san  [Zhangsan       de    [jian  maoxianyi]] 

     three  Zhangsan   DEPoss   CL    sweater  

(41) *[Dem [Possessor de [Numeral CL N]]]: between a Dem and a numeral 

a. na      san    jian  maoxianyi 

   that    three   CL    sweater  

    ‘those three sweaters’ 

b. * [na   [Zhangsan      de      [san    jian  maoxianyi] ]] 

      that    Zhangsan   DEPoss  three   CL    sweater 

A possessor can occur between a CL and a noun (42b) or precede a demonstrative 

(43b): 

(42) [ Numeral CL [Possessor  de N]]: between a classifier and a noun 

a. san    jian  maoxianyi 

   three   CL    sweater 

   ‘three sweaters’ 

b. san   jian  [Zhangsan       de    maoxianyi] 

   three  CL    Zhangsan   DEPoss   sweater  

  ‘three sweaters of Zhangsan’s’ 

(43) [Possessor de  [Dem Numeral CL N]]: precede a Dem 

a. na      san    jian  maoxianyi 

   that    three   CL    sweater  

    ‘those three sweaters’ 
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b. [Zhangsan      de      [na   [san    jian  maoxianyi]]] 

     Zhangsan   DEPoss   that  three   CL    sweater 

    lit: ‘Zhangsan’s those three sweaters’ 

The word order facts in (40-43) support the suggestion that the syntactic category 

after the possessive head (i.e. XP2) in (39) is either nP or DP.  

The other part of the tree in (39) that needs to be justified is the merge 

between the possessive marker and nP or DP, which is discussed in the following sub-

section. 

3.1.2 Coordination Fact 

Another fact that supports the structure in (39b) comes from coordination data. 

Consider the following examples: 

(44) a. [[PossessorP  [Zhang  xiansheng]  he  [Zhang  taitai]]   de         [haizi]]     

                      Zhang         Mr.      and  Zhang    Mrs.   DEPoss    child 

     ‘Mr. and Mrs. Zhang’s child(ren)’ 

b. [Zhang  xiansheng    de]      he   [Zhang   taitai       de]      haizi 

     Zhang        Mr.     DEPoss   and    Zhang     Mrs.   DEPoss    child 

     ‘Mr. Zhang’s and Mrs. Zhang’s children’ 

The example in (44a) can only be used to refer to a couple’s (= Mr. and Mrs. Zhang) 

child(ren), and the noun haizi ‘child’ in (44a) can be interpreted as either singular or 

plural. The singular reading arises when a couple only has a child. In contrast, the 

singular reading found in (44a) is missing in (44b), which only receives a plural 

reading. The expression in (44b) is only felicitous when it is used to refer to children 

from two different Zhang families.  
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(44b) is an instance of the coordination of two possessive phrases.15 That is 

why the singular reading of children is absent. In addition, the example in (44a) 

shows that when possessor phrases are coordinated, the marker de is not included. 

Hence, it supports the proposal that the marker de and the possessor phrase occupy 

different positions in the structure. Moreover, a possessor phrase that is “heavy” 

cannot appear in a head position, as shown in (45): 

(45) a. [[PossessorP  na   ge  xuesheng]    de         paoche]    ting   zai   shu     xia 

                   that  CL  student      DEPoss  sports car   park   at   tree  under 

    ‘That student’s sports car(s) is/are parked under the tree.’ 

b. [[PossessorP  na   xie  xuesheng]    de         paoche]    ting   zai   shu     xia 

                   that   PL   student      DEPoss  sports car   park   at   tree  under 

    ‘Those students’ sports car(s) is/are parked under the tree.’ 

The possessor phrases in (45) are full-fledged DP’s and cannot appear in the head 

position. All the data in (44) and (45) support the structure in (39b), in which the 

possessive marker de is realized in a head position, and the possessor phrase is 

realized in the [Spec, PossP] position.  

3.2 Other Possible Proposals 

The suggested syntactic structure for Mandarin possessive phrases in (39b) is 

distinct from the one proposed by Barker (1995) for English possessive phrases. An 

English possessive phrase like most people’s rice has the structure as in (46b) (his 

example (11), p. 6).  

 

                                                 
15 I leave the question open as whether (44b), an instance of Right Node Raising, is the result of 
rightward Across the Board movement (see Ross 1967, Postal 1974, 1998, Sabbagh 2003) as in (i) or 
leftward ellipsis (Wexler and Culicover 1980, Kayne 1994, Wilder 1997) as in (ii).  
 
 (i) [Zhang  xiansheng     de     t1]     he   [Zhang   taitai       de      t1]      [haizi]1 
       Zhang        Mr.      DEPoss         and    Zhang     Mrs.   DEPoss             child 
      ‘Mr. Zhang’s and Mrs. Zhang’s children’ 
 (ii) [Zhang  xiansheng     de     <haizi>]   he   [Zhang   taitai       de       [haizi]] 
        Zhang        Mr.      DEPoss     child     and    Zhang     Mrs.   DEPoss     child 
       ‘Mr. Zhang’s and Mrs. Zhang’s children’ 
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(46) a. most people’s rice 

b.                                     DP 

              

                                  DP[poss]            D’ 

 

                        DP              Poss      D         NP 

 

                          D’              ’s   ∅[poss]     rice 

 

               D              NP 

 

            most          people 

Barker suggests that a possessor phrase like most people’s is merged in the [Spec, DP] 

position and that the head of the possessive determiner phrase is a special zero 

determiner.16 Following Zwicky (1997), Miller (1991), and others, Barker assumes 

that the possessive marker ‘s, which forms a constituent with the preceding 

element(s), is a phrase-final clitic that attaches to the right margin of the possessor 

phrase (p.20). He provides the following examples to support the structure he 

proposes (his examples (9-10), p.5).  

(47) a. [every man’s] dogs 

b. *every [men’s dog] 

(48) a. [most men’s] height 

b. *most [man’s heights] 

It is well-known that there is number agreement in the DP domain in English and that 

                                                 
16 This special null determiner seems to be licensed by the presence of a possessor phrase in the [Spec 
DP] position. Recall that in English a bare singular noun, which can be a possessee noun, as in John’s 
book, does not license a null D (e.g., *book). Hence, in Barker’s proposed structure, we will have to 
assume that this null head is licensed by the possessor phrase in the Spec position. Otherwise, we need 
to stipulate a special case for bare singular nouns, namely that a bare singular noun can only license a 
null possessive D, but nothing else. As it stands, this stipulation is not an attractive one.  
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the determiner every requires a singular complement. As shown in (47), it is the 

number marking on the possessor nouns, man/*men, that matters, while the number 

marking on the possessee nouns, dogs/dog, are not relevant here. Every agrees with 

the number information of the nominal phrase preceding, not following, the 

possessive marker. If [men’s dog] forms a constituent as indicated by the brackets in 

(47b), we would expect (47b) to be syntactically well-formed. However, this is not 

what we find.17 The examples in (48) demonstrate the same point that in English the 

possessive marker ‘s indicates the rightmost edge of a possessor phrase.  

Unlike the English examples in (47-48), in Mandarin the boundary between a 

possessor phrase and a possessee phrase is usually clearly marked because of the 

classifier system and the de marking in the nominal domain. When the possessor 

noun is a pronoun or a proper name, the boundary of a possessor phrase is 

straightforward, from the pronoun or the proper name to de. When the possessor noun 

is a common noun such as xuesheng ‘student,’ the presence of classifiers helps to 

determine the boundary of a possessor phrase. For example, the classifier in (49a) is 

ge, and the head noun bi ‘pen’ usually goes with classifier zhi. Hence, we know na 

san ge [that three CL] forms one DP with xuesheng ‘student’ not with bi ‘pen’ as in 

(49b). (49b) is ungrammatical with the meaning ‘those three pens of (a) 

student’s/students’’ as the brackets indicated.  

(49) a.  [na     san   ge    xuesheng]   de        bi 

     that  three  CL    student    DEPoss   pen  

    ‘those three students’ pen(s)’ 

b *na    san    ge  [xuesheng     de       [bi]] 

     that  three  CL   student    DEPoss   pen 

    ‘those three pens of a student’s/students’’ 

 
                                                 
17 There is a possible reading that makes the parsing [every [men’s dog]] well-formed. That is [men’s 
dog] refers to a kind of dog that only men can own. It is similar to the structure of [every [boys’ 
school]], a school that only accepts boys, not girls. I do not think this is the reading that Barker has in 
mind, and we should set it aside. 
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Further, when the CL in (49a) becomes zhi - which is not a possible classifier for 

xuesheng ‘student,’ as in (50a) - we know that the possessor noun is only xuesheng 

‘student(s).’ The string na san zhi [Dem Numeral CL] is part of the DP ‘those three 

pens’. (50b) is ungrammatical when it refers to ‘three students.’ 

(50) a. na     san    zhi   [xuesheng     de      [bi]] 

    that  three  CL     student    DEPoss   pen  

    ‘those three pens of a student’s/students’’ 

b. *[na     san    zhi   xuesheng]   de       bi 

      that  three   CL     student    DEPoss   pen 

However, structural ambiguities arise when the classifier in a possessive 

phrase precedes and is compatible with both the possessor noun and the possessee 

noun, as in (51a).  

(51) a.  na     san   ge   xuesheng     de       pingguo 

    that  three  CL    student   DEPoss      apple  

    Reading 1: ‘those three students’ apple(s)’ 

    Reading 2: ‘those three apples of a student’s/students’’ 

b. [PossessorP   na    san    ge    xuesheng]   de       pingguo 

                   that  three  CL    student   DEPoss      apple                          (Reading 1) 

c. na     san   ge    [PossessorP   xuesheng]    de       pingguo 

    that  three  CL                    student   DEPoss       apple                        (Reading 2) 

Classifier ge can occur with either xuesheng ‘student’ or pingguo ‘apple.’ Hence, (51a) 

is ambiguous between Reading 1 and 2. The first reading arises when [Dem Numeral 

CL] and xuesheng ‘student’ form one DP, as indicated in (51b). The second reading 

emerges when [Dem Numeral CL] and pingguo ‘apple’ form one DP, and the 

possessor phrase, xuesheng, intervenes between CL and the noun, as demonstrated in 

(51c). In the first reading, there are three students, and the number of apples is not 

specified. On the other hand, it is the number of apples is specified in the second 

reading, and the number of students is vague. 
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In addition to the structure proposed in (39b), there are at least three other 

possible accounts in which a possessor phrase combines with a possessee phrase in 

Mandarin. The first alternative is to merge a possessor phrase and the possessive 

marker in the [Spec, DP] position, as Barker suggests for English possessives. In this 

case, a possessor phrase exclusively merges in the [spec, DP] position, as in (52). 

(52)                             DP 

 

         PossessorP                D’ 

  

Possessor         de                     

Recall that [Dem Num CL], [Num CL], and CL can all, in principle, precede the 

possessor phrase, as shown in §2.3. Hence, the proposal that the [Spec, DP] position 

is exclusive to possessor phrases in Mandarin is not viable. The second possible 

proposal is to assume a structure in which a possessor phrase can merge in the Spec 

position of a DP or an nP, as in (53).   

(53)                             XP 

 

         PossessorP                X’ 

  

Possessor         de     X0              

The third possible proposal assumes the following structure for a possessive phrase: 

(54)                       PossP 

  

   PossessorP                Poss’ 

            

            DP               de      Poss0          nP/DP   

                                             Ø 
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The structure in (54) is reminiscent of the structure that Barker proposes in (46). They 

are basically the same except for some of the syntactic categories in the structures. 

However, neither (53) nor (54) can account for the coordination fact in (44).  

To summarize, in §3, I proposed a syntactic construction for a possessive 

phrase in Mandarin. I argued that the possessive morpheme de takes an nP or a DP as 

its complement and projects a PossP and that possessor phrases merge in the [Spec, 

PossP] position. After clarifying the syntactic structure of a Mandarin possessive 

phrase in this section, I focus on semantic aspects of possessive phrases in the 

following section.  

4. The Semantics of Possessive Phrases in Mandarin 

In this section, I address the semantic issues raised in §1 such as the semantic 

distinction between “high” and “low” attachment possessives. Additionally, I show 

that Mandarin possessor phrases behave like Partee’s (2004) “predicate possessive,” 

which has a semantic type of <e, t>. I also show that Wolter’s (2003) proposal for 

demonstratives can be extended to Mandarin. 

4.1 Indefinite Possessives with “Low-attached” Definite Possessors 

As mentioned in §1, a number of questions emerge from the examples in (2-4). 

One of the questions concerns the defining meaning of examples like (55) (= (2)).  

(55) Immediately before the noun (“low” attachment) 

 san     jian  [Zhangsan       de     [maoxianyi]] 

 three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater  

‘lit. three Zhangsan’s sweaters’ 

The example in (55) has a “low-attached” definite possessor phrase, Zhangsan, and 

the entire nominal phrase is indefinite, which is supported by the fact that (55) cannot 

occur in the sentential subject position, as in (56a), but can appear in the existential 

construction, demonstrated in (56b):  
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(56) a. *[san     jian  [Zhangsan       de    [maoxianyi]  zai  zher 

      three    CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss      sweater      at   here 

b. you    [san     jian  [Zhangsan       de  [maoxianyi]]  zai  zher 

    have   three   CL    Zhangsan  DEPoss     sweater       at   here 

    ‘lit. Three Zhangsan’s sweaters are here.’ 

The fact that (55) is indefinite contrasts with Barker’s (2000) observation that in 

English a nominal phrase containing a possessor phrase is definite (indefinite) just in 

case the possessor phrase is definite (indefinite). His observation cannot be applied to 

possessive phrases with “low-attached” possessors though it can be in possessive 

phrases with “high-attached” possessors in Mandarin.  

Now the question that arises is what the possessive phrase in (55) means since 

there is only literal translation provided. There are two candidates in English whose 

meanings are close to (55), as shown in (57):  

(57) a. three of John’s sweaters 

b. three sweaters of John’s 

Should it be (57a) or (57b)? The difference between the meanings of (57a, b) is subtle, 

but they are by no means identical (Partee 1973). Both Huang (1982) and Tang (1990) 

report that (55) implies (or presupposes) that Zhangsan has more than three 

sweaters.18 Then the question is whether the reading of (55) involves any reference to 

the entire set of Zhangsan’s books. 

                                                 
18 Tang (1990) calls this reading the “partitive” reading. All the informants I consulted agree that this 
more-than-three reading is possible but not the only one. The other reading, which is not as salient as 
the “partitive” one, is the one without any implication. The interesting point is that when the definite 
possessor phrase in (55) attaches “high” in the possessive phrase, as in (i), there is no such implication 
or presupposition at all.  
 

(i) “high” attachment 
     [Zhangsan       de]     san     jian  maoxianyi  
      Zhangsan   DEPoss   three    CL   sweater  
     ‘lit. Zhangsan’s three sweaters’ 

 
How the distinction between (55) and (i) emerges is the question of interest here. Hence, I will analyze 
(55) according to the stronger reading.   
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According to Partee (1973, p. 709), phrases in (57a, b) have distinct meanings. 

She illustrates the differences through the following two examples.19 

(58) a. [Some of John’s antiques] were damaged in the truck. (see (84a)) 

b. [Some antiques of John’s] were damaged in the truck. (see (84b)) 

Partee points out that the first sentence says that out of the entire set designated as 

John’s antiques, some were damaged, and some, presumably, were not. In contrast, 

the second sentence makes no reference to the entire set of John’s antiques, and there 

is no indication of whether or not John has any antiques that were not damaged. The 

difference between (58a and b) is a subtle one. Based on the distinction stated here, 

the meaning of the Mandarin example in (55) is closer to the English expression of 

(57a) ‘three of Zhangsan’s sweaters’, three sweaters from the entire set of Zhangsan’s 

sweaters. Thus, (56b) means ‘Three of Zhangsan’s sweaters are here’ in English.20  

The so-called partitive reading stands out immediately when we put the 

example in (55) into a sentence like (59a) and compare it with (59b). The most salient 

difference in interpretations between them is that (59a) implies that Zhangsan has 

more than three books, while (59b) makes no such implication.  

(59) a. wo  zuotian    kan    dao      ta     ba  [san   ben [Zhangsan   de  [shu]]  na  zou 

     I   yesterday  read  arrive  s/he BA  three CL  Zhangsan DEPoss book take go 

    ‘I saw her/him take away three of Zhangsan’s books yesterday.’ 

b. wo  zuotian    kan    dao    ta     ba  [[Zhangsan   de  [san   ben  shu]] na  zou 

     I   yesterday  read  arrive s/he BA  Zhangsan DEPoss three CL  book take  go 

    ‘lit. I saw her/him take away Zhangsan’s three books yesterday.’ 

The sentence in (59a) is likely to be used in the following scenario: Zhangsan and I 

                                                 
19 Some other native speakers of English I consulted with do not find the distinction between (58a and 
b). I am not in a position to respond to English judgments; I simply follow Partee’s 
observation/judgments provided here.  
 
20 Partee (In press) suggests that the example in (55) should be translated as a “post-posed” possessor 
as in (57b), not as a “true partitive” as in (57a) because in English, a “post-posed” possessor often 
invites an inference of non-exhaustivity. As noted in footnote 18, neither the ‘high” nor the “low’ 
possessives has an inference of exhaustivity. Hence, this argument is not enough to suggest that (57b) 
is the closer English expression for the Mandarin example in (55).   
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share an office, and he left 10 books on his table. Wangwu came in and took three 

books from that pile. Later when I reported the fact, the sentence in (59a) would be 

used, not (59b). Consider another scenario:  Zhangsan left 3 books on his table. 

Wangwu came in and took the books. Then, it is very likely that (59b) would be used 

without implying or presupposing that Zhangsan owns exactly three books. The 

information about how many books Zhangsan owns is not the interest of (59b). (59b) 

simply expresses that three books are taken away, and they belong to Zhangsan.  

Until this point, we observed that a partitive reading occurs when a possessor 

phrase intervenes between a classifier and a noun. However, this reading does not fall 

out naturally from the point of view of compositional semantics that I assume. In 

order to get a partitive reading as in (60), the number of atoms in the set denoted by 

nP, maoxianyi ‘sweater’, has to be > 3. Nevertheless, this is not the case in (60). There 

is no presupposition that the set denoted by nP in (60) has to be greater than 3. The set 

can be equal to 3.  

(60) Immediately before the noun (“low” attachment) 

 san     jian  [Zhangsan       de     [maoxianyi]] 

 three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater  

‘three of Zhangsan’s sweaters’ 

The emergence of the partitive reading is puzzling and requires further research.21 In 

                                                 
21 We would predict that the “low” attachment possessive construction is used to express unambiguous 
partitive readings such as ‘two of the fingers’ or ‘one of the eyes’. However, the prediction is not borne 
out. In a situation when it is clear that a table has 4 legs and two of them broke, we can only use the 
“high” attachment possessive construction, as in (ia). It is ungrammatical when the “low” attachment 
possessive construction is used, regardless whether the sentence begins with you ‘have’ or not (ib, c). 
The examples in (ii) illustrate the same point.  
 
 (i) a. zhe  zhang  zhuozi      de      liang    zhi  jiao  duan    le 
          this     CL     table    DEPoss     two    CL  leg   break  LE 
         ‘Two of the legs on this table broke.’ 
      b.  *you   liang   zhi  [zhe  zhang  zhuozi]   de        jiao  duan    le 
              have   two   CL    this   CL     table      DEPoss   leg   break  LE 
      c.  *liang   zhi  [zhe  zhang  zhuozi]   de        jiao  duan    le 
               two   CL    this   CL     table      DEPoss   leg   break  LE 
 
 (ii) a. Zhangsan      de      san     gang   shouzhi   shoushang   le 
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the following sub-section, I discuss my assumption of the semantic types of PossP 

and the possessive marker de.  

4.2 The Semantic Types of a PossP and de in [PossP XP1 de XP2] 

I follow Partee’s (2004) observation and suggest that Mandarin has a 

predicate-type possessive phrase (of type <e, t>). Additionally, I show that possessive 

marker de in [PossP XP1 de XP2] is of type <<e, t>, <e, <e, t>>>. 

One of the issues that Partee (2004) examines is the distinction between 

modifier-type possessors and argument-type possessors. Possessors that belong to the 

argument-type are those that can only occur in the nominal domain but not in a 

predicate position. When they combine with a relational noun, they directly or 

indirectly saturate one argument position. Partee argues that argument-type possessors 

do not occur in type <e, t>, so when they appear alone, they are interpreted as 

elliptical NP’s with a relational noun implicitly understood and are often ambiguous 

in their meanings. On the other hand, if possessors can occur in a predicate position 

and are identified as type <e, t>, then they are predicate-type possessors. In general, a 

predicate type possessor is interpreted as some kind of “possession” or “control” 

when occurring in the post copula position.     

In some languages, like Mandarin and English, it is hard to tell whether a 

possessor phrase is an argument-type or a predicate-type due to syntactic or 

morphological reasons. Luckily, there are some languages that mark the distinction 

between these two types of possessives. Such languages include German, Russian, 

and Polish. Evidence drawn from agreement behavior shows whether a predicate 

                                                                                                                                           
           Zhangsan  DEPoss   three    CL     finger         hurt         LE 
          ‘Three of Zhangsan’s fingers got hurt.’ 
       b. *you    san     gang   [Zhangsan]     de      shouzhi   shoushang   le 
             have  three    CL      Zhangsan    DEPoss   finger         hurt         LE 
       c. *san     gang   [Zhangsan]     de      shouzhi   shoushang   le 
             three    CL      Zhangsan    DEPoss   finger         hurt         LE 
  
It is puzzling why the “low” attachment possessive construction cannot be used in cases like (ia) and 
(iia). I leave them for future research. Thanks to Bernhard Schwarz for pointing out these examples to 
me.  
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possessive behaves more like simple adjective predicate or more like a full NP. In the 

following, I provide concrete examples to illustrate the differences between these two 

types of possessives. 

4.2.1 German 

Sten Vikner observes that predicative adjectives in German do not agree with 

subjects as in (61a), but predicative possessives do, as in (61b). The following 

German examples are from Sten Vikner (p.c., cited in Partee 2004, p.305).  

(61) a.         Diese                   Bücher           sind     alt/*alte. 

    these.NEUT.PL  books.NEUT.PL     are   old/*old.PL 

b.         Diese                   Bücher           sind       meine /*?mein 

    these.NEUT.PL  books.NEUT.PL     are     mine.PL/*mine 

As shown in these two examples, the German predicative possessive in (61b) is more 

like elliptical NPs (i.e. argument-type) than simple <e, t> adjectival predicates 

because it shows number agreement with the subject.  

However, Hans Kamp and others point out that the non-agreeing possessive 

form in (61b) can sometimes be used in “standard” German and that there are 

semantic differences between the agreeing and non-agreeing predicative possessives 

as in (62) (p.c., cited in Partee 2004, p.305). The predicative possessive in (62a) can 

refer to any relationship such as “authorship”, “possession”, or “autobiography.” On 

the other hand, the predicative possessives in (62b) can only have the “possession” 

reading.  

(62) a.         Diese                   Bücher           sind    meine 

    these.NEUT.PL  books.NEUT.PL     are   mine:PL 

b.         Diese                   Bücher           sind    mein 

    these.NEUT.PL  books.NEUT.PL     are     mine (no agreement, archaic flavor) 

Partee argues that the non-agreeing form in (62b) is an instance of a predicate-type 

possessive (of type <e, t>) and that its limited interpretation is associated with the 

possessive construction itself rather than with the semantics of any governing noun. 

On the other hand, the various readings associated with the predicative possessive in 
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(62a) is due to the elliptical nouns which can have meanings of different types  

e, <e, t>, or <<e, t>, t>. Hence, the predicative possessive in (62a) is an argument-

type possessive.  

Based on the different properties observed in predicative possessives like 

those in (62), Partee suggests that in general some predicative possessives are indeed 

plain <e, t> predicates which have only a possession/control reading. Other 

predicative possessives may be elliptical NPs; their interpretations vary due to the 

possibly different types of the semantics of the elliptical NP. 

4.2.2 Russian 

The following data from Russian also demonstrate that there is a distinction 

between argument-type and predicate-type possessives (Partee 2004, pp. 306-307). 

(63) a.             Èta                             strana                        byla         kogda-to     

that.FEM.NOM.SG  country.FEM.NOM.SG  was.FEM.SG      once 

              moej 

 my.FEM.INSTR.SG   

  ‘That country was once mine.” [“possession” or citizenship] 

b.             Èta                             strana                        byla         kogda-to     

that.FEM.NOM.SG  country.FEM.NOM.SG  was.FEM.SG      once 

              moej                            stranoj                         

 my.FEM.INSTR.SG  country.FEM.INSTR.SG   

  ‘That country was once my country.” [“possession” or citizenship] 

(64) a.             Èta                             strana                        byla         kogda-to     

that.FEM.NOM.SG  country.FEM.NOM.SG  was.FEM.SG      once 

              moja. 

 my.FEM.NOM.SG   

  ‘That country was once mine.” [“possession” only] 
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b. *         Èta                             strana                        byla         kogda-to     

that.FEM.NOM.SG  country.FEM.NOM.SG  was.FEM.SG      once 

              moja                           strana                         

 my.FEM.NOM.SG  country.FEM.NOM.SG   

  ‘That country was once my country.”  

According to Partee (2004), the possessive predicate in (63a) would be an instance of 

an argument-type possessive because of the various interpretations and the possibility 

of realizing the complement NP as in (63b). On the other hand, the predicative 

possessive in (64a) is clearly an example of predicate-type arguments. This 

possessive pronoun can only receive the “possession” interpretation and does not 

allow a complement NP, as demonstrated in (64b).  

The data from German and Russian support the idea that there is a predicate-

type possessive (of semantic type <e, t>) which is distinct from the argument-type 

possessive. In the following sub-section, I turn my attention to Mandarin possessives. 

4.2.3 Mandarin 

I argue that Mandarin possessor phrases belong to Partee’s predicate-type 

possessives. First, consider the following examples: 

(65) a. [wo   de      [shu]]  

      I   DEPoss   book 

   Reading 1: book(s) owned by me (“possession” reading) 

   Reading 2: book(s) written by me (“authorship” reading) 

   Reading 3: book(s) about me (“autobiography” reading) 

b. [Lisi     de      [qioudui]] 

     Lisi DEPoss    ball team 

   Reading 1: team(s) owned by Lisi (“possession” reading) 

   Reading 2: team(s) that Lisi is a fan of (“fan of” reading) 

   Reading 3: team(s) that Lisi plays for (“player” reading) 

As shown in (65), various readings are possible when a possessor phrase precedes a 

possessed noun. In other words, any relation is possible. However, when a possessor 
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phrase appears in a predicate position as in (66), the interpretation is limited to the 

“possession” reading only.  

(66) a. zhe   xie   shu    shi   [wo   de]      

    this   PL  book  BE      I   DEPoss    

   Only Reading: Those books are mine. (“possession” reading) 

b.  Lisi    zui       ai      de      na   zhi     qioudui    shi   [wo   de]      

     Lisi   most   love  DEAdj  that  CL   ball team   BE      I   DEPoss    

  Only Reading : Lisi’s favorite ball team is owned by me. (“possession” reading) 

In (66a), the possessive phrase only gives the reading that I am the owner of these 

books. The other two readings, namely “authorship” and “autobiography” readings, 

are not available. As in (66b), the only interpretation is that I am a rich person who 

owns a ball team that is Lisi’s favorite. The other possible readings indicated in (65b) 

are absent in (66b). 

What I have shown here is that when a possessor phrase occurs in a predicate 

position, it is restricted to the interpretation that Partee calls the prototypical 

interpretation of the possessive modifier, namely ‘possession’ (of the object denoted 

by the head noun). It is this limited interpretation that makes the example in (67) 

sound very odd because the only reading of (67) is ‘Taiwan is owned by me.’  This 

kind of reading rarely occurs in conversation of ordinary citizens. Perhaps it is 

possible in the conversation of several potential presidential candidates when they are 

claiming that they will win the election. 

(67) Taiwan    shi   [wo   de]      

Taiwan   BE       I   DEPoss    

 ‘Taiwan is owned by me.’ 

Based on the Mandarin examples presented here, I follow Partee’s (2004) observation 

and suggest that Mandarin has a predicate-type possessive phrase (of type <e, t>). As 

a result, the combination of a CL and a PossP, as in (68), is semantically type 

compatible. Recall that when a CL performs its function, it is of type <<e, t>, <e, t>>. 
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(68) Immediately before the noun (“low” attachment) 

 san     jian  [PossP Zhangsan       de     [maoxianyi]] 

 three   CL           Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater  

‘three of Zhangsan’s sweaters’ 

If [ PossP XP1 de XP2] in (68) is of type <e, t> and the possessee phrase (XP2) of type 

<e, t> (nP) and the possessor phrase (proper name) of type e, then the possessive 

marker de should be of type <<e, t>, <e, <e, t>>>.  

After clarifying the semantic types of PossP and de in Mandarin and having a 

better understanding of the meaning of the example in (2) (i.e. a syntactically 

indefinite nominal phrase with a “low” definite possessor phrase), I discuss the 

meaning of the example in (4), repeated in (69). 

4.3 Possessives with Demonstratives 

Recall that Mandarin possessives can contain both overt demonstratives and 

“high” possessor phrases, as in (69): 

(69) [Poss [Dem (Numeral) CL N]] (“high” attachment) 

[PossP Zhangsan      de    [na    san    jian  maoxianyi]] shi    meiguo    zhi     de 

         Zhangsan   DEPoss  that  three   CL    sweater      BE   America  make  DE 

   ‘lit. Zhangsan’s those three sweaters are made in the U.S.’ 

The immediate question arises as how na san jian maoxianyi ‘those three sweaters’ 

and Zhangsan de ‘Zhangsan’s’ combine in the semantic derivation. Recall that I 

suggested above that the possessive marker de is of type <<e, t>, <e, <e, t>>>. Then, 

it should take a type <e, t> element as its first argument. However, na san jian 

maoxianyi ‘those three sweaters’ is of type e. The combination of na san jian 

maoxianyi ‘those three sweaters’ and Zhangsan de ‘Zhangsan’s’ leads to type-

mismatch. Another question related to the example in (69) is what the semantic 

distinction (69) and (70) is. (69) has a “high” possessor, while (70) has a “low” one. 
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(70) [Dem (Numeral) CL [Poss [N]]] (“low” attachment) 

[na    san    jian  [Zhangsan      de    [maoxianyi]]] shi    meiguo    zhi     de 

 that  three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater      BE   America  make  DE 

‘lit. Those three of Zhangsan’s sweaters are made in the U.S.’ 

In order to understand the semantic distinction between (69) and (70), we first need to 

have a better understanding of what these two possessives mean. We already have a 

good understanding of the nature of “low” possessives without a demonstrative, as in 

(71). One way of exploring the defining meanings of (69) and (70) is by comparing 

the semantic difference between (70) and (71).  

(71) [Numeral CL [Poss [N]]] (“low” attachment without Dem) 

you  [san    jian  [Zhangsan      de    [maoxianyi]]] shi    meiguo    zhi     de 

have three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater      BE   America  make  DE 

‘Three of Zhangsan’s sweaters are made in the U.S.’ 

The nominal phrase in (71) refers to three sweaters from the entire set of Zhangsan’s 

sweaters. From the syntactic point of view, the distinction between (70) and (71) lies 

in the presence of the demonstrative in (70). I find Wolter’s (2003) proposal for 

English demonstratives convincing and extend it to Mandarin demonstratives. I 

summarize her proposal below.  

4.3.1 Wolter’s (2003) Proposal for English Demonstratives 

The semantic type of demonstratives that I adopt in this study is not standard 

in the literature. A standard demonstrative determiner is assumed to have a semantic 

type of <<e, t>, e>. That is, it takes a type <e, t> predicate argument and returns a 

type e entity argument. Instead, I follow Wolter’s (2003) proposal about English 

demonstratives. Following Kaplan (1989), King (2001), and Roberts (2002), Wolter 

argues that demonstrative determiners take two predicate arguments and return an 

entity. The first argument is the NP complement, which establishes a domain. The 

other argument, which identifies the unique referent within the domain, can be a 

“demonstration”, an extra-linguistic act (Kaplan 1989, Roberts 2002), or a speaker’s 

intention of referring (King 2001). Wolter suggests that a demonstrative determiner 
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denotes a function from two properties to entities and that the type of this determiner 

is <<e, t>, <<e, t>, e>>.   

Wolter argues that demonstrative descriptions, like indefinite ones, appear to 

be subject to a non-uniqueness condition, i.e. their descriptive content must hold of 

more than one individual.  That is why a or that cannot replace the definite article the 

in (72), as shown in (73). The descriptions in (72) point to a unique referent 

independently of any context. 

(72) a. the smallest prime number 

    b. the center of the Solar System 

(73) a. *a/that smallest prime number 

    b. *a/that center of the Solar System 

Wolter also points out that the demonstrative phrase in (74) that last runner, a 

standard demonstrative, can only be used if there is another last runner who will not 

receive a consolation prize.  

(74) That last runner will receive a consolation prize.  

The fact that the unique referent of a demonstrative description is not determined by 

the NP complement alone supports Wolter’s suggestion that the NP complement is not 

the entire content of a demonstrative description and that there exists another 

argument of a demonstrative determiner.  

Furthermore, in contrast to the demonstrative in (74), no requirement of 

another last runner is needed in (75). 

(75) [THAT runner] [who comes in LAST] [will RECEIVE a consolation prize.] 

Wolter calls the construction in (75) the explicit demonstrative construction. 

Examples like (75) are found in formal registers and consist of that (or those) with 

special accent, a NP complement (runner in this case), and a required CP or PP in a 

separate intonational phrase, indicated by the brackets in (75). The demonstrative 

description in (75) picks out a unique referent; it can be taken as an instance of 

applying two properties to derive a unique entity. In the following, I provide Wolter’s 

formal semantic account of THAT in Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) terms:  
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(76) x = Intended-Referent (P1, P2) 

a. P1: property contributed by the NP complement 

b. P2: property contributed by the second argument of the demonstrative 

c. Intended-Referent: a function from properties P1 and P2 to entities that  returns  

    the unique entity in P1 ∩  P2. 

(77) that cat 

                     x 

x = Intended-Referent(cat, P) 

 

 Having discussed the semantic status of demonstratives I follow, in the 

following sub-section, I return to the question concerning the semantic distinction 

between (69) and (70) and between (70) and (71).   

4.3.2 The Co-occurrence of Overt Demonstratives and Possessor Phrases 

The examples in (70-71) are repeated here as (78-79): 

(78) [Dem (Numeral) CL [Poss [N]]] (“low” attachment) 

[na    san    jian  [Zhangsan      de    [maoxianyi]]] shi    meiguo    zhi     de 

 that  three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater      BE   America  make  DE 

‘lit. Those three of Zhangsan’s sweaters are made in the U.S.’ 

(79) [Numeral CL [Poss [N]]] (“low” attachment without Dem) 

you  [san    jian  [Zhangsan      de    [maoxianyi]]] shi    meiguo    zhi     de 

have three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater      BE   America  make  DE 

‘Three of Zhangsan’s sweaters are made in the U.S.’ 

Syntactically, the nominal phrase in (78) is definite, and the one in (79) is indefinite. 

That is why the former can appear in the sentential subject position and the latter 

requires you ‘have’ in the beginning of the sentence. The nominal phrase in (78) is 

usually used to refer to the unique referent(s) that are familiar to both the speaker and 

the listener(s). If the speaker’s intended referents are not familiar to the listener(s), 

there has to be a pointing gesture or other extra-linguistic act. In contrast, the one in 

(79) does not have to refer to referents that are familiar to the speaker and the 
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listener(s). Additionally, it cannot be used along with a pointing gesture because of 

the lack of demonstratives.22 

The semantic derivation of the nominal phrase in (79) was discussed in §4.2.3.  

The possessive phrase Zhangsan de maoxianyi ‘Zhangsan’s sweater(s)’ in (79) is of 

type <e, t>, and the CL (of type <<e, t>, <e, t>>) takes the possessive phrase as its 

first argument. Recall that numerals are also of type <<e, t>, <e, t>>, and NumP of 

type <e, t> (see Chapter 2). Now we can extend the semantic derivation of NumP in 

(79) to (78). Adopting Wolter’s proposal regarding the semantic type of 

demonstratives, the demonstrative in (78) is of type <<e, t>, <<e, t>, e>>, which 

takes the entire NumP, [NumP san jian [Zhangsan de [maoxianyi]]] ‘three of 

Zhangsan’s sweaters,’ as the first argument. The first argument establishes a domain. 

The set that NumP denotes contains sets of three books that all belong to Zhangsan, 

and the required pointing gesture or other extra-linguistic act functions as the second 

argument, which helps to identify the unique referent(s) that the speaker refers to.   

In the following, I discuss the semantic distinction between (69) and (70), 

repeated here as (80-81) respectively. 

(80)  [Poss [Dem (Numeral) CL N]] (“high” attachment) 

[PossP Zhangsan      de    [na    san    jian  maoxianyi]] shi    meiguo    zhi     de 

         Zhangsan   DEPoss  that  three   CL    sweater      BE   America  make  DE 

 ‘lit. Zhangsan’s those three sweaters are made in the U.S.’ 

(81) [Dem (Numeral) CL [Poss [N]]] (“low” attachment) 

[na    san    jian  [Zhangsan      de    [maoxianyi]]] shi    meiguo    zhi     de 

 that  three   CL   Zhangsan   DEPoss     sweater      BE   America  make  DE 

‘lit. Those three of Zhangsan’s sweaters are made in the U.S.’ 

The example in (81) is the one in (78), which differs from the possessive construction 

in (80) in where the possessor phrases are realized. (80) has a “high” possessor phrase, 

while (81) has a “low” one. Additionally, the nominal phrase in (81) implies that 

                                                 
22 Of course, (79) can only be used if the speaker and the listener(s) know who Zhangsan is. Otherwise, 
it is not felicitous.  
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Zhangsan has more than three sweaters, but the one in (80) does not. The question 

arises as to how na san jian maoxianyi ‘those three sweaters’ combines with 

Zhangsan de ‘Zhangsan’s’ in the semantic derivation. 

Following Wolter’s proposal, the demonstrative in (80) is of type  

<<e, t>, <<e, t>, e>>. After saturating its first argument, san jian maoxianyi ‘three 

sweaters,’ the whole demonstrative phrase is of type <<e, t>, e>. Recall that the 

possessive marker is of type <<e, t>, < e, <e, t>>>. Therefore, combining the 

demonstrative phrase with the possessive marker leads to a type-mismatch. In order 

to get the right semantic derivation and the right interpretation, I have to assume that 

demonstratives in Mandarin undergo QR over the possessor phrases, as in (82): 

(82)  

      [[na]]        PossP                                                           

                                                                                                      
                DP             Poss’                                               
           
                          Poss0             DP                 
      PossessorP     de 

                                             na…. 
                                               ‘that’ 
 

The double bracketed demonstrative in (82) is interpreted but not pronounced, 

whereas the pronounced one within the DP is interpreted high. In other words, the 

demonstrative in (82) is pronounced after the possessive head de, but it actually 

scopes over the possessor phrase and takes the whole constituent to its right as the 

restrictor. The second argument of the demonstrative is saturated by either a pointing 

gesture or context.  

Under the assumption that demonstratives QR over pre-D possessor phrases, 

the semantic derivation of the possessive phrase in (80) falls out naturally: the 

possessive marker de takes NumP (of type <e, t>) as its first argument and the 

possessor phrase (of type e) as the second one. The whole possessive phrase without 

the demonstrative is of type <e, t>, which functions as the first argument of the 
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demonstrative. Finally, the required pointing gesture or other extra-linguistic act 

functions as the second argument. 

After discussing the differences between (78-79) and between (80-81), there 

remains one more pair of examples that needs to be discussed. That is the semantic 

differences between “high” possessives with and without demonstratives, as in (83-

84): 

(83) “high” possessives without Dem 

Zhangsan       de     [san    jian  maoxianyi] 

Zhangsan   DEPoss   three   CL    sweater  

‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters’  

(84) “high” possessives with Dem 

[Zhangsan      de      [na    san    jian  maoxianyi]] 

 Zhangsan   DEPoss   that  three   CL    sweater  

 ‘lit. Zhangsan’s those three sweaters’ 

Before we can compare the semantic distinction between (83-84), we need a better 

understanding of the nature of examples of “high” possessives without 

demonstratives. In the following sub-section, I focus on such possessives. 

4.4 “High” Possessives without Demonstratives 

In this sub-section, I focus on examples like the one in (85), in which there is 

no demonstrative.     

(85) “high” possessives without Dem 

Zhangsan       de     [san    jian  maoxianyi] 

Zhangsan   DEPoss   three   CL    sweater  

‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters’  

The first observation based on the example in (85) is that this possessive phrase is 

“definite” because it can occur in the sentential subject position but cannot appear in 

the existential construction, as in (86): 
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(86) a.  [Zhangsan     de        san    jian  maoxianyi]   zai  zher 

       Zhangsan  DEPoss   three  CL     sweater        at   here  

      ‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters are here.’ 

b. *you     [Zhangsan     de       san   jian  maoxianyi] zai  zher 

      have    Zhangsan  DEPoss   three  CL       book       at   here 

Because of the fact in (86), it looks like the Mandarin example in (85) is equivalent to 

the English possessive phrase, Zhangsan’s three sweaters. Both are syntactically 

definite and have similar word order.  

However, on close examination, it turns out that the Mandarin example in (85) 

has a distinct meaning from its English counterpart with respect to the notion of 

definiteness. The Mandarin example in (85) does not carry a presupposition that 

Zhangsan has exactly 3 sweaters, but its English counterpart does. Definiteness in 

English often contains uniqueness and maximality presuppositions. Hence, the 

observed “definite” phenomenon in Mandarin possessives, as in (86), is a different 

kind from the definiteness in the English definite phrases like the book or John’s three 

books. After consulting a Russian informant (Vladimir Borschev) and conducting 

some Google searches, Partee (In press) notes that Russian analogs of the Mandarin 

example in (85) do not have the exhaustivity presupposition either. In other words, 

the notion of “definite” in Russian possessives is like that in Mandarin, but not like 

the one in English. This result turns out to be her surprise as she had always assumed 

that Russian analogs of the Mandarin example in (85) are like English definite 

possessives. Rajesh Bhatt (p.c.) points out to me that Hindi analogs of the Mandarin 

example in (85) are also interpreted without the exhaustivity presupposition. What we 

observe here is that one of the ingredients of definiteness is not always available. 

Then the question is whether the exhaustivity presupposition is completely missing in 

the notion of definite in a language or just in certain definite constructions such as 

definite possessive constructions. Questions of the degree of variation among 

languages in the structure and interpretation of definite and indefinite nominal 

phrases are crucial, but beyond the scope of this study. I leave them for future 
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research. 

Furthermore, Partee (In press) points out that in English when a cardinal is 

overtly spelled out in a possessive phrase, as in Zhangsan’s three sweaters, this 

possessive has a much stronger presupposition that Zhangsan has exactly three 

sweaters than the presupposition of a possessive phrase without a cardinal as in 

Zhangsan’s sweater. Based on this observation in English and the fact that the 

example in (85), which has an overt cardinal, does not carry the exhaustivity 

presupposition, she predicts that it is very likely that Mandarin examples like 

[Zhangsan’s sweater] ‘Zhangsan’s sweater(s)’, which does not have a cardinal, will 

not have the exhaustivity presupposition as well. Her prediction is correct. Consider 

the following example: 

(87)  [Zhangsan     de       maoxianyi]  bu    jian   le 

  Zhangsan  DEPoss     sweater       not   see  ASP 

  ‘Zhangsan’s sweater is missing/lost.’ 

In this situation, Zhangsan had misplaced the sweater he brought with him in the 

morning and could not find it in the office at the time when he was about to leave. He 

was searching for it. When Mary came in, she saw Zhangsan looking for something. 

Mary asked John what Zhangsan was looking for. John can say (87) to Mary as the 

reason why Zhangsan was searching every where. In this case, there is no such 

presupposition that the sweater that Zhangsan is searching for is the only sweater he 

has. Based on the definite distinction found in definite possessive phrases, the 

Mandarin example in (85) does not have the same truth condition as the English 

possessive phrase Zhangsan’s three sweater.  

Recall that Huang (1982) reports that (85) does not imply or presuppose that 

Zhangsan has more than three sweaters. According to my informants, this judgment is 

confirmed. Unlike examples which have a low-attached definite possessor phrase, the 

high-attached ones do not make any reference to the entire set of Zhangsan’s sweaters. 

In that case, the English “post-posed” possessive construction has a meaning closer to 

the one in (85): ‘three sweaters of Zhangsan’s’ which does not make any reference to 
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the entire set of Zhangsan’s sweaters. However, the immediate question that we face 

is that three sweaters of Zhangsan’s is an indefinite phrase, while the Mandarin one is 

“definite”, at least syntactically (i.e. * in the existential construction). In other words, 

the combination of “high” possessor phrases and numeral phrases is indefinite 

“semantically” but definite “syntactically.” How can we make sense of this syntax 

and semantics mismatch? One possibility is to stipulate that there is a null determiner 

that takes “high” possessor phrases and the set denoted by the NumP together as its 

domain and returns a Choice Function which then picks a set from the domain. In 

other words, this null determiner has the semantic type of overt demonstratives 

adopted in this study, <<e, t>, <<e, t>, e>>.  

The examples in (85) are repeated here as (88), assuming that there is a null 

determiner. 

(88) “high” possessives without Dem 

Zhangsan       de     [san    jian  maoxianyi] 

Zhangsan   DEPoss   three   CL    sweater  

‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters’  

The first observation is that this determiner is morphologically null. Further, this null 

element is distinct from the [+def] feature at the D head in that it does not trigger any 

movement as we can see in (88). If it does, the CL in (88) would have moved across 

the numeral into the D position. In other words, we should see the word order of *[CL 

Numeral N] after movement. The expectation is not borne out. Hence, we know this 

null determiner does not trigger any movement. This confirms that the proposed null 

determiner behaves like a CF. Furthermore, the fact that (88) lacks the uniqueness/ 

maximality presupposition also follows. Unlike overt demonstratives, this null 

determiner is never accompanied by any pointing gesture that usually functions as the 

second argument of an overt demonstrative and does not have to be understood as 

familiar to both the speaker and the listener(s).  

Partee (In press) tries to find elements in English that have similar properties 

as those observed in (88). She relates the kind of definite in (88) to unstressed English 
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that/those, which she calls “familiar that/those.” She points out that unstressed 

English that/those, especially those, is never accompanied by any pointing gesture 

and is not anaphoric (at least not anaphoric to any antecedent explicitly present in the 

preceding speech or text). She provides the following examples for illustration.  

(89) a. Those three books of yours are still in my office. 

b. I really didn’t like that one argument of his, and I told him so.  

   (Partee, In press, p. 6, ex. (15)) 

The similarities between Partee’s “familiar that/those” and the proposed null 

determiner are the non-exhaustivity presupposition and the absence of a pointing 

gesture. As for the difference, it is a striking one. Partee’s “familiar that/those” are 

understood as familiar to both the addressee(s) and the speaker, but in the Mandarin 

case it is irrelevant whether the hearer(s) is/are familiar with the referents or not, 

excepting when the listener is the possessor (i.e. 2nd pronoun). How do we know that 

the Mandarin example is not understood as familiar to both hearer and speaker?  

Consider the following scenario: Zhangsan’s sweaters were missing, and he 

asked Lisi to help him to look for them. Finally, after several hours, they found the 

sweaters inside a box. Later when Lisi ran into Wangwu, Wangwu asked Lisi what he 

was doing in the afternoon. Then, Lisi can say (90) to Wangwu. 

(90) [[ PossP Zhangsan       de     [san    jian  maoxianyi]]    bu      jian    le]  

          Zhangsan   DEPoss   three   CL     sweater      PASS   steal  ASP 

‘lit. Zhangsan’s three sweaters are missing.’ 

[we spent lots of time looking for them. Finally, we found them…]23 

When Lisi said (90) to Wangwu, Wangwu might very well for the first time learn 

about Zhangsan’s sweaters. In other words, the referents to Wangwu are not familiar. 

On the other hand, Lisi, as the speaker, does not expect Wangwu to know about those 

sweaters when he told Wangwu about the searching event. Further, when Lisi said the 

sentence in (90), it is not accompanied by any pointing gesture. All these observations 

                                                 
23 For ease of understanding, I only spell out the relevant part in Mandarin and keep the rest in English. 
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support the characteristics of the proposed null determiner.  

Based on the discussion above, we know that the function of the possessor 

phrase preceding this null determiner is not the same as the possessor phrase before 

an overt demonstrative. I repeat the examples of interest in this sub-section below: 

(91) “high” possessives without Dem 

Zhangsan       de     [san    jian  maoxianyi] 

Zhangsan   DEPoss   three   CL    sweater  

‘Zhangsan’s three sweaters’  

(92) “high” possessives with Dem 

[Zhangsan      de      [na    san    jian  maoxianyi]] 

 Zhangsan   DEPoss   that  three   CL    sweater  

 ‘lit. Zhangsan’s those three sweaters’ 

In terms of meaning differences between (91) and (92), (92) can have a pointing 

gesture, but (91) cannot. Without any pointing gesture, the speaker of (92) assumes 

that the listener(s) is familiar with the referent(s) or understands what the intended-

referent(s) is. (92) refers to unique entities, but (91) does not. Furthermore, the 

possessive phrases in (91-92) do share some similarities. Neither of them has the 

maximality presupposition. For example, in (92), there is no presupposition that Lisi 

has more than three sweaters. If he does have more than three sweaters, we do not 

know whether they are also made in the U.S. Further, both possessive phrases are 

syntactically definite. By that, I mean they can both occur in the sentential subject 

position but cannot appear in the existential construction.  

To sum up, in §4, I explored several semantic contrasts among possessives 

with and without demonstratives as well as possessives containing possessor phrases 

in various positions. I suggested that Mandarin demonstratives have the semantic type 

that Wolter proposes and that Mandarin possessive phrases behave like Partee’s 

predicate-type possessors. In the following section, I document possessive 

constructions without the morpheme de. 
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5. Possessor Phrases without de  

In this section, I focus on the syntactic structure of a possessive phrase that 

contains a possessor without an overt possessive marker de. Schematically, this kind 

of possessive phrase looks like (93a) rather than (93b): 

(93) a. [Possessor       Possessee] 

b. [Possessor  de Possessee] 

Though the structure of (93a) is possible, its occurrence is restricted to certain 

environments. In this section, I investigate the syntactic configurations that license a 

silent de in a possessive phrase.  

5.1 The Possible Environments 

In §2.6, I have discussed some environments in which a possessive de can be 

silent. I recap the information below before proceeding to further discussion.   

5.1.1 Pronouns and Relational Nouns 

When the possessor noun is a personal pronoun and the possessee noun is a 

relational noun, the possessive de can be silent (Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1989). 

The licensing environment is repeated in (94), and the examples are repeated here as 

(95) (from Li and Thompson 1989, p. 115): 

(94) Licensing a Silent de ‘DEPoss’ 

de in [PossP NP1 de NP2] can be silent when NP1 is a pronoun and NP2 is a 

relational noun.  

(95) a. Zhangsan     xiang      ta       (de)    mama 

    Zhangsan   resemble  3sg   (DEPoss) mother 

    ‘Zhangsan looks like his mother.’ 

b. wo   bu  xihuan    ni      (de)       meimei 

     I     not    like    you  (DEPoss) younger sister 

    ‘I don’t like your younger sisters.’ 

As indicated in the condition in (94), it is only when the possessor noun is a pronoun, 

that the possessive de is allowed to be phonologically null. The ungrammatical 

example in (96b) shows that when the possessor noun is a proper name, de has to be 
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pronounced even when the possessee noun is a relational noun like sister.   

(96) a. wo    bu  xihuan   [Zhangsan        de      [meimei]] 

     I      not    like        Zhangsan     DEPoss  younger sister 

   ‘I don’t like Zhangsan’s younger sister(s).’ 

b. *wo    bu  xihuan  [Zhangsan    ______   [meimei]] 

        I      not    like       Zhangsan                  younger sister 

      ‘I don’t like Zhangsan’s younger sister(s).’ 

Further, if the possessee noun is not a relational noun, then de cannot be silent, 

regardless of whether the possessor noun is a pronoun or a proper name, as in the 

following: 

(97) a. wo   bu  xihuan   [ni / Lisi       de     [ shu]] 

     I     not    like     you /Lisi    DEPoss  book 

   ‘I don’t like your book(s).’ 

b. *wo   bu   xihuan  [ni /Lisi    ____   [shu]] 

        I     not    like    you /Lisi              book 

      ‘I don’t like your book(s).’ 

5.1.2 DP’s Headed by a Demonstrative 

The second possible environment in which a possessive de can be 

phonologically null is when the possessee noun is headed by a demonstrative, as in 

(98). Examples are from Li and Thompson (1989, ex. (82), p.116). 

(98) a.  wo  kan   guo   [ni      de       na  ben shu] 

      I    read  EXP you  DEPoss   that  CL  book 

    ‘I have read that book of yours.’ 

b.  wo  kan   guo     [ni    _____  na   ben  shu] 

       I    read  EXP     you             that  CL  book 

    ‘I have read that book of yours.’    

Unlike the previous examples, if we replace the pronoun in (98b) with a proper name 

as in (99b), the sentence is still grammatical without a silent de. 
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(99) a.  wo  kan   guo   [Zhangsan      de      na   ben shu] 

      I    read  EXP   Zhangsan    DEPoss  that  CL  book 

     ‘I have read that book of Zhangsan’s’ 

 b.  wo  kan   guo   [Zhangsan   ______ na   ben   shu] 

       I    read  EXP    Zhangsan                that  CL  book 

     ‘I have read that book of Zhangsan’s’ 

If the demonstrative is not present, then de in (100b) has to be pronounced: 

(100) a.  wo  kan   guo   [Zhangsan      de      [san    ben shu]] 

         I    read  EXP   Zhangsan    DEPoss  three  CL  book 

        ‘lit. I have read Zhangsan’s three books.’ 

   b. * wo  kan   guo   [Zhangsan   ______  [san   ben shu]] 

           I    read  EXP   Zhangsan                  that  CL  book 

        ‘lit. I have read Zhangsan’s three books.’ 

I repeat the relevant summary in Table 4 here as Table 5. Table 5 clearly demonstrates 

a pattern in which a silent de can be licensed if we ignore the highlighted check in the 

cell where the possessor is a pronoun and the possessee noun is a relational noun. The 

observed pattern is that the possessive de can be phonologically null when its 

following DP is headed by a demonstrative. 
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Table 5:  (R.N. = Relational Noun; N = not R.N.)  

 Mandarin 
 

 Proper name Pronoun 

Possessor + N * * 

Possessor + R.N * � 

Possessor + [CL + N] * * 

Possessor + [CL + R.N] * * 

Possessor + [Numeral + CL + N] * * 

Possessor + [Numeral + CL + R.N] * * 

Possessor + [Dem + CL + N] � � 

Possessor + [Dem + CL + R.N] � � 

Possessor + [Dem + Numeral + CL + N] � � 

Possessor + [Dem + Numeral + CL + R.N] � � 

 

Based on the data presented here, it seems that a silent de is licensed under certain 

condition(s). In the following, I try to account for its licensing environment(s). I 

acknowledge that the following account is largely descriptive.   

In (101) I state the first licensing condition for silent possessive de and sketch 

the syntactic configuration of this licensing condition in (102). 

(101) Demonstrative Licensor 

    A possessive marker de can be phonologically null only when it merges with  

    a D head that is occupied by an overt demonstrative. 
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(102) Syntactic Configuration which licenses a Silent Possessive Marker  

                         PossP 

 
                             Poss’ 
 

                                                                                                                                                              
                  � ∅               DP 

              License a                                     

         Silent Poss de           D  

                                        [+Dem]  

                                        na/zhe ‘that/this’ 

The licensing configuration in (102) explains why the other surface strings, like [CL 

N] or [Numeral CL N], cannot license a phonologically null possessive marker de. 

These surface strings do not contain an overt demonstrative.  

It seems that we have come up with a licensing condition for a silent 

possessive marker de based on the observations in Table 5. However, we still need to 

account for the possibility of having a null de when the possessor is a pronoun and the 

possessee noun is a relational noun. In the following sub-section, I focus on this 

particular case. 

5.2 Possessor Phrase and Bare Nouns/Relational Nouns 

As shown in Table 5, when a possessor phrase precedes a bare common noun, 

the possessive marker de cannot be silent. If we assume that bare common nouns in 

Mandarin are DP’s with a null D head and that a possessor phrase merges with nP, not 

with DP, then we can say that nP does not license a null de (cf. the licensing condition 

in (101)). 

If the possessee noun is a relational noun, having a null possessive marker de 

becomes possible when the possessor is a personal pronoun. One might suspect that 

the licensing condition is related to the different properties of relational nouns and 

common nouns. Semantically, common nouns are generally assumed to be one-place 

predicates whose extension is a set of entities, while relational nouns denote a relation 
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between pairs of entities (e.g., Barker 1995, Partee 2004). However, the case is not 

that simple. 

The first puzzle here is why proper names cannot license a null de but 

pronouns can, as in (103-104): 

(103) a. [Proper name *(de) R.N] 

    b. Lisi   *(de)             didi 

       Lisi    DEPoss   younger brother 

       ‘Lisi’s younger brother(s)’     

(104) a. [Pronoun  de  R.N]  

   b. ta      (de)               didi 

      s/he  DEPoss   younger brother 

     ‘his/her younger brother(s)’     

The possibility of having a phonologically null possessive marker de in (104) has 

been pointed out in various studies (e.g., Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1989, Tang 

1990). However, there is a restriction on this possibility that has never been indicated 

in the literature (at least to the extent of my knowledge). This restriction occurs when 

the pronoun in (104) is in a plural form. Native speakers’ judgments vary when a 

plural pronoun with a silent de combines with a relational noun, as in the following 

examples.   

(105) wo bu   renshi  [ni-men     a-yi] 

     I   not   know you-MEN  aunt 

  ‘I don’t know your (pl) aunt(s)’                                           (� for all informants)  

(106) wo jintian  zai  shichang  yudao     [ni-men     laoshi] 

     I    today   at     market  run into  you-MEN  teacher 

  ‘Today I ran into your teacher(s) at the market.’                 (� for all informants)  

(107) *ni    jian     guo  [wo-men  baba]  ma? 

    you  meet  ASP     I-MEN  father   Q 

   ‘Have you met our father(s)?’                                              (* for all informants) 
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(108) *ni    renshi  [ta-men     a-yi]  ma? 

    you  know   s/he-MEN  aunt    Q 

    ‘Do you know their aunt(s)?’                                              (* for all informants) 

(109) *wo jintian  zai  shichang  yudao     [ta-men     laoshi] 

       I    today   at     market  run into  s/he-MEN  teacher 

     ‘Today I ran into their teacher(s) at the market.’  

   (* for the majority of my informants) 

First, it is puzzling why (107-108) are bad. The possessor is a personal pronoun, and 

the possessee is a relational noun. In principle, they should be as good as the 

examples in (105-106). The second puzzle is why (105) is acceptable, but (108) is not. 

The only difference between these two possessive phrases is the person feature of the 

possessors. The one in (105) is 2nd and the one in (108) is 3rd. This puzzle extends to 

(106) and (109). The question is why person features matter. The third puzzle is why 

(107-108) are ungrammatical to all of my informants. 

At this point, I do not have a proposal for the null de licensing condition in a 

structure involving a pronoun and a relational noun. I leave the puzzles that arise in 

this section for future research. 

6. Conclusion 

Chapter 5 explored the syntactic structures of Mandarin possessive phrases. I 

argued that a possessive phrase is projected by a Poss head occupied by the 

possessive marker de and that a possessor phrase merges in the [Spec, PossP] position. 

This proposal is supported by the right node raising fact discussed in §3. Additionally, 

I explored different semantic interpretations of possessive phrases in which possessor 

phrases occur in various positions. I further examined the semantic function of 

Mandarin demonstratives and extended Wolter’s (2003) proposal about English 

demonstratives to Mandarin demonstratives. Finally, I argued that the possessive 

marker de is of type <<e, t>, <e, <e, t>>>.  
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Chapter 6 

The Syntax of Adjectival Modification with and without de 

 

1. Introduction 

Chapter 6 is devoted to a syntactic study of Mandarin adjectival modification 

with a focus on the role played by de in adjectival modification. In general, adjectives 

(Adj) and relative clauses (RC) can occur in the pre-N position, as in (1), or the pre-D 

position, as in (2).1 The examples in (1-2) are taken from Tang (1990, p. 410, ex. (20-

21)) with a slight modification of the gloss.2 

(1) Pre-N Modification 

a. [DP  na     yi   ben  [AdjP  xin     de]       shu] 

          that  one   CL          new   DEMod  book 

     ‘that new book’ 

b. [DP  na    san    ben  [RC  wo    xie        de]     shu] 

          that  three   CL           I     write  DEMod  book 

     ‘those three books that I wrote’ 

(2) Pre-D Modification 

a. [AdjP  xin     de]     [DP  na     yi   ben   shu] 

            new   DEMod       that   one   CL  book 

     ‘(lit.) new that book’/ ‘that new book’ 

 

 

                                                 
1 I take pre-N and pre-D as two general terms. Pre-N is merely used to describe a construction in which 
an Adj/RC occurs between a classifier and a noun on the surface word order. In contrast, pre-D refers 
to a construction in which an Adj/RC appears to the left of a numeral or a demonstrative. In order to 
highlight this point, I have put AdjP/RC and the marker de in brackets. I use this notation through §4.6. 
In §4.7, I propose a phrase structure in which de is the phrasal head. 
 
2 I agree with Huang’s (1982, p.68) observation that semantically the distinction between (1a) and (2a) 
(or (1b) and (2b)), i.e. the distinction between pre-N and pre-D, is sometimes hard to detect and may 
appear to some to be somewhat artificial. He further suggests that it may even be argued that speakers 
often feel free to use either order without intending a difference in meaning. Nevertheless, Huang 
suggests that it is important to note that the distinction does exist, however subtle it may be. 
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b. [RC  wo    xie      de]     [DP  na    san    ben   shu] 

             I     write  DEMod       that  three   CL  book 

     ‘(lit.) I wrote, that three book’/ ‘those three books that I wrote’ 

Notice that both adjectives and relative clauses are marked by de at the rightmost 

edge. Among these four examples in (1-2), only the de in the example in (1a) can be 

absent, as shown in (3-4): 

(3) Pre-N Modification 

a. [DP  na     yi   ben  [AdjP  xin     de]       shu] 

          that  one   CL          new   DEMod  book 

     ‘that new book’ 

a’ [DP  na     yi   ben  [        xin]               shu]3                             (without de � �) 

          that  one   CL          new               book 

     ‘that new book’ 

b. [DP  na    san    ben  [RC  wo    xie        de]     shu] 

          that  three   CL           I     write  DEMod  book 

     ‘those three books that I wrote’ 

b’ *[ DP  na    san    ben  [RC  wo    xie]            shu]                        (without de � *) 

            that  three   CL           I     write          book 

(4) Pre-D Modification 

a. [AdjP  xin     de]      [DP  na     yi   ben   shu] 

            new   DEMod        that   one   CL  book 

     ‘(lit.) new that book’ 

a’ *[      xin]              [DP  na     yi   ben   shu]                                (without de � *) 

             new                    that   one   CL  book 

 

                                                 
3 In this example, I did not label xin ‘new’ as AdjP because I believe that xin by itself does not have the 
same syntactic category as xin de in (3a). I elaborate on the point in the analysis section. Hence, I leave 
the syntactic category of xin ‘new’ in (3a’) and (4a’) blank at this moment and come back to it later in 
the text.  
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b. [RC  wo    xie        de]     [DP  na    san    ben   shu] 

             I     write  DEMod         that  three   CL  book 

     ‘those three books that I wrote’ 

b’ *[ RC  wo    xie]    [DP  na    san    ben   shu]4 

               I     write        that  three   CL  book                              (without de � *) 

The examples in (3-4) demonstrate that the morpheme de can be omitted only when 

an adjective appears in the pre-N position, as in (3a’). In the literature, adjectives 

without de have been called de-less modification, and adjectives with de have been 

called de-modification. For the sake of convenience, I adopt this terminology in the 

first 3 sections in this chapter. 

Three critical questions emerge from the data in (3-4). First, why does (3a’) 

allow de to be absent, but not (4a’)? Second, what kind of syntactic category is xin 

‘new’ in (3a’)? Is it still an AdjP? If not, what is it? Third, is there any semantic 

difference between (3a) and (3a’) in Mandarin since both examples are often given 

the same English translation? This chapter is devoted to answering these questions 

and some other issues that arise in later sections, such as why adjectival ordering 

restrictions only affect de-less modification but not de-modification in Mandarin.  

The structure of this chapter is as follows: I first present some background 

information about adjectives with and without de in §2. I then review in §3 some 

previous studies in the literature which are related to the questions that I address in 

this chapter. In §4, I discuss my proposal and see to what extent it can better account 

for the data than the previous studies. §5 concludes this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 (4b’) is grammatical under the reading that ‘I write those three books.’ That is all the elements in (4b’) 
form a sentence, not a nominal phrase containing a relative clause. (4b’) is ungrammatical under the 
reading that ‘I write’ is a relative clause and ‘those three books’ is a DP.   
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2. Background Information 

In this section, I provide an initial description of de- and de-less modification 

in Mandarin. 

2.1 de in Adjectives 

As discussed in §1, the morpheme de can be absent (see (3a’)). However, this 

possibility is not random. When there is more than one Adj with de in the pre-N 

position, the de between Adj’s cannot be absent.5 The example in (5a) has an AdjP 

with de. In (5b), the marker de is absent.  

(5) a. [[Adj de] N]  6  

    yi    zhi     [bai     de]     haibao 

   one  CL    white  DEMod    seal  

   ‘a white seal’ 

b. [[Adj ] N] 

    yi    zhi    [bai]    haibao 

   one  CL    white    seal  

    ‘a white seal’ 

The example in (6a) has two AdjP’s with de marking.7 (6b) shows that the absence of 

de1 leads to ungrammaticality, while it is possible to omit de2 in this example, as 

illustrated in (6c).  

 

 

                                                 
5 Unless there is a coordinator between adjectives. Examples of this sort will be given later in the text.  
 
6 Throughout this chapter, I use N or ‘noun’ as a general term for the ease of discussion. When a 
specific syntactic category is needed for discussion, I will spell it out.  
 
7 This example is possible in other dialects of Mandarin, but it is not natural in the dialect I study. 
There are a number of different strategies to make (6a) sound natural. One is by removing the de closer 
to the noun as demonstrated in (6c). (6c) is a natural expression, but (6a) is not. Another way of 
making (6a) sound better is to have a pause between these two Adj’s. In Chinese writing, a comma will 
be inserted between these two Adj’s to indicate this pause. The other way is to express the meaning of 
an Adj through a relative clause. All these different strategies are used to avoid having two juxtaposed 
Adj’s with de. More discussion is provided in §2-4. 
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(6) a. [[Adj de1] [Adj de2] N] 

    yi    zhi   [keai     de1]     [bai       de2]   haibao 

   one  CL    cute   DEMod    white  DEMod    seal  

   ‘a cute white seal’ 

b. *[[Adj] [Adj de2] N] 

    *yi    zhi   [keai]   [bai       de2]    haibao 

     one  CL    cute     white   DEMod    seal 

c. [[Adj de1] [Adj] N] 

    yi    zhi   [keai     de1]      [bai]   haibao 

   one  CL    cute   DEMod    white    seal 

   ‘a cute white seal’ 

One might wonder whether it is possible to omit de1 in (6c) after omitting de2. The 

answer, I believe, varies from dialect to dialect. In my dialect, it is not possible. One 

might wonder whether it is possible in other dialects. If yes, how many de-less 

adjectives are allowed in the pre-N position? Or, in general, how many adjectives are 

allowed in the pre-N position? I explore these possibilities in §2.2.  

2.2 How many Adj’s are allowed in the pre-N position? 

In this section, I survey the possible number of de- and de-less- adjectives in 

the pre-N position.  

2.2.1 de-less Adj’s 

The number of possible de-less Adj’s in the pre-N position varies. It depends 

on the nature of the head nouns, the Adj’s, and the dialect in question.8 In general, 

having one de-less Adj before a noun is common across different dialects of Mandarin. 

                                                 
8 It is well-known in the literature that the dialects of Mandarin vary from each other greatly in several 
aspects, and wide variation in usage is often noted (e.g., Li and Thompson 1989, Preface). However, 
the degree of variation still strikes me when I consulted the grammatical examples cited in Sproat and 
Shih (1987, 1991) with my informants whose dialect is mainly spoken in Taiwan. The analysis I 
propose in this study is able to account for their examples, but I find it necessary to clarify that some of 
the grammatical examples from Sproat and Shih are not acceptable to me and my informants. Since §2 
is a section for stating basic facts, most of the examples are drawn from the literature. Whenever there 
is a dialectal variation, I will point it out specifically. In §4, I focus on the data that my informants and 
I accept, which is what my analysis is based on.  
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The following examples are from Li and Thompson (1989, p.118, ex. (90-92)): 

(7) a. hong     hua 

     red    flower 

    ‘red flower(s)’ 

b. ying  xiangpi 

    hard   rubber 

    ‘hard rubber’ 

c. yuan   zhuozi 

    round   table 

    ‘round table(s)’ 

When the number of de-less Adj’s in the pre-N position increases, the tolerance varies 

among native speakers of different dialects of Mandarin. The dialects reported by 

Sproat and Shih (1987, 1991) and Paul (2003) accept more than one de-less Adj’s in 

the pre-N position. Sproat and Shih (1987, 1991) point out that the number of de-less 

Adj’s in the dialect they study is limited to at most two. The following examples are 

from Sproat and Shih (1987, p. 471 (19a-d)). I note the judgments from my 

informants on the side (Taiwan dialect). For convenience of discussion, I call the 

dialect reported by Sproat and Shih Dialect A, and the one I report in this study 

Dialect B.  

(8) Dialect A:                                  (8’) Dialect B: 

a.  hao   hong  pan-zi                    a. *hao   hong  pan-zi 

   good    red     plate                          

   ‘good red plate(s)’                                                                                          

b. hao     yuan    pan-zi                  b. *hao     yuan    pan-zi 

   good   round    plate 

   ‘good round plate(s)’ 

c. xiao   yuan    pan-zi                   c. *xiao   yuan    pan-zi 

   small  round   plate                         

   ‘small round plate(s)’ 
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An informant I consulted, whose dialect is spoken in Mainland China, found 

the examples reported by Sproat and Shih acceptable. However, those informants who 

speak the dialect spoken in Taiwan find the examples in (8) extremely awkward. 

Their first reaction to these examples were all “What? No!” When they were asked to 

repeat the examples, they all inserted de between two de-less Adj’s, as shown in (9). 

(9) From Dialect B: 

a. [hao      de]      hong   pan-zi 

    good    DEMod    red     plate 

    ‘good red plate(s)’                         

b. [hao     de]     yuan    pan-zi 

    good  DEMod  round    plate 

    ‘good round plate(s)’ 

c. [xiao      de]    yuan    pan-zi 

    small  DEMod  round   plate 

    ‘small round plate(s)’ 

The other way that my informants made the unacceptable examples in (8a and 

b) acceptable was by inserting the marker de between Adj and pan-zi ‘plate,’ as 

shown in (10).  

(10) a. [hao   hong    de]    pan-zi      

     very   red   DEMod  plate 

    ‘very red plates’ 

b. [hao   yuan       de]       pan-zi 

     very  round   DEMod      plate 

    ‘very round plates’ 

This possibility is due to the nature of hao in these nominal phrases. hao is often used 

as a degree modifier like very in English. In the examples in (10), hao no longer 

functions as an adjective but an adjective modifier. (10a) refers to plate(s) that is/are 

very red, and (10b) plate(s) that is/are very round. The strategy used in (10), inserting 

de between Adj’s and nouns, is not possible in examples like (8c), repeated here as 
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(11a). If we insert de between the adjective and the noun in (11a), the nominal phrase 

becomes ungrammatical in both dialects, as in (11b) (cf. (6b)).  

(11) a. *xiao   yuan    pan-zi 

     small  round   plate 

     ‘small round plate(s)’ 

b. *[xiao    yuan     de]      pan-zi 

      small   round   DEMod    plate 

Thus far, it is clear that there is a dialectal variation between Dialects A and B 

in terms of the number of possible de-less Adj’s in the pre-N position. Dialect A 

allows at most two de-less Adj’s, while Dialect B prefers one.9 In the following sub-

                                                 
9 What have been discussed so far are cases in which the meanings expressed by de-less Adj’s and the 
nouns are semantically compositional. For these cases, Dialect B prefers one de-less Adj. There are 
some other cases in which de-less Adj’s and the noun have been lexicalized. In other words, the 
meanings of de-less Adj’s and the nouns cannot be computed in a standard compositional way. For 
those cases, multiple de-less Adj’s are possible as shown in (i) from Xu and Liu (1999, p. 99, cited in 
Paul 2003, p. 22).   
 
 (i) da    zhong    xiao     xue 
       big   middle  small  study 
                  ‘educational institutions (i.e. primary school, middle school, and university)’ 
 
In (i), da-zhong-xiao-xue refers to all educational institutions. It does not refer to the schools whose 
sizes are big, middle, and small. The example in (ii) refers to elementary schools, not schools that are 
small. Elementary schools are not necessary small in sizes. Some elementary schools might be bigger 
than some universities.  
 
 (ii) xiao    xue 
     small  study 
     ‘elementary schools’ 
  
One has to know that xiao ‘small’ and xue ‘study’ together refer to elementary schools and that (iii) 
refers to middle schools and (iv) to universities before one can compute the meaning in (i). 
 
 (iii) zhong    xue 
       middle  study 
      ‘high schools’ 
 (iv) da    xue 
       big  study 
      ‘universities’ 
  
The meaning in (i) can be computed compositionally but through a special kind of composition, 
perhaps disjunction. 
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section, I explore the possible number of Adj’s with de in the pre-N position.  

2.2.2 Adj’s with de 

Since Sproat and Shih (1991, pp. 565-566) have a number of examples 

consisting of two Adj’s with de in the pre-N position, I assume it is acceptable to have 

two pre-N Adj’s in their dialects. Examples are as follows: 

(12) a. [xiao     de]    [lu        de]   huaping                  

   small  DEMod  green  DEMod   vase 

    ‘small green vase(s)’   

b. [hao     de]    [yuan     de]    panzi                  

    good  DEMod round  DEMod    plate 

    ‘nice round plate(s)’ 

To my Taiwanese informants, these examples sound unnatural. The problem is the 

second de from the left, i.e. the one close to the noun, which sounds redundant to their 

ears. When my informants were asked to make the example in (12a) sound natural, 

they produced the following examples.  

(13) a. [xiao     de]      [lu]    huaping                  

    small  DEMod  green     vase 

    ‘small green vase(s)’   

b. [lu       de]    [xiao]  huaping                  

   green  DEMod  small     vase 

     ‘lit. green small vase(s)’ 

In (13), we see that one adjective is de-marked, and the other is not. It does not matter 

which one gets de-marked, xiao ‘small’ or lu ‘green’, as long as the one that has a de 

marker precedes the one without a de marker. 

Again, the dialect reported by Sproat and Shih allows more than one Adj with 

de in the pre-N position, while the dialect I study prefers one Adj with de.  
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2.2.3 A Note 

According to §2.2.1-2.2.2, one might conclude that the dialect spoken in 

Taiwan only allows the following structure: 

(14) [Adj 1  de]  [Adj2]   N 

This conclusion/prediction is not entirely true. It is true that the combination in (14) is 

the most natural way of expressing a noun with two modifiers. However, there are 

other possibilities, which I elaborate on below and in §2.3.  

What I have shown so far is that (14) is the most natural way of dealing with 

two Adj’s in Dialect B. Take the example in (12a) for illustration. When lu ‘green’ 

and xiao ‘small’ modify the noun vase at the same time, Dialect B has the option of 

putting lu ‘green’ in the Adj1 position as in (13b) or xiao ‘small’, as in (13a). There is 

a semantic distinction between (13a) and (13b). However, this distinction is only 

apparent when they occur in contrastive constructions. For example, if all the vases 

are green but have various sizes, in order to pick out the intended one(s), the nominal 

phrases in (13a) is likely to be used. On the other hand, if all the vases are small in 

sizes but differ in colors, then (13b) would be used instead of (13a). However, when 

either (13a) or (13b) is used alone, the distinction is sometimes hard to detect. I 

suspect that sometimes speakers might use either order without intending a difference 

in meaning similar to Huang’s (1982, p.68) observations about the semantic 

difference between the pre-N and pre-D cases (see footnote 2). I elaborate the 

semantic distinction between (13a) and (13b) in §4. 

The question that arises is what if a noun is modified by more than two Adj’s. 

This kind of nominal phrase presumably looks like the one in (15a) in dialect(s) that 

accept multiple juxtaposed adjectives. (15a) is extremely awkward in the dialect I 

study. Therefore, to convey the meaning of (15a), one has to resort to periphrasis 

involving full sentences. In (15b-f), I provide some such strategies (see also footnote 

7).  
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(15) a.  ???zhe   ge   [xiao     de]      [lu       de]      [yuan     de]     huaping                  

           this  CL  small  DEMod   green  DEMod   round  DEMod     vase 

b.  zhe   ge   [xiao   (de)]    huaping  [you    [lu]    you [yuan]]      

     this  CL  small  DEMod      vase      both  green  and   round 

     ‘This small vase  is both green and round.’ 

c.  zhe   ge    [lu      (de)]   huaping  [you  [xiao] you  [yuan]]      

     this  CL  green  DEMod     vase      both  small  and   round 

     ‘This green vase  is both small and round.’ 

d.  zhe   ge   [yuan (de)]    huaping  [you    [lu]   you  [xiao]]      

     this  CL   round DEMod    vase      both  green  and   small   

     ‘This round vase  is both green and small.’ 

e.  zhe   ge   [xiao     de]     [lu    huaping ]  [hen   yuan ]10      

     this  CL  small  DEMod   green    vase        very   round 

     ‘This small green vase is (very) round.’   

f.  zhe   ge   [you  [xiao]  you   [lu]      de]    [huaping ] [hen   yuan ]    

     this  CL   both  small  and   green  DEMod     vase       very   round 

     ‘This small and green vase is (very) round.’    

The sentences in (15b-d) employ the same strategy to deal with three de-marked Adj’s: 

placing one with or without de in the pre-N position and coordinating the other two in 

the predicate position. The sentence in (15e) contains one pre-N de-marked Adj, one 

pre-N de-less Adj, and one in the predicate position. Finally, we can also coordinate 

                                                 
10 The presence of hen ‘very’ is obligatory when scalar adjectives and some absolute adjectives are 
used as a sole predicate. Li and Thompson (1989) note that when this adverbial modifier is not heavily 
stressed, its adverbial meaning is bleached. In other words, hen ‘very’ can be semantically empty. 
Hence, the sentence in (i) is ambiguous between two meanings.  
 
 (i) na   ge    guojia  [*(hen)      minzhu] 
    that  CL  country     very  democratic 
    Reading 1: That country is very democratic. 
    Reading 2: That country is democratic.  (Li and Thompson 1989, p. 143, ex. (168b)) 
 
It is puzzling why hen is obligatory when it does not contribute any semantic interpretation. I am not in 
a position to answer this question now but simply note it and leave it for future research. 
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two pre-N de-marked Adj’s and place one in the predicate position as in (15f). Notice 

that when adjectives appear in the predicate position, the de-marker disappears. 

Comparing the coordinating string in (15f) to the one in (15d), we see that the one in 

the pre-N position (15f) requires a de marker at the rightmost edge of the coordinating 

phrase. Without the marker, the sentence is ungrammatical. In contrast, the 

coordinating string in (15d) appears in the predicate position and the marker de is not 

allowed. If the marker is present, the sentence is unacceptable. This is true even when 

a predicate Adj is not coordinated, as in (15e, f).  

In §2.2, I have shown the possible number of de-Adj’s and de-less Adj’s in a 

nominal phrase in both Dialects A and B. In §2.3, I provide information regarding the 

ordering restriction among adjectives in Mandarin.  

2.3 Ordering Restrictions 

It has been noted in the literature that in certain languages when multiple 

adjectives co-occur in a nominal phrase, they are subject to ordering restrictions. In 

this sub-section, I briefly introduce the fact in English and explore the restrictions in 

Mandarin.  

2.3.1 English 

English pre-nominal Adj’s are subject to an ordering restriction when there is 

no special stress on any of the adjectives (e.g., Bloomfield 1933, Whorf 1945, Lance 

1968, Vendler 1968, among many others). The hierarchy is given in (16). A > B 

means that B is closer to the noun than A.  

(16) Quality > Size > Shape > Color > Provenance 

According to this hierarchy, when there are a Color Adj and a Size Adj, the Color Adj 

is closer to the noun. The following examples are taken from Sproat and Shih (1991, 

p. 565, ex. (1a-c)) to demonstrate the ordering restriction. 

(17) Size > Color > Provenance 

a. small green Chinese vase 

b. *green small Chinese vase 

c. *green Chinese small vase 
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(18) Quality > Shape 

a. nice round plate 

b. *round nice plate 

(19) Size > Shape 

a. small square table 

b. *square small table 

2.3.2 Mandarin 

It has been suggested that the well-known ordering restriction observed in 

English is not found in de-modification but is found in de-less modification (e.g., 

Sproat and Shih 1987, 1991).11 The following examples again are taken from Sproat 

and Shih (1991, p. 565, ex. (2a-b and 4a-b)) with a slight modification on the gloss 

and bracketing. As shown in (20-21), de-marked Adj’s in each nominal phrase can 

have different ordering, and the nominal phrase remains grammatical.  

(20) de-modification: free ordering                   (20’) Judgments from Dialect B 

a. [xiao     de]    [lu        de]   huaping        a’     �: [xiao   de]  [lu   de]   huaping         

   small  DEMod   green  DEMod   vase           a’’ OK: [xiao   de]  [lu]          huaping 

             Size > Color 

    ‘small green vase(s)’   

b. [lu        de]    [xiao     de]    huaping       b’     �: [lu   de] [xiao  de]  huaping              

   green  DEMod   small  DEMod   vase           b’’ OK: [lu   de] [xiao]        huaping 

            Color > Size       

(21)   de-modification: free ordering                (21’) Judgments from Dialect B 

a. [hao     de]     [yuan     de]    panzi          a’     �:  [hao de] [yuan  de]  panzi       

    good  DEMod   round DEMod   plate           a’’ OK:  [hao de] [yuan]        panzi 

         Quality > Shape 

    ‘nice round plate(s)’   

                                                 
11 In §4, I present a number of counter examples to show that the ordering restriction found in de-less 
modification is more complex than what Sproat and Shih observe and that the well-known ordering 
restrictions observed in English is not enough to capture the facts in Mandarin.  
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b. [yuan     de]    [hao     de]    panzi           b’  �:  [yuan  de] [hao  de] panzi       

     round DEMod   good  DEMod   plate          b’’ �:  [yuan  de] [hao]        panzi   

            Shape > Quality           

In contrast, de-less modification obeys a certain order in Dialect A. (22a) is 

acceptable to the native speakers of Dialect A, but (22b) is not. The same pattern is 

found in (23).  

(22) de-less modification: fixed ordering         (22’) Judgments from Dialect B 

a. [xiao]    [lu]   huaping                            a. � [xiao]   [lu]   huaping 

    small   green    vase                                         small   green    vase 

      Size > Color 

    ‘small green vase(s)’   

b. *[lu]    [xiao]  huaping                           b. � [lu]    [xiao]  huaping 

     green   small    vase                                      green   small    vase 

    Color > Size          

(23) de-less modification: fixed ordering      (23’) Judgments from Dialect B 

a. [hao]    [yuan]  panzi                             a’ � [hao]   [yuan]  panzi 

     good    round   plate                                      good    round   plate 

    Quality > Shape 

    ‘nice round plate(s)’   

b. *[yuan]  [hao]  panzi                            b’  � [yuan]  [hao]  panzi 

       round   good  plate                                       round   good  plate 

      Shape > Quality        

As shown in (20’-23’), the ordering restriction observed in English applies trivially to 

these de- or de-less examples in Dialect B because Dialect B does not prefer more 

than one de-modifier or de-less modifier in a nominal phrase. If the number of Adj’s 

is always one, then there has no problem in terms of ordering restrictions.   

What about in a situation when de-modification and de-less modification co-

occur? In that case, the ordering between these two elements is fixed. However, this 

ordering restriction is not constrained by the hierarchy in (16). The only possible 
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ordering is to have de-modification preceding de-less modification, as demonstrated 

in the following examples (Sproat and Shih 1991, p. 571, ex. (15)). 

(24) a. [hei       de]    [xiao]    shu 

   black  DEMod   small   book 

   ‘small black book(s)’ 

b. *[xiao]   [hei     de]        shu 

       small  black  DEMod   book 

      ‘small black book(s)’ 

c. �[Adj de] [Adj] N 

    * [Adj] [Adj  de]  N 

The example in (24a) is grammatical because the de-marked Adj precedes the de-less 

Adj. In contrast, when these two Adj’s reverse the order, the nominal phrase is 

ungrammatical, as in (24b). 

There is another case in which free ordering between Adj’s is found. 

Examples are as follows: 

(25) a. [you  [hao]  you [yuan]    de]     panzi                                     (Quality > Shape) 

     both  good and  round  DEMod   plate           

     ‘both nice and round plate(s)’   

b. [you   [yuan]  you   [hao]     de]     panzi                                  (Shape > Quality)   

     both   round  and    good   DEMod   plate                       

       ‘both round and nice plate(s)’   

c. �[you [Adj1] you [Adj2] de] N 

    �[you [Adj2] you [Adj1] de] N 
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(26) a. [you  [piaoliang]  you [gao]    de]    nuhai                                  (Quality > Size)    

     both       pretty    and   tall   DEMod   girl      

     ‘both pretty and tall girl(s)’   

b. [you  [gao]  you  [piaoliang]  de]    nuhai                                   (Size > Quality)  

     both   tall   and       pretty    DEMod   girl                 

     ‘both tall and pretty girl(s)’   

c. �[you [Adj1] you [Adj2] de] N 

    �[you [Adj2] you [Adj1] de] N 

When there is a coordinator between two Adj’s, de only occurs after the second Adj as 

in (25-56), and the word order between these two Adj’s does not matter. This 

construction is similar to the [both…and…] construction in English: 

(27) a. [both small and quiet] computer 

b. [both cheap and nice] trip 

c. [both kind and loving] girl  

To sum up, in Dialect A of Mandarin, de-modification is not subject to 

ordering restrictions but de-less modification is. On the other hand, the phenomenon 

of ordering restrictions among Adj’s is not testable in Dialect B due to the preference 

for only one Adj in the pre-N position.  

Having introducing some background information about de- and de-less 

modification, I review in §3 three studies in the literature which attempt to address 

the questions raised at the end of §1. 
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3. Literature Review 

In this section, I review three previous studies concerning de- and de-less 

modification. The first two are Sproat and Shih (1987, 1991); the third one is Paul 

(2003).  

3.1 Sproat and Shih (1987): Pre-nominal Adjectival Ordering in English and  

       Mandarin 

Sproat and Shih (hereafter S&S) argue that there are two distinct types of 

modification, ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ modification, which they claim are universal 

strategies involving different syntactic and semantic behaviors. They associate 

Mandarin de-modification with the ‘indirect’ type and de-less modification with the 

‘direct’ one.  

They argue that indirect modification has the same syntax and semantics as 

relative clauses, partly because they both involve the same marker de (cf. (1-2)). They 

further claim that if de modifiers are relative clauses, then the Adj’s in them must be 

in the predicate position. So, these Adj’s should be able to occur in the predicate 

position. On the other hand, if an adjective cannot appear in the predicate position, 

then it should not be able to occur as a pre-nominal de modifier though it is possible 

to have this Adj function as de-less modification. The only example they use to 

support their claim is former in English and qian ‘former’ in Mandarin. They show 

that both former in English and qian ‘former’ in Mandarin cannot appear in the 

predicate position as in (28a) and (29a) respectively, though they can appear pre-

nominally, as in (28b, 29b) (S&S 1987, p. 476, ex. (35-36):  

(28) a. *This president is former . 

b. the former  president  

(29) a. *zhe   ge   zongtong    qian 

      this  CL  president  former  

b.   qian     zongtong 

    former    president 

They further suggest that since qian ‘former’ cannot occur in a predicate position, as 
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in (29a), it must not be in a relative clause when it occurs pre-nominally. Hence, it 

should not be able to occur as a de modifier. They use the following example to 

support their claim (S&S 1987, p. 477, ex. (37)): 

(30) *qian    de    zongtong 

former  DE   president 

In addition, S&S argue that direct modification in Mandarin is essentially 

compounding and involves the formation of nouns from other nouns and that this 

process is subject to ordering restrictions. This idea is clearly represented in their 

examples in (31) (Sproat and Shih 1987, p.466, ex. (3a, 4)). As shown in (31b), lu 

‘green’ and hua-ping ‘vase’ form a noun, and then xiao ‘small’ combines with lu 

huaping ‘green vase’ to form another noun. 

(31) a. xiao    lu     hua-ping 

  small green     vase 

   ‘small green vase(s)’ 

b. [N xiao    [N   lu      hua-ping N]   

        small      green     vase 

   ‘small green vase(s)’ 

They observe that ordering restrictions are not found in de-modification, but they are 

in de-less modification. They further suggest that adjectival ordering restrictions are 

restricted to direct modification-like constructions cross-linguistically.  

Following previous work by other authors (e.g., Martin 1969, Danks and 

Glucksberg 1971), S&S argue that adjectival ordering has a basis in cognitive 

processing: the more comparison necessary, the further to the left the corresponding 

adjective is placed. For example, they argue that absolute terms such as red involve 

less computation than relative terms such as large because the latter require 

comparisons with other items while the former do not. Hence, in ordering, the size 

term large would appear to the left of the color term red. From a different point of 

view, the more ‘apparent’ (or absolute) the Adj’s are, the closer they will be to the 

nouns. 
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Furthermore, in order to account for the fact that adjectives of provenance are 

placed fairly far to the right in English, even to the right of color terms (e.g., large red 

Chinese vase, *Chinese large red vase), S&S claim that adjectives of provenance 

serve as indicators of taxonomy since ordering involving color terms and adjectives 

of provenance cannot be derived from the comparison scale they advance. They 

suggest that large vases, round vases, red vases and so forth would not typically be 

understood as indicators of taxonomy though they might be able to under appropriate 

conditions.  

S&S suggest that, in general, adjectives which are more ‘apparent’ (less 

comparison required) such as shape, color, and the more taxonomic adjectives (e.g., 

adjectives of provenance) are predicative, whereas adjectives like size and quality, 

which are less ‘apparent,’ tend to be non-predicative. Having this dichotomy in mind, 

S&S claim that the number limitation, at most two de-less modifiers, in the dialect 

they study is because the dialect employs an “avoidance strategy,” which has been 

grammaticalized, to avoid having two ‘predicative’ or two ‘non-predicative’ Adj’s in 

de-less modification. Recall the ordering hierarchy: 

(32) Quality > Size > Shape > Color > Provenance 

   Group A                Group B             

If we draw a line between Size and Shape and assume that the “avoidance strategy” is 

at work, it is clear that any three Adj’s will have two Adj’s from the same group. That 

is how S&S account for the limitation of having at-most-two de-less modifiers. 

Finally, S&S conclude the paper with two remaining questions: Why should 

more apparent Adj’s be ordered closer to the head than less apparent Adj’s? Why 

should the presence of ordering be sensitive to the kind of modification involved? 
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3.2 Sproat and Shih (1991): The Cross-Linguistic Distribution of Adjective  

       Ordering Restrictions 

In this paper, S&S maintain their claim that adjectival modification cross-

linguistically breaks down into two types, direct vs. indirect modification, and offer 

an account for the different behaviors observed in these two kinds of modification. 

They argue that the differences lie in the manner of θ -role assignment. They argue 

that in direct modification the adjective assigns its θ -role(s) directly to its sister as 

shown in (33) (S&S 1991, p. 568, ex. (7a)): 

(33)                     N z 

 

                A                       N y 

                     θ -role(s) 

                                 A                 N x 

                                       θ -role(s)       

On the other hand, in indirect modification, θ -role(s) are associated with that of its 

modifiee indirectly by co-indexation. They preserve their (1987) proposal that the de-

modification in Mandarin is a relative clause and further argue that Adj’s behave like 

intransitive verbs. With the θ -role(s) assignment idea they have in mind, S&S argue 

that Adj’s assign their θ -roles to phonologically empty variables within modifier 

clauses. These variables are bound by operators which are co-indexed with the heads 

of the entire noun phrases. For illustration, I repeat S&S’s diagram in (34) (S&S 1991, 

p. 567, ex. (6)): 
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(34)                                       N y 

 

                                    CP                Nj
x 

                        

                            IP               Oj 

  

       ej                A  

          θ -role(s) 

In order to account for the fact that direct modifiers cannot modify DP’s, S&S 

argue that direct modification must occur within the scope of specifier items such as 

the or John’s because specifiers discharge the θ -role of a noun and make the noun 

unavailable for further θ -role assignment. S&S mention that they follow Zhu (1956)’s 

proposal that direct modifiers only modify word-level projections of N, whereas 

modifiers with de modify higher projections.  

As for the ordering restrictions, S&S argue that the semantic property of 

absoluteness of Adj’s gives a clear first cut at predicting the restrictions. Again, they 

end the paper with the same questions: Why should more apparent Adj’s be ordered 

closer to the head than less apparent Adj’s? Why should the presence of ordering be 

sensitive to the kind of modification involved?  

3.3 Paul (2003): Adjectival Modification in Mandarin Chinese and Related  

       Issues 

In this paper, Paul argues against the idea that de-modification is to be 

analyzed as a relative clause (e.g., Sproat and Shih 1987, 1991, Duanmu 1998, 

Simpson 2001). In addition, she argues for the idea that de-less modification should 

be treated as phrasal elements. She presents a number of examples to show that 

S&S’s claim, which is based on qian ‘former’, is not well-grounded. Paul 

demonstrates that there are many Adj’s that cannot occur in the predicate position by 

themselves. When they appear in the predicate position, they need to co-occur with 

the copular shi and a particle de. Further, they can function as de modifiers (Paul 
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2003, p. 4, ex. (4a, b) with a slight modification of the gloss).12 

(35) a. zhe   ge   panzi   *(shi)  fang   *(de) 

   this   CL   plate       be   square   DE 

   ‘This plate is square.’ 

b.   ta      mai-le   [DP  yi    ge   fang     de      panzi] 

    s/he  buy-PERF    one  CL  square DEMod   plate 

    ‘He bought a square plate.’ 

                                                 
12 This special construction shi…de in Mandarin contains a marker de, which is a homophone of the 
nominal modifier marker and the possessive marker. This morpheme de creates a lot of confusion. For 
example, the example in (35a) could be parsed in a different way as follows: 
 
 (i)  zhe   ge   panzi   shi [ fang     de] 
      this   CL   plate   be   square   DE 
      ‘This plate is square.’ 
 
For supports of the claim that all predicative Adj’s are relative clauses, this parse will be favored and 
the bracketed string will be taken as an instance of RC’s. One might wonder why the bracketed string 
cannot be taken as a predicative Adj but a RC. The reason is that the presence of the copula and de are 
unexpected. Recall that when predicative adjectives appear in the predicate position as in (15b-f), there 
is no overt copular, and the de marker after Adj’s is not present. Hence, this bracketed string cannot be 
an adjective predicate. Then the other choice would be a RC. However, this approach does not seem to 
be on the right track, either.  
 
If [fang de] in (i) is a relative clause and de is the obligatory RC marker (cf. (1-4)), then fang would be 
the adjectival predicate. Then it is puzzling why (ii) is ungrammatical. Recall that when Adj’s are in the 
predicate position, hen ‘very’ is obligatory (cf. footnote 10).  
 
 (ii) *zhe   ge   panzi   shi [[ hen    fang]    de] 
         this   CL   plate   be    very  square   DE 
 
Furthermore, it has been noted in the literature that when RC’s appear in the object position, extracting 
elements out of RC’s, such as through topicalization - leads to ungrammaticality, as in (iii) (e.g., Shi 
1994, Simpson and Wu 2002).  
 
 (iii) *Li You,  wo  hai  mei  you    jian   guo  [NP [IP gan   sha   t i ]    de] 
          Li You,    I   still  not  have  meet  ASP           dare  kill        DEMod                         

         Intended: ‘I still haven’t met any man who dares to kill Li You.’                      (Shi 1994) 
 (iv) Wang Xiaojie,  wo   qunian     [shi  [jian   guo   t i ] de] 
         Wang  Miss       I    last year     be   meet  ASP       DE                                         

      ‘It is seeing Miss Wang that I did last year.’                                                           (Shi 1994) 
 
In contrast, topicalization out of a string occurring within the shi…de construction appears to be 
possible as in (iv). The material between shi…de has the ‘focus’, ‘emphasis’ function. See Li and 
Thompson (1989), Shi (1994), and Simpson and Wu (2002) for detailed discussion.  
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(36) a. zhe   ge   panzi   *(shi)    lu   *(de) 

   this   CL   plate       be   green   DE 

   ‘This plate is green.’ 

b.   ta      mai-le   [DP  yi    ge     lu      de       panzi] 

    s/he  buy-PERF    one  CL  green  DEMod    plate 

    ‘He bought a green plate.’ 

Paul further shows that non-predicate Adj’s are not limited to de- or de-less 

modification. There are a large number of Adj’s that cannot occur in the predicate 

position by themselves but can appear as de- or de-less modifiers. This clearly 

falsifies S&S’s claim that if an Adj cannot occur in the predicate position, then it 

cannot be a de modifier.  

Paul points out that the example, (30) repeated here as (37), that S&S use to 

support their claim is not adequate.  

(37) *qian    de    zongtong 

former  DE   president 

S&S argues that qian ‘former’ cannot occur in the predicate position; therefore, it 

cannot function as a de modifier. Paul shows that (37) is unacceptable simply because 

qian ‘former’ is a bound morpheme, comparing to its bi-syllabic counterpart yiqian 

‘former,’ as shown in (38) (Paul 2003, p. 5, footnote 7, ex. (i)).13 

(38) Beijing     daxue     yiqian    de    xiaozhang 

Beijing  university  former  DE   chancellor 

 ‘the former chancellor of Beijing University’ 

Paul also argues against the idea that de-less modification is not phrasal. She 

suggests that both de- and de-less modification structures are phrasal. Her argument is 

based on some comparative sentences involving both kinds of modification, which I 

                                                 
13 Note that yiqian ‘former’ cannot function as a predicative Adj as in (i): 
 
 (i)*Beiging   daxue     xiaozhang    hen  yiqian 
       Beijin   university  chancellor  very  former 
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provide further discussion of in §4. As for the function of the marker de, she suggests 

that it is a functional head which divides a nominal phrase into two domains. Adj’s 

that appear below de are interpreted as a defining property/characteristic, i.e. the case 

of de-less modification, whereas Adj’s above de are interpreted as a temporary 

property, i.e. the case of de-modification. However, Paul does admit that not every 

property can be presented as a defining characteristic through de-less modification. 

She points out that the semantic properties of the head nouns also play a role.  

Paul agrees with Bolinger’s (1967) comment that the acceptability of a 

modifier in the pre-nominal position is subject to poorly understood restrictions. The 

following examples are from Bolinger (1967). 

(39) a. your absent friend 

b. *your present friend 

(40) a. deposited money 

b. *withdrawn money 

(41) a. the then president 

b. *the now president 

Paul points out that this state of affairs is also found in Mandarin.  

3.4 Questions and Proposal 

After reviewing these three studies of Mandarin adjectival modification, we 

see that there is no consensus on the syntactic status of de-less modification. S&S and 

some other researchers argue for a word status for de-less modification, whereas Paul 

suggests a phrasal status. The other syntactic issue that concerns these authors is 

whether de-modifiers are derived from relative clauses. On the semantic side, there 

are still no predictable ways of computing the meaning of a nominal phrase involving 

de-less modification, though there has been some discussion regarding the semantic 

differences between de- and de-less modification in the literature.  

In addition to these unsettled questions in the literature, there remain two 

questions that S&S raise: Why should more apparent Adj’s be ordered closer to the 

head noun than less apparent Adj’s? Why should the presence of ordering be sensitive 
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to the kind of modification involved? In other words, why is de-less modification 

subject to ordering restrictions but not de-modification?  

Probing into these questions helps us to better understand the nature of de-

modification and de-less modification. This sheds light on other related questions, 

such as why de-modification cannot intervene between a de-less Adj and the head 

noun.  

The proposal I advance in this chapter concerns the nature of the N head in 

Mandarin that I proposed in Chapter 2 and the distinction between the nature of 

words and that of phrases. As suggested in Chapter 2, nouns realized at the N head are 

concept-denoting nouns in the sense of Krifka (1995). Recall that concepts can have 

kinds as a subset and that both concepts and kinds refer to abstract entities related to 

real objects. I argue that although concepts could be construed from scratch and do 

not need to be well established in ontology, creating a new concept or sub-concept 

still requires common ground among speakers and listeners and involves individuals’ 

conventional views. I further argue that the combination of the de-less element(s) and 

the noun creates a new concept or a sub-concept term. The more de-less elements 

involved, the more complex the concept will be, and the more intricate the common 

grounds needed.  

Furthermore, I suggest that the reason that restrictions on the ordering of 

multiple adjectival modifiers are applied in de-less modification but not in de-

modification is because the combination of de-less Adj(s) and the head noun forms a 

morphosyntactic word (MWd) under the N head in the sense of Embick and Noyer 

(2001), and intra-word constructions usually do not have as much flexibility as 

phrasal elements such as AdjP’s. That is why de-less Adj’s are subject to strict 

(unpredictable) ordering constraints but de-modification is not. I argue that Adj’s 

followed by de are phrasal and that de-modification involves a phrasal adjunction 

structure. That is why de-modification has freer syntax than de-less modification does. 

Based on the different nature of word and phrasal categories, we expect that a phrasal 

element cannot appear in the morphosyntactic word domain. That is why Adj’s with 
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de are not allowed to appear between two de-less Adj’s or between a de-less Adj and a 

noun that form a subword relationship.  

With a better understanding of the syntactic differences between de- and de-

less-modification, the puzzling phenomena observed in these two modification 

constructions falls out naturally. In the following section, I provide more data and 

discussion which I hope makes the current syntactic status of de- and de-less 

modifiers clearer.  

4. Analysis 

In this section, I first provide data to show that the ordering restrictions found 

in the de-less construction are much more complex than what has been reported. I 

then discuss a number of tests for the notion of wordhood and argue that de-less 

elements and nouns should be analyzed as word formation, not as the standard 

adjectival modifiers and modifiee relationship. In addition, I examine the syntactic 

constructions of de-modification and de-less formation.  

4.1 Revisit the Ordering Restrictions in de-less Modification 

In this sub-section, I provide examples to show that there are ordering 

restrictions in de-less modification; however, these restrictions are much more 

intricate than what Sproat and Shih (1987, 1991) have reported.  

S&S demonstrate that, like the English adjectival system, de-less modification 

in Mandarin is also subject to the adjectival hierarchy. I repeat the hierarchy they 

assume here as (42) (cf. their examples in (22-23)). 

(42) Quality > Size > Shape > Color > Provenance 

Closer investigation shows that ordering restrictions in de-less modification are far 

more complex than what this hierarchy predicts. First, according to (42), adjectives of 

provenance are placed to the right of Color Adj’s in English. The examples in (43a-c) 

are from S&S (1987, p.469, ex. (12)).  

(43) a. *Chinese large red vase 

b. ??large Chinese red vase 

c. large red Chinese vase 
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d. (i)  � Size > Color > Provenance  

    (ii) ?? Size > Provenance > Color  

    (iii) * Provenance > Size > Color 

(43a) is ungrammatical, and it can be accounted for by the word order between the 

adjective of provenance, Chinese, and the other Adj’s in the phrase. S&S assign two 

question marks to the example in (43b) because the Provenance Adj appears before 

the Color Adj. The nominal phrase in (43c) is the preferred one because the order of 

the Adj’s conforms to the ordering in (42).  

The ordering hierarchy predicts the grammaticality and ungrammaticality of 

the examples in (43) but not the following Mandarin examples. 

(44) a. meiguo     qing   pingguo  

  American   green     apple 

   ‘American green apple(s)’ 

b. *qing      meiguo     pingguo  

     green   American      apple 

c. � Provenance > Color 

    * Color > Provenance 

(45) a. wo  juede [meiguo    da    dushi]   li   de    jiaotong    bu      tai     hao 

     I      feel  America   big     city     in   DE    traffic    NEG  very  good 

   ‘In my opinion, traffic in the big cities in America is not very good.’ 

b. * wo  juede [da    meiguo    dushi]   li   de   jiaotong    bu      tai     hao 

        I      feel   big   America    city     in   DE    traffic    NEG  very  good 

c. � Provenance > Size 

    * Size > Provenance 

The examples in (44 and 45) show that the orderings between the provenance 

adjective and the Color Adj in (44) and the provenance adjective and the Size Adj in 

(45) do not obey the adjectival hierarchy in (42). 

Further, S&S show that in English when Adj’s of Size, Shape, and Color co-

occur in a nominal phrase, they follow the adjectival hierarchy, as demonstrated in the 
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example in (46) (S&S 1987, p. 469, ex. (9)):    

(46) a. large round red apple 

b. *round large red apple     

c. *large red round apple       

d. � Size > Shape > Color 

    * Shape > Size > Color 

    * Size > Color > Shape 

There are a number of Mandarin examples that involve Color and Size Adj’s and 

display ordering restrictions. However, the ordering is not what (42) predicts, as 

shown in the following examples: 

(47) a.    baise       chang/duan    ku 

  white-color    long/short    pant 

   ‘lit: white long/short pant(s)’ 

   ‘white pants/shorts’ 

b. *chang/duan     baise          ku 

       long/short   white-color   pant 

c. � Color > Size 

    *  Size > Color     

(48) a.  yi    ge   [baise   da   kaoxiang] 

    one  CL   white   big     oven 

    ‘a big white oven’  

(from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese 2005) 

b. *yi    ge   [da   baise   kaoxiang] 

     one  CL   big   white     oven 

c. � Color > Size 

    *  Size > Color     

In both (47 and 48), the acceptable ordering is to have the Color Adj’s precede the 

Size Adj’s as demonstrated in (47a and 48a), which is unexpected according to the 

hierarchy in (42). I have illustrated that the hierarchy in (42) does not sufficiently 
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account for the Mandarin data provided here. I am not arguing that the hierarchy in 

(42) is wrong.  

In addition to the examples provided above, there are other examples that 

present a different kind of unpredictability. The examples in (49 and 50) are about 

wan ‘bowl.’ Comparing (49a) to (49b), it seems that these two de-less modifiers, xiao 

‘small’ and ci ‘porcelain’, follow the ordering of Size > Material.14  

(49) a.  yi     ge   [xiao        ci           wan] 

    one  CL   small  porcelain    bowl 

    ‘a small porcelain bowl’  

b. *yi    ge         [ci          xiao       wan] 

     one  CL   porcelain    small     bowl 

c. � Size > Material  

    * Material > Size     

However, when the Adj ci ‘porcelain’ is replaced with boli ‘glass,’ the Size > Material 

ordering is not acceptable anymore, as shown in (50a).  

(50) a. *yi     ge   [xiao     boli      wan] 

    one   CL   small     glass    bowl 

b.   yi    ge   [boli     xiao      wan] 

     one  CL   glass    small    bowl 

     ‘a small glass bowl’ 

c. � Size > Material  

    * Material > Size     

(50a) is exactly like (49a) except for the types of materials involved. One is porcelain; 

the other is glass. Unexpectedly, (50a) is unacceptable, while (49a) is.  

What I have shown in this sub-section are as follows: (i) There are ordering 
                                                 
14 S&S (1987) mentioned that it is less clear where Material Adj’s fit in though in English it seems that 
they tend to be ordered after Color Adj’s, as in (i). 
 
 (i) a. vermilion wooden block 
      b. ? wooden vermilion block 
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restrictions in de-less modification based on the choice of Adj’s and nouns. (ii) 

Contrary to S&S’s observation, the restrictions do not entirely follow from the well-

known adjectival hierarchy in (42). That is, the Mandarin hierarchy is different from 

the English one. I do not intent to offer an account for these idiosyncratic phenomena 

but only hope to present a more complete picture of the ordering restriction 

phenomenon for future research. 

In addition to the ordering restrictions in de-less modification, another 

syntactic issue that concerns researchers is whether de-less modifiers are phrasal or 

AdjP. If neither, what kind of syntactic category are de-less elements? In the 

following sub-sections, I focus on these questions and argue that de-less elements and 

the noun should be analyzed as a word. I further show that the term de-less 

“modification” is not adequate and does not capture the nature of the construction.  I 

begin the discussion with what I take to be a “word.” 

4.2 Tests for Words 

In Mandarin, each individual character is one syllable in length, and in writing, 

characters are separated by space like the word space in English writing. This space 

between characters gives rise to a couple of crucial questions: What is a “word”? 

Does a character equal a word in Mandarin? These questions have prompted a great 

deal of discussion in the literature (e.g., Chao 1968, Lu 1981, Huang 1984, Sproat and 

Shih 1987, 1991, Duanmu 1998, and many others). Several criteria have been 

proposed to test whether a number of characters form a word or a phrase. Below I list 

some of the tests that I adopt in this study. We will see clearly, from the examples, 

that the combination of de-less elements and the noun is indeed a word, and that of 

[[Adj de] N] is not. 

4.2.1 The lexical Integrity Hypothesis (LIH)  

This hypothesis is proposed by Huang (1984) and states that no phrase-level 

rule may affect a proper subpart of a word. Relevant phrasal tests for adjectival and 

nominal constructions include the conjunction test, the movement test, and the 

adverbial test. These tests are discussed below and applied to cases of de- and de-less 
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modifiers.  

4.2.2 Conjunction Reduction Test  

Proposed by Huang (1984), the Conjunction Reduction test can be applied to 

phrases but not to words. In (51a), we have two strings that have the [[Adj de] N] 

structure, and in (51b), the first noun shu ‘book’ can be deleted or not pronounced. 

(51) Duanmu (1998, p. 137, ex. (2)) 

a.  [jiu    de       shu]    gen  [xin    de      shu] 

     old  DEMod  book    and  new  DEMod  book 

    ‘old book(s) and new book(s)’ 

b. [[jiu      de]    gen   [xin   de]]     shu                          (�Conjunction Reduction) 

      old  DEMod  and   new DEMod   book 

    ‘old and new books’ 

On the other hand, the morpheme che ‘car’ in (52a), huo-che ‘train’ and qi-che 

‘automobile,’ cannot be omitted, as shown in (52b). A similar phenomenon is 

observed in the examples in (53).   

(52) Huang’s (1984, p.61) 

a. [huo-che]   gen   [qi-che] 

     fire-car     and    gas-car 

    ‘train(s) and automobile(s)’ 

b. *[huo  gen   qi]   che                                                  (* Conjunction Reduction) 

       fire   and  gas   car 

(53) Huang’s (1984, p.61) 

a. [New York] and [New Orleans] 

b. *New [York and Orleans]                                          (* Conjunction Reduction) 

In (54a), I provide a case in which the meaning of [small/big student] seems to be 

compositional.15  Still, the word xuesheng ‘student’ in (54a) cannot undergo 

                                                 
15 Here I do not imply that there is a semantic compositional derivation inside the internal word 
structure. I take the term ‘compositional’ here as the meanings of words that are transparent from the 
gloss.  
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Conjunction Reduction, as in (54b). 

(54) a. [hao    xuesheng]   gen  [huai    xuesheng] 

    small     student     and    bad     student 

    ‘good student(s) and bad student(s)’ 

b. *[hao    gen   huai]   xuesheng 

      good   and    bad       student                                   (* Conjunction Reduction) 

What the examples in (51-54) demonstrate is that the combination of de-less 

elements and the nouns does not permit Conjunction Reduction (cf. 52-54), whereas 

that of de-modifiers and the nouns can (cf. 51). 

4.2.3 Adverbial/Degree Modification Test  

Fan (1958) notes that [Adj de N] can take modifiers such as hen ‘very’ and 

geng ‘more’, but de-less cannot. The following examples are from Duanmu (1998, p. 

150). As shown in (55a), xin ‘new’ is followed by the morpheme de, and various 

adjectival modifiers can precede the adjective xin ‘new,’ as in (55b-d). This indicates 

that there is an adjective phrase which is modified.   

(55) de-modification 

a. [xin    de]     shu 

    new DEMod  book 

    ‘new book(s)’ 

b. [hen  [xin    de]]     shu 

     very  new DEMod  book 

    ‘very new book(s)’ 

c. [geng  [xin    de]]     shu 

     more  new DEMod  book 

    ‘newer book(s)’ 

d. [zheme  [xin    de]]     shu 

         so      new DEMod   book 

    ‘such new book(s)’ 

In contrast, when there is no de after xin ‘new,’ modification of de-less elements is not 
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possible, as shown in (56b-d).  

(56) de-less modification 

a. [xin]     shu 

    new    book 

    ‘new book(s)’ 

b. *[hen  [xin]]  shu 

       very  new    book     

c. *[geng  [xin]]  shu 

        more  new   book 

d. *[zheme  [xin]]  shu 

           so      new    book 

The contrast between (55-56) suggests that [Adj de] is phrasal, but de-less is not. 

4.2.4 XP Substitution Test 

Fan (1958) observes that the noun after de-modification can be substituted for 

by a unit containing a demonstrative such as [Dem Numeral CL N], as in (57c).16 The 

following examples are from Duanmu (1998), with a slight modification of the gloss 

and translation.  

(57) de-modification 

a. [xin    de]     [shu] 

    new DEMod  book 

    ‘new book(s)’  

                                                 
16 Fan (1958) also suggests that the noun after de-modification can be replaced by a unit consisting of a 
numeral and a classifier like [Numeral CL N] as in (i): 
 
 (i) [xin      de]   [san    ben  shu] 
           new DEMod  three  CL  book 
                    ‘lit. new three books’ (Duanmu 1998) 
 
However, this example is not grammatical to my informants and myself. In the dialect I study, AdjP’s 
are not allowed to precede DP’s headed by numerals. Even the example in (i) is ungrammatical, it does 
not affect what Fan is arguing. Fan’s point is to show that nouns after de-modifiers are phrasal, and his 
argument is well supported by the grammatical example in (57b). 
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b. [xin    de]    [na   ben  shu] 

     new DEMod  that  CL  book 

    ‘lit. new that book’ 

On the contrary, the noun after de-less elements cannot be replaced by any phrasal 

element, as indicated by the ungrammatical examples in (58b, c). Duanmu calls this 

process XP substitution.  

(58) de-less modification 

a. [xin]   shu 

    new   book 

    ‘new book(s)’ 

b. *[xin]   [san    ben  shu] 

       new    three  CL  book 

c. *[xin]  [na   ben  shu] 

      new    that  CL  book 

The examples in (57-58) clearly show that the noun after de-less xin ‘new’ is not 

phrasal, while the one after de-modification is.  

4.2.5 Productivity Test 

This test is based on the idea that lexical processes may be not fully 

productive, while syntactic processes should be fully productive. Duanmu (1998) 

suggests that if a phrasal rule like NP � [A N] exists in a language, then in that 

language most [A N] combinations should be possible.17 On the other hand, if most 

[A N] combinations are not possible, then [A N] is possibly not a phrase. He points 

out that [A N] is not productive in Mandarin. The following examples are cited in 

Duanmu (1998, p.154), and they all have the [A N] pattern.  

(59) a. hua-ji  dian-ying 

    funny     movie 

   ‘funny movie(s)’ 

                                                 
17 Duanmu simplifies the rule for ease of discussion. The rule he has in mind is NP� [AP N] in the X-
bar theory (1998, footnote 7).  
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b.    gui          dong-xi 

  expensive  article/thing 

    ‘expensive article(s)/thing(s)’ 

c. duan    xiu-zi 

    short   sleeve 

    ‘short sleeve(s)’ 

d.  bai       zhi 

   white   paper 

    ‘white paper’ 

Zhu (1980) provides the following examples in (60) to further demonstrate that [A N] 

in Mandarin is not fully productive and many gaps remain. Those examples have the 

exactly parallel structure, [A N], and the same de-less elements as those in (59); 

however, the examples in (60) are not well-formed. 

(60) a. *hua-ji     ren 

    funny     person 

   ‘funny person(s)’ 

b.   *gui          shou-juar 

  expensive  handkerchief 

    ‘expensive handkerchief(s)’ 

c. *duan    cheng-mo 

      short     silence 

    ‘short silence’ 

d.  *bai     shuo 

     white   hand 

     ‘white hand’ 

Furthermore, Duanmu shows that all the ungrammatical examples in (60) become 

good if de is inserted between the Adj’s and the nouns: 
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(61) a. hua-ji     de           ren 

    funny   DEMod   person 

   ‘funny person(s)’ 

b.     gui        de        shou-juar 

  expensive  DEMod  handkerchief 

    ‘expensive handkerchief(s)’ 

c. duan      de    cheng-mo 

    short  DEMod   silence 

    ‘short silence’ 

d.  bai       de      shuo 

   white  DEMod  hand 

     ‘white hand’ 

Duanmu mentions that some adjectives in Mandarin (e.g., da ‘big’, xiao 

‘small’, xin ‘new’, jiu ‘old’, bai ‘white’ and chang ‘long’) are quite productive in the 

[X N] structure because they can combine with a number of different nouns. I provide 

the following examples for demonstration.  

(62) a. [xiao]       hua /  xiong / xuesheng / dao / shou 

     small    flower/ bear /     student / knife / hand 

    ‘small flower(s)/ bear(s)/ student(s)/ knife(s)/ hand(s) 

b.  [xin]   shu  / che /   shi /    ban  /   yifu 

     new  book / car / style / version/ clothes 

    ‘new book(s)/ car(s)/ style(s)/ version(s)/ clothes   

c.  [bai]    haibao /  bu  /  yu / mifan /  zhi 

    white    seal  / cloth / jade/  rice /  paper 

    ‘white seal(s)/ cloth/ jade(s)/ rice/ paper’ 

Even though the examples in (62) seem to suggest that [X N] is a productive process, 

X’s that can combine with many different nouns are in fact limited.  

Based on the tests and the examples demonstrated in §4.2, it is clear that  

de-less elements are not phrasal, but Adj’s with the de marker are. The question arises 
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as to what kind of syntactic category the so-called de-less elements are. In the 

following sub-section, I discuss the formal definition of “word” that I adopt in this 

study and argue that these de-less elements are syntactically subwords.  

4.3 Definition of a Word 

In this study, I follow the theory of Distributed Morphology (DM), the line of 

research advanced by Halle and Marantz (1993) and Embick and Noyer (2001, to 

appear) in which ‘words’ are composed by rules of syntax. I state below Embick and 

Noyer’s definition of morphosyntactic word and subword (2001, p. 574): 

(63) morphosyntactic word (MWd) 

At the input to Morphology, a node X0 is (by definition) a morphosyntactic word 

(MWd) iff X 0 is the highest segment of an X0 not contained in another X0.  

(64) subword (SWd) 

A node X0 is a subword (SWd) if X0 is a terminal node and not an MWd. 

Embick and Noyer (2001) provide the following diagram for illustration: 

(65)                                    XP 

 

                                   X           WP 

 

                         Y                X 

 

                 Z                Y      η  

                                            θ  

                 α                 γ  

                 β                 δ  

 

The MWd X in (65) contains Z, Y, and X. The Y that consists of Z and Y is not an 

MWd according to the definition provided in (63) because Y is dominated by X, 

which is a MWd. In (65), Z, the lower segment of Y, and the lower segment of X are 

all terminal nodes and not MWd. Therefore, they are all SWd’s.  
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Take a Mandarin example for illustration. The structure in (67) represents the 

internal structure of the MWd [ci wan] in (66). As shown in (67), SWd’s ci 

‘porcelain’ and wan ‘bowl’ form an MWd, i.e. N2. 

(66)    [[ci]        wan] 

 porcelain   bowl 

‘porcelain bowl(s)’ 

(67)                       NP 

 

                                N2             

 

                      X               N1  

                      ci               wan 

               ‘porcelain’      ‘bowl’           

Note that I did not label the node where ci ‘porcelain’ is realized in (67) as Adj. In this 

study, I only label the noun node under the N head and consider all other subwords as 

morphemes that do not carry any syntactic categories. From now on, I change the 

notation of de-less modification, [A N], that I have been using in the previous sections 

to [X N] in order to be neutral about the syntactic status of X. When there are two 

subwords and the noun node, I notate it as [Y X N]. Take the following Mandarin 

example for further illustration: 
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(68) a. [zong       kai    guan] 

     central   open   close 

    ‘central switch(es)/control(s)’ 

b.                   NP 

 

                                N2             

 

                      X                  N1  

                    zong                

                 ‘cnetral’    Y               Z 

                                kai             guan  

                             ‘open’          ‘close’     

As shown in (68b), I did not label kai ‘open’ and guan ‘close’ as verbs, the syntactic 

category that kai and guan usually have. Instead, I labelled them as Y and Z just to 

indicate that they are different morphemes. It is when Y and Z combine together, the 

string, [Y Z], can be used as a name to refer to a kind of objects, switches. When zong 

‘main, central’ combines with kai ‘open’ and guan ‘close,’ the new string is used as a 

name to refer to a more specific kind of switches, namely central switches. Without 

zong ‘central’ in (68b), N1 would be a MWd. With zong ‘central’, only N2 is a MWd; 

N1 is not.   

Recall that S&S (1987, 1991) also argue that [X N] forms a word (cf. §3.1-

3.2). They argue in their (1991) work that there is a θ -relationship between X and N. 

X, being an Adj, assigns a θ -role to the noun. It is not clear to me what kind of θ -role 

the Adj, being a sub-part of a word, assigns to the noun. It is also not apparent to me 

what S&S are trying to achieve by assuming there is a θ -relationship between X and 

N. Later in the text, I show that the adjectival status of X in [X N] is questionable. 

Thus far, we have enough evidence to support the idea that the elements in a 

string like [Y X N], the so-called de-less modification, form a word, while [[Y de] [X 

de] NP] does not. The syntactic difference between [Y X N] and [[Y de] [X de] NP] 
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may be, in part, responsible for the ordering restriction since the internal construction 

of a word often does not have as much as freedom as the combination of phrasal 

elements. In §4.4, I argue that the unpredictability of ordering restrictions observed 

within subword formation is not only because of the lexical processes but also related 

to its semantic interpretation as a whole.   

4.4 Concept vs. Sub-concept Relationship 

As pointed out by Zhu (1980) and Duanmu (1998), the combination of [X N] 

in Mandarin is not fully productive and many gaps remain. I suggest that if we take 

into account where [X N] occurs in syntax, we might have a better understanding why 

the construction has such unpredictable ordering restrictions and is not fully 

productive like the de-modification system.  

Recall that in Chapter 2 I suggested that nouns realized at the N head are 

concept-denoting nouns and that kinds are subsets of concepts. I argue that adding 

any element to a concept-denoting noun will create a new or sub-concept term. To 

examine whether this proposal is on the right track, I use the example ci wan 

‘porcelain bowl(s)’ as a test. I apply two common diagnostics, suggested in Krifka, et 

al. (1995), to see whether ci wan ‘porcelain bowl(s)’ can function as a concept/kind-

referring noun.  

First, I place [ci wan] in the subject position of a predicate that favors a kind-

referring interpretation, as in (69).  

(69)     [ci           wan]   shi   zhongguoren   faming   de 

  porcelain   bowl   BE     Chinese        invent    De 

 ‘Porcelain bowls were invented by Chinese.’  

[ci wan] in (69) does give us a kind-referring interpretation. Now compare [ci wan] in 

(69) to lu wan ‘green bowl’ in (70). The example in (70) sounds very odd. 

(70) ???[lu         wan]   shi   zhongguoren   faming   de 

      green    bowl   BE     Chinese        invent     De 

      ‘Green bowls were invented by Chinese.’  

The example in (70) is odd because lu wan ‘green bowl’ is not a term that speakers 
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and listeners are conventionally familiar with. Hence, using the term as a sub-concept 

creates oddness. Now let’s put ci wan ‘porcelain bowl’ and lu wan ‘green bowl’ in a 

sentence like (71). Again, the noun ci wan ‘porcelain bowl’ gives us a concept/kind-

referring reading, but not lu wan ‘green bowl.’  

(71) a. [ci           wan]  (tongchang)   hen   bao 

 porcelain   bowl      usually       very  thin  

 ‘Porcelain bowls are (usually) very thin.’ 

b. ???[lu       wan]  (tongchang)   hen   bao 

         green   bowl  very  thin  

         ‘Green bowls are (usually) very thin.’ 

A similar example is found in English. The example is from Carlson (1977, cited in 

Krifka, et al. (1995, p. 11, ex. (24)), who attributes it to Barbara Partee: 

(72) a. The Coke bottle has a narrow neck. 

b. ?? The green bottle has a narrow neck.  

The reason that (72a) is natural, while (72b) is odd, is because the shape of the Coke 

bottle is well-established in speakers’ and listener’s conventional views, whereas the 

shape of green bottles is not. And, that is exactly what we observed in the examples in 

(70-71). I argue that the more intricate the concept-terms are, the more complex the 

common grounds must be among speakers and listeners.  

I argue that [NP N1] and [NP X N2] form a superset- and subset relationship if 

N1 and N2 are the same. Now let me explicitly present this idea in (73).  

(73) a. If [NP N1] is a concept-referring noun, and  

b. [NP X N2] is a possible concept-referring term in the speakers’ and listeners’  

     conventional use, and  

c. N1 and N2 are the same, 

d. then [NP X N2] is a sub-concept/sub-kind of [NP N1]. 
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I take the examples in (74) for illustration: 

(74) a. [wan]                                             a’ [NP N1] 

     bowl 

    ‘bowl(s)’ 

b.  [ci            wan]                             b’ [NP X N2] 

    porcelain   bowl 

   ‘porcelain bowl(s)’ 

c. [xiao       ci            wan]                 c’ [NP Y X N3] 

    small   porcelain   bowl 

   ‘small porcelain bowl(s)’ 

I have demonstrated in (69 and 71a) that ci wan ‘porcelain bowl(s)’ in (74b) is a 

possible concept-referring term. In (75-76), I show that the nominal phrase xiao ci 

wan ‘small porcelain bowl’ in (74c) is also a possible concept-referring term.   

(75) [[xiao]       [ci]        wan]   hen   changjian 

  small   porcelain   bowl   BE    common 

 ‘Small porcelain bowls are very common.’  

(76) [[xiao]       [ci]        wan]  (tongchang)    hen   bao 

 small   porcelain   bowl        usually      very  thin  

‘Small porcelain bowls are (usually) very thin.’ 

One way of demonstrating that [NP X N2] is a sub-concept of [NP N1] and [NP Y X N3] 

is a sub-concept of [NP X N2] is to show that these nouns form a superset and subset 

relationship. In other words, the relationship is downward monotonic. Consider the 

following examples. 
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(77) a. Lisi  mei    you   [wan] 

    Lisi  not    have   bowl 

    ‘Lisi does not have a bowl’ 

 

b. Lisi  mei    you   [   [ci]        wan] 

    Lisi  not    have   porcelain  bowl 

    ‘Lisi does not have a porcelain bowl’ 

 

c. Lisi  mei    you   [[xiao]      [ci]        wan] 

    Lisi  not    have    small   porcelain  bowl 

    ‘Lisi does not have a small porcelain bowl’ 

The sentence in (77a) entails (77b), which entails (77c), but not the other way around. 

The generalization that we can draw from the examples here is as follows: 

(78) If N1 = N2 = N3, then [NP N1] ⊇ [NP X N2] ⊇ [NP Y X N3] 

I think we are in a better position to make sense of why ordering restrictions 

only affect “de-less modification” (S&S 1987, 1991). First,  when we examine the 

ordering of [X N], we are actually dealing with subword formation that usually does 

not have much as freedom as phrasal formation such as de-modification. Further, 

when a noun is realized at the N head; it is a concept-referring noun. Creating a sub-

concept term requires common ground among speakers and listeners. When the 

kind/concept terms get finer, it becomes more difficult to maintain common ground 

among speakers and listeners. That might be the reason why there is so much 

variation and idiosyncratic ordering restrictions found in the so called de-less 

modification structure.  

In §4.5, I show that the semantic interpretation of [X N] poses a series of 

challenge to compositional semantics.   
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4.5 de-less Modification: do de-less elements really have a modification function? 

In the previous sub-sections, I suggested that ci ‘porcelain’ in ci wan 

‘porcelain bowl(s)’ and zong ‘central, main’ in zong kai guan ‘central switch’ should 

not be labelled as Adj’s though they look like they function as adjectival modifiers. In 

this sub-section, I show that these Adj-like elements pose a number of challenges to 

semantic compositionality.  

Take the Adj old for illustration. The Adj old in English has two possible 

meanings. One is an intersective reading, and the other is a non-intersective reading, 

as shown in (79): 

(79) Gina is an old friend . 

Reading 1 (intersective): Gina is a friend, and Gina is old (aged). 

Reading 2 (non-intersective): Gina is a long-time friend. 

In the first reading, Gina is an aged friend, while in the second reading, we have no 

information to know whether Gina is old or young. With this case in (79) in mind, we 

can predict that the example in (80) behaves similarly to the one in (79), which is 

ambiguous.  

(80) Gina ran into an old classmate yesterday. 

Reading 1 (intersective): Gina ran into a classmate, and that classmate is aged. 

Reading 2 (non-intersective): Gina ran into a classmate from the past.  

In both (79) and (80), old is ambiguous and can be interpreted as aged (the 

intersective reading).  

Now consider the Mandarin counterpart of old friend: 

(81) wo    you  [san     ge   [lao  pengyou]]                                                       (cf. (79)) 

  I     have  three  CL    old    friend 

 Only reading: ‘I have three long-time friends.’  

Unlike old friend in English, lao pengyou ‘old friend(s)’ in Mandarin is not 

ambiguous in its reading. It has only one reading - I have three long-time friends. It is 

natural to add information about these friends’ ages since this information is missing 

in the term lao pengyou ‘old friend(s),’ as demonstrated in (82): 
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(82)  wo     de       zhe  ge  [lao  pengyou]     yijin    hen     lao   le 

   I    DEPoss   this  CL  old    friend      already  very   old  ASP 

 ‘This long-time friend of mine is already very old.’ 

Note that it is not the case that lao in Mandarin can only mean ‘long-time.’ Recall the 

example in Krifka (1995), lao xiong ‘old bear(s)’ can only mean aged bear(s). There 

are plenty of other examples involving lao ‘old’, but they are not ambiguous like 

those English examples. Here is one more example: 

(83) wo   zuotian       yudiao  [san     ge   [lao  tongxue]]                                 (cf. (80)) 

  I    yesterday   run into  three   CL  old  classmate 

 Only reading: ‘Yesterday I ran into three classmates from long time ago.’ 

In (83), lao tongxue ‘old classmate(s)’ does not mean ‘aged classmate(s)’ or ‘being 

classmates for a long time.’ It only means ‘classmates from long time ago.’ They 

might be my classmates for a year only in my elementary school, but we have not 

been classmates for a long time. Even though the sentences in (79) and (80) are 

ambiguous, one of the readings in both examples is ‘aged.’ However, this reading is 

missing from their Mandarin counterparts in (81) and (83). The ‘aged’ reading 

appears when we combine lao ‘old’ with xiansheng ‘Mr. or gentleman.’ lao xiansheng 

‘aged gentleman’ can only mean ‘aged male.’ It does not mean ‘gentleman from the 

past’18.  

Despite the unpredictability of the meaning of [X N] in terms of 

compositionality, another challenge in computing the meaning of [X N] is to 

distinguish whether the X in [X N] is a real “modifier” or not. For example: 

                                                 
18 If the interpretation of the [X N] combination can be handled in the standard compositional way, 
when lao ‘old’ combines with xiaojie ‘Miss/lady’, we might predict the meaning of lao xiaojie would 
be ‘aged woman/lady.’ The prediction is not borne out. This term does not mean ‘aged lady’; it is used 
as a derogatory term to refer to women who are not married after certain age. This kind of “mistake” is 
often made by students who learn Mandarin as their second language and were not warned by their 
teachers. When they try to follow a certain pattern they have learned such as the ‘aged gentleman’ case, 
they generalize the rule to lao xiaojie and expect to get the meaning ‘aged woman.’ They would soon 
find out that the term lao xiaojie is an embarrassment to both themselves and the addressee.  
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(84) a. duan    ku 

    short  pant 

    ‘shorts’ 

b. da      yi 

    big  clothes 

    ‘coat(s)’ 

c. hei      shuo 

   black   hand 

    ‘mechanic(s)’ 

(85) a. chang   shou 

     long      life 

    ‘long life’ 

b. xiao    wan 

   small  bowl 

   ‘small bowl(s)’ 

c. hei     zhenzhu 

   black     pearl 

   ‘black pearl(s)’ 

The examples in (84) involve similar Adj-like elements in (85), namely short/long, 

big/small, and black. It looks like these examples could be handled through a 

semantic compositional way. However, that is not the case in (84). duan ku in (84a) 

does not refer to pants that are short; it is a term used specifically for shorts. 

Furthermore, da yi in (84b) does not mean clothes that are big but refers to long coats. 

Finally, hei shuo is a term used for mechanics, not for black hands. These meanings 

cannot be computed in a compositional way.  

The question arises as to whether X in [X N] really has any modification 

function at all. All the X’s in (84) do not have modification functions. I suggest that 

all the X’s in [X N] in both (84-85) are there to create sub-concept terms; they do not 

“modify” the N. For example, ku in (84a) is a generic term for “an outer garment 
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covering the body from the waist to the knees/ankles with a separate part fitting over 

each leg”. When duan ‘short’ is added to ku, the term, duan-ku, refers to a more 

specific kind of outer garment covering the body from the waist to the knees with a 

separate part fitting over each leg. When chang ‘long’ combines with ku, another 

specific kind that usually covers until the ankles is created. When bai ‘white’ and 

chang ‘long’ combine with ku, another specific kind is created under chang ku ‘long 

pants.’ This time it refers to a sub-kind of long pants that are white. Hence, I argue 

that the term de-less modification is not adequate for the combination of [X N]. I 

suggest that the term morphosyntactic word formation (MWd-formation) can better 

describe the nature of this construction.  

What I show in this sub-section is that the meaning of [X N] can be very 

unpredictable. Even though we have seen cases that are compositional, the challenge 

is when one tries to compute the meaning of [X N] in a systematic way. In order to 

decide whether the sub-parts of a certain MWd can be computed compositionally, one 

has to first look at what the MWd means as a whole. Then one can decide whether 

composition can be applied or not. However, this is not the essence of semantic 

compositionality. 

After clarifying the nature of the [X N] structure, we are in a position to 

answer question about why there is an ordering restriction between MWd-formation 

(the so-called de-less modification) and de-modification. In the next sub-section, I 

examine this ordering restriction.   
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4.6 Ordering Restriction between MWd-formation and de-modification 

Recall that when de-modification and MWd-formation co-occur, the ordering 

between these two strings is fixed. The only possibility is to have de-modification 

preceding MWd-formation, as demonstrated in (86) (Sproat and Shih 1991, p. 571, ex. 

(15)): 

(86) a. [hei       de]    [xiao]    shu 

    black  DEMod   small   book 

   ‘small black book(s)’ 

b. *[xiao]   [hei     de]        shu 

       small  black  DEMod   book 

    ‘small black book(s)’ 

I argue that this ordering restriction follows from the syntactic categories of MWd-

formation and de-modification. We have seen evidence that the so-called de-less 

modification and the noun form an MWd and that de-modification is phrasal. Hence, 

it is legitimate to assume that only SWd’s, not phrasal elements, can be part of the 

internal structure of an MWd. That is to say that (87) is a well-formed structure, but 

(88) is not.  

(87)                              nP 

 

              ModP               nP 

              

                                     n                NP 

                                                 

                                                        N3   

                       

                                              Y                N2 

                               

                                                      X                   N1           (ModP = Modifier Phrase)      
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(88) *                                    nP 

              

                                     n                NP 

                                                 

                                                        N3   

                       

                                              Y                N2 

                               

                                                 ModP                N1 

       

 

In (87), a modifier phrase (ModP) adjoins to nP, while in (88), a modifier phrase 

intervenes between SWd’s. Hence, (88) is not a well-formed structure. 

As mentioned in §1, Adj’s can appear in pre-N and pre-D positions (cf. (1-2)). 

However, this possibility is only allowed for de-modification but not for MWd-

formation, as shown by the grammatical contrast shown in (89-90).  

(89)  Pre-N Modification 

a. [DP  na     yi   ben   [xin       de]      shu] 

          that  one   CL   new   DEMod   book 

     ‘that new book’ (de-modification) 

b. [DP  na    san    ben   [xin]   shu] 

          that  three   CL   new    book 

     ‘that new book’ (MWd-formation) 
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(90) Pre-D Modification 

a. [ xin     de]     [DP  na     yi   ben   shu] 

     new   DEMod      that   one   CL  book 

     ‘(lit.) new that book’ (de-modification) 

b. *[xin]   [DP  na    san    ben   shu] 

       new         that  three   CL  book 

      ‘(lit.) new that book’ (MWd-formation) 

In (89), we see that both de-modification and MWd-formation can occur in the pre-N 

position, but only de-modification is allowed in the pre-D position, as shown in (90a). 

Based on the structure in (87), the asymmetry between (89a) and (90a) on the one 

hand and (89b) and (90b) on the other can be understood straightforwardly. [Adj de] 

is phrasal and comes into the structure through adjunction. Thus, it has freer mobility 

than a SWd. Until this point, I have presented my position that the examples in (89a) 

and (89b) involve distinct syntactic constructions. That is (89b) is not a case of (89a) 

with a silent de marker.   

The next question that I address concerns the internal structure of Adj de. 

More specifically, I investigate whether Adj and de form a MWd before they project 

or whether they occupy different positions. In the following sub-section, I explore the 

structure of Adj de and argue that the morpheme de is a phrasal head and that AdjP 

occupies a specifier position.  
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4.7 Syntactic Structure of Adj de 

I propose that Adj de has the structure in (91). In this structure, de occupies a 

functional head, η , and AdjP, a phrasal element, appears in its specifier position.19  

(91)               η P 

 

  AdjP         η ’     

 

                         η 0         nP/DP 

                        de 

I suggest that the function of the η  projection is to introduce a position for AdjP’s to 

occur.20 The referents of η P are always a subset of the referents of nP/DP. For instance, 

the objects referred to by [η P xin de [nP shu]] ‘new books’ are a subset of those referred 

to by [nP shu] ‘books.’ The evidence that I use to support the structure in (91) is based 

on the examples in (92-93).  

(92) a. [[you   [bai]   you   [keai]]     de       [haibao]] 

      both  white  and     cute      DEMod    seal 

     ‘both white and cute seal(s)’ 

b. [[you  [keai]   you   [bai]]    de      [haibao]] 

      both   cute    and   white  DEMod    seal 

     ‘both cute and white seal(s)’      

The examples in (92a and b) can be interpreted as singular or plural. In the singular 

reading, there is a seal which is both white and cute. The following reading is not 

available: ‘a cute seal and a white seal.’ The possibility of having a singular reading 

in (92) indicates that both AdjP’s are coordinated and modify the same noun. 

Furthermore, the AdjP’s are coordinated without repeating the marker de. This 

                                                 
19 η  is to be read as ‘eta.’ 
 
20 I assume that relative clauses also occur in the [Spec, η P] position. In this study, I focus on AdjP’s 
and do not discuss the internal structure of RC’s. For more information about Mandarin RC 
constructions, see Del Gobbo (2003), Huang (1982), and Li and Thompson (1989).  
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combination shows that both keai ‘cute’ and bai ‘white’ are phrasal. Since they are 

phrasal elements, they cannot occupy a head position. That is why in (91) AdjP is 

placed in the specifier position.  

Furthermore, unlike (92a and b), a singular reading is absent in (93). The 

examples in (93) can only be used to refer to multiple books.21 (93b) is only felicitous 

if there are two kinds of books: one is old, and the other is new.  

(93) Duanmu (1998, p. 137, ex. (2)) 

a. [jiu      de       shu]    gen  [xin   de     shu] 

    old  DEMod    book   and  new  DEMod    book 

    ‘old book(s) and new book(s)’ 

b. [[jiu     de  __ ]  gen  [xin    de       __ ]]   shu            

      old  DEMod      and   new DEMod             book 

    ‘old book(s) and new book(s)’ 

(92b) differs from (93b) in the level of coordination. I argue that the former involves 

AdjP-coordination, as in (94), whereas the latter employs η P-coordination, as 

demonstrated in (95). 

(94)  AdjP-coordination  

                      η P 

 

          AdjP           η ’     

 

            AdjP1    AdjP2  η 0         nP/DP 

                                    de 

 

 

 

                                                 
21 Recall that the possessive examples I discussed in §3.1.2 in Chapter 5 also exhibit the similar 
phenomenon.  
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(95) η P-coordination22 

                               η P 

 

            η P              gen                   η P                   

                          ‘and’ 

           AdjP de (nP/DP)              AdjP de (nP/DP) 

 

The absence of the singular reading in (93b) suggests that the structure in (96) is not a 

possible one.  

(96)                                                  nP 

 

 

                               XP                                    nP 

 

              XP           gen                   XP                   

                          ‘and’ 

                  AdjP de                             AdjP de  

 

The structure in (96), which always permits a singular reading, is a standard 

configuration for nominal modifiers and nouns. However, this is not what the fact in 

(93b) shows. Therefore, the structure in (96) is not adequate.  

Furthermore, when Poss and η  are both projected, the Poss head always 

dominates the η  head, as illustrated in (97). When Lisi de ‘Lisi’s’ precedes piaoliang 

de ‘pretty,’ as in (97a), the sentence is grammatical. In contrast, if piaoliang de 

‘pretty’ occurs before Lisi de ‘Lisi’s,’ the sentence is ungrammatical, as in (97b).23  

                                                 
22 Again, I leave the question open as to whether (93b/95), an instance of Right Node Raising, are the 
result of rightward Across the Board movement (see Ross 1967, Postal 1974, 1998, Sabbagh 2003) or 
leftward ellipsis (Wexler and Culicover 1980, Kayne 1994, Wilder 1997). 
 
23 The ordering restriction between possessor phrases and AdjP’s applies even when they are not 
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(97) a. [Lisi      de     [piaoliang   de         [paoche]]]   ting   zai   shu    xia 

     Lisi  DEPoss       pretty   DEMod     sports car     park   at   tree  under 

    ‘Lisi’s pretty sports car(s) is/are parked under the tree.’ 

b. *[piaoliang   de      [Lisi    de       [paoche]]]  ting  zai   shu    xia 

          pretty   DEMod    Lisi  DEPoss  sports car    park  at   tree   under 

    ‘Lisi’s pretty sports car(s) is/are parked under the tree.’ 

Having discussed the syntactic structure of de-modification I propose in (91), 

I would like to declare my view regarding the unsettled issue between S&S (1987, 

1991) and Paul (2003) - whether de-modification is derived from relative clauses or 

not. I agree with Paul (2003) that the de-modification construction in Mandarin is not 

derived from relative clauses (RC). Detailed discussion is provided in the following 

sub-section. 

4.8 de-modification is not derived from relative clauses. 

S&S (1987) argue that if de modifiers are relative clauses, then the Adj’s in 

them must be in the predicate position. These Adj’s should, therefore, be able to occur 

in the predicate position. On the other hand, if an adjective cannot appear in the 

predicate position, then it should not be able to occur as a pre-nominal de modifier, 

though it is possible to have this Adj function as de-less modification (in their term). 

The examples they use to support their claim are former in English and qian ‘former’ 

in Mandarin. They show that neither former in English nor qian ‘former’ in Mandarin 

can appear in the predicate position, as in (98a) and (99a) respectively, and that they 
                                                                                                                                           
juxtaposed, as illustrated in (i). The AdjP in (i) appears in the pre-D position, whereas the possessor 
phrase occurs in the pre-N position. (i) is ungrammatical. In contrast, when the possessor phrase 
appears in the pre-D position and the AdjP in the pre-N position, the sentence is grammatical, as shown 
in (ii).  
 
 (i) *[[baise]    de       na    san   jian  [Lisi]    de    [maoxianyi]]  bu   jian     le 
          white  DEMod  that  three   CL   Lisi  DEPoss    sweater        not  meet  ASP 
 
 (ii) [[Lisi]     de       na    san    jian  [baise]   de      [maoxianyi]]  bu   jian     le 
          Lisi  DEPoss   that  three   CL    white  DEMod      sweater      not  meet  ASP 
        ‘lit. Lisi’s those three white sweaters are missing.’ 
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can appear pre-nominally, as in (98b, 99b) (S&S 1987, p. 476, ex. (35-36):  

(98) a. *This president is former . 

b. the former  president  

(99) a. *zhe   ge   zongtong    qian 

      this  CL  president  former  

b.   qian     zongtong 

    former    president 

They further argue that since qian ‘former’ cannot occur in a predicate position (99a), 

it must not be in a relative clause when it occurs pre-nominally. Hence, it should not 

be able to occur as a de modifier. They use the following example to support their 

claim (S&S 1987, p. 477, ex. (37)): 

(100) *qian    de    zongtong 

   former  DE   president 

Paul (2003) points out that the example that S&S use to support their claim in (100) is 

not adequate. She shows that (100) is unacceptable simply because qian ‘former’ is a 

bound morpheme. Its bi-syllabic counterpart yiqian ‘former’ is perfectly fine, as 

shown in (101) (Paul 2003, p. 5, footnote 7, ex. (i)): 

(101) Beijing     daxue      yiqian    de    xiaozhang 

    Beijing  university  former   DE   chancellor 

   ‘the former chancellor of Beijing University’ 

Further, S&S (1991) relate Adj’s to intransitive verbs and claim that they have 

parallel structures, as in (102-103) (S&S 1991, p. 572, ex (16-17). 
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(102) a.  tianqi     hao 

       weather  good 

      ‘The weather is good’ 

   b. bi        gui 

      pen  expensive 

       ‘Pens are expensive.’ 

   c. konglong   da 

      dinosaur   big 

      ‘Dinosaurs are big.’ 

(103) a. niao   fei 

       bird   fly 

       ‘Birds fly.’ 

    b. na    zhi   gou  jiao 

        that  CL   dog  bark 

       ‘That dog is barking.’ 

    c. chezi  lai 

         car   come 

        ‘The car is coming.’ 

The examples in (102) and those in (103) do look alike. However, it is misleading to 

claim that the structure of those examples in (102) is parallel to that of those 

examples in (103). The reasons are as follows: first, those examples in (102) sound 

incomplete when they are used alone. When bare AdjP’s, i.e. without de, occur after 

nouns, they are often function as the comments in the so-called “Topic-comment” 

construction in descriptive grammar, as in (104): 

(104)  zai  zhe    jia   dian   li,  [bi        gui],       [shu   pianyi] 

     at    this   CL  store  in  pen  expensive    book   cheap 

 ‘In this store, as for pens, they are expensive, and as for books, they are cheap.’    

In (104), ‘in this store’ is the topic, and the following two parts, bi gui and shu pianyi, 

are both comments to the topic. Bare AdjP’s are allowed within the construction of 
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the comments. It is also possible to have a bare AdjP in the contrasting sentences in 

which the speaker wants to contrast two items, the topics, clothes and friends in this 

case. What follows the topics are comments in which bare AdjP’s are found.  

(105) yifu,   [xin    de      hao],  pengyou  [jiu   de   hao] 

 clothes  new   DE    good      friend     old  DE  good 

 ‘Clothes, new ones are good; friends, old ones are good.’    

 (Li and Thompson 1989, p. 101, ex. (55)) 

Recall the information in footnote 10. When scalar adjectives and some 

absolute adjectives are used as a sole predicate, the presence of hen ‘very’ is 

obligatory. Li and Thompson (1989) note that when this adverbial modifier is not 

heavily stressed, its adverbial meaning is bleached. In other words, hen ‘very’ can be 

semantically empty. Hence, the sentence in (106) is ambiguous between two 

meanings.  

(106) na   ge    guojia  [*(hen)      minzhu]  

  that  CL  country     very  democratic 

 Reading 1: That country is very democratic. 

 Reading 2: That country is democratic.   

(Li and Thompson 1989, p. 143, ex. (168b)) 

Even though it is puzzling why hen ‘very’ is obligatory when it does not contribute 

any semantic interpretation, in order to make those examples in (102) sound complete, 

hen must appear between the nouns and the Adj’s.  

Similar to the examples in (102), the examples in (103) do not sound complete, 

either, though for a different reason. Some grammatical elements are required to make 

these examples sound complete. I put the sentences that sound complete to me to the 

right of S&S’s data. 
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(107) S&S’s Data                              Dialect B 

   a. niao   fei                                 a’ niao     zai / hui    fei 

       bird   fly                                      bird   DUR/ can   fly  

       ‘Birds fly.’                                 ‘Birds are flying. Or Birds can fly.’ 

    b. na    zhi  gou   jiao                b’ na   zhi  gou    zai     jiao 

       that   CL  dog  bark                   that  CL  dog  DUR  bark 

       ‘That dog is barking.’                ‘That dog is barking.’ 

    c. chezi  lai                                c’ chezi     lai      le 

         car   come                                   car    come  CRS 

        ‘The car is coming.’                  ‘The car is coming.’ 

(DUR = Durative Aspect; CRS = Currently Relevant State;  

Li and Thompson 1989) 

I stated that S&S’s examples sound incomplete because they can be grammatical 

chunks in special constructions. For instance, when (102b) occurs in a construction 

like (104), it is acceptable. However, when it stands by itself, it is not. Let me provide 

another example based on (107b).  

(108) na    zhi  gou   jiao,  zhe  zhi   gou   ye   jiao,  zhen   shi     taoyan 

   that   CL  dog  bark   this  CL  dog   too  bark  really  Be   annoying 

 ‘That dog barks, and this dog also barks. It’s really annoying.’    

Now I put the “complete” version of the examples in (102-103) side by side in (109).  

(109) a.  tianqi     hen   hao                  d. niao     zai / hui    fei 

       weather  very  good                     bird   DUR/ can    fly 

      ‘The weather is good’                  ‘Birds are flying. Or Birds can fly.’ 

   b. bi     hen        gui                     e. na   zhi  gou    zai     jiao 

      pen   very  expensive                   that  CL  dog  DUR  bark 

       ‘Pens are expensive.’                  ‘That dog is barking.’ 

   c. konglong   hen   da                  f. chezi     lai      le 

      dinosaur   very  big                       car    come  CRS 

      ‘Dinosaurs are big.’                    ‘The car is coming.’ 
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The pattern on the left side does not look like the one on the right anymore. Since 

S&S’s argument that Adj’s behave like intransitive verbs is solely based on their 

surface structures. However, I have shown that there is no obvious surface parallelism 

between Adj’s and intransitive verbs, invalidating S&S’s argument.  

Another problem with S&S’s proposal is their syntactic structure of de-

modification. I repeat their structure in (110). Recall that S&S argue that de-

modification is derived from relative clauses in which there is an operator in a non-

argument position, COMP. This operator is co-indexed with the head of the nominal 

and binds a variable in an argument position.  

(110)                                    N y 

 

                                    CP                Nj
x 

                        

                            IP               Oj 

  

       ej                A  

          θ -role(s) 

They suggest that the example in (111a) would have the structure of (111b) 

schematically: 

(111) a. [da       de]     konglong 

       big    DEMod    dinosaur 

       ‘big dinosaur(s)’  

       (S&S, 1991, p. 573, ex. (18c)) 

   b. [[[[e]j   da]   O j]    konglong j] 

                   big  Op      dinosaur 

       (S&S, 1991, p. 573, ex. (20)) 

It is not clear to me where S&S would place the marker de in the structure in (110) or 

(111b). Notice that when AdjP’s occur in the predicate position, they do not have the 

marker de, as shown in (109a, b, and c). S&S assume that the AdjP’s in the relative 
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clauses are exactly the same as the ones appearing in the predicate position. Therefore, 

the AdjP in the structure in (110) does not have the marker de like those examples in 

(109). However, de is present in (111a). If da de ‘big’ in (111a) is derived from (110) 

or (111b), we would expect de to be absent as the structures show. This expectation is 

not borne out. 

Furthermore, despite the fact that AdjP’s and RC’s function as pre-nominal 

modifiers, there is a difference between these two kinds of modifiers in terms of their 

syntactic distribution. AdjP’s cannot immediately precede a numeral, as in (112b), 

while RC’s can, as in (113b).24  

(112) a. san     ge    [congming]    de      xuesheng                                          (�pre-N) 

       three   CL    intelligent  DEMod    student  

      ‘three intelligent students’ 

    b. *[congming]     de       san    ge    xuesheng                                        (*pre-D) 

             intelligent  DEMod  three  CL     student   

(113) a. san     ge   [RC wo   jiao     guo]       de       xuesheng                          (�pre-N) 

       three  CL           I    teach  PAST   DEMod     student  

      ‘three students who I taught before’ 

    b. [RC wo   jiao    guo]      de        san    ge    xuesheng                          (�pre-D) 

                I    teach  PAST  DEMod   three  CL     student   

       ‘three students who I taught before’ 

Even though why (112b) is ungrammatical is puzzling and requires further research, 

its ungrammaticality indicates that AdjP’s have a distinct property from RC’s. They 

contribute various syntactic effects and should not be treated equally.   

In this sub-section, in addition to presenting Paul’s argument, I showed that 

S&S’s claim that de-modification is derived from relative clauses is not well-

grounded. Thus far, I hope the syntactic status of [X N] and [X de NP] is apparent. 

                                                 
24 Shimoyama (2005) observes that the “sizes” of noun modifiers contribute various scope island 
effects for degree quantifiers. She shows that Japanese adjectival modifiers do not show the scope 
island effect for degree quantifiers, whereas finite relative clauses do. 
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Before I conclude this chapter, with all the information we have about [X N] and  

[X de NP], I evaluate Paul’s suggestion that X and N in [X N] are phrasal in the last 

sub-section in §4.  

4.9 Paul’s (2003) Argument on the Phrasal Status of X and N in [X N] 

Paul (2003) argues, against S&S (1989, 1991) and Duanmu (1998), that X and 

N in [X N] are phrasal because they are accessible to deletion. The following are her 

examples (2003, pp. 8, ex. (19-20)) with a slight modification of the gloss and 

additional bracketing from my part: 

(114) a. Amei    bu    xihuan  [DP1 huang  meigui], [DP2 hong     de     Ø]    hai    keyi  

       Amei  NEG    like             yellow    rose              red     DEMod        still    OK 

       ‘Amei doesn’t like yellow roses, red ones are still ok.’        

   b.  Bu    mai  [DP1 da  pangxie],  mai  [DP1 xiao      de      Ø] 

      NEG  buy          big     crab      buy         small   DEMod     

       ‘Don’t buy a big crab, buy a small one.’ (NEG = negation marker) 

Notice that when we reverse DP1 and DP2 in both examples and delete the noun in 

DP1, both sentences become ungrammatical.  

(115) a. *Amei    bu    xihuan  [DP2 hong     de    meigui], [DP1 huang  Ø]   hai    keyi  

         Amei   NEG    like            red     DEMod  rose             yellow         still    OK 

   b.  *Bu    mai [DP1 xiao     de      pangxie],  mai  [DP1 da  Ø]  

         NEG  buy       small   DEMod    crab       buy         big      

If the noun in [X N] were phrasal, (115a, b) should be grammatical like the ones in 

(114). However, the expectation is not borne out. What (115) shows is that the noun 

in DP1, unlike the NP in [X de NP], is not phrasal. It cannot undergo deletion, forcing 

some subwords (huang ‘yellow’ in (115a) and da ‘big’ in (115b)) to remain. 

Furthermore, even when we spell out the noun in DP1, the noun in DP2 cannot be 

deleted, either, as shown in (116).  
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(116) a. *Amei    bu    xihuan  [DP2 hong     de    Ø], [DP1 huang  meigui]   hai    keyi  

         Amei   NEG    like            red     DEMod             yellow    rose       still    OK 

   b.  *Bu    mai [DP1 xiao     de       Ø  ],  mai  [DP1 da  pangxie ]  

         NEG  buy       small   DEMod          buy         big     crab 

The question arises as to how we can account for the grammaticality of (114a, 

b) and the ungrammaticality of (116a, b). One possible approach to this question is to 

assume that there is an implicit discourse cue that licenses the deletion of the noun in 

(114), and this implicit cue is not present to license the deletion in (116). The puzzle 

is what the cue is. Before I begin a detailed discussion, consider the following 

hierarchy of flower kinds:  

(117)                               hua ‘flower’ (A)      

 

            yujinxiang          meigui          baihe       

              ‘tulip’ (B)          ‘rose’ (C)    ‘lily’  (D) 

  

                    huang            hong            bai 

      ‘yellow’          ‘red’           ‘white’ 

                      (E)                (F)               (G) 

In (117), hua ‘flower’ is a cover term for B, C, D, E, F, and G. According to the chart, 

tulips, roses, and lilies are kinds of flowers, and yellow roses, red roses, and white 

roses are different kinds of roses (of course, there are also different kinds of flowers). 

There are two possible ways of referring to the kind E on the chart in Mandarin, 

namely huang meigui ‘yellow roses’ or huang de meigeui ‘yellow roses’ in this case.25 

Hence, (114a) have two other different ways of expressing the same meaning as in 

(118b, c). 

                                                 
25 I am not assuming that [X N] and [X de NP] can always be interchangeable. Under certain 
circumstances, like the one in (117), it is possible to use both [X N] and [X de NP] for ‘yellow roses’ 
or ‘red roses.’ 
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(118) a. Amei    bu    xihuan  [DP1 huang  meigui], [DP2 hong     de     Ø]    hai    keyi  

       Amei  NEG    like             yellow    rose              red     DEMod        still    OK 

       ‘Amei doesn’t like yellow roses, red ones are still ok.’        

   b. Amei    bu    xihuan  [DP1 huang  meigui], [DP2 hong *(meigui)]    hai    keyi  

       Amei  NEG    like             yellow    rose              red        rose        still    OK 

       ‘Amei doesn’t like yellow roses, red ones are still ok.’ 

  c. Amei    bu    xihuan  [DP1 huang  meigui], [DP2 hong  de   meigui]  hai    keyi  

       Amei  NEG    like             yellow    rose            red   DEMod rose     still    OK 

      ‘Amei doesn’t like yellow roses, red ones are still ok.’ 

Note that in (118b), if meigui is deleted or not pronounced, the sentence is 

ungrammatical. This is expected according to our analysis because meigui in (118b) is 

a SWd. The example in (118c) has all the elements spelled out and is grammatical. 

Return back to the question raised earlier: what licenses the deletion of meigui 

in (118a)? I suggest that it is C in the chart, which is identified by DP1 in (118a). After 

huang  meigui ‘yellow roses’ in (118a) is introduced into the discourse, listeners are 

expecting a comparison of sub-kinds of roses based on different colors. When another 

sub-kind of roses enters into the discourse, such as ‘red roses,’ the part of information 

roses is old and can be deleted under appropriate circumstances, such as legitimate 

syntactic configuration. As mentioned above, meigui in (118b) cannot be deleted due 

to the SWd status of meigui. If the speaker chooses to use the [X de NP] construction, 

then s/he has the choice of pronouncing NP, as in (118c) or the choice of not 

pronouncing NP, as in (118a). 

What about the ungrammaticality of (116), repeated here as (119)? 

(119) a. *Amei    bu    xihuan  [DP2 hong     de    Ø], [DP1 huang  meigui]   hai    keyi  

         Amei   NEG    like            red     DEMod             yellow    rose       still    OK 

   b.  *Bu    mai [DP1 xiao     de       Ø  ],  mai  [DP1 da  pangxie ]  

         NEG  buy       small   DEMod           buy         big     crab 

As shown in (119), DP1 appears after DP2. The noun in DP2 cannot be deleted because 

there is nothing in the discourse that can license the deletion.  
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Another example that Paul uses to support her claim that N in [X N] is phrasal 

is the following: 

(120) *Amei    bu     xihuan  chi  [DP1 hong-hua], [DP2 huang   de    Ø]   hai    keyi  

     Amei   NEG    like     eat           red-flower        yellow  DEMod      still    OK 

    ‘Amei doesn’t want to take safflower, yellow ones are still ok.’ 

The sentence in (120) is in fact grammatical under the reading that hong hua refers to 

red flowers.26 However, this is not the reading that Paul is interested in. The reading 

of her interest is when honghua is used to refer to a kind of Chinese medicine/herb; 

that is why she uses eat before honghua. (120) is ruled out for several reasons. Here I 

will only point out one. If honghua has sub-kinds such as huang-de honghua ‘yellow 

safflowers’ and zi-de honghua ‘purple safflowers’, then (120) is out because honghua 

is the superset of ‘yellow safflowers’ and ‘purple safflowers.’ After denying the 

superset, ‘safflowers,’ one also denies all its subsets. It is semantically odd to say 

‘Amei doesn’t like safflowers but yellow safflowers are ok.’  

In this sub-section, I have shown that both X and N in [X N] are better 

analyzed as SWd’s. There is no evidence that they are phrasal.  

5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I adopted a number of tests to examine whether de-less and de-

modification are phrasal. I showed that the so-called “de-less modification” is in fact 

a kind of MWd-formation. The adjective-like de-less elements are SWd’s. Hence, 

they cannot move out of their MWd domain and appear in the pre-D position. In 

contrast, adjectives with the de marker are phrasal and have freer syntactic 

distribution. In addition, I have presented empirical data to illustrate the fact that the 

ordering restrictions observed in the MWd-formation are related to the syntactic 

position where MWd’s occur. In the case of [X N], it is realized in the N head 

position, where concept-denoting nouns are generated. Creating a new sub-concept 

term requires common ground among speakers and listeners. Hence, it is subject to 

                                                 
26 Of course, it is grammatical under the assumption that Amei likes to eat all kinds of flowers.  
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complicated ordering restriction. Moreover, I argued that the marker following AdjP’s, 

de, is realized in a functional head and that AdjP occupies a specifier position.  
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